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Abstract 

This thesis is concerned with developing animal geographies of cattle. Though the thesis signals 
attempts by geographers to recognize the presence of animals within practices previously 
understood as exclusively human (/ social), I argue that there has been little discussion of how the 
agencies of animals might be theorized beyond their appearance as bounded nonhuman units. 
O:msequently, this research forms part of a call for a disaggregation of non-human agency, a call, 
specifically, to articulate how individual cattle have particularities and complexities of alterity that 
dissect their placement into collectives. To enrich understandings of animal agencies, therefore, the 
thesis deploys a range of methodological practices: observation, sound recordings, photography, 
interviewing and textual analysis. Empirically seeking to research with and for animals rather than 
merely on them, I illuminate how individual cattle at an agricultural event I attended in May 2002 
and living on a dairy farm in England have shaped the course of my fieldwork; determining the 
objects, bits and pieces that I have followed (i.e., pharmaceuticals, feed, bedding, hygiene and 
parlour equipment, crushes, stretch film, animal welfare and rights campaigns and policy-making). 
Binding these theoretical and empirical concerns with individual cattle together, this thesis offers 
important insights into crucial areas of concern in animal geographies - namely, to open up how 
animals might be encountered as errbxIitrl fleshy beings, to consider how animals co-constitute and 
re-constitute the fabric of material and virtual spaces and places, and thus to contemplate how 
human-animal ethical relations might be reconfigured. 
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I. Preface 

Figure i.i: Mapping the f?ybrid bocfy spaces of a cow 

(Whatmore 1999b:10) 

There is stifl something mzssing: a sense of animals as animals; as beings with their own needs, and (perhaps) se!! 
awarenesses, rather than merelY as entities to be trapped, counted, mapped and analYzed; as beings whose lives are 

indeliblY shaped fry the uses that humans f ormulate for them, but whose fates from these takenfor-granted uses (along 
with the human rationales behind these uses) are almost never subjected to cntic'Cll scruti'!)' 

(philo 1995:657-658). 

How difficult it still seems for us to peel back. . . and see the real animals that lurk within .. . animals have no means of 
challenging our misrepresentations ... we need to learn to see them how they reallY are, not as we imagine them to be 

(SerpeII1996:825-826). 

Animals have been so indispensable to the structure of human affairs and so tied up with our visions of progress and 
the good life that we have been unable to (even try to) fullY see them. Their very c'entraliry prompted us to simplY look 

awqy and to ignore their fates . . . we have an intellectual responsibiliry as well as an ethical dury to consider the lives of 
animals closelY (Wokh and EmelI998:xi). 

Figure i.ii: Mr and Mrs Big 

(pbolograpb lakell T ueJdtl) 1.j. AllglI.!1 2001) 
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i.i Points of departure 

TIlls thesis is concerned with developing animal geographies of cattle. The quotations and images 

above conjuring up some of the themes and aspirations that are present in, and constitutive of, this 

thesis 'in-the-making'. The quotations, in particular, convey how animals! have been, and continue 

to be, investigated and of interest in the academy and beyond insofar as they impact upon the lives, 

interests and well-being of humans. Implicit in these accounts is a concerted awareness of how 

animals have found themselves woven through narratives about the environment, landscape and 

nature; configured and discarded as part of a (food) production process (figure i.i); mapped onto 

biogeographical regions and driven from their 'homes' by logging, mining, agriculture and 

urbanization (after Wolch and EmeI1998:xi); used for biomedical research, sport, tourism and so on. 

Importantly, the authors in these pieces examining how animals have been treated in academic 

geography: cleaved into a 'non-human' sphere, regarded as mute and inert matter and certainly 

denied lives of their own2• Above all, these papers signalling the illusory nature of human! animal 

purification in calling for animals to be taken seriously as living beings. What does it take to gesture 

towards animals, to "peel back the layers"? Is it possible for us, as humans, to remove ourselves 

from our centre of concern, to think of ourselves as living among and with animals? Gucially, how 

do animals see the world and their relations with humans? Together, these quotations, images and 

questions all taking on a new potency for me in illuminating how there are 'other' animal stories 

(waiting) to be told. 

Over the last four years, then, I have sought, in various ways, to move on and extend this theme of 

taking animals seriously, indeed to recognize how animals lead all sort of lives and can do all sorts of 

things that unsettle and disturb human understandings about their place in the world (Whatmore 

1999b). This endeavour reflects not only intellectual but also personal and political commitments 

that I want to acknowledge. Touching upon the everyday, the origins of the thesis can be traced 

back to a series of childhood experiences: of growing up in rural Wales; our frequent family outings 

to farms; having to walk through a field of cattle (occasionally falling into 'cow pats '!) on my way to 

feed 'Chip' (a horse); and through recollections of my 'toy cows' - 'Qarence' (a Jersey cow!) and 

'Emily' (a Friesian cow), both of whom are boxed up and stored in my loft. In part, this research 

resonates in my wider concern for the well-being of animals; here I remember fondly school and 

university holidays and a 'gap year' spent volunteering at an animal shelter: cleaning out cat pens, 

being bitten by a white rabbit (named Biggles), feeding a goat and walking dogs. 

I I use the tenn 'animals' throughout this thesis to describe sentient beings that are not hwnan. I do, however, \\"aIlt to 
signal the difficulty of using ~ term, its pot~ntial to conjure up species~~ to ?e seen in opp~sition to the. word 'hlUlUn', 
and thus viewed as an ex-preSSlon of prejudIce (Ryder 2000:2). With this ill ll11I1d, I should like to make It clear that no 
inferiority is intended for I firmly believe th,l{ humans are animals too. 
2 For an ;tltemative conunentaryof how academic geography has not been as 'deadening' as is being implied here do see 
Philo (199.'1 2005). 
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In some sense, this distinction between the personal and academic blurred as I undertook a Masters 

programme in Society and Space here at the University of BristoL For in February 2001 Professor 

Sarah Whatmore, in a session on 'the environment', came to class and handed out a 'hybrid cow' 

diagram (figure i.i). What followed was a discussion concerning the way in which economic 

discourse and practice is made flesh, of how creatures become objectified as 'natural resources', and 

ethical questions about how this creature's bodily functions, social relations and life experience was 

changed. It was in this class, then, that I became aware of geographical and social scientific bodies 

of work on 'animals'3. This, and the taught session on crocodiles and wildlife networks that followed, 

led me to undertake a dissertation project on two rhinoceros iguanas known as Mr and Mrs Big 

(figure i.ii). Tracing how the spaces created for reptiles in zoological parks had changed over time, I 

became concerned with how Mr and Mrs Big used the enclosure provided for them, interacted with 

one another and others around them Moreover, this led me to spend several weeks at the zoo over 

the course of one summer, shadowing the zookeepers, going into the enclosure - sometimes alone

to spend time with Mr and Mrs Big, watching them from the public gallery and following how 

visitors attempted to interact with them and how the animals responded. As I was conducting this 

piece of fieldwork I was applying for an ESRC doctoral studentship, and it was at this point that I 

decided to shift the orientation of my work from wildlife to cattle, these childhood experiences, 

'hybrid' mapping of the cow and class discussion remaining with me4• 

From very different contexts, each of these encounters have shaped this research in all kinds of 

ways. For me, they serve as an ongoing reminder of the importance of spending time with animals 

and indeed acknowledging how animals determine what humans can and cannot do (being able to 

stroke Biggles, to enter Mr and Mrs Big's enclosure or to wander through a field of cattle). But 

looking back a number of loose ends, frustrations and anxieties concerning the ways in which 

academics were 'inviting the animals back in' (Wolch and Eme11995) to geographical work began to 

surface that I wanted to address through my doctoral research. In essence, I felt (and still do), that 

geographies associated with human-animal relations often become stories about the human tenns by 

which animals have come to be defined and the human practices and meanings that shape human 

relations to animals. Qmsequently, what can remain, then, is a decidedly 'human' geography that 

fails to contemplate and articulate animal relations of all kinds. This is not to say, however, that I 

doubt the potential validity of existing work in 'animal geographies', rather that I believe in forming 

understandings by "stirring some additional ingredients into the mix, [deploying] 'other' 

philosophical and methodological devices" (Philo 1992:193) and rethinking "some important and 

good things in some ... older literature that is being too quickly just referenced and overlooked" 

3 For an overview of 'animal geographies' see Philo (1995), Philo and WIlben (2000) and Wolch and Ernel (1995 1998). 

4 Please note: the archaeology of this project is taken up and worked through in chapter 3 (part 3.1). At the outset. 
however, I should like to make it clear that I owe my career as an 'aninul geographer' to Mr and Mrs Big, whom continue 
to inspire and shape the kinds of journeys that I am taking. 
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(Philo 1997:19). In other words, my concern in developing animal geographies of cattle is to 

theoretically retrace some of the ways in which animals have been evacuated from geography, and 

methodologically to investigate how research might be animal-led, drawing on empirical styles and 

practices with and for individual animals rather than merely on them (after eben and Trinh 1994). 

Thus, this thesis places at the forefront the urgency of rupturing existing accounts of humm-animal 

relations by becoming attentive instead to irKiiUdual anirrulss. 

i.ii Animalian traces 

What happens as a consequence of countenancing animal lives, geographies and relations with 

humans? In what follows I want to explain the broader context of ideas (jan- rese£lrriJ thern3) that 

inform this conception of animd-human relations; and to advance a set of research questions that 

reflect this projects contribution to existing work in animal geographies. 

The first theme is a theoretical engagement that situates irKiiUdual animds as the focal point of the 

research. This trajectory is intended to hold on to theoretical accounts that register the relational and 

networked nature of human-animal relations (for examples see Callon 1986; Davies 1999; Hinchliffe 

2001; Latour 1993; Thome 1998; Whatmore and Thome 1998 2000; Whatmore 2002), and to 

extend and unstitch such accounts. On the one hand, this is to acknowledge how relational 

perspectives have challenged the humancentrism prevalent in all manner of knowledge practices. On 

the other hand, I want to argue that there is something missing in these relational accounts - "a 

sense of animals as animals" (after Philo 1995:657) - for rarely, if at all, do individual animals 

emerge as "distinct subjects, worthy of epistemological, political and ethical distinction" Gones 

2003:293). To be clear, the journeys being undertaken here are working towards tackling this 

disregard for the individual by 'deconstructing' or 'dismantling' the sedimentation of animalian 

figures within relational approaches. 

Following on, the second conversation exercised through the thesis is concerned with aspects of 

jkhirK?SS and enixxlirrrnt in opening up the relationship between the material and discursive make-up 

of animal bodies. This is important, for all-too-often existing work in animal geographies tends to 

reassert a 'thinking through the body' that places animals as 'body subjects' into generic containers 

amid historical, informatic and technological menageries. But I do not want to be misunderstood 

here, for this is not to ignore how cattle have been domesticated in ways that affect their genetic 

composition, bodily morphology and behaviour (after Anderson 1997); these matters, therefore, are 

5 These introducrory frustrations and aninulian orientation are more carefully set out in the preceding ch.lpters (in 
particular, p.lrts 1.4. j _3 ,llld .'.1) - ' 



of continued importance. I do, however, believe that there is more to come, that individual cattle 

have a fleshyanimalness, a 'weighty materiality (Longhurst 2001:5), that goes against the grain of 

(human) knowledge practices. By implication, augmenting the embodied lives of cattle in this way 

supplements various fonns of bodily practice that embalm both the representational (generic 

compositions) and the non-representational (immediate experience ground out of the body, space to 

think about what is going on, and to realize that something else might happen). 

The third engagement invites new ways of thinking about how animals can be seen as w-ronstituents 

of place and space. This is a movement away from the configuration of cattle into pastoral and 

productivist narratives (as part of the rural landscape, fanning livelihoods or the heritage industry, 

for example), towards a contemplation of the pliable and disruptive presence (and absence) of 

animals in variable spatial contexts. In the first instance, this is to illustrate how cattle, as embodied 

beings, are influential in how places and spaces take and hold their shape in ways set apart from that 

of (prior) human assumptions and expectations. In the second instance, this is to trace how the 

fleshy attributes of cattle can be found inhabiting other (more) artificial and virtual spaces. These 

serve to map out how the everyday lives of cattle (and humans) constitute a mode of dwelling, as 

against building, in the world (after Ingold 1995). 

Fourthly, and finally, these themes (individuality, corporeality and place/space) may create new 

points of departure and arrival in tenns of ethics. For each theme invites new ways of attending to 

the lives of animals where they are not subsumed into the humanely orchestrated lives that have 

been designed for them In particular, these efforts are directed towards resituating abstract ethical 

deliberations in moving towards practical ethical expertise Gones 2003). Rather than welfare codes 

of recommendations or legislature, I am thinking here, for example, of everyday relations that play-. 
out between a farmer and his or her cattle: checking, talking and stroking animals; how he or she 

might recognize and respond to a sick animal, a cow going through a difficult labour, or sending 

animals off to slaughter. But there is a sense, too, in which I want to hold on to how animals (cattle) 

circumscribe these encounters and subvert (human) ethical practices. 1binking again, here, of how 

individual animals may not respond to medication, cany on with a difficult birth or enter a lorry to 

be sent to the abattoir. 

The outcome of this collection of themes IS formalized through the following key research 

questIons: 

• What meanings of corporeality are woven into the lives of cattle and how do these 

understandings impact upon, and yet are disturbed by, the embodied agency of individual 

animals? 
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• 

• 

How can cattle, in their everyday lives of different sorts, be seen to co-constitute and re

constitute places and spaces? 

What fonns of ethical responsibility towards cattle are imposed and unsettled through these 

corporeallUlderstandings and spatial relations? 

i.iii A thesis 'in-the-making' 

As I hope is becoming clear by now, my central concern in this thesis is how important questions 

about individual animalian (cattle) lives might be attended to without repeating the frustrations 

characteristic of much work on 'animal geographies'. In other words, how might these corporeal 

practices, spatial relations and ethical encolUlters offer a constructive critique of the networked and 

relational geographies project, and by extension the 'animal tum' of which it is a part? By way of a 

signpost, and to bring to a close this preface, I want to show something of how these research 

questions, and the emergent ideas and ambitions contained therein, shape the coming thesis; a thesis 

that is best seen as 'in-the-making' rather than as a finished or complete academic production. 

OJapter 1 introduces and contextualizes some of the scientific, cultural and aesthetic lenses through 

which cattle have become known and lUlderstood by human societies at different scales, flUlctions 

and institutional contexts. The first section, 'scientising cattle', outlines the historical origins of 

domestic cattle and discloses some of the ways in which scientific techniques have been drawn upon 

to transform and manipulate cattle, charting the implications of these techniques on the health and 

welfare of animals. In the second section, 'cattle as commodity', the chapter introduces bodies of 

work that discuss the various stages and processes through which animals are turned into food and 

other consumable items. The third and final part, 'cultural representation', considers the ways in 

which cattle have been portrayed in popular culture. On the one hand, the chapter is concerned with 

how cattle have been discursively placed within a broader set of academic literatures and, 

importantly, how the lives of cattle are changing as a result of human intervention. On the other 

hand, a number of frustrations with these accolUlts are highlighted. Specifically, cattle appear central 

to, yet often written out of, these accolUlts as a series of dichotomies are enacted (human! animal, 

production! consumption, subject/object) that lead humans to build remnants of a pristine past and 

debate the role of anthropomorphism in scientific research and artistic work It is through a 

contemplation of these issues that this thesis emerges as an attempt to see if alternative narrations of 

cattle might be (re)discovered. How can geographers offer a way out of this bind - these practices of 

knowing and objectification that position the figure of the human as a fOlUldation and explanatory 

tool? 
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The five sections of chapter 2 attend to this question by examining some of the theoretical ideas that 

underpin the scientific (resource), commodified (food) and cultural (art work) narratives disclosed in 

chapter 1. Essentially, chapter 2 engages with bodies of work that converge through conversations 

about human-animal relations. The first section 'ecology' highlights how ecologists emphasize 

individual organisms in their environment as a focal point of research, ideas that I wish to pursue in 

latter chapters of the thesis. In the second section three bodies of work that have been drawn upon 

by geographers as a set of coordinates for exploring animality are outlined: actor-network theory, 

kinship and hybridity. The third section seeks to highlight the gaps in these literatures, fractures that 

I believe lead many aspects of human-animal relations to be ignored, forgotten and overlooked. In 

particular, the ontologies being worked through here remain concerned, first and foremost, with 

collectives, networks and nature cultures rather than animals per se, in ways that lead animals to 

become dissolved (ecosystem, hybrid, trope) and pushed through analytical vocabularies (organism, 

actant, hybrid). With this in mind, the remainder of the chapter outlines two bodies of work -

'dwelling' and 'non-representational theory - to conceptualize how individual animals, as embodied 

beings, leave their marks and traces through the fabric of places. Through all of this, how might one 

glimpse the lives of individual cattle as living, fleshy beings? 

OJapter 3 elaborates the ways in which I sought methodologically to work from this individual 

animal standpoint. The chapter begins by describing, and critically appraising, the methods that 

animal and social scientists have called upon in researching human-animal relations. Following on, 

the chapter alludes to empirical moments and theoretical literatures to emphasize the pivotal role 

that Margaret (a cow), and other individual cattle, have made in selecting the places and things that I 

have researched; signalling the ethical issues that have emerged from the empirical journeys taken. 

The chapter concludes by contemplating how the individual animals that have become part of the 

research process might resonate through this written document. How far can one go in implicating 

oneself into the lives of cattle? And how can their animalian lives and ways of being in the world be 

rendered meaningful in ways not solely on human terms? 

With these thoughts and questions in mind, each of the chapters that follow take a different 

theoretical theme and develop this through grounded, empirical research. These chapters might be 

read as stand-alone pieces in discussing how individual animals make their presences (and absences) 

felt in geographies of everyday (human and animal) life; or, these chapters might be read in a 

thematic way, setting in motion the theoretical currents outlined in chapters 1 and 2 through 

imprints of (animalian) bodies, spaces, and ethics; or, as a layered and textured journey, attending to 

the ethical spaces and practices in which animal lives are caught up. 
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Thus, dxtpter 4 is organized around three body-practices: breeding, milking and feeding. Each section 

begins by recounting an everyday moment in the life of one of the animals on Folly Fann. The 

chapter describes some of the materials that make a difference to these anima1ian practices (frozen 

sperm, parlour equipment, concentrate pellets), illuminating how the animals themselves, through 

their life patterns, rhythms and behaviours, respond to and disturb the properties of these materials 

and associated reproductive, milking and dietary knowledge production. In this way, the chapter 

makes a movement away from 'body as flesh' towards 'fleshy bodies'. 

Following on, chapter 5 considers the role of cattle in the shaping of habitats, places and landscapes. 

The chapter is about how cattle move in, through, and out of places as part of an attempt to grasp 

the ways in which animals live in the world and how their experiences in this world unfold and 

exceed the (physical) boundaries and (assumed) boundedness of Folly Fann. The chapter outlines 

four empirical settings: field, agricultural show, laboratory and tracing system, mapping how 

individual animals go about co-constituting spaces and places through their interactions with 

humans, other animals, and objects. Extending ecological insights and theorizations of dwelling 

articulated in chapter 2, this spatial tangle opens out important questions about what it might mean 

to be an animal and dwell in the world, and for humans leads one to query how the environments 

that cattle inhabit be taken up. 

Each of the chapters presented in the thesis traverses an array of ethical matters. It is chapter 6, 

however, that consolidates this work by thinking through what makes 'us' human and how humanity 

might live 'rightly' or 'morally' with animals in the world. The chapter begins by acknowledging how 

animals have (traditionall~ been excluded from the moral community before moving on to chart 

(contempo~ 'non-anthropocentric approaches' to ethics, explicating work on inter-subjective 

relational forms of ethical agency. Then, secondly, in 'orthodox locaters', the chapter sets out how 

animal welfarists and rights advocates have focused on fann animal welfare and the discursive 

politics that frame what is considered to be good or bad, humane or inhumane treatment of cattle. It 

is in the third and final part of the chapter, however, that empirical research with individual cattle at 

Folly Farm (and in other places) is offered to present accounts of ethical practice that take the form 

of a series of (everyda~ encounters in ways that point towards very different questions than those 

raised in existing ethical literatures. The call here is to cultivate an ethic rooted not only of the other, 

but also for the other (after Ooke 1999): to contemplate what cattle experiences of welfare might be 

and how individual cattle might 'converse' in what happens to them in ways that bear upon their 

treatment and in how they live out their lives. 

These chapters are followed by some wrduding tlJaifPts. Following a summary of the thesis, the 

conclusion draws out three key implications. Firstly, a continuing need to modify empiricism v,lthin 
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geographical and social scientific work by thinking through how to research 71itJJ and for animals 

rather than (solely? on them. Secondly, a cormnitment to thinking through this empirical concern in a 

conceptual way by theorizing human-animal relations according to individual beings. Thirdly, an 

insistence that the lives and living (and dying) places and spaces of individual animals have an ethical 

resonance that is grounded and practical rather than external and abstract. Taking these points 

together, much broader issues are thus raised, for in illuminating how cattle lead all sorts of lives and 

can do all kinds of things, the thesis forms part of a call for academics to be more experimental in 

the 'animd geographies' being excavated. For cattle may occupy the biological designations /;a and 

taurine but, as I seek to show in the chapters that follow, their lives are so much richer and 

mysterious than such a given taxonomy suggests. 
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1. Human Knowledges, discourses and interventions in cattle lives: 
biological processes, visceral connections, artistic practices. 

1.0 Introduction 

Is it possible to make a poetics of spleen kidnf!), and tongue? 
(Deborah Levy, diary of a teak, 199 : 11) 

Figure 1.1: Jars of Spirit 

(Broomberg and Chanarin 2005:24) 

I t was during a visit to T he Hunterian Museum that I came across this collection of anatomical 

artefacts (figure 1.1). The installation itself forms part of an exhibition charting the hi tory of 

surgery over the past three hundred years; with row upon row of organs and pecimen all pr ' tT d 

in formaldeh de - deriving from humans eagles whales elephant, camel baboon, anteat c, 

z bras, lion, leopards horse and cattle; for me this display seemed to capture what I \vant to 

discus in this chapter. On the one hand, the in tallation i steeped in history of a d ,u to 

und r tand tlle \ orking of th (human) body - the jar repre enting biological specim n' to b 

mapp d witll tll aim f probing natur 's 'ecrets and elongating lif. n th oth r hand, the 
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installation becomes a cultural laboratory in unravelling the relationship between anatomy and art. 

For as one tours the museum, approaching the arrangement of jars (the mad, the weird, the 

acceptable, the beautiful and, perhaps, the shameful), I am reminded of the work of Damien Hirst 

whom, some 350 years later, follows this tradition of unlocking 'secret' workings of the body 

through dissection and preservation. This desire, to explore bodily fonn underneath the skin rather 

than above it, exemplified in Hirst's sculptures of a rotting cow's head, malfonned calf, pig and tiger 

shark. From this, the discussions through this chapter open out the links between science (museum) 

and art (gallery); between the representational (dissecting, cataloguing, displaying - cattle tongue) 

and biological (illness, disease - six legged calf - survival); and between perfect (cattle bod)1 and 

botched (malformed calf) taxidenny. 

TIlls chapter, then, in stemming from my visit to the museum - and the scientific, cultural and 

aesthetic sense-making architecture that it deploys - presents an overview of how the 

representations and realities of cattle are being fabricated by humans. In this way, the starting points 

come in excavating how these three areas of thinking (or lenses) are changing and enveloping cattle 

with different meanings and orderings that encompass a range of real and imaginary spaces. 

In the first section, 'scientising cattle' I outline the historical origins of domestic cattle and disclose 

some of the ways in which scientific techniques have been drawn upon to collect data, manipulate 

and transfonn these animals. Secondly, in 'cattle as wrntrn1ity' I introduce literatures that discuss the 

various stages and processes through which animals are turned into food and other consumable 

items. In the final section, 'adtural representation', I consider the ways in which cattle are portrayed in 

popular culture. In each of the sections two lines of enquiry are pursued. The first describes the 

modes and practices through which cattle become 'known' at different scales, functions and 

institutional contexts: how do people construct cattle and determine what they do? The second 

investigates the ethics and politics unfolding in these discourses and contexts: how are the lives of 

cattle changing as a result of human intervention and how do humans condition them to be treated 

in particular ways? 

Above all, my intention in this chapter is to position the thesis within a broader set of academic 

fields, from medicine to art, to emphasize how cattle are often central to, yet written out of 

academic territory. I want to stress how the figure of the human remains the foundation and focus 

of these disciplines, for cattle may indeed be integral to the debates taking place but are recognized 

only insofar as they affect human lives. Through all of this, the movement of the thesis is towards 

problematizing this knowledge production by illustrating how cattle - as li'"ing fleshy beings -

cannot solely be 'fitted in' to human discourses, but leave their imprints in human lives and spaces 

in ever more intimate and capricious ways. 
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1.1 Scientising Cattle 

In this section I outline some of the ways in which science, as a mode of knov"mg, constructs cattle. 

Specifically, I want to consider how cattle are materialized in particular ways - from statistical 

equations to anatomical charts - and how this visibility is determined by a homogeneous set of 

methods and standards. I begin by looking at the process of domestication and the ways in which 

cattle function in human lives, bred and engineered as 'products'. I then move on to highlight some 

of the animal health issues that arise from these productivity narratives. Finally, I discuss how 

science is applied in drawing up codes and recommendations for farm animal welfare. How is 

science used to speak of and for cattle? 

1.11 Production 

Domestic cattle belong to the genus ru and are part of the tauriJK? group. Fossil remains of animals 

resembling the cow have been found in Asia dating back between three and four million years 

(Blakely and Blade 1979). It is thought that cattle were first domesticated between six and eight 

thousand years ago, but bones discovered in East Africa suggest that husbandry may have been 

practiced up to fifteen thousand years ago (Campbell and Lasley 1985). But what is domestication 

and at what point does an animal become domesticated in ways that set it apart from its wild 

progenitors? 

Despite a growing corpus of literature on animal domestication, debates about its origins persist 

(Anderson 1998). On the one hand, it has been attributed to natural factors, as part of an 

evolutionary process (Ellen 1994); on the other hand, theorists propose that it is the result of 

cultural factors including ritual sacrifice (Sauer 1969). Uncertainty also surrounds the role that cattle 

played in their early relationships with humans, in particular the extent to which they were relied 

upon for physical products (food and fuel) and their performance of more intangible roles (symbols 

of wealth and prestige) (Uerpmann 1996). There is also no consensus regarding whether 

domestication marked humanity's transcendence from nature (Rodrigue 1992), was intended to 

bring the animality of humans under control (Ingold 1994b 1996), or whether these human-animal 

relations were co-evolutionary (Zeuner 1963) or even a self-conscious choice by the animals 

themselves (Budiansky 1995). 

What all of these literatures have in common is an agreed understanding that domestication is a 

process by which captive animals adapted to humans and the environment that they provided (price 

1999). For this process to take place two conditions needed to be fulfilled. Firstly, the establishment 

of permanent settlements which both tamed animals to live in close proximity to hununs thus 
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leading to their spatial confinement through fencing and wire (Uerpmann 1996). Secondly, the 

growing of crops to provide animals with an adequate food supply (dutton-Brock 1981). Once 

tamed, a process of controlled breeding for efficient milk and meat production took place. On the 

one hand, castrating bulls was shown to be a particularly useful physiological aid to increasing their 

size and weight (dutton-Brock 1994) and the desire to produce animals with uniform characteristics 

was led by the work of breeders such as Benjamin Tomkins, Richard Bakewell and Charles G:>lling 

with the improving stock recorded in herd books (see Walton 1984). On the other hand, emerging 

sanitary discourses concerning the impact of trading and killing cattle in urban areas (Franklin 1999; 

Philo 1995), accompanied by the development of a rail network (see Cronon 1991) and processes of 

pasteurization and refrigeration (Atkins 1977), meant that it was no longer necessary to confine 

cattle to living in and around human settlements. 

As cattle became part of a more 'efficient and controlled system', spatially and technologically, 

production became an experimental science. In this way, scientists began to study the anatomical 

structure and physiological functions of cattle to further improve yields and profits (Franklin 1999). 

Two aspects of these investigations were significant: the development of reproductive technologies 

and the advancement of feed science. 

Scientific understandings of the reproductive systems of cows and bulls are drawn upon to ensure 

the production of the next generation of reproductively viable offspring (Fraser 1971). In the early 

stages of domestication this would have been through natural service today, however, most 

reproduction is perfonned by artificial means. The first large scale use of artificial insemination 

techniques took place in Russia in 1931 when 19,800 cows were bred (Webb 1992:1). Techniques 

used today (illustrated in figure 1.2) allow semen to be collected from a bull using an artificial vagina 

and enable between three hundred and one thousand cows to be inseminated from a single 

ejaculation (Boothby 2001). 
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Figure 1.2: Artificial Insemination 

i.Semen collection ii.Semen storage 

(Barnes 1995:38-39) 

To detennine when insemination is likely to be viable, reproductively and economically, requires an 

understanding of the cow's reproductive cycle (figure 1.3). This cycle, known as Oestrous, may 

begin as early as five months of age and is complete by twelve months of age (Britt et aI, 1986). It is 

the 'estrus' phase of this cycle, a 10-25 hour period, that marks the optimum time for semen 

deposition (Peters et aI, 1984). 

Figure 1.3: The Oestrous cycle 

(Wattiaux undated: 3) 
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In some way, however, the reproductive systems of cow and bull mapped out here are no longer 

trapped within these functional and hormonal life-stages. For the internal phy;iology of cattle is 

subject to reconstitution through technical advances in sperm-sexing, the c~Dpreservation of 

embryos, cloning and biophanning (Appleby 1998; Peters and Ball 1996; Lanza et al, 2001). 

The proper nutrition of cattle is seen as another key component in a successful production system 

Statistical measures such as Metabolizable Energy (ME) and Metabolizable Protein (1v1P) (Fox et al, 

1992) are used to provide estimates of the energy, protein (AFRC 1993), minerals, trace elements 

and vitamin requirements necessary for target growth rates and milk yields (Baldwin et al, 1997). 

Cattle have a digestive system which consists of a four chambered stomach (figure 1.4). 

Figure 1.4: Flow of digestion in ruminant stomach 

Rumen 

(Hamilton 1991 :2) 

The rumen is an important organ because it is where the fermentation acids are produced and feed 

utilized for use by the rest of the body. The objective of drawing upon mathematical models, 

therefore, is to provide for a rumen environment that maximizes microbial production and growth. 

While scientific advances have been successful in increasing yields, Bendixen et al. (1988) have 

identified a correlation between high levels of productivity and deterioration in the health of animals. 

Prior to domestication cattle would have actively taken care of their health, utilizing available plants 

(Burne 2002). Domesticated animals, however, are dependent on humans to treat their ailments. In 

the next part of the chapter I discuss how the principles of uniformity and homogeneity that 

reproductive technologies and feed sciences adopt impact upon animal and human health. 
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loU Health 

One of the most comprehensive definitions of animal health has been provided by Broom and 

Johnson (1993:8) whom argue that health is: 

the absence of disease or injury ... the presence of robust characteristics ... the animal's ability 
to cope with the environment. It means that skeletomuscular cardiovascul~ 
~eur?cendocrine immune systems are operating at optimal capacity. The word 'optimal: 
unplies balance among the animal's regulatory systems to achieve equilibrium. 

This interpretation points towards how the quality of an animal's health is determined by the 

animal's state (physiology, behaviour, immunology) and physical features of the farm environment. 

In this way, if productivity gains such as milk production or muscle growth are not balanced with 

the environment, this can lead to a deterioration in health. In dairy cattle, for example, a condition 

known as Mastitis has been associated with high levels of milk production. TIlls ailment, contracted 

by approximately 37% of the U.K dairy herd (Kossaibati et al, 1998), leads to inflammation of the 

udder and mammary gland resulting in swelling, increased rectal temperature, lethargy, milk of an 

abnonnal appearance and even anorexia and death (Hannon 1994). And in beef cattle, the 

production of double-muscled animals selectively bred for lean meat has left some cattle so muscle 

bound that they cannot run, and are only able to walk with great effort. Belgium Blue cows, for 

example, commonly suffer from Dystocia, this is where the calf is too large for the animal to give 

birth naturally and a caesarean needs to be perfonned (price 1999). It is hoped that these conditions 

may be alleviated using techniques drawn from the human genome project by enabling the genes 

responsible for specific traits or diseases in cattle to be identified (Farber and Medrano 2003). 

The definition above further signals scientific, and public, wariness of the perverse rationalities of 

domestication, epitomized by industrial practices of animal husbandry. On the one hand, the quality 

of meat and milk of cattle origin has become an increasing issue for consumers since the 

announcement in March 1996 of a possible link between new variant Oeutzfeldt Jakob Disease 

(vCJD) in humans and eating infected beef. More recently, the European Union has begun phasing 

out and banning the use of growth promoting antibiotics on food producing animal species because 

of concerns that residues may remain in food (Botsoglous and Fletouris 2001). However, 

apprehensions have been expressed that the sudden withdrawal of these drugs has led to 

deterioration in animal health; increasing incidences of diarrhoea, weight loss and even mortality (see 

Casewell et al, 2003). 

On the other hand, the potential of fann animals to improve human health is growing. In this 

regard, cattle are being used to model diseases such as Multiple Sclerosis (Griggs 2002) ,md for 

phannaceutical production; in the manufacture of functional foods including designer milks th.lt 
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have a longer shelf life and ice-cream that does not crystallize (Bolland et al, 2001); and are 

contributing to solving environmental problems in reducing greenhouse gas emissions (Simkin 2001 

see also McKie 2004). And yet as cattle become new medical hope, perfect food, or environmental 

enhancement, ethical questions about their role across these different arenas - the biological 

practices, their conditions of existence, the breeding failures and genetic abnormalities - remain 

unexplicated. 

So far I have explored the shifting relationships between humans and animals, from the origins of 

domestication to the emergence of a productivist rationale underpinning farming practices. I have 

also indicated how making cattle useful for human purposes can lead to the neglect of the animals 

themselves. I want to end this section by discussing some of the issues raised by scientific 

understandings of animal welfare: to what extent do veterinarians address the neglect previously 

encountered? How is science used to speak of and for cattle in debates surrounding their welfare? 

1.13 Welfare 

Bennett (1995) conceptualizes the benefits of providing for the welfare of fann animals as a trade

off for society between animal welfare and animal productivity. In economic terms, the values of 

animal welfare are negative and represent unmitigated costs to producers and consumers (T weeten 

1991). Why, then, is animal welfare pursued? It is certainly important to the animals themselves. 

Webster (1995), for example, describes how a high producing dairy cow yielding 28,000 pounds of 

milk per lactation has a work rate equivalent to a human jogging for six to eight hours continuously. 

Such a metabolic load puts a considerable strain on the animal which must be sustained for months 

at a time, and even whilst pregnant. But what do we mean by 'animal welfare' and what role does 

science play? 

Science, it is argued, is used to develop a rational, sympathetic and unsentimental approach to 

welfare (see Broom 1988) and through various methods develops concepts to assess the animals 

needs and detennine to what extent these needs can be met. Animal welfare has been defined as 

"the physical and psychological state of an animal as regards its attempt to cope with its 

environment" (Broom 1993:15). Scientists, then, study the critical attributes of the production 

environment that, when not provided, cause varying degrees of distress and suffering to animals. 

The welfare issues addressed in relation to cattle include (but are by no means limited to): systems of 

animal husbandry (Wechsler 2005), markets (Lewis and Humik 1998), transport (Swanson and 

Morrow-Tesch 2001) and slaughterhouses (Grandin 1998). Within these different settings 

conventional scientific approaches monitor behavioural changes (signs of aggression and repetition), 

physiological indicators (evidence of hlmger, thirst, fatigue and injurY) and pathological indicltors 
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(animal reactions to restraining, handling and novelt~ (Broom 1991; Fraser and Broom 1996). Here, 

methods of asking animals questions about what they want are developed through operant and 

preference tests (Faull et al, 1996; Johnson 1996). In this way, science determines welfare in relation 

to what is present and can be accurately documented and measured. 

For some scientists (see Rollin 1999; Smuts 2003) this conventional approach needs to be widened. 

They argue that rather than being concerned with what makes an animal do what it does in making a 

choice, we should look at how this choice affects an individual animal (Duncan 1993). The call here 

is to move away from the often mechanistic approach of conventional science, to work more closely 

with animal owners (Mill and Ward 1993) and develop holistic, individual and whole animal 

approaches (Nicol 1996; Wemelsfelder 1993 1997). But what then is the benchmark against which 

scientists measure welfare? Both of these approaches compare the behaviour of domestic animals 

with that of their wild relatives Gohnson 1996) and their physical environment to the habitat of their 

ancestors (price 1999 see also Musschenga 2002:179). 

Kilgour (1985) describes how, in the 'wild', cattle would travel approximately three miles a day, 

spend up to two hours searching for suitable grazing sites and forage for up to nine hours in three 

major bursts. How can these ideas be reconciled with reproductive technologies that deny cows and 

bulls the ability to control their biological and genetic destinies (part 1.11)? Most significant, perhaps, 

are notions of 'de-animalizing' cattle so that they feel no pain and experience no distress (Buller and 

Morris 2003). How can these developments be compared to the lives of 'wild' lxs and to what extent 

are they intended to improve the welfare of domesticated cattle? 

It is the veterinary profession who find themselves traversing the line between production and 

welfare, in a practicing environment where the interests of the animals are not necessarily 

compatible with those of the owners. Rollin (1999) asks if the ideal model for the vet is that of a car 

mechanic or paediatrician - 'what does the vet see when presented with an animal patient - a clinical 

case that needs attention or a sentient creature that is suffering and needs help?' The Broom 

(1993:15) definition above suggests that 'welfare' is the property of the individual and refers to the 

quality of life that is lived (see also Broom 1988). However, studies (see Paul and Podberscek 2000) 

have shown that during veterinary training students experience a degree of hardening and 

detachment that, once qualified, means they are more likely to forget individual animals when 

treating herds. As a result of these concerns there have been calls for welfare to become a discipline 

in its own right and for the veterinary curriculum to include courses in philosophy and ethics 

(WSPA 2003a see also Fernandes 2005; Mitchell 2005). Once qualified vets find themselves working 

in a 'sen'ice industry' with the client pressure and charging of fees that this entails: what if the 

animal is not worth the cost of the tre,ltment? Are \'ets mediators for animals? Should the 
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veterinarian try and save an animal's life or euthanize the patient? Making judgments in these clinical 

situations is not always straightforward. 

It is not only the veterinary profession, but also societal demands that can be influential in 

prescribing welfare. This can lead to an incompatible relationship between what consumers demand 

and what the scientific advice points towards. For example, the public have expressed concern 

about the welfare of beef cattle kept on slatted floors even though scientific evidence indicates that 

the welfare of the animals is not significantly compromised (Scott and Kelly 1989). In this way, it is 

the rational approach that science configures that is drawn together in codes and recommendations 

such as the 'five freedoms' drawn up by the Farm Animal Welfare O:>uncil (FA wq. These 

'commonsense freedoms' (see Johnson 1996:56) include: freedom from hunger and thirst, 

discomfort, pain-injury and disease, fear and distress, and the freedom to express natural behaviour 

(FAWC 2003). More recently, U.K legislation has recognized farm animals as 'sentient beings' 

(OWF 2003). But there are misgivings about these frameworks. With regard to the five freedoms, 

Buller and Morris (2003:231) argue that they represent a socially cast threshold of animal well-being 

by defining the factors that condition welfare rather than considering an individual animal's point of 

view. Furthermore, three of the freedoms (hunger and thirst, discomfort, injury and disease) are not 

considered welfare issues at all as they correlate with the productivity of the animal and are therefore 

more likely to be attained (see Buller and Morris 2003:230-233). And finally, the extent to which 

these freedoms are integral to legal frameworks and working environments is debatable. Regarding 

the recognition of cattle as 'sentient beings', that is, the understanding that animals have feelings that 

matter and are more than commodities (after Webster 1995), the challenge once again is to see how 

this term is translated in practice. 

Are the five freedoms and the notion of sentiency driven by production rather than cattle per se? 

Ultimately, one can only assess the animals point of view with reference to human standards 

Gohnson 1996). Therefore, through these scientific indicators and debates we can only say that we 

have considered the point of view of cattle insofar as we, as humans, have determined what that 

point of view is, what their needs are and how these might be fulfilled. The animal, I would argue, 

remains a resource rather than a living fleshy creature as humans take control of its environment 

and extract its compliance in this environment while maintaining that this is in the animals interest. 

To what extent do such categories enforce the idea that cattle are not us and we (as humans) are not 

them? The possibilities surrounding 'de-animalization' make answering such questions ever more 

complex and dis jointed. 
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1.2 Cattle as commodity 

Tell rrI! 'lRhat)Ott eat, am I 7iil1 tell )Ott 'lRhat )Ott are 
Jean Anthelme Brillat- Savarin (1755-1826) 

cited in 'The physiology of taste' (1994). 

In the last section I highlighted how treating animals as mere things can be incompatible with the 

psychological and social requirements of the animals themselves. Food scares such as Bovine 

Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE) and Foot and Mouth Disease (FMD) have done much to bring 

farm animal welfare to the attention of the public. These crises emphasize the ways in which 

farming is practiced in the U.K and in so doing demonstrate how we are dependent upon a large 

number of unseen others in the agricultural industry and that our willingness to consume products 

such as meat largely hinges on trust (Franklin 1999), bodily health and lifestyle practices 

(Macnaghten 2003). 

What has emerged out of these anxieties is a new consumption politics of food (see Beardsworth 

and Keil 1997) as consumers question and resist the industrial appropriation of food (Buttel 2000; 

see also Rifkin 1993). This desire to 'eat with a clear conscience' has been accompanied by a growth 

in the sale of organic produce (Soil Association 2005), an expansion in farmers markets, the 

development of blueprints that ensure certain production standards are met (figure 1.5), and an 

increase in the number of people adopting a vegetarian lifestyle (Vegetarian Society 2005). 
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Figure 1.5: RSPCA 'freedom food' advertisement 

veryday E • 
ICS 
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printed on 
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I more humanely produced 
there's a Simple answer' look for 
the Freedom Food label. By 
chOOSing from the wide range of 
Fre dom Food products, 
available at most supermarkets, 
you can help make a real 
dlH"1 nee to how anlm Is arc 
rt ,ucd nd tood IS produced The 
power' In your basket 

lum Food 1<; he RSPCA's 
talrn assurance and food labelling 

scheme, which operates 
Independently of the food industry. 
Around 2000 farms, hauliers and 
abattOirs, large and small, are part 
of the scheme. All have their 
premises and animals assessed 
annually by Freedom Food 
there's a set of RSPCA standards 
for all the main farm animal 
species, from laYing hens to beef 
cattle to salmon 

If the conditions me t the 
RSPCA welfare standards then 
food produced can display the 
dlstlnctrve Freedom Food logo In 
addition. each year. RSPCA farm 
livestock officers carry out random 
spot checks on at least 30 per 
cent of members to help ensure 
that the higher standards expected 
of producers are maintained It's a 
scheme that benents everyone 
For example, Loch Ollart, a 
Scottish salmon producer, was 
Instrum ntal In supporong the 
RSPCA's development of standards 
for salmon farming Because of 
food res. th y recognised 
con urr rs n cd d re.l"o;uranr:e 

ul fi h filrrnlrlg rn thods, 

we must tur'1 our word 
act ons I..st look tr)r and buy 
higher welfar produ 'like 
Freedom Food that s II ta es 

Look ou for the Frc dom 
Food abc and you know 
you re onto a good th g 
better tor your conSCle'1Ce nd 
better for the anlmal~ 

"In my job I constantly meet people who are 
concerned about how their food is 
produced. Labels such as Freedom Food's 
help us identify products from farms 
approved to higher welfare standards, 
providing all-important assurance about 
the origins of our food" - Nick Nairn 

GET FREEDOM FOOD PRODUCTS DELIVERED FREE FROM www.farmgatedirect.com 

Ce t 110 

Now you c n get Freedom Food goodies delivered d irect to your door th nks to the new F rm Gate Direct webs te 
which f lures a Wide rang of product such Loch Ouart salmon nd M nydown beef nd lamb 
All th merch nts on Farm Gate O,r ct Ie Freedom Food pproved 
SPECiAl OFFER OFM re ders get free d livery on their first F rm Gat Dlfect order by en enng OBS001 wh n ore! ring 

k www.f rma tech ct.eom - Fe h from the f rm to Your front door. 

(Cited in Th ObsenTer Food Ionthly, ~\pril 200-t : 6) 
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Working alongside these trends other 'dietary fads' encompass narratives of health which, on the 

one hand, link the consllll1ption of animal products (fat) to high levels of cholesterol and incidences 

of cardiovascular disease; and on the other hand encourage the intake of protein as a way of losing 

weight, exemplified in the case of the Atkins diet. Food choices then are increasingly seen to reflect 

the lifestyle of individuals and thus raise ethical and political issues over how consumer freedom to 

choose can be reconciled with 'unseen others' in the food chain. 

Indeed, Braun and Castree (1998:4) argue that "global nature is increasingly remade in the image of 

the commodity'. Consequently, if a commodity is defined as 'something useful, self-evident, 

ubiquitous and everyday that can be turned into commercial advantage' (Watts 1999), 'an object 

produced for the purpose of being exchanged' Gackson 2002), or 'a process through which things 

are culturally encoded and appropriated for trade' (Wmter 2004); at what point do cattle become a 

commodity within these food scares and health narratives? What exactly does it mean to tum a 

living creature into milk or meat? When is an animal edible, inedible, consumable? In this section I 

want to address these questions of how cattle are commodified - that is, embodied with a particular 

set of uses and values and rendered for sale - by focusing on how food, particularly meat, is 

produced and consumed. In so doing I want to unravel underlying political and ethical issues - how 

are cattle (re)produced and who controls this process (after Whatmore and Boucher 1993:167)? - by 

introducing literatures that work through various approaches to studying food that range from 

Marxist and political economy to socia-constructionist and post-structuralist theorisations. 

1.21 Making Nature 

Karl Marx describes the commodity as the 'economic cell fonn' of capitalism. It is something which 

has both physical qualities through its uses, and social qualities through its exchange value. It is the 

combination of these two qualities that produce a commodity which is sold for money and thus 

generates a profit for the capitalist (Schmidt 1971). Marx focuses on labour processes as the site at 

which society systematically engages with and transfonns the natural world, but he makes a crucial 

distinction in this dialectical relationship, arguing that humans produce their means of subsistence as 

a productive activity whereas animals do not (Fine 1998). While Marx focused on the bourgeois 

conceptions of nature he left other social relations with nature under-explored. 

In light of these limitations a second strand of Marxist scholarship emerged. With contributions 

from geographers such as Neil Smith (1990) and Andrew Sayer (1979), there began a shift towards 

thinking of nature as produced. That is, under capitalism humans relate to nature in a specific way 

and in so doing actively appropriate, transfonn and possibly destroy it (Castree 1995). Consider for a 

moment the role of human inventiveness in breeding the most productive animals. Here, the 
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capitalist production regime stops at nothing for profitability in its transformation of came into 

marketable conunodities. Although both of these strands offer an aCCOlll1t of how nature is 

produced, according to Castree (1995) they lose sight of the materiality of nature - how social and 

natural phenomena are real and active. Thus, Castree (1995) argues that although these strands 

describe how capital is producing natural environments in its own image, this is done at the expense 

of the natural environments themselves. Addressing this rupture is seen as taking significant steps 

towards engaging in struggles between nature and humans. 

Fitzsimmons' (1989b:1) concern that Marxist geography had forgotten the often dominating 

relationship between society and its material environment has seen the emergence of different 

strands of ecological Marxism that encompass nature as physical stocks and potential uses, and as 

biological life in process (see Fitzsimmons and Goodman 1998). Although it is important to 

recognize that not all Marxists theorize the conunodification of nature in capitalist societies in the 

same way, attempts to reintegrate nature into critical geographical enquiries have resulted in an 

emphasis towards the realm of production (Buttel 1998). TIlls means that these commodity 

narratives do not pursue the importance of consumers in any depth - what are we being sold and 

how are we consuming? One theoretical approach attempting to bridge this gap and 'bring nature 

back in' has been agro-food studies. 

1.22 Agro-food Studies 

The terraIn ill which academics operate in agro-food studies research is changing from its 

established territory of agriculture, the fann, and food as a raw conunodity, to a broader desire to 

identify reciprocal relationships between consumers and the production process (Fitzsimmons and 

Goodman 1998). In this way, the intellectual project at work has focused on commodity chain 

analysis (Friedland 1985). CDnunodity chains, defined as a "network of labour and production 

processes whose end result is a finished conunodity" (Hopkins and Wallerstein 1986:159), provide 

researchers with opportunities to rework a conunodity's meaning along different sites in the chain: 

through production, distribution, retailing, design, advertising, marketing and consumption (Leslie 

and Reimer 1999). Robbins (1999), for example, in taking a 'horizontal approach', traces the final 

product (meat) backwards to the raw material inputs (livestock). In so doing, Robbins (1999) 

examines the visceral meanings that flesh can possess in embodying life force, class power and 

congealed death or elixir of health and thus how these opportunities to re-sign the taint of flesh -

the meat as object - encompass new households, new markets, and new kitchens. Boyd and Watts 

(1997), on the other hand, take a 'vertical approach' to suggest that 'just-in-time' practices prevalent 

in the broiler industry in the United States derive from both the qualities of the product itself and its 

distinct historic,ll and geographical embeddedness in Southern States. Pointing a way through these 
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lines of enquiry, Gouveia and Juska (2002) look at the commodity in different 'moments', examining 

how corporate responses and regulatory frameworks in the u.s beef industry are addressing issues 

of bacteriological meat contamination and an over reliance on Latino immigrant labour in ways that 

(re)define what constitutes safe meat, who is to blame for meat contamination and how meat safety 

should be assured. Taken as a collective, these strands of analysis illuminate a highly contested 

border between production and consumption. Indeed, the question emerging out of these examples 

is not 'what is a commodity?' but rather 'what characteristics do things (cattle) take on when they 

become commodities' (Castree 2003b:277)? 

1.23 Sociology of Food and Eating 

How have sociologists of food embraced this 'consumption tum'? Sociologists have paid increasing 

attention to the meanings, beliefs and social structures that have given shape to food practices in 

societies (Lupton 1996). There are four main tenets to this interest in food and eating. Firstly, 

sociologists have explored the relationship between eating and the consumer, addressing the 

symbolic value of food and meals to reveal the cultural rules underlying nutritional requirements 

(McIntosh 1996). For example, DuPuis (2002) traces how milk became a staple of the American diet, 

'nature's perfect food', represented as a pure product providing nutritional sustenance amid an 

ideology of the healthy body. Secondly, sociologists have examined how food practices and habits 

serve to support a sense of community and identity (Levi-Strauss 1965). Lupton (1996) illustrates 

this through the purchase of a McDonalds Big Mac, arguing that membership of a cultural group is 

conveyed through the product's advertising and display, and from talking about, touching and 

tasting the burger. TIllrdly, sociologists are concerned with social welfare and the unequal 

distribution of nutrition (Mennell et al, 1993). In this regard, Adams (1990) has sought to explicate 

the relationship between meat eating and male dominance in bringing together women's groups, 

animal rights activists and environmental organizations. Fourthly and finally, sociologists are also 

interested in how things that are purchased are used afterwards (Goodman and DuPuis 2002). In 

this way sociologists aim to follow the reproductive worlds in which things gain other meanings 

through everyday life, to interpret these transactions and how they enliven things (Appadurai 1986). 

Together, this concern with eating practices is taking the spaces of shopping, cooking and eating 

more seriously, and thus calling into question the borders of the human body. The (human) body, 

therefore, is not viewed as a 'machine' that ends at the skin, but as an open and porous entity linked 

to others through its many surface secretions (Martin 1998). In the first instance food is configured 

as a pollutant, an invasive and intrusive substance and 'a threat from the outside' (Fischler 1988:279; 

Stassart and Whatmore 2003; Whatmore 2002). BSE, for example, calls into question human 

identity. Here the metabolic exchanges between cattle and humans can lead people to contract qD 
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(the human fonn of the disease) - taking over the victims proteins bringing a loss of memory, 

dementia, and eventual death (Fitzsinnnons and Goodman 1998). FollO'wing on, and in the second 

instance, this leads to an exploration of the actual moment of consumption: selection (the physical 

appearance, size and texture of meat on the supermarket shelf), preparation (flavouring, methods of 

cooking, smells, bloody juices and changes in colour and texture), to the act of placing the meat on 

the fork and into ones mouth (the chewing sounds as the foodstuff comes into contact with teeth 

and tongue, the taste as it combines with the saliva, how the sensory experience changes from 

mouthful to mouthful) (Lupton 1996). The question emerging here, then, is about whether humans 

are eating or being eaten (Probyn 2000). 

There has been a persistent call for work that bridges the gap between food producers and food 

consumers (Freidlberg 2003; Wmter 2003 2004). While cattle as commodities occupy the two 

conjoining spaces of the economy: production and the market (Goodman and DuPuis 2002), agro

food studies and food sociologists in responding to this call reiterate a compartmentalization of 

production and consumption (Fitzsinnnons and Goodman 1998). In relation to food sociology, 

there remains a tendency to look at what, how and with whom people eat rather than tracing the 

steps to the animals in the field. Harvey (1990:422), for example, describes how one can consume a 

meal without any knowledge of the complex geography of production and the social relations that 

produce it. Following on, and regarding agro-food research on commodity chains, researchers 

appear reluctant to move away from analytical moments that privilege the 'production sphere'. That 

is, ideas surrounding consumption are then used to discuss production - the consumer remains 

nebulous and production and consumption highlyasynunetric (Goodman and DuPuis 2002 see also 

Gouveia and Juska 2002). With these anxieties in mind, I want to argue that these literatures often 

fail to consider how the commodity shifts registers between animal and meat, matter and meaning. 

Cattle becoming commodities remains concealed rather than disclosed, humans are producing or 

consuming cattle rather than connecting to them. 

1.24 Commodities with shadow geographies6 

IBP rmrkets erery part if the wwbut the rrro 
(Meat packing employee, cited in Stull and Broadway 2004:4). 

Meat am milk, dotix5 am tex: tile;, adhesiw; am paints, tile; am lindeum, jlwr W1X and asphalt birriers, 
brake fluid and phaagraphic film 

(adapted from Animal Agriculture Alliance 2003 and G.mningham 1995). 

(, The use of the tenn 'shadow geogr,lphies' derives from 1brift (2002:293). 
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Consider the list above for a moment. It is in inventory that both details the edible and hence more 

recognizable items that connect people to cattle, and also the less visible and well-known by. 

products. The point of slaughter then does not dismember the animal solely for the pwposes of 

meat but configures it into a variety of other things. I want to argue that there are 'hidden' facets 

that link the live animal (resource) to the dead body (corpse) that it will become (after Adams 1990), 

a shadowy in-between of fleshy connections that are not articulated in the literatures discussed so 

far. I want to indicate four strands. 

Firstly, animals themselves have a shadow geography. As commodities it could be argued that every 

aspect of their lives are determined and monitored: from their nutrient intake to their genetic 

inheritance, and from any surgical procedures that they may undergo to their timely death at the 

slaughterhouse. On the other hand, it is perhaps important to consider how cattle shape and resist 

such practices: through their bodies (not responding to drugs and procedures), their habits (acts of 

eating) and interactions with the herd and humans (expressions of distress and being in pain, their 

abilities to render products 'unsafe'). How can animating the life experiences of cattle in these ways 

configure alternative human-animal relations within commodity frameworks? 

Secondly, the previous literatures do not discuss the hidden points of contact that humans have to 

both living animals (tracing the origins and use of growth hormones and antibiotics) and the 

processes that take place in preparation for dead animals (the cellophane packaging, bottle, carton, 

and tin). Moreover, in a recent paper on the sociology of consumption, Hetherington (2004) 

addresses directly the important issue of disposal. Disposal, he argues, is never as final as is implied 

by the notion of rubbish but emerges from managing social relations. Gting the smell of fish in the 

fridge and crumbs on the floor, Hetherington (2004) understands disposal as managing an ever 

present potential absence, an (animal) absence that does not appear as a visible agent. In other 

words: 

We put things in a supposedly stable state context - dispose of. them - so that we do ~ot 
have to deal with their implications in a direct way ... we also dispose of them by keepmg 
certain things outside (Hetherington 2004:163). 

I would argue, therefore, that embodied memories linger long after one has physically moved on 

(sweeping up crumbs, placing packaging in the bin), thus traces of what is eaten somehow remain 

with us. 

TIllrdly, issues regarding space and place. Do cattle remain in the spaces allotted to them - the 

parlour, yard, shed, slaughterhouse conveyer belt and so on? How do they inhabit and change these 

places? Even in death there is a spatial geography to the aisles in which we find their products. For 
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on supennarket shelves we don't see the corpse, instead we see packaged goods. Think for a 

moment why it is that milk, cheese and yoghurts are located in one section and meat products in 

another, both need to be refrigerated so why aren't they kept together? Or, why is it that when )DU 

walk past a butchers shop with cuts of meat hanging down in front of the window it is more likely 

to be pigs rather than cattle on display? Why do supermarkets rarely display carcasses? In these 

instances cattle have already been disassembled into round steak, tenderloin and rib eye. From the 

fanner looking at the cuts that they foresee, to the roles of the knocker, sticker, shackler, rumper, 

first legger, knuckle dropper, navel boner and splitter (Schlosser 2001:172) and the tools that they 

use to dissect animal flesh along the conveyer belt, there is a whole geography surrounding the 

bloody nature of these acts and the arrival of products onto shop floors and into the home (kitchen, 

dining room, bathroom). 

Finally, the ethical and political issues that materialize. From property rights over genetIC 

technologies and trademarks, to the setting of production standards and product specifications 

(Weiss 1999); and from different fanning practices that change the ways in which animals are kept 

and treated (figure 1.4) and the envoys of taste, texture, colour and smell that accompany the animal 

as a body-product (after Fiddes 1991), to the role of legislative structures. This work is concerned 

with exploring how humans 'act on their stomachs' (probyn 2000) thus re-thinking 'farming as a 

commodity' (Macnaghten 2003) and questioning the status of humans as being above edibility 

(plumwood 2000). And yet within these emerging literatures many of the living and non-living 

spaces of cattle are somehow lost. I am thinking here of the tangible links between the importation 

of cattle feed, the milking parlour and refrigerated lorry; or the use of drugs, the injection site on the 

animal's skin, incorporation and seepage from its body. How might tracing cattle in some of these 

ways disrupt the horizontal and vertical approaches to production and consumption that I have 

discussed? 

In the next section of the chapter I want to continue to develop this theme of how cattle are 

disclosed in some ways and concealed in others. I want to apprehend other metaphorical and 

material connections that humans have to cattle by looking at the ways in which they are depicted in 

material culture. To what extent do these images call into question the certainties and rationality of 

science and linear approaches to studying cattle as commodities? 
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1.3 Cultural Representation 

~y understanding of the animal, of what the animal means to us, will be informed by and 
lllseparable from our knowledge of its cultural representation (Baker 1993:4). 

Human acts of representation, whether through images or image-making like painting and film, or 

through spoken or written language, are taken to be unavoidably central to the meaning of animals 

and their relations to humans. Thus animals rarely present themselves in any 'natural' way to 

humans, they are given cultural meaning. In this section of the chapter I want to reflect on some of 

the ways in which cattle are assembled and ordered in ways that make them meaningful to humans. 

I begin by attending to how cattle are represented in popular culture, from their use and the 

subsequent amusement that some people derive from their portrayal in the media to the 'pictorial 

violence' (Baker 1993) of bullfighting. I then move on to discuss the spaces that cattle occupy 

through such representations: what do these images suggest to be the 'proper' place of cattle in 

human lives? Finally, I examine the tensions between these semi-playful ways of thinking about 

cattle and the alternative presentations and perspectives of animals that artists such as Sue Coe, 

Francis Bacon and Damien Hirst seek to evoke. In particular, how do these works allow alternative 

conceptions of cattle to be imagined? 

1.31 Popular Culture 

Since the emergence of advertising as an industry towards the end of the last century, animals have 

been used to promote consumer goods. Advertising has become a powerful reflector and 

manipulator of values, relying heavily on accessing deeply held ideals and images and then moulding 

these into new and simpler traditions (Bunce 1994). Animals thus offer a perfect set of images for 

the promotion of certain products as their manipulation and application often remains unchallenged 

by the animals themselves. In what ways are cattle used in advertising? 
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Figure 1.6: The marketing of pastoral purity, Horlick's advertisement (1901) 

I 
I 

f' .' ~ Ii 
HOf':LlCK'S l·t) Ii t'(' , " 'w '. t I)," :. G 

(Bunce 1994:73) 

DuPuis' (2002) analysis of milk advertisements in the nited States illu trates how the imag ry fa 

milkmaid and cow were preG rred th mes in advertising until th arly twentieth c ntury. or 

exampl , a 19 1 advertis ment for H rlick's milk (figur 1.6) picture. a virginal milkmaid with her 

hand prot ctively r und a content d c \ 's neck h liling a jar f malt d milk. The words und fIleath 



the picture - "Malted milk is composed of pure, full cream milk", "a highly nutritious food" and 

"excellent for infants" - are all used to project the purity of the product. Bunce (1994:74) describes 

how these connections between food and wholesomeness remain popular among food companies 

today. 

'We are ludey WliJ, 7.R£ chew the cud am ~e, as 7.R£'re eati"6 up our grr:t:n, it mtke; our butter taste 
supre;n!' 

(Anchor Butter television commercial: cartoon cows depicted in a field singing the jingle 
above. Gted in Baker 1993:3). . 

'Cra'lErKiale... the WliJ 7illnt it buk ' 
(Cravendale milk advertisement: a man goes to a shop and purchases a carton of milk and a 
group of cows follow him home, the commercial ends with the slogan above). 

'The Wite stuff-are)UU mule if it?' 
(A television, online and school based advertising campaign endorsed by celebrities which 
aims to encourage people to drink more milk). 

Taken collectively, the cattle portrayed in these advertisements are seen to be somewhat funny or at 

least likely to be funny. They range from the amusing - singing cows in fancy dress (Anchor 

commercial) through to the bizarre - cows turning up at a high rise apartment block to retrieve a 

carton of milk (Cravendale advert). In the first two examples people are depriving cows of goodness, 

their product is healthy and they roam free. The last example (the 'white stuff') aims to break away 

from these traditional themes with their emphasis on the presence of cows, to focus instead on 

sending key health messages to parents. Furthennore, this campaign also highlights the presence of 

a production-consumption divide that DuPuis (2002) has identified in food advertising. That is, the 

produters of the milk (cattle), and the ways in which the milk has been produced (fanning practices), 

have disappeared. In this way advertisers establish a gap between 'what we know' and 'what we wish 

to believe', where one is not concerned with the accuracy of the living conditions depicted, but 

rather the nutritional properties of the product (Baker 2001). Baker (1993:174) describes how such 

commercials do not allow us to make sense of animals, rather through a process he terms 

'dis nific ation', they make 'nonsense of the animal' as human understandings of cattle become 

shaped by representation rather than direct experience. In these advertisements, then, consumers are 

not invited to problematize the vacuous meanings of cattle as they circulate in the space of 

representation (Baker 2001); rather an emphasis is placed upon the image of the foodstuff. What all 

of these image-making portrayals have in common are the ways in which they mask the production 

system 
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Amid growing public anxiety over the safety and quality of foodstuffs (see pan 1.2), food companies 

and farming organizations have mobilized imagery of cattle in ways that suggest they are 

'unmasking' the way that food is produced and thus reassuring consumers of the naturalness and 

healthy nature of their products. Woods (1998) describes how the erosion of beef sales in light of 

the BSE/ vCJD crisis led the National Fanners Union (NFU) to produce posters depicting healthy 

looking bulls in lush green settings. As the U.K government became embroiled in debates at a 

European level animals were further incorporated into political debates through a patriotic rhetoric 

that saw the placing of union jack flags across cattle bodies on posters. 

Both the distancing effect of advertisements that seek to remove cattle on the one hand, and their 

re-insertion in times of crisis on the other, have been challenged by animal rights groups and animal 

welfare organizations who aim to re-connect people to the ways in which cattle live out their lives. 

People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA), for example, is one of a number of groups 

challenging the healthiness of milk and calling for access to dairy products to be restricted among 

schoolchildren. PET A describe how" at a time when they [school children] should be learning about 

nutrition and good character ... they are being served unhealthy products and shown an indifference 

to animal suffering" (PETA 2003). This theme of 'farm animal suffering' is drawn on by other 

orgaruzauons: 
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Figure 1.7: 'The reality of the dairy industry' 

The 

of human 
kindness .. ? 

The routine suffering of dairy cows 

and their calves is ohe of the biggest 
and dirtiest secrets of the modem 

farming industry. 
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Figure 1.8: 'The dairy cow's work is never done' 

(Farm Animal Welfare Network and National Society Against Factory Farming, undated) 

Both of these leaflets are trying to conjoin people with the animal. The distressing pictures used, of 

cows and calves abused at the hands of the dairy industry are presented with the aim of promoting 

changes in methods of farming. Figure 1.7, the picture of a lone calf behind bars and the word 

"kindness", can lead to comparisons between the maternal bonding between mother and child that 

is absent between cow and calf. In figure 1.8, the words "milk machine" suggest that cows 

experience cycle after cycle of pregnancy in order to produce milk. The way in which the 

photograph has been taken, at an angle that emphasizes the cow's large udder, indicates the strain 

on this animal and the health consequences that result through leg problems and protruding bone . 

I think that there is an emotional pull here as these organizations attempt to convey the animal' 

plight. For they seek to breach the borders between ones own body and that of the animal (Baker 

1993) and, a Martin (1992) describes, the cow presented as food matter become problematic a 

milk is th onl food produced in both cow and human female bodie . Thi blurring of bodie ' -

what does it fe I like to b a dairy cow?- ha al 0 been actuated by the \"\'orld ociety for the 

Prot ction of nimal 

n bullfighting. 

P ) a part of its 'culture without cruelty' campaign that call for a ban 
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Figure 1.9: Anti-bullfighting poster 

Bullfights would Slop i 
tourists weren'lled there. 

DON'T un TOUR GUWES TEI.L 'f(nJ lH.lLlffGHTlNC rSN"T IHtVTAL I'UlU Mtf 

()IUJGG(() , TOR'tv'!\m AN!) "STA&$E,!:l 1'0 OfATH . ~i!lta;z.m)'J?ilm.M~¢':iW ~ 

(Baker 1993:225) 

The poster above (figure 1.9) was displayed in U.K airports with charter flights to Spain. It was 

subsequently removed from some airports because managers did not want to offend customers and 

tour operators. In this image tl1e public are not shown an animal suffering, rather a human treated 

like an animal. Its power to disturb tl1en comes from the way in which it leads us to consider that 

which is unpictured - the animal in pain (after Baker 1993). lvfore recent image have ought to 

emphasize the situation and distre s of animals during bullfighting e, ents: 
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Figure 1.10: Bullfight - no contest 

(WSPA 2003b) 

This image (figure 1.10) suggests that bullfighting is never a fair contest between one man and a bull, 

but a staged event so that the bull never wins. For the photograph shows the matador's assistants 

confusing and tiring the bull, depicted through its tongue which is hanging out, so that when it faces 

the matador it is already exhausted. Moreover, the bloody and painful nature of the sport is 

represented through the spears, puncturing the bull, blood flowing out of its wounds. Pink 

(1998: 126), however, describes bullfighting as a "commercial enterprise, which must be both 

contemporary and traditional in order to satisfy its broad range of potential audience; it must be a 

marketable tradition". The depiction of bullfighting in Spanish culture is symbolized by a fierce and 

strong bull entering into combat with a young, courageous and brave matador who can become a 

heroic figure if he is awarded sufficient tails and ears in contests (porath 1998). 

Bullfighting exemplifies the often disparate imagery surrounding animals. Cows, for example, are 

portrayed as maternal, producing pure, wholesome and healthy milk. Bulls, however are aligned to 

more masculine and patriotic imagery, the beast or brute associated with bravery and fertility. 

Additionally the e representations erect a clear division between humans and animal hinting at the 

ethical and political ten ions that underlie the ways in which people a sociate cattle with food and 

sporting events. On the one hand, 'we' di tance ourselve from 'them' in way that e th ir removal 

from our narratives - where do milk come from? On the other hand uch di tinction' b com 

increa_ingly addl d as tl1e public ar ask d to identify witl1 the life of an animal - th dairy cow 

pushed to its ph "ical and emotionallimir- and the bull that suffec in the arena .. 11 th image: u ' d 

in this s cti 11 ad" rt n t 01 1 T to th animal, but al 0 to a juxtaposition of productl\T _ pace ' - th 
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farmyard, field and marketplace; and consumptive spaces - kitchen, school playground and bullring. 

I now want to move on and explore some of the spaces and places represented in these images. 

1.32 Cattlescapes7 

In this part of the chapter I want to discuss some of the ways in which cattle have figured into 

different constructions of the pastoral landscape (Yarwood and Evans 1998). How are cattle 

positioned in material and imaginary spaces, from the nostalgic and sentimental to the diseased and 

endangered? How are these placements open to contestation? 

If one returns to figure 1.6, the purity of Horlick's milk is projected through the inclusion of a 

peaceful and tranquil pastoral setting. Bunce (1994:29) explains how the absorption of nature into a 

more general sentiment for rural scenery can be attributed to the general belief that rural life is more 

natural than urban. Following on, responses to a survey on 'defining rurality' conducted by the 

Qmntryside Alliance (2002) included: 

animal related pursuits; fanned animals and mass produced cropping; area with significant 
stock rearing; few large townships and no conurbations, but lots of fanns, whether dairy or 
arable; outside of urban and suburban areas; ail agricultural areas. 

In these answers a division is set up between town and country. Guciaily, animals are seen to 

comprise the pastoral environment, helping to define farming as a way of life and thereby 

delineating rural areas. Thus cattle are part of a local production system and an integral element of 

the landscape. This ideology of peace and tranquillity, a green and pleasant land under cultivation, 

still persists today (Halfacree 1996). In advertising, for example, animals act as props for an 

imagined 'rural idyll' (Woods 1998). I am thinking here of how a Sainsbury's carton of milk depicts a 

Friesian cow in lush green pasture with clear blue sky. In this way, the material conditions in which 

cows are living out their lives often bear little relation to those depicted on the products packaging. I 

want to provide two examples that illustrate this fracture between the idyllic rural settings used to 

confirm the naturalness of the product and the material conditions in which cattle reside. 

Firstly, this paradox can be illustrated by an ongoing legal dispute between the California Milk 

Advisory Board (0v1AB) and PETA The CMAB have screened a series of advertisements in the 

United States carrying the slogan "happy cows come from California". These advertisements portray 

cows living in spacious grassy pastures. However, PETA argue that the advertisements are 

unlawfully deceptive as the conditions in which the cows are living are very different from those 

portrayed (figure 1.11). 

7 My use of the tenn 'cattlescapes' derives from Evans and Yarwood (1995:1H). 
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Figure 1.11: 'Happy cows come from California 

CMAB imagery Living conditions of cattle 

(PETA 2002) 

Secondly, this imagery of pastoral idyll and 'happy cows chewing the cud' was also shattered in 2001 

with the outbreak of Foot and Mouth Disease (FMD). Restrictions and exclusion zones prevented 

the movement of animals on and off farms and the skyline became hazed by the blackened smoke 

from burning heaps. In recent times, then, the enrolment of animals in pastoral idyll has been 

questioned once more as the countryside became seen as a diseased and out of bounds space. 

Figure 1.12: Phoenix 

(http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/l/hi/uk/1298373 .. tm last accessed 26 April 200_) 

T his pictur figure 1.12, is of a calf called Phoeni..~ . Found amongst a pile of dead corp e', he 

b cam a S Tmbol of h p during F ill a' ne\ spapec and televi ion tations began a national 
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campaign to save her from being culled. Phoenix was used to tell particular stories about those 

caught up in the epidemic, including the plight of farmers losing their stock, the air quality issues 

from the resultant pyres of burning bodies, and the welfare of animals (Browne 2001). And it was 

her appearance - a photogenic 'cuddly' white Charloais calf staring out of newspapers - that was 

influential in provoking public protests and controversy regarding the policy to cull animals in 

infected areas. 

An ongoing example regarding the spatial manipulation of animal lives can be found around the 

rural heritage industry (Yarwood and Evans 1998). Here cattle are inscribed into consumption rather 

than production narratives, with animals of a more unusual appearance displayed in rare breed 

centres (Yarwood and Evans 2000:105). Moreover, this affection for certain breeds is drawn upon in 

the promotion of places (Yarwood and Evans 1998). For example, Welsh Black cattle are linked 

with North Wales, Highland cattle to the Scottish highlands (Evans and Yarwood 1995:141) and 

Gloucester cattle associated with Minchininhampton CDmmon, Gloucestershire (Evans and 

Yarwood 2000:242). 

These examples hint at the importance of cultural rather than ph~ical factors in detennining the 

place of cattle in the world (Evans and Yarwood 1995). Divisions are not only set up between rural 

and urban areas and entangled with ideas regarding health and disease, but also between different 

breeds of cattle (the productive and the rare) and their insertion into production and consumption 

narratlves. 

It is important to stress that in other cultures cattle cannot easily be positioned into 

production! consumption and urbani rural narratives. In India, for example, the majority of the 

population are Hindu for whom the killing of cattle and eating of beef is unthinkable. Shiva 

(2000:73) describes how "sacred cows are the symbolS and' constructions of a culture that sees the 

entire cosmos in a cow, and hence protects the cow". India has the largest concentration of cattle in 

the world dwelling on just 3% of the planets land area (Fox 2003:238). This 'sacredness', therefore, 

faces challenges from a number of directions. Firstly, cattle disrupt the everyday lives of urban 

inhabitants, eating rubbish and causing traffic jams. This has led local authorities to round up stray 

animals (figure 1.13) and take them to special compounds on the edge of cities (Mynott 2003). 
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Figure 1.13 Rounding up cattle from India's streets 

(Hall 2004:41) 

Secondly, the Indian government's traditional ano-meat rhetoric has been questioned not only 

through the publication of a book by Indian historian Jha (2002) who has examined archaeological 

records to suggest that Indians have a rich history of slaughtering cattle for food and elaborate 

sacrificial rituals, but also through trade liberalization strategies and the global market economy 

being pushed by the World Trade Organization (WTO) (Robbins 1999). How can the removal of 

cattle from the streets be reconciled with their role in attracting tourists to urban cities such as Delhi? 

What are the implications (for humans and animals) if India converts from being a culture of sacred 

cows to an exporter of cattle meat? 

Discussions in tlle previous two parts have highlighted the suspen ion between production and 

consumption urban and rural; and how eliminating some breed of cattle for more productive on " 

or seeking to remove cattle altogether can alter the appearance of the land cape. I now \vant to 

mo e on and tl1ink through the role of art in overcoming uch dichotomi to cont mplate how 

arti tic '\ ork' alt r tlle real and imaginary' spatial registers explored in tlU' , ccion, and to 
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investigate the ways in which art may operate as a fissure to the construCtions and meanings 

explored in the chapter so far. 

1.33 Art exhibitions and displays 

An animd raIumd to m!at is no lmw an animd. 

Art is less concerned with knowledge, of how this matter came to be, and more interested in 

experience and indeed pushing forward the boundaries of what can be experienced. Artists, then, 

offer the raw materials from which viewers can spin out meanings. What becomes important here is 

what a particular art object can do. What alternatives do artists offer to depictions of cattle 

becoming meat? 

The work of artists such as Sue O:>e, Damien Hirst, and Francis Bacon aim to recognize the form of 

the animal, addressing its variable and vivid ways in order to take the human (consumer) and animal 

(as meat) out of meaning. One is not concerned here with "what the work means, nor about how it 

measures up to some Platonic ideal, but rather what it does: the embodied reaction that it summons 

up for both artist and audience" (Boyne 2001:284). Baker (2000) argues that no matter how botched 

the animal bodies may look, in tenns of their incompleteness or being out of focus, they only need 

to be read as body to resist the reduction of an animal to undifferentiated meat. 

Damien Hirst and Francis Bacon have both used images of animal carcasses to bring the animal 

form and meat into tension: 
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Figure 1.14: 'Triptych' - Francis Bacon, August 1972 

(Cited in Conrad 2005:17) 

Figure 1.15: 'Malformed Calf' - Damian Hirst, 2004 

( ired in umming 200-l: 11) 
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Francis Bacon paints in an area of indeterminacy between life and death, flesh and meat, human and 

cattle. In figure 1.14 one is led to focus on suffering as the human and animal come together a

meat and bone. The physical response that Bacon edges us towards is further strengthened by hi

determination to avoid narrating this work. He wants to communicate the feeling of what it i like to 

be meat by positioning humans and animals as being edible, cut down to size, put into cellophane 

packaging with preparation and cooking instructions. In Damien Hirst's work, on the other hand, 

the science and art world collide as the 'abnormal' body on display trouble boundarie within 

species (conventional/manipulated). What is important in both of these examples are the way in 

which they aim to give the audience a multi-sensory experience of what the work can do in making 

us feel forms, colours, sensations - to imagine ourselves becoming 'animals-as-meat'. 

Sue Coe also puts herself in particular proximity to the animal in conveying how creatures become 

meat: 

Figure 1.16: 'modern man followed by the ghosts of his meat' -
Sue Coe, 1995 

(Cited in Baker 2000: 11 0) 

1 h h tl V it d tat s, r cording the ktlhng and o (1995) sp nt 1X Tars visiting s aug ter ou s 111 1e n 

ing of animals in pictur s and words. In tl1 imag aboy (tlgur 1.16) human and :mimal 
process 



bodies become conj oined as she uses a combination of satire, sarcasm and humour to infonn me 

audience how animals arrive at the slaughterhouse alive and leave dismembered in chunk . The man 

carrying the McDonalds bag is being followed by the spirits of his food spirit that he ha long 

since forgotten and digested. As he clutches the bag the animal phantoms behind him are neering 

and laughing. In this work the animal ghosts and cuts of meat hanging in the butcher- hop \yind0'.v 

collide, and through the McDonalds bag Coe hints at the victimization of animals mat are part of an 

industrial, factory mass produced production system. Where does meat come from and how i-it 

incorporated into human bodies? Even now one is left questioning 'who are the real victim here, 

the animals or the human consumers?' 

This concern with making cattle visible has seen art work taken beyond the exhibitive pace of the 

art gallery: 

S\~€.~ 

~ 

~~ 
~~ 

Figure 1.17: CowParade Manchester: cow trail map 

ST 
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Figure 1.18: 'The Pasture' - Joe Farfard, 1985 

(Cited in Sabloff 2001:2) 

Images 1.17 and 1.18 are taken from public art events in the United Kingdom and Canada that saw 

cattle displayed in urban environments. On the one hand, Cowparade saw hundreds of life size 

fibreglass cows colourfully painted and decorated by artists, celebrities and members of the public 

displayed at sites across Manchester. Farfard's 'Pasture', on the other hand, consists of a serie of 

bronze cattle occupying a green space in Toronto's financial district. 

What can be learned from these takes on cattle form? In the case of Cowparade and Pa ture, 

although not created with 'animals-as-meat' in mind, they do seek to retrieve reminiscence of cattl 

from the ether of urban culture memory. For as these sculptures become part of the hu tle and 

bustle of city life they set conditions and obstacles for humans determining where they can and 

cannot walk. In contrast to living cattle that wander India's treet art in the e in tanc , is uppo' d 

to be fun - seeing cow in unexpected place , and a way of rai ing money for charity. 

\X1hile thes sculptur and figur can be seen a 'ource of amus m nt and nt rtamm nt, the: 

al 0 rais qu sti ns ab ut tl1 xtent to \ hich art i part of a g nuin 1) op n mind d and 11m' I 

pr c ss of thinking animal. an w or if it r inEorc ' human id nuty (aft r Bak r 2000: 1 ). 'Pa:turl' 
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(figure 1.18), for example, sees bronze cattle models collide with the interests of the financial 

corporations commissioning and buying the piece and the local council responsible for approving its 

display. The cows decorated as part of the parade in Manchester (figure 1.17) are designed in ,,~ays 

that reinforce ideas about the host city. For example, 'cow-munity' brings together residents and 

professional artists to create cows that reflect the urban regeneration and renaissance that the city is 

experiencing; and both of these events were held to attract visitors and tourists. Pascal Knapp, the 

artist who created the original cowparade sculptures, when asked why he had chosen cows replied: 

because no other animal can be transformed into something yet retain its identity. To 
surface area and bone structures, height and length are all just right ... We all love them 
They're nurturing, whimsical, quirky ... o:>ws provide the milk that fosters our development 
and are the basis of beloved childhood treats like ice cream In short, everyone loves cows 
(CDwParade 2002). 

To what extent do these displays reinforce the maternal representations of cows found in previous 

advertisements (figures 1.5, 1.6 and 1.12)? 

How are cattle to be approached through artistic works in ways that render them more serious and 

worthy of attention? Sue CDe, Damien :Hirst and Francis Bacon all seek to resist setting up meanings, 

references and interpretations in their work and thus allow human and animal bodies to blend. But 

to what extent do humans and animals remain firmly in their place? Or, is one moving beyond such 

categories to a more ephemeral and immanent space in opening up to other animals? O'Sullivan 

(2001:129) describes how art occupies a borderline between the actual and virtual thus giving it "an 

ethical imperative because it involves moving beyond the already familiar (the human), a kind of 

self-overcoming". But in trying to take humans and animals 'out of meaning', the challenge for 

artists is how to be ethically responsible without appearing aesthetically sentimental. Sue O:>e uses 

her work to express her moral and political outrage at the oppression of both animals and workers 

in packing plants, the following illustration (figure 1.19) hinting at the difficulties of trying to 

reconcile sentimentality with moral beliefs: 
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Figure 1.19: 'parched sheep' - Sue Coe, 1995 

(Cited in Baker 2000:179) 

But not all of the examples provided suggest a degree of sympathy for the animal. Damien Hirst' 

work has faced criticisms from animal welfare organizations and animal rights groups who describe 

him as a "demented child" and take a dim view of his sharp collision of life and death in butchering 

animals for the sake of art (Gibbons 2003). How, therefore, are artists and audiences to engage with 

the animal? Does the work of Hirst, Bacon, Coe, Cowparade and Pasture enable one to 

communicate with cattle in different ways, to make their lives and experiences visible to us? And a 

part of this dialogue with animals, to what extent do sentimentality and anthropomorphobia ab olve 

an outcry against some of the ways in which animals are treated? 

All of the examples discussed in this section of the chapter raise quesuons about the role of 

anthropomorphism: in what ways do Anchor butter commercials and Cowparade pro ide light

hearted ways of thinking about animals and in what ways do such repre entations become mor 

serious, problematic and ethically charged through the work of animal charitie~ u Coe and 

Francis Bacon? I would argue that what all the example discussed have in common i the wa\" in 

which an asymmetrical relation hip remains between humans and animals r ilbert 2000). ~rom th 

imagery of a milkmaid tending a co\ (figure 1.6), to the trace and dra\ving made in d ad meat 

(figur s 1.16 and 1.19) and th figure culpted in 'pa, ture' (figur 1.1 ), all ar in: me 'en 'C 

imbu d with p litical and m ral di cour es. On th on hand, such disc ur s n, ur that cattle 

r main oth r' to humans and at us d to justify th ir application for f, od, sp rt and ent rtainllPnr. 
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On the other hand, even when these uses are questioned and animal and human forms brouaht 
b 

together, the participation of the animals themselves is always mediated by humans. The came 

pictured in figures 1.7, 1.8, 1.9 and 1.10 have become infused with feelings - of suffering, pain, 

distress - so that the public can identify with the animals plight and support charity campaigns. But 

who, or what, can or cannot act purposively to bring about change (Wilbert 2000:238)? In 

emphasizing this conjoining of human and animal bodies there is an uncertainty and frailty to what 

is actually taking place: are we humanizing cattle or dehumanizing ourselves? What categories do 

and do not fit? The danger here is that collapsing 'other' for 'the same' leads to a flattened topology 

(Badmington 2003). Can other possibilities and ways of (un)doing human and animal bodies be 

explored, or will human and animal boundaries and dichotomies remain? 

1.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter I have traced some of the ways in which cattle are understood and known. Came are 

constructed by vets, economists, nutritionists, advertising executives, policy-makers, with the images 

and representations that are produced entering into circulation through professional training, books, 

television conunercials, legislation and so on, in ways that have material and ethical consequences 

for the animals themselves (Braun and Castree 1998). All of this leads us to separate our (human) 

lives from cattle, to see them in some ways and not others. As the many examples in this chapter 

illustrate, the presence of cattle in human lives registers both through their appropriation as a 

'resource' that can be experimented on for the purposes of developing human medicines (part 1.1); 

and as a 'corpse', cattle that need to be grown to be eaten and made into other (inedible) 

consumables like adhesives and paints (part 1.2). The result is that a series of dichotomies are 

established: human-animal, subject-object, urban-rural and production-consumption. Perhaps the 

time has now come to open up these dichotomies to critical scrutiny, to see if alternative narrations 

of cattle can be (re)discovered? 

There are two areas of thought that make thinking about cattle beyond these binaries problematic. 

The first can be seen as an over-emphasis on building remnants of a pristine past. In scientific 

narratives the behaviour of domestic animals is compared to that of their 'wild' relatives, rare breeds 

find themselves placed in landscape conservation schemes and preservation narratives, and 

advertisements draw on notions of pastoral idyll to confirm the naturalness of the product and hint 

at an animal's way of life. But as boundaries of knowledge become expanded and contested; for 

example: cloning, genetically altering food and movements against intensive methods of farming; 

humans are connecting to the internal and external physiology of cattle in ever more intimate and 

unforeseen ways that make such remnants unendurable. The second area of thought concerns the 



role of anthropomorphism. While smgmg cows and decorated bulls can be represented 

unproblematic ally on television screens, in scientific discourses where importance is placed on 

rationality and objectivity, and in artistic work with its imperturbable and exacting approach, 

anthropomorphism becomes seen as emotive and sentimental 'baggage' and its potential role as a 

tool in formulating questions about animal experience (see de Waal2001) remains under-explored8• 

The consequences of trying to negotiate these pristine past and anthropomorphic borderlines means 

that cattle remain partial, shadowy figures as their presence in our lives is always being negotiated on 

human terms. 

How can geographers offer a way out of this bind - these practices of knowing and objectification 

that position the figure of the human as a foundation and explanatory tool? The remainder of this 

thesis seeks to explore what geographical modes of enquiry can contribute to these scientific, 

popular and cultural debates. In the next chapter I want to investigate how social scientists have re

drawn human-animal boundaries: do these scholars offer other vacuums through which animals can 

become meaningful on more-than-human terms, where the creative, bodily and emotional lives of 

cattle may be admitted? It is precisely when one asks questions about what human practices mean 

for cattle who occupy the designations IxE and taurin:? that one can move beyond the taken-for

granted (often humanist) approaches of the literatures discussed in this chapter. 

, PI omprehensive discussions on the reLnionship between anthropomorphism ,md nuking scientific claims, 
~ ease note: c .) d h , (p , ,1) 

d h 1 f · tl,.. omorphism in 111\" own work, can be found ill chapter 2 (part 2.1 ~m c ,lpter. an . '. . 
,lll t e ro t' 0 an u op . 
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2. Exploring the borderlands between humans and animals in 
contemporary theory: relations, places, petfonnances. 

2.0 Introduction 

In the previous chapter discussion drew on the scientific modes and practices through which cattle 

become 'known' at different scales, flUlctions and institutional contexts. My concern in this chapter 

is with examining the theoretical place of animals in the social sciences: how have academics made 

sense of the relationships between humans and animals? 

In the first section 'ocdugy'I chart some of the ways in which ecological work has conceptualized the 

interrelationships between human and non-human organisms. My intention in so doing is to 

illuminate how ecologists emphasize individual organisms and indeed take organisms in their 

environment as a focal point of research, ideas that I wish to pursue through the thesis. Moving on, 

and extending ecological accolUlts, the second section outlines three bodies of work that have been 

drawn upon by human geographers as a set of coordinates for exploring animality: 'actor muurk 

theory' (AN1), 'kinship' and 'h;bridity'. Each of these literatures is enquiring into how all manner of 

humans and non-humans, organisms and technologies, bits and pieces inhabit the planet in ways 

that challenge the prevalent nature-culture dichotomy (Whatmore 1999b). The third section seeks to 

highlight the gaps that emerge in these literatures, fractures that I believe lead many aspects of 

human-animal relations to be ignored, forgotten and overlooked. Significantly, I argue that these 

accounts do not pay sufficient attention to individual animals as living fleshy beings inhabiting 

diverse spatialities. In aspiring to accommodate individual animals in the collective involvement of 

the world, the remainder of the chapter outlines two bodies of work - 'duelling' and '11I.JJ1-

representational theory' - to conceptualize how animals, as embodied beings, leave their marks and 

traces through the fabric of places. 

My intention in this chapter, then, is to look at the theoretical ideas that lUlderpin some of the 

scientific (resource), commodified (food) and cultural (art work) narratives encolUltered in the 

previous chapter by exploring how social scientists have theorized animals, thus attending to 

whether other trajectories could be opened up. In this way, the crucial shift being made here is a 

movement away from remaining solely concerned with what we think and 'know' about cattle to 

'who' we are (human identitJ? in the human-animal borderlands: what happens if 'we' can no longer 

safely be assumed to be human? 
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2.1 Ecology: ecosystems, habitats, species 

The word 'ecology was first used by Ernest Haeckel in 1869 to describe the scientific study of the 

interactions between organisms and their environment (Begon et al, 1996:x). Derived from the 

Greek word 'oikos', meaning home, ecology might therefore be defined as the study of the 'home 

life' of living organisms (Odum 1983:4) whose subject matter includes "the distribution and 

abundance of organisms - where organisms occur, how many there are and what they do" (Begon et 

aI, 1996:x). It is this concern with how a given set of characteristics affect the distribution and 

abundance of organisms that set ecology apart from other biological and veterinary medicine 

disciplines. First and foremost ecology is a 'sYitems science' (Odum 1983), a hierarchical discipline 

that encompasses three levels of biological matter: an individual organism, a population or 

community of organisms, and an ecosYitem. Secondly, ecologists draw on this linear hierarchy of 

interrelations to explain, predict and control environments (Begon et al, 1996). In this way, and at 

one level, ecology is confronted with uniqueness, with millions of different species and billions of 

genetically distinct individuals all living and interacting in the world, and yet, at another level, 

ecologists are challenged to reconcile this variability to understand relational patterns that form the 

basis of predictions (Goss-GIstard and Sutherland 1997). It is this grappling of an individual 

organism in its environment within broader sets of interrelationships that is of interest in this 

chapter. For I believe that there are two aspects of ecological thought that are appropriate to my 

endeavour to (re)theorize human-animal relations: firstly, and importantly, the emphasis that is 

placed upon individual organisms, and secondly, the application of taking an organism in its 

environment as a focal point in research. 

In relation to the first aspect, ecological thought has moved away from an equilibrium or 

'traditional' view of nature that theorized all living things as settling into a habitat, into one sYitem 

with emergent properties (Odum 1983); towards understanding how singular entities determine the 

properties of populations, communities and ecosYitems (Koehl 1989). TIlls theoretical position, that 

ecologists may know more about the elements comprising an ecosYitem than the sYitem itself 

(Lomnicki 1988), has led to the emergence of a number of studies that seek to appraise individual 

organisms and their spatial interactions (see Hendryet al, 1997; McGlade 1999) and the behavioural 

and morphological traits that lead an individual organism to act under different ecological 

circumstances (see Goss-GIstard and Sutherland 1997; Lima and Zollner 1996; Sutherland 1996). 

Behavioural ecologists, in particular, have been influential in focusing on individual organisms as 

part of an attempt to learn more about how individuals compete for resources including food, mates 

and territory (Krebs and Davies 1993); this recognition apparent in work on threatened and 

endangered species and in managing habitats for conservation (for further detail see Bart 1995; 

McGregor and Peake 1998; Newton 1995; Sutherland 1996). 
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Investigating individual organisms, and their relations to other organisms, is often underpinned by a 

conunitment by the scientist to inunerse oneself into the lives and environments of the animals 

being researched. At the initial stages of a project individual organisms are identified according to 

what they do and how they look (Mech 1995; Schaller 1963), however, over the course of the 

research such data becomes transformed and enriched according to the relationship that the 

researcher has formed with an animal. Jane Goodall (1986), for example, spent twelve years 

researching chimpanzees in the Gombe National Park in Tanzania. Her work is filled with accounts 

of individual chimpanzees: Charlie, David Greybeard, Evered, Faben, Figan, Flo and so on (see 

Goodall 1986:60-78); descriptions of how each individual is influenced by the movements of other 

community members but is ultimately "free to choose where he will go and the routes he will follow 

to get there" (1986:208): 

The chimpanzees' mental map is extensive and they can easily relocate food patches within 
the eight to twenty-four square kilometres of the Gombe home range. Their spatial memory 
is rich in detail; they know not only the position of major foods ... but also the whereabouts 
of solitary trees and individual termite mounds (Goodall 1986:587). 

Furthennore, Goodall (1986) has used these insights to draw lines of comparison between the 

chimpanzees inhabiting Gombe and the home range of other chimpanzee populations, and to 

understand how chimpanzees mark their territory and compete with other species to maintain space. 

Following on, Moss (2000) has spent more than thirty years studying elephants in Kenya's Amboseli 

National Park Alongside accounts of how drought, migration, mating, social relationships and 

population dynamics affect four elephant families, her work recalls events that have taken place in 

elephant lives. Specifically, her account of an elephant known as Teresia being speared by the Maasai 

signals the ways in which she attached herself to the lives of individual animals: 

After two more days Teresia could no longer move and stood in the shade of a tree, 
swaying slightly with unsteadiness and only semiconsciousness. She had reached a state of 
feeling little and she mostly dreamed, perhaps of vast swards of sweet new grass and clear, 
cool streams. Or the taste and feel of the sweet juices that squirted out when she crunched 
down on her favourite wild fruit. Or most likely the smell and touch and sounds of her 
family ... on her final day Teresia grew too weak. to stand and slo~ly subsided onto the 
ground, first onto her chest and t~en over on her SIde. She was COnSCI?US of the so~ds and 
smells around her for a little while longer, but soon there was nothing. Her long life was 
over ... I had grown very attached to that funny-looking elephant and I knew I would feel 
sorrow and loss when she died ... Each time I went to Amboseli, or each time Phyllis or 
Keith came to Nairobi, I asked about Teresia in particular ... 'Have you seen Teresia?' 'Is she 
alright?' (Moss 2000:262). 

The second aspect of ecological thought that is appropriate to my endeavour to explore human

animal relations are the ways in which ecologists theorize the environment that an organism inhabits 

and the role of animals in influencing the ecological conditions of places. In particular, en)bgical 
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thinking has moved away from 'static' notions of carrying capacity, climax vegetation and succession 

theory and how these play-out at an ecosystem level (Warren 1995); to understanding habitats as 

comprising small scale patches identified according to the homogeneous nature of resources and 

conditions that they offer organisms (Wlllterhalder 2001 see also Ellis and Swift 1988:458; Scoones 

1996:6). TIlls reordering of the spatial patterning of ecological processes has been influential in 

investigating how the grazing practices of humans and cattle impact upon semi-arid environments. 

Ecological investigations of cattle, then, focus on their role in pastoral economies and the ways in 

which they affect rangeland. It is important to recognize at this point, therefore, that ecological 

literature tends to emphasize the characteristics of cattle that influence the botanical composition of 

pasture rather than cattle as individual animals per se (Sinclair and Fryxell 1985). For example, 

Dyson-Hudson (1989) spent six years researching the Ngisonyoka Turkana pastoralists in Kenya, 

describing the migratory patterns and size of cattle herds, the places where they grazed, the type of 

forage and water available, soil development and predators. Specifically, Dyson-Hudson (1989) 

places an emphasis on how pastoralists negotiate the topographic diversity of the habitat rather than 

how animals inhabit the environment. Furthennore, much of the work emerging on this topic tends 

to explore the relationships and conflicts between pastoralist ways of life and conservation strategies. 

McCabe (2003) studied a group of Maasai in the Ngorongoro district of the Serengeti National Park, 

Tanzania over a twelve year period. This piece of research has shown that although the cattle 

population fluctuates around a mean value the human population is gro"Wing. The increasing human 

population led the Tanzanian government to announce in 2001 that the Maasai would be removed 

from the national park boundaries, a move which McCabe (2003:78) describes as "an invitation to 

disaster". To policy-makers the Maasai are perceived as a threat to the ecology and future 

sustainability of the park, exhausting its resources and causing irreversible changes to flora and fauna; 

but to McCabe (2003) and his researchers, in practice, the Maasai have strategies to accommodate 

an increasing population in ways that intert"Wine with the ecosystem 

All of these examples point towards how ecology asserts itself as moving beyond the 'human', both 

through its concern with interrelations among biological organisms in the environment and in its 

attempts to offer understandings of complex situations. However, there are evident gaps in these 

works, gaps that I argue lead animals and important aspects of their lives to be forgotten and 

overlooked. For what remains here is a tendency to maintain humanity's position at the top of the 

hierarchy as part of an attempt to 'get to grips with the world'. This leads animals, as biologiol 

entities, to have identities that have already been ascribed, categorized and mapped. With this in 

mind I want to highlight three inadequacies that emerge from this scientific remit of structuring the 

world: tensions between ecological subcommunities, the relationship between individual organisms 

and representational systems of meaning, and the mechanics of ethical dilemmas. 
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Firstly, animals are caught up in an emerging set of tensions within the ecological discipline. As 

McGlade (1999:17-18) queries: 

are we r~ally o~se~~g a new type of dynamics born out of modelling ecosystems from the 
perspective of ~dl,:"lduals, or are we simply becoming more adept at detecting phenomena 
that we know eXISt ill nature but have been unable to extract from more traditional models? 

This unease, surrounding whether animals should be regarded as individual organisms or genetic 

assemblages, opens out how 'higher', rare and endangered species - Goodall's (1986) study of 

chimpanzees and Moss' (2000) research on elephants - are more likely to be regarded as individuals 

than a herd of cattle in Kenya or Tanzania. Moreover, this biological hierarchy appears underpinned 

by a notion that an animal as an individual organism can matter only insofar as it can individuate 

itself: 

This involves the idea that the individual has a self-defined project. It flourishes by 
becoming what it is impelled to become, not by realizing, or not just by realizing the traits 
that define it as a member of a species ... this suggests that the only creatures who can 
flourish as individuals are those who can live autonomously (Haworth et al, 1998:146, 
emphasis in original). 

A series of dichotomies are emerging here between ecosystems and individual organisms, between 

'natural' and 'managed' habitats, and between animal species - rare and commonplace. This leads me 

to pose a series of questions regarding how to recognize and reconcile individuality with other levels 

of biological hierarchy. Should individuals only be recognized if they are part of a population and/ or 

species that is rare or endangered? What of individual cattle that are not under threat from 

extinction, should ecologists also be concerned with how fanned animals are living out their lives? 

My second concern with ecological accounts derives from these dichotomies, for when individual 

animals do become the focus of research they are disclosed as numbers to be monitored and tracked, 

as geographical distributions to be mapped, and tools through which conservation and management 

strategies can be devised: 

It is necessary, however, that we be constantly aware of the danger of anthropomorphic 
bias in the interpretation of behaviour. Observations must be as objective as possible to 

make them. Intuitive interpretations, which may be based on understandings stemming 
directly from empathy with the subject, can be tested afterwards against the facts set out in 
the data (Goodall 1986:58). 

A representational set-up still pervades ecology in that individuals are identified using techniques 

that rely, to some extent, on similarity so as objective and quantitative methods can be applied to 

take measurements and make recommendations (McGregor and Peake 1998 see also Br,ldsh'1w 

2004). Above all, this emphasis on making scientific Chin1S about ecology and behaviour leads the 
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creative, imaginative and probing aspects of the lives of animals that these researchers have 

experienced to become vacuumed through the fonnulation of questions, hypotheses and general 

statements. 

My third and final concern relates to the mechanics of ethical dilerrunas. More generally, I am left 

wondering what impact these researchers have on the animals themselves. I think that there are a 

series of ethical encounters that need to be acknowledged and worked through. The first of these 

encounters concerns how ecologists access the animals that they wish to research, animals whom 

may have had little or no previous contact with humans. What might the impact of 'capturing' and 

'selecting' individual animals through the use of tagging devices (Niva 1995), or by altering their 

appearance in some way (see Mrozek et al, 1995) be? Although Goodall (1986) established a set of 

guidelines in the field that included references to not being within five metres of a chimpanzee and 

ignoring or moving away from any gestures perceived to be friendly or hostile, she does recall 

instances of chimpanzees throwing rocks at the human observers following them The second 

ethical encounter concerns what level of intervention is deemed acceptable or appropriate in the 

lives of the animals. Goodall (1986), for example, set up an artificial feeding area for chimpanzees 

near her base camp so as to facilitate filming up close and to make regular observations on 

individuals. Moss (2000), on the other hand, watched Teresia suffer in pain over a period of days 

after being speared by the Maasai, not seeking veterinary advice. How, if at all, could Moss have 

alleviated Teresia's pain and suffering? What impact did Teresia's injury and death have on other 

members of the elephant herd? 

In surrunary, ecology appears to remain concerned with how to articulate orgarusms within a 

systems framework, thus enacting a representational system of meaning. The question remains then: 

rather than separating the world out - into biological parts in ways that somehow make-up or 

constitute a 'whole' - what might it mean to recognize the presence and role of individuals in the 

fabric of the world? It is with these thoughts and questions in mind in seeking to unravel discrete 

and relatively stable categorisations and orderings that the chapter now turns. 

2.2 Relational Ontologies: ANT, Kinship and Hybridity 

In this section I want to engage with three bodies of work that explore the interface between 

(human) social worlds and (animal) natural worlds. The first, 'aaor rmwrk dx:ory' (ANI), is <1 socio

philosophical approach in which humans and nonhumans, social and technical factors are brought 

together through the deployment of a common analytical vocabulary (McLean and Hassard 2004). 
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The second engagement 'a kinship if feninist figurations', and the third 'h)brid wgraphit5', examines the 

work of Donna Haraway and Sarah Whatmore respectively; both of these scholars extending the 

work of, and sharing the willingness of ANT theorists to push categories that do not make sense 

although each pursuing this goal in rather different ways. What these three bodies of work bring to 

the fore are the complicated forms of association between beings. In so doing these literatures 

extend the ecological accounts outlined in the previous section in two important ways. In the first 

instance these literatures precede the knowledge making practices of ecology in making a movement 

from fixed and prefonned entities to emphasizing collective entities and worlds in the making. In 

this way they seek to understand how animals can do all sorts of things and lead all sorts of lives 

that somehow get omitted from scientific accounts. And secondly, in admitting animals into 'the 

calculus of the world' (Braun 2004b:273), these approaches recognize and challenge some of the 

ways in which ecologists and other scientists 'speak for' and 'represent' animals. With this in mind, 

each of the three sections that follow seeks to engage with a series of questions: what theoretical and 

conceptual apparatus are being offered in opening up human-animal relations to critical analysis? 

How precisely do these theoretical engagements extend ecological discussions? And, crucially, how 

do these theories allow us to talk about animals (cattle) and their bodies, lives, and spaces that they 

inhabit in ways where they are made and becoming rather than made-up?9 

ANT: Enrolling animals into the collective 

Actor-Network Theory (AN1) is most commonly associated with authors such as Bruno Latour, 

John Law and Michel Callon. In essence, these theorists force us to look afresh at the categories, 

divisions, and boundaries that frequently divert our attention away from the non-human multitudes 

that make up our world (Goodman 2001). ANT has been described as: 

[a] useful beginning for journeys out of the impoverished worO)d of N/nature, which make 
it possible to explore the ways in which the entities, capacities and processes conventionally 
pre-assigned to the spheres of the 'natural' and the 'social' are mutually conditioned and 
constituted in the everyday business of liung in the world (Whatmore 1999a:30, emphasis in 
original). 

Social Scientific engagements with ANI include reVIew essays (Murdoch 1997a 1997b), books 

(Latour 1993; Michael 2000), and special journal issues (Body and Society 2000 Volume 6(3/4) 

Society and Space Volume 18(2)); and incorporate a diverse array of topics: from agriculture and 

environmental policy (Burgess et al, 2000) to alternative trade networks (Whatmore and Thome 

9 The compelling appeal here, th~n, is to stop s~parating the w~rld out into ~p:ese~tations (h~ organism, non-~uman 
organism) and to become attenu~e to the fa~nc ~f the worl~ itself: With this m mmd, I sho~d ~ to draw attention to 
how the margins between ecologIcal and social SCIences are mcreasmgly blurred. Moreover, Wlt~ geography, ~ere ~a.ye 
been calls for 'practiced conversations' (after ~at.more 20~4:1362) as part ~f a.turn towards mappmg cartographies of liJe 
that ,lttend to the spaificity rather than the angimlzty of all life forms (see FItzsurunons 2004; Scoones 1999; Spencer and 
Whatmore 2001; Whatmore 2004). Please note, strands of this creative interaction are more fully articulated and taken up 
in chapter 5 (parts 5.0 and 5.1). 
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1997), and from food scares (Fitzsimmons and Goodman 1998) to office management (Law 2000). 

What they have in common is an attention to challenge the ontological divide established in modem 

and postmodem thought between nature and society. 

What is anal:yticall~ distinctiv~ ab~ut an actor network perspective are the ways people make 
~he :vo~lds ill v:hich they ~ve, ill how they strengthen relationships amongst formerly 
paSSIve . actants ill co~rcial ?etworks - the producers and consumers - through a mode 
of ordenng of cOnneCtiVIty which promotes non-hierarchical relationships (Whatmore and 
Thome 1997:301). 

This call, to stop separating the world into nature on the one hand and society on the other, has 

been argued foremost by Bruno Latour (1993) who provides a legend for mapping this vast 'middle 

kingdom' of hybrid non-human entities that increasingly proliferate our contemporary world. The 

important point is that Latour (1993) speaks of a principle of 'generalized symmetry'. Let us be clear 

as to what is meant by this: a move away from a priori distinctions between humans and non

humans and a move towards affective modalities (after Whatmore 2002:5) and non-hierarchical 

relations. Thus, for Latour (1993) agency emerges as a relational achievement gained through 

interaction within a heterogeneous assemblage. On the one hand, this notion of agency leads Latour 

and other ANT theorists to draw attention to how scientists account for the way that the world is or 

seems to be (see Latour 1987). Ecologists, for example, are shown to rely upon a series of 

instruments, technologies and field notes so as to translate the individual animals that they 

encounter in the field into a series of statements about populations and communities (Roth and 

Bowen 1999a 1999b). On the other hand, this forms part of an acknowledgement of the role and 

function of (non-human) entities in acting through the network in which they are irrunersed. This is 

exemplified in a seminal piece by Callon (1986) whom describes the scientific controversy 

surrounding causes for the decline of the scallop population in St Brieuc Bay. For as marine 

biologists attempted to implement a conservation strategy, Callon (1986) illustrates the agency of the 

scallops in refusing to enter the collectors in a sufficient and regular way. Following on, and taking 

ANT forward into human geography, Thome (1998) illuminates frequently ignored aspects of the 

kangaroo trade in Australia. In tracing how the agency of the kangaroo is revoked and restated as 

the animals simultaneously become cast as protected indigenous wildlife, a national emblem, pest, an 

export product, and gourmet food, Thome (1998:175) asks: 

What is happening at the moment of each death? Each is a performance whereby the 
agency of the kangaroo, in its right to be there, is being forcibly denied by the shooter. 
Refuting the legitimacy of kangaroos to dwell as individuals, within their bodies, in their 
places of residence creates a killing space, which profoundly violates a living space. 

This philosophical drive towards grasping collective involvement in the world, comes into its own, 

however, when ANT is deployt:d to understand the Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE) 

crisis. (De)mystifying and surpassing scientific meaning, Fitzsimmons and Goodman (1998) map the 
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politics of the crisis to illustrate how official government reassurances and denials of a link between 

BSE and CJD in humans throughout the 1980s and 1990s still led to a decision to ban the use of 

meat and bone meal from rendered sheep and cattle carcasses from being given to living cattle 

through foodstuffs. Moving on, with confirmation of a definitive link between BSE in cattle and 

CJD in humans, Woods (1998) describes the 'involuntary participation' of cattle in political 

networks. In particular, Woods (1998) highlights how as the crisis progressed - with the European 

O:>mmission (EO banning the sale of meat and products from British cattle and British consumers 

becoming less inclined to eat meat - cattle were presented in a number of different ways to different 

audiences. For example, cattle were mobilized by government ministers, opposition politicians, 

scientists and the agricultural lobby to support their views; represented in statistical formats so that 

facts could be established and recommendations made on how best to tackle the disease, and as 

financial values in compensating farmers whose animals were destroyed. These representations, 

through which assumed properties about the disease were established, thus legitimated a geography 

of the disease that was drawn for economic and political purposes (Hinchliffe 2001). Furthermore, 

Goodman (1999) traces the consequences of these representations through the reordering of act ants 

as cattle certification schemes, computerized tracking programmes, export bans, scientific advisory 

committees and food safety agencies were set up. 

Latour and other ANT theorists, then, both critique the scientific practice of, and extend the 

accounts of, ecologists in offering figures capable of helping us navigate a world unfolding by 

mediation, transformation and circulation. Its uptake by geographers, as part of attempts to 

apprehend a world always on the move (Bingham and Thrift 2000), are operationalized through 

terms such as 'actor' and 'network' that attend to the shifting materialities and socialities of things 

previously characterized as wholly social or wholly natural. In this way, ANT provides one with a 

sense of the ways in which animals are being shaped by human cultures and technologies - the need 

to hunt kangaroos and cull cattle - and afford opportunities to follow the animals themselves as 

they travel through networks. Moreover, ANT enables one to explore how the boomerang qualities 

(Murdoch 1997a 1997b) of 'natural' things can come back to haunt human social lives. I am thinking 

here of how some of the papers cited describe the ability of cattle to harbour and spread disease in 

ways not fully understood by the scientific community. 

A Kinship of Feminist Figurations: primate revisions and dogcultures 

All I am really asking for is permanent passion and irony, where passion is as important as 
irony (Haraway 2000: 172). 

The work of Donna Haraway, a feminist scholar and historian of science and technology, spans 

many issues and disciplines; from literary science fiction to immune system discourses, from 
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postcolonialism to the workings of infonnation technology, and from prirnatology to feminist 

theories of gender. Essentially, Haraway tunes our attention to what counts as nature, who gets to 

inhabit natural categories and what is at stake in making these judgements. The work itself pitched 

in terms of 'hybrids', 'cyborgs', 'mosaics', 'chimeras' (Haraway 1997), and ope rationalized through a 

variety of figures - coyote, oncomouse, primate, dog. Thus, a cursory glance at Haraway's work 

might suggest that she has much in common with ANT theorists in sharing a desire to make room 

for relationships between social and natural worlds, but her work diverges from that of ANT 

theorists in several important ways. The ontology that Latour (1993) prescribes is concerned with 

'actors' and 'mundane things' (Michael 2000), following them through networks as part of an 

attempt to map agency. Haraway remains critical of this ontology for turning away from social 

explanations (Murdoch 1997b), arguing that it does not engage with how practices of science and 

technology are laden by gender, race and class (Haraway 1997). This leads Haraway to trace the 

'exotic' practices of science (see Michael 2000), to write from 'inside' a situation rather than 

describing it, and to explore how enrohnents disfigure, disrupt and deform identities through 

mapping embodied encounters. Haraway's (1997) project, to swnmarize, is best seen as an attempt 

to reconfigure, and allow others to reconfigure, what counts as knowledge and what counts as reality 

in the fields of biology, biotechnology, technoscience, physiology, animal science and genetics (prins 

1995). Moreover, it is intended to guide us to a more liveable place, an 'elsewhere', where the world 

is best seen as a coding trickster with whom we must learn to converse: 

Who are my kin in this odd world of promising monsters, vampires, surrogates, living tools 
and aliens? ... who are my familiars, my siblings, and what kind of liveable world are we trying 
to build (Haraway 1997:7)? 

Haraway's work is so evocative because the metaphorical figures and entities that she introduces do 

not resolve into lineaments of humanity but appear in several guises without ever revealing their true 

nature (prins 1995). On the one hand, this leads Haraway to challenge scientific remits for 

structuring the world. In this way, Haraway (1989) sets her work on 'primate visions' apart from 

studies by scientists such as Jane Goodall (see part 2.1). For while Goodall interprets animal 

behaviour by plotting the social complexity of a given group (aggression, dominance, affiliation, sex) 

and then uses these findings to intersect with conservation strategies (See Goodall 1990); Haraway 

(1989) discusses how monkeys and apes are enmeshed in racial and national discourses of many 

kinds: primatologist (industrial nation) / primate (decolonized white settler colon;.? With this in 

mind, Haraway (2000) argues that scientific knowledge remains constitutively historical and non

innocent. Thus, primates cannot be used to represent 'facts', or enclosed in property form, but 

rather become instances of 'speculative fiction' where species boundaries are no longer sacred: 
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Nothin~ re~y settles :he separation of ~uman and animal ... movements for animal rights 
are not Irrational deruals of human uruqueness; they are a clear-sighted recognition of 
connection across the discredited breach of nature and culture (Haraway 1991:151-152). 

On the other hand, Haraway (2003a) has recently included a new member in her kinship of potential 

figurations: the dog. In this work, 'the companion species manifesto', Haraway (2003a) begins to 

think through how an ethics and politics committed to the flourishing of significant otherness might 

be forged by taking dog-human relationships seriously. In telling stories of evolution, love and 

training, Haraway (2003a) deploys the tenn 'metaplasm' to signal the remodelling of dog and human 

flesh. Specifically, Haraway (2003a) explores the changing meaning of a gene and technologies of 

behaviour management amid genetic scandals; thus debating what constitutes the biology of an 

animal's breed and the relationships between history and evolution, institutions and science. In 

exploring these fractures Haraway (2003a) seeks to illustrate how dogs and humans are connected, 

part of emergent worlds and share joint futures, describing how through her own dog she is: 

tied to indigenous sovereign rights, ranching, economic and ecological survival, radical 
refonn of the meat-industrial complex, racial justice, the consequences of war and 
migration, and the institutions of technoculture ... when I stroke Willem, I also touch 
relocated Canadian grey wolves, upscale Slovakian bears, and international restoration 
ecology, as well as dog shows and multi-national pastoral economies (Haraway 2003a:97-98). 

In both cases this is about fonning a new notion of the subject - subjects to be - and grasping 

discourses of suffering and dismembennent to empower those put in the position of objects, 

marginalized and denied any status of knowing (primate/dog). What power relations are 

operationalized through technology and science? What (embodied) subjects do they seek to fashion? 

How much suffering is who bearing and how do I respond (after Haraway 2000:147)? 

Hybrid Geographies: dis-placing the wild, becoming animal 

Sarah Whatmore's (1999a 2002) discourse of hybridity, or 'hybrid geographical enterprise', points a 

way through the technical and corporeal emphases of the two theoretical communities outlined in 

the previous sections: the quasi-objects (after Latour 1993) of ANT and the companion figures 

(after Haraway 19911997) of feminist science studies: 

My interrogations of these different efforts to acco~odate 'no~-.humans' in ~h~ fabric of 
the social ... involves shifts from intentional to affective modalities of aSSOCIatIOn; from 
being to becoming in the temporal .rhyt~ of h~ non-human difference; and from 
geometries to topol~gies .as the spatial. re~1Ster of dist~buted a~ency. Above all, I want to 
hold on to the sense ll1 this work ll1 which the world kicks back (Whatmore 2002:5). 

In this way Whatmore (2002) draws on Latour's metaphor of the 'hybrid network' v.ith its 

distribution of socio-material competencies and effects, and the more visceral and corporeal 
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configurations of energies and elements in Haraway's (1991 1997) work; and combines these works 

with two other corpus of literatures: bio-philosophy and knowledge practices of everyday life. 

Whatmore's (2002) elaboration of these bodies of work forms part of an attempt to map new 

topologies of social life that do not support an entrenched human-animal dichotomy by attending to 

how 'things' are assembled, gathered and mobilized. There are two aspects of Whatmore's work that 

I want to sketch out here to indicate her contribution to theorizing human-animal relations: 

journeying in the company of creatures (do see Whatmore and Thome 1998:444-450) and the 

corporeal compulsion of animals in the bodily spaces of humans (after Whatmore 2002:115). 

Firstly, Whatmore (2002) calls for a more performative notion of wildlife, where animals caught up 

in networks of entertainment, conservation and science matter "both as active agents and 

experiential subjects" (Whatmore and Thome 1998:444). In a paper with Lorraine Thome (see 

Whatmore and Thome 1998), Whatmore focuses on the shifting positionalities of leopards ill 

Roman times, from an animal's capture to its coercion to perfonn in gladiatorial combat: 

Leopardus would be drawn into a barricaded pit by the noise of a decoy animal fastened to a 
central pillar. A cage, baited with meat, would then be lowered into the pit, and the leopard 
would be hauled up for transportation ... confined within the metal bars of a cage (az'U'a) or 
reinforced wooden crate (claustra), this arduous journey would be drawn out over a period 
of weeks by regular, sometimes scheduled, stops in outlying communities and watering 
places to secure food for the animals and their escort (Whatmore and Thome 1998:445, 
emphasis in original). 

From the empires of human civilization and the spectacular spaces of wildlife, to the contemporary 

agro-food system; in the second instance Whatmore (2002) examines how a litany of food scares in 

Europe have complicated the cartography of connections among animal (bodies) and the ways in 

which people situate their shopping and eating habits. In a paper on 'Cnprosain', a Belgian meat 

cooperative that distances itself from industrial farming practices, Stassart and Whatmore (2003) 

describe how the animal iconography of the Cnprosain label associates animal well-being with 

human health, investing the farmer with responsibility for the proper care of his or her animals and 

for their treatment after they leave the fann (2003:455). The animals in this food network are thus 

embodied in ways that set them apart from their contemporary industrial body-parts, occupying the 

'middle ground' between production and consumption in substantiating trust in the network: 

like the cow that carries the pail of fresh milk, the pig that bears the ham, and the pair of 
chicks that peck the grain in the fannyard. In contrasting this community of embodied 
individuals with the indifference of industrial body-pans, Cnprosain articulates a collective 
reclamation of living animals, and farming as husbandry ... these creatures articulate animal 
well- being as the public face of good farming and good eating (Stassart and Whatmore 
2003:455). 
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In these works, then, Whatmore and her colleagues are illuminating the porosity of the imagined 

borders between wilderness and built environments, cultivation and eating. In so doing Whatmore 

(2002) deploys the term 'inside' (see also Whatmore and Thome 1998:437) as a way of 

contemplating how the everyday worlds of people and animals Oeopards, farm animals) are already 

in the process of being mixed up. But what are the ethical implications of this notion of hybridity in 

mapping the spatial configurations of subjects and conununities conceived of in 'relational' terms 

(Whatmore 1997:37)? 

The ethical communities that Whatmore (1997 2002) maps excavate the tension between ANT's 

concern with the distribution of material competencies and Haraways (1997) work on the 

situatedness of radically different kinds of subjects. For here Whatmore (1997:49) traces how ethical 

connectivities between "actants at one location in the network are no less intimate or immediate for 

the physical distance or lack of proximate knowledge involved". In so doing Whatmore (2002) seeks 

to shift the moral geographies of wild beings from the confines of pristine wilderness by tracing 

how they make a difference to the ways in which these networks perform (see Whatmore and 

Thome 1998 2000). It is here that Whatmore (2002) introduces and develops the notion of 

individuals in networks in more vivid and tangible ways than in ANT accounts. For example, in a 

paper with Lorraine Thome (see Whatmore and Thome 2000) she traces how two elephants -

Duchess and Gay - are caught up in a network of conservation science, both ex-situ through an 

electronic database and in-situ through the physical fabric of zoological parks. In describing 

Duchess and Gays social interactions, their daily routine of having their trunk, mouth and feet 

checked and attracting visitors at feeding time, Whatmore and Thome (2000:201-202) draw lines of 

comparison between captive and nomadic elephants: 

Zoo animals such as Duchess and Gay may be kindred under the taxon Laxaianu:zAfricarn, 
but in may other senses they are worlds apart. For all the scrutiny, veterinary intervention 
and population management, the elephants of Chobe still lead nomadic, socially rich and 
ecologically complex lives. For all the attention to design, stimulation, ~d care in her new 
savannah enclosure in Paignton Zoo, Duchess has become habItuated to a more 
impoverished repertoire of sociability, movement, and life skills that will always set her 
apart (Whatmore and Thome 2000:201-202, emphasis in original). 

Above all, the personal accounts of Duchess and Gay illustrated here offer an opening to appreciate 

the micro level moralities and meanings that emerge through practice. For in raising these issues of 

sensory experiences, daily habits and bonds, Whatmore and Thome (1998 2000) imply that 

questions of what is right and wrong, of acceptable and unacceptable practices towards animals, 

should be traced through networked and hybrid relations. 

What these three modes of enquiry - ANT, kinship, h)bridity - share in common are the ways in 

which they challenge anal)1ic<l1 categories that would separate the world out - human! animal - in 
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arguing that such categories must always be Wlderstood as precarious, relational and never complete. 

For the theoretical works of Latour, I-faraway and Whatmore recast the world as being thoroughly 

entangled where natural, social and technical factors are all gathering together attempting to fonn 

relations. These literatures, then, can be seen as part of an attempt to sketch a less anthropocentric 

concept of agency in highlighting the obscured capacities that animals bring to any human centred 

notion of what is taking place. In particular, these scholars move towards this by using language that 

curves and twists - 'actors' 'hybrids' 'companions' - and by drawing upon a series of metaphors _ 

'collectives', 'metaplasm', 'inside' - in ways that resist exact meaning. But however innovative these 

works are in probing a whole set of beliefs in which Wlderstandings of the world have (and still are) 

premised, in the next section I want to position a set of ideas to indicate some of the shortfalls in 

these theorizations. 

2.3 Theorizing relations ... finding individuals 

... relational thinking does not, in itself, guarantee the kinds of exciting moves to activity 
that it might at first promise. This is especially the case if 'relations' are treated in the same 
way that 'objects' were in the bad old days (Hinchliffe 2000a:577). 

Amid these relational approaches to Wlderstanding the world there are evident gaps in these 

literatures, gaps which I argue lead many aspects of human-animal relations Wlcharted. Although in 

no way wishing to impeach academics that diagram and contribute to the relational ontologies that I 

have described, my focus in this thesis is with individual animals and their relations to humans and 

non-humans. For in essence, while relational frameworks recognize the presence of animals, 

theorists remain, first and foremost, concerned with combinations, collectives and aggregates. Or, in 

the words of Paul Harrison (2000:514), "feelings, experiences and senses are never 'owned' ... rather 

they are impersonal events and encoWlters". With my focus on individual animals in mind, I want to 

elaborate on four sets of problems that these literatures share in common: human bearings and 

markings, technical dependencies, flows and distributions, and (Wl)ethical relations. 

Human bearings and markings 

Firstly, as part of an attempt to grapple with relations between humans, non-humans and the 

inhuman, there remains a dependency on humanist points of departure (after Wolfe 1998). For what 

all the theoretical trajectories discussed have in common are the ways in which the debates that are 

taking place are being conducted "within the human world, won and lost on arguments of human 

interests" (Woods 1998:1232). There remains, then, an inability to reconcile things labelled 'natural' 

with those labelled 'social' and this leads me to question where animals are being positioned \\1thin 

relational ontologies and, more precisely, what 'new' fonns of agency are being worked through here? 
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In the case of ANf, animals - kangaroos, scallops, cattle - are central to what is being debated _ the 

export trade, fishing grounds and disease - but this centrality "brings with it neither voice nor 

power" (Woods 1998:1233) as it is humans who appear to be engaging in network building and 

constructing the agencies of animals. 

In reading Haraway's work too, it can be difficult to decipher and understand what she is moving 

towards in the stories that she tells: how might it be possible to narrate dogland from the 

perspective of dogs? To give an example, Haraway (2003a) describes the 'Save-a-Sato Foundation', a 

dogland cyberculture that rounds-up strays from the streets of Puerto Rico and re-homes them in 

the United States. It is here, in particular, that I think Haraway fails to fully contemplate how the 

kinship making apparatus that she strives towards remains finnly in the control of humans. If one 

were to look at this re-homing scheme from a dog's perspective the following questions seem 

pertinent: do some dogs want to wander the meandering streets foraging in dustbins? What are the 

conditions like in the shelter? How are the animals transported to the United States? Importantly, 

what adoption procedures are followed and how do the dogs adjust to having a human imposed 

structure to their day, determining what and when they will eat, and when they will be taken for a 

walk? 

At first glance, Whatmore (2002) (see also Whatmore and Thome 2000) appears to overcome some 

of these inadequacies in opening up space to contemplate the role of individuals in networks. 

However, a significant problem that I have with this work is her tendency to focus on the 'fleshy 

traffic in and through things', shifting registers between animal and meat, calories and flavours 

(Stassart and Whatmore 2003:450). Indeed Whatmore (2002) does not push her framework forward 

to consider how we might encounter animals face-to-face in an intimate way. can one move beyond 

the choreographed display that is feeding time at the zoo to spend time in the company of Duchess 

and Gay? This point chimes with Philo (2005:830) who calls for "more detail here on the embodied 

perfonnances - and perhaps too the felt 'emotions' ... which arguably would have allowed more of a 

window to be opened on the whole question of becoming elephant" . 

Technical dependencies 

My second concern is that relational ontologies such as those pursued by Whatmore (2002) remain a 

little too preoccupied with tracing technological devices and discursive codes rather than 

considering animals themselves as embodied living beings (after Bingham and Thrift 2000). Thrift 

(1999), for example, identifies an incoherency between cognitive, representational ways of knowing 

the world, and visceral, corporeal ways of knowing the world. Moreover, he argues that this concern 

with apprehending the 'mixing' of entities leads to the haunting quality of beings and things in <1 

network being missed: 
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Givin~ vo~ce and giving.~ voice to this sensuous knowledge is, indeed, a ghostly matter but 
one WIth unportant politlc.al consequences, in terms of both how we value lives past and 
present and how we actIvate the potential for disclosing new ways of living (Thrift 
1999:313). 

Animals are followed through networks in political documents (written words) or public enquiries 

(spoken words) as they become caught up in rural conflict, disease crisis or food scare. TIlls leads 

theorists to ignore the life experiences of, and human practices towards, an individual animal. 

Although Fitzsinunons and Goodman (1998:214) acknowledge the corporeal dimensions of qD, 

where symptoms include dementia, memory loss and eventually death, how can these concerns be 

reversed and play it out in relation to cattle? What of the cow infected with BSE stumbling in the 

yard? What I am suggesting here is that the complex social experiences of living cattle are perhaps 

just as important as following them through a network assuming that what they will become is 

merely the product of feed, genes, hormones or disease. 

Flows and distributions 

TIllrdly, and in pursuing this line of enquiry towards more bodily orientated geographies, relational 

ontologies tend to neglect the spaces where animals are living out their lives. On the one hand, what 

I am referring to here are the ways in which Haraway (2003a) does not provide any sense of dog 

shows or what an agility class entails, and nor do Stassart and Whatmore (2003) sketch out in any 

depth the farms that cattle inhabit. On the other hand, I do not want to be misunderstood here, for 

I am not suggesting that the world can be cleaved apart into neat boxes - that kangaroo lives are 

somehow confined to a particular territory or similarly that a farm is the only context to apprehend 

cattle lives. Rather I want to make it clear then that I too believe animals (and humans) are 

implicated in relational ontologies and do indeed share their lives with countless other beings and 

things that extend beyond these seemingly actual, real and material places. I do, however, want to 

argue that this 'extension' needs to be theorized in ways that recognize (individual) animals and 

attend to human-animal differences (after Callon and Law 2004). To excavate this point further: 

what of animals who do not conform to (human) expectations of them in networks of science, 

industry and commerce? What about individual animals that are caught up in the 'nowhere that is 

somewhere' (after Hetherington and Lee 2000)? I think attending to what happens in these 'non

places' (Crang 2002:569) is important in acknowledging the material and immaterial presences and 

absences of animals and their ability to shape, transform, and afford the prospect of different 

enCOlll1ters with humans (after Davidson 2003). In this way, how might cattle be seen as blank 

figures? 

My use of the tenn 'blank figures' derives from the work of Hetherington and Lee (2000) (see also 

Hetherington 1997 a; Hetherington and Law 2000) who have argued that any understanding of 

relationality needs to take into account the possibility of alterity within the relations that are of 



concern (Hetherington and Law 2000). Emerging in response to the beliefs of ANT theorists who 

suggest that all elements, regardless of their ontological status, are open to being related to one 

another (Hetherington and Law 2000); the concept of the blank figure is offered as a way of 

enabling the possibility for an understanding of otherness that exists outside of contemporary 

relational thought: 

The blank. figure is a non-representational figure that appears within the midst of 
repre~en~at1ons as a source of absence that has become visible. The blank figure, 
constltutlOnal1y underdetennined, having no stable identity of its own, is the 'pre'sent 
absence'that allows for relations to be made possible (Hetherington and Lee 2000:173). 

The presences and absences that blank figures enact provide a spatial imaginary that is more 

topologically complex than Euclidean, network and fluid spaces (Callon and Law 2004). The 

concept addresses the uncertainty that otherness brings in holding materials in space together in 

some semblance of order, while remaining an emblem of ambiguity and undecidability 

(Hetherington and Lee 2000). For example, Hetherington (1997a) investigates how 'Ozzy-the-owl', a 

seventeenth century jug on display at the city museum and art gallery in Stoke on Trent, becomes a 

fold in the museum space that allows for new, unfixed and partial perspectives to come into view: 

What Ozzy does is simple (folds are easy to make) but his spatial and discursive effects are 
complex, so complex in fact that we can only begin to represent just a bit of them 
(Hetherington 1997a:216). 

From the unintended display case in which Ozzy is kept and the natural history guide that he has 

replaced, to his starring role on a television programme that facilitates his transformation from being 

an afterword to the preface of the ceramics display; in these ways Ozzy ruptures narratives of place 

and aesthetics and becomes capable of acting when looked at through the relations established 

through the heterogeneous networks of the gallery (Hetherington 1997 a:206-207). A series of gaps 

are being opened up here in ways that interrupt juxtapositionings of human (museum visitors) and 

non-human (display jug) - gaps that enable other sets of relations to emerge but that somehow 

become forgotten in academic works. Attending to these gaps is important, for as Thrift (2004c:176) 

argues: 

'emptiness' lies at the root of our being, producing senses of the rightness and -wrongness 
of the world so fundamental that we find it difficult to articulate them or to consider that 
these senses could have been otherwise. 

Here Thrift is hinting, I think, at how literatures on otherness can be taken beyond figures of 

spacing, moving towards the intimacy forged between humans and animals and the ethical relations 

that are cast. 
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(Un} ethical relations 10 

My fourth, and final, concern with relational approaches is that they can appear so pre-occupied 

with relations that animals are not identified as "distinct subjects, worthy of epistemological, 

political and ethical distinction" Gones 2003:293). Specifically, Castree and MacMillan (2004:480) 

wonder how it is possible to ope rationalize a 'non-antrop-I ecocentric politics' through the legend 

that Whatmore, along with others, provides: what kinds of understandings of, and relations with, 

animals are emerging here and to whose benefit? Describing the ways in which an elephant is 

mobilized through a database (see Whatmore and Thorne 2000), or the socialization and training of 

dogs (Haraway 2003a), is nevertheless important but can also imply passivity and detachment. Pan 

of this stems, I would argue, from a concern with collective rather than individual entities. This is 

exemplified in Latour's (2004a) recent concern with fonns of government: 

Instead of tun distinct arenas in which one would try to totalize the hierarchy of beings and 
would then have to try to choose among them (without ever being able to succeed), 
political ecology proposes to convoke a si"i!Je collective whose role is precisely to debate the 
said hierarchy - and to arrive at an acceptable solution. Political ecology proposes to move 
the rule of the unifier of the respective ranks of all beings out of the dual arena of nature 
and politics and into the single arena of the collective (Latour 2004a:29-30, emphasis in 
original). 

As such Latour's (2 004 a) 'politics of nature', his 'common world', is governed by two houses: an 

upper house that will answer the question 'how many are we?' and a lower house that will answer 

the question 'how can we live together?' Working through these matters is an ongoing process 

comprising the skills of scientists, politicians, economists, moralists, administrators and diplomats. 

In this way, Latour (2004a) is sketching out a world where as many constituents as possible have the 

right to be heard, to object, to appeal. For me, however, the blueprint that Latour sets out in this 

work, with the legacy of the collective therein, remains troubling. For while Latour (2004a) does 

indeed raise crucial, ethical, questions concerning the exchange of competencies in human

nonhuman associations - how can those in whose name we speak, speak for themselves? Who is 

speaking? Who is acting? Who is able? - he fails to provide adequate answers. This leads me to 

wonder how cattle, and other animals, might count as actors deserving of consideration. 

Importantly, will animals remain trapped in the cave from which Latour (2004a) seeks to set them 

free - only appearing as silent beings caricatured by human members of the assembly? Attending to 

this is important, for as Jones (2003) points out, human-animal relations in farming can be violent 

and antagonistic. 

Following on, this emphasis on collectives, associations, imbroglios, lead theorists to insufficiently 

recognize the unequal hann that human practices can impart on animals. Here I am thinking in 

10 My use of the term '(w1)ethical' derives from Jones (2000). 
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particular of the work of Haraway (2003a) whom I believe does not sufficiently attend to the unjust 

practices and relations that can unfold in the stories that she tells. For example, during training 

Haraway (2003a:62) describes how: 

dog cu:d h~ figure it out, if only for a minute, how to get together, how to move with 
sheer JOY and still cover a hard course, how to communicate, how to be honest. 

Rather than the 'sheer joy' that Haraway perceives, I want to suggest that the agility course tells us 

more about how animals are enrolled into money, status and sociability and how they can be seen as 

belonging to humans. Instead, how might Haraway (2003a) re-tell these stories in wa~ that admit 

dogs as living creatures? What is an animal's experience of training - frustration, tiredness, 

anticipation of rewards or punishment? Tuan (1984), for example, describes the dependency of pets 

on their owners as illustrative of an unequal relationship. On the one hand, pets can serve as friends 

and companions; on the other hand, they become dispensable resources. This point can also be 

raised in relation to cattle that humans breed, grow and slaughter. 

What binds these four sets of concerns together are the wa~ in which they illuminate how the 

literatures presented so far in this chapter remain, in some sense, full of asymmetries, privileging and 

mobilizing the figure of the human, sometimes unintentionally so: from the actors in Latour's (1993) 

nature cultures and prevailing 1 + 1 logic of Haraway's (2003a) companion species manifesto to 

Whatmore's (2002) heterogeneous entanglements. Thus, what I am left with is a limited 

understanding of the wa~ in which animals enmeshed in these collectives 'kick back' (after 

Whatmore 2002:5). Rarely, if at all, in these literatures are animals disclosed as Ihi175 sensate re11f§ uith 

experiern5 if their arm. 

With this in mind, the crucial shift that I want to make in the rest of this thesis is to theoretically 

excavate the wa~ in which it may be possible to trace individual animals within relational ontologies. 

For the lack of attention granted to animals as individuals needs to be addressed for two significant 

reasons. Firstly, the cmpus of literatures presented in this chapter can become constraining 

ontologies. Davies (2003:411), for example, warns of the need to keep agencies, entities and animals 

from becoming too entangled, without simply reasserting a human-animal divide; the question still 

remains then: how can one excavate the possibilities opened up by these theoretical approaches 

without as humans seeking to have the final word (after Hinchliffe 2003:222)? Attempting to 

provide answers is not easy, for the literatures discussed in the first chapter, and the theoretical ideas 

presented thus far, describe the myriad ways in which cattle are fashioned by humans. As Buller and 

Morris (2003:217) assert: 
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fann . ~ ... will always be largely constructed and confined by their human-serving 
functlOnality ... as the property of human individuals, collectives and organizations, their 
geography and spatiality will- to a greater or lesser extent - be intricately linked to our 0\\11. 

And yet ... we do not hold total sovereignty over them .. even fann animals remain, for all 
their b:e~ding, selection, docility, and husbandry, beyond our complete societal 
appropnauon. 

Secondly, this constraining ontology leads to the undoing and dissolution of animals from the 

accounts that are being provided. As a consequence of this my aim in this thesis is to think through 

how cattle may be seen as liungfoshy mrlf§, as irdiUdual entities, corparedly am perreptually errt}lging in the 

w:JrIds that they inhabit - of how they are 'beyond our complete societal appropriation'. What I am 

calling for then is a reconfigured notion of what it means to be an animal- becoming, not made-up 

- in a relational world. As part of an attempt to open up the possibilities of accommodating 

individual animals in the collective involvement of the world the remainder of this chapter outlines 

two strands of work - 'duelling perspecti7£' and 'mn-representational theory' - that make a series of 

theoretical manoeuvres that shift sites of reference: from understanding human-animal relations as 

asymmetrical and solely on human tenns to excavating what the nature of these relations might be 

from an animal's perspective; from concepts of Euclidean space and place as a fixed location on the 

earth's surface to places as being, becoming and co-constituted by animals; and from cognitive, 

representational ways of living in the world to non-cognitive embodied practices. 

2.4 Dwelling: Situating animals in place 

Fonn is not brought into the world out of nothing. It IS of the world (Whatmore, 
undated:6) . 

In this section of the chapter I want to move beyond understandings of human-animal relations as 

they are mobilized in relational ontologies, to look instead at how these relations materialize in other 

orderings, paths, links and energies that leave their marks and traces through the fabric of places. 

This is because relational theorists often fail to recognize how the messy materialities of 

human! animal 'comings-together' have qualities that can be seen as fonns of place formation 

(Watson 2004:152), thus leading Bingham and Thrift (2000) to argue that many of these works miss 

'the sizzle of the event'. And yet for geographers place remains a critical aspect of everyday life 

which needs to be explored (Ooke and Jones 2001). How then can animal spaces be imagined 

without making them timeless and spaceless abstractions (after Hinchliffe 2003:215)? Dwelling 

makes such a shift towards non-human spaces in providing resources for engaging with geographies 
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of the living, paying attention to how beings change socio-material possibilities in the fabrications of 
placell . 

Dwelling emphasizes the 'agent-in-its-environment', or what phenomenology calls 'being-in-the

world', as opposed to a self contained individual confronting a world 'out there' (Wylie 2003:143). 

Originating in two of Martin Heidegger's familiar texts 'poetically man dwells' and 'building dwelling 

thinking', the notion of dwelling that I am working with here derives from Heidegger's statement 

that to be a human being is to dwell, and that this is not an achievement by some humans some of 

the time, but applies to all humans all of the time; the words used: 

We do not dwell because we have built, but we build and have built because we dwell that 
is, because we are dwdlers (Heidegger 1971:148, emphasis in original). ' 

Dwelling, its reworking by the anthropologist Tim Ingold (2000), and use therein by geographers, 

implies a shift from seeing the relationship between people and the environment as a 'building 

perspective' where human mental constructs are imposed (built) upon the world, to a dwelling 

perspective where any act of building, living and thinking is formed in the context of being-in-the

world Gones and Ooke 2002:81). In this way: 

Human beings do not in their movements, inscribe their histories upon the surface of 
nature as do writers upon the page; rather, these histories are woven, along with the life
cycles of plants and animals, into the texture of the surface itself (Ingold 2000:198). 

This requires people to pre-empty categorizations and above all to understand animal worlds in 

ways that do not privilege the knowledge of humans. Significantly, Ingold (2000) argues that the 

arrima1 organism fits the world to itself by ascribing functions to the objects that it encounters: 

the environment in which it lives and moves (its Urrmelt) is the projection or 'mapping out' 
of its internal organization onto the world outside its body ... Takeaway the organism and 
the environment, in this sense, disappears with it (Ingold 1989:504, emphasis in original). 

Ingold's use of the tenn 'umwelt' stems from Jakob von Uexkiill who published 'Umweltiehre' and 

'Umwelt und Innenwelt der Tierre' in 1909 (Dusenbery 2001:1). Von Uexkii1l stressed the 

uniqueness of the sensory worlds in which different animal species find themselves living and, as a 

consequence, underlined the importance of knowing the particular features in the environment 

relevant for them. The tenn 'umwelt' has become a spatial metaphor to describe the world as 

constituted through the specific life activity of an animal (Ingold 1989) and while "we human beings 

I I I should like to make it clear that in the theoretical enterprise being worked through here it is not my.intention to set up 
eries of dichotomies between dwelling and relational ontologies (part 2.2). For I believe that d'welling can be seen to 

~o~xist with network,. hybrid and kinship trajectories by eA1:endin~ the spatLJ narratives and embodied practices 01 hwl1J.IlS 
and animals in collecuyE's Gones ,llld Ooke 2002:51-54 see also \Xatson 2004:152). 
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cannot enter directly into the U111lfEiten of other creatures, but through close study we may be able to 

imagine what they are like" (Ingold 2000:176, emphasis in original)12. Ingold (2000:187), drawing on 

von Uexki.ill's example of an oak tree, describes: 

the many inhabitants of the tree: the fox, the owl, the squirrel, the ant, the beetle, among 
coun~less others. ~, through their various activities of dwelling have played their part in 
crea~mg the COndltlOllS un~er which the tree, over the centuries, has grown to assume its 
partlcula~ fonn and proportlons. And so, too, have human beings, in tending to the tree's 
surroundmgs. 

The dwelling perspective, in its adaptation by Ingold, allows one to recognize how humans and 

animals are actively engaged in creating the conditions and moment in the life of any feature - an 

oak tree - through their ongoing involvement in the world (Ingold 2000). TIlls enables one to engage 

with the materiality of a site in ways that undennine the tacit understandings of place that exist 

under representational perspectives, a move away from viewing place on a plane of reality to one of 

irrunanence and emerging dwelt practices. And it is here, I believe, that dwelling can lead to a 

rethinking of agency, in being sensitive to the otherness of animals and of animal bodies in place 

(after Jones 2003:300) - fox, owl, squirrel, ant, beetle. 

In taking valuable insight from various forms of this phenomenology of being-in-the-world, 

geographers have been particularly sensitive to interlinking the meanings and agencies of animals in 

particular situations and locations. One such strand has sought to address the production of 

landscapes over time, revisiting rural pasts. For example, in his examination of the re-introduction 

of reindeer to Scotland in 1952, Lorimer (2004) describes the micro-geographies of the reindeer 

herd: how their daily travels mirror traditional routes; the pathways that are followed according to 

whether reindeers want to bed down for the night, linger or muster; and notes how an assortment of 

buildings and landmarks, weather and trees are all influential in marking out the grazing grounds. 

Another strand is working towards a mode of urban analysis and policy that admits animals into the 

ecological fabric of the city (Whatmore, undated). Whatmore and Hinchliffe (2003a 2003b), for 

example, conceptualize urban areas as 'living cities', tracing the habits and manners of all kinds of 

city dwellers: 

encounters in which your paths cross come to mind - scratching an insect bite; the arresting 
call or flight of birds; clearing the mess that night scavengers make of your ref~e? the. 
unbidden plants that sprout in building and pavement cracks; such uncanny mtlmaCles are 
so thoroughly erased from analytical and policy accounts of what cities are and how they 
should be (Whatmore, undated:1). 

12 The work of von Uexkiill is now finding its 'way into ecology. Specifically, 'sensory ecology' fOID1S part (1f .Ul anempt to 
explore an individual organism's response to sensory infonnation perceived in the environment (dl) see Dusenbury 1992 

2001). 
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Attendin t this 'animali· 'li· h d· g 0 an erasure es m appre en mg the 'here today, gone tomorrow' scripting 

of the creatures themselves (What more and Hinchliffe 2003b), and assessing whom or \\nat gets to 

count in urban life. As Wolch (2002a:733) puts it: 

fed~ral law mandates water-quality standards for all waterways, but these standards are 
desIgned for h':lmans; what is tolera?le for humans. is not necessarily tolerable, for, say, 
frogs .. I?oes this me~ that the Uruted States Envrronmental Protection Agency needs 
arr:p~bIa~ water-quality standards for .ur?an watersheds? The answer is probably ~s - and 
this ~plies the need for an astorushing amount of research and, ultimately, urban 
regulatIon. 

Binding these examples together are the way in which they foster a sense of how humans may be 

able to read the landscape in a variety of other guises (Plumwood 2002). The tracing of bodily 

presences and absences of animals - reindeers, birds, insects and amphibians - open up the spatio

temporal bounds of dwelling. On the one hand, dwelling provides a means of acknowledging the 

enduring and abiding presence of animal inhabitants (reindeer/grazing grounds). On the other hand, 

conceptualizations of dwelling indicate the momentary and transitory lives that animals lead 

(birds/ scavenging, migrating) . Together, this recognition that human and animal worlds are lived in 

before they are made (Whatmore and Hinchliffe 2003b) raise pertinent ethical issues. Regarding 

human-cattle relations, the following questions can now be considered in a critical light: how are 

cattle creative in setting the conditions under which farms are evolving? How are farms filled with 

the histories, stories, and presence of past herds? How do the field, yard, milking parlour, become 

part of the ongoing and immanent-momentary life process of the farm (after Ingold 2000:188)? 

Each of these theorizations of dwelling, then, facilitate an understanding of the embodied nature of 

human and animal experiences in the physical world, of how beings move in, across and beyond 

places through diverse mobilities. In some way, however, even though the philosophical lineage 

endeavours to move against the sterile and representational setup of idealist and realist views of the 

world, three limitations resonate with regard to the theoretical and empirical foci of dwelling: human 

figures, conditions of dwelling, and the relationship between embodied practices and textual 

engagements. I will now outline each of these limitations in tum before addressing how I might 

reconcile these contradictions through my work. 

Firstly, many of the commentaries discussed can be traced back to the phenomenological legacy of 

Heidegger (1971). For some (see Cave 1982; Glendinning 1998) this theoretical heritage appears 

troubling as only humans appear to have access to the world as world. It is clear from his texts that 

Heidegger (1971) believed that humans possess certain fundamental characteristics that set him or 

her apart from other living things; animals do have a world to be deprived of but it is not the same 

kind of 'being-in-the-world' that belongs to humans. In contrast to this interpretation, Cllarco 
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(2004·29) argu th t He·d ' k . .. . es a I egger s wor contams a non-anthropocentnc COIIllI11tment to approaching 

animals on their own terms. For in practice, Heidegger's repetitive statement that the 'animal is 

poor' is applicable only when the non-human animal is compared and contrasted to human animal 

capacities for world formation: 

o~y fro~ th~ h~ perspective.th~t the animal is P?or with respect to the world, yet an 
animal bemg m Itself 1S not a depnvatlon of world (Heldegger 1995:270-271 cited in Calarco 
2004:28). 

Thus, while I agree with Ingold (2000), drawing on von Uexkiill's work (1956), that I cannot directly 

enter the umwelt of a cow, I do think dwelling can be used as a pathway in apprehending the 

creative, relational activities in which cattle engage in ways where they are not being appropriated on 

human terms (see Glendinning 2000:29). 

Secondly, it is important to remember that humans remain influential in setting the conditions in 

which animals dwell. Ooke and Jones (2001) discuss how dwelling can "take bitter, tragic and 

contested forms" (2001:652) and "be just as rich, intimate and hybrid, even if all the qualities are 

terrible in fonn" (2001:664). Gmsider the following empirical instances: a bull being de-homed 

without anaesthetic, a calf being hit with a stick at market, a cow being electrically prodded towards 

a slaughterhouse conveyer belt, or cattle living out their entire lives in indoor sheds. With these 

forceful fanning practices in mind Ooke and Jones (2001:650) warn of the need to: 

guard against understandings of place which are overly cosy - even romantic - which 
are fixed and unidimensional and which too easily claim a sense of authenticity. 

Nevertheless, I think that dwelling moves away from humans as 'representers' of the world, and 

enables one to recognize how animals mark places, the enduring traces and presence/absence that 

can be felt on the fann, at market, and the slaughterhouse. And it is here, I believe, that one can 

begin to trace the ethical connections between humans and animals as part of being-in-the-world 

which inevitably becomes a being-with-others (after Glendinning 1998:57). The call here is to keep 

ethical potentialities open, to attend to moments that proceed from practical skills rather than 

deliberation or the production of universal rules (Hinchliffe 2003:222) - how to get a cow into the 

slaughterhouse - and importantly to ask: what might an animal's perceptions of its life and living 

spaces be? 

Thirdly, and finally, critiques of dwelling point towards the establishment of a new series of binaries 

between embodiment and vision (Wylie 2003), written texts and practical experiences (Hinchliffe 

2003). To respond, far from a fixation with boundary drawing, if importance is to be placed upon 

animalian ways of dwelling in the world, a plethora of human-animal engagements and habitations, 
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this 'framing' and structure of ideas is excavated. In this regard, Hinchliffe (2003:216) argues that 

more, and not less, textual engagement is needed, suggesting text is forever opening up rather than 

closing down, constantly pursuing that which is on the move. 

The challenge and task that lies ahead then is how to acknowledge the ways in which these multi

sensuous engagements through texts, bodies and practices come together and play out in place _ 

from the time deepened and longstanding to the fleeting, momentary and temporary nature that the 

presence of animals bring. Furthermore, the focus on practices - or what humans, animals and 

material objects do - requires a methodological investment in more experimental approaches: how, 

methodologically, can one amplify bodily registers, senses, feelings and habits (after Harrison 

2000)?13 

2.5 Non-representational Geographies: animals and perfonnance 

So far in this chapter we have encountered the ways in which things are gathered or emerge in the 

world through their engagement with sociality, from the characters and figures that populate the 

works of Haraway (2003a) and Latour (1993), to how relations are fonned from dwelling in the 

world. In this way, discussion has shifted from providing accounts of the ways in which worlds are 

constructed, ordered and built, to fostering a commitment towards the mundane, the experimental 

and uncertain. In this section I want to attend to how we might theorize what has happened and 

might be happening in a world of human-animal encounters that reaches beyond the 

phenomenological and cognitive: what of the emotions, sensations and, importantly, the body 

unfolding jn places? How can one pursue a 'vitalist way of thinking' - a stance to freling life, a double 

sense of both grasping life and having an emotional attunement to it (after Thrift 2003b:319, 

emphasis in original)? 

The nonhuman counts. Not as a back-up or an interface or a possession but as a more or 
less extensive architecture of action whose concerns do not just impinge on "us" but make 
"us" what "we" are (Thrift 2004d:126). 

As part of an attempt to apprehend the ways in which non-human animals present themselves to 

humans I am drawn to the work of Nigel Thrift, and his non-representational theory (NRT), who 

turns our attention to everyday practices that usually go unnoticed in the background of our lives, 

practices which take place in an immediate and indeterminate way, in-between what we currently 

frame as behaviour or action (Thrift 2000c:274)14. In so doing, Thrift (2004b) draws on fiYe main 

D Please note: strands of what this methodologic.u investment might delTlJ.nd are taken up in the following dupter (P.lrt 

:;~~r comprehensive reviews of non-representation.u theory see Thrift (1999 2000a 2004b). 
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bodies of literature finding their way into geography: the work of Deleuze and resonances of 

affectivity; non-cognitive embodiment; notions of objects derived from Latour (1993) and other 

ANT theorists; psychoanalysis; and performance. What all these works share is a 'sense of free play 

which would let creativity back in' (Thrift and Dewsbury 2000:414). Although each of these 

literatures are in no way exclusive and indeed share elements in common, in what follows I want to 

focus on one of these architectural strands: performance. Following Thrift, who has described 

perfonnance as providing a persuasive metaphor in the human sciences and indeed life itself as 

being a constant rehearsal (2000a:225), performance is making a series of theoretical and practical 

pushes into the social sciences because it: 

asks the right questions in the right way, born out of an intense desire to work on the 
ima~ination in order to add something into the world, in a world in which constantly 
altenng demands to perform have become commonplace (Thrift 2004d:129). 

I am introducing work on performance because I believe a performative agenda offers three kinds 

of resources that can be applied to theorize human-animal relations. Firstly, performance shares 

with, and extends discussion of, dwelling in remaining dedicated to experimentation. Specifically, it 

is underpinned by a conviction that something different will emerge in any given performance 

(Thrift 2004d). Secondly, performance comes to admit enco~ters and interactions that are partially 

invisible and all too often excluded from what counts as thought (Thrift 2004b). I am referring here 

to a tum to the 'bodily (Thrift 2000a 2000b) and the potential therein to admit other animalian 

forms of agency. Thirdly, and weaving these two strands together, performance has the ability to 

perturb (Thrift 2004d). TIlls is, then, a politics concerned with 'people' (and 'animals') to come 

rather than being drawn into a priori segmentations that society tries to qualify and in this way is 

committed to repositioning intellectual territories of expression (Thrift 2004b:93). I want to illustrate 

how some of these performative elements have been taken up in the study of human-animal 

relations by working through three sets of examples: 'mediated performances', 'fluid performances' 

and 'no-purpose performance' (after Read 2004). Each of these examples are concerned in one way 

or another with the notion of performance and all are seeking to breathe life into static categories of 

'human' and 'nonhuman' they do, however, pursue this aspiration in quite different ways . 

... the trainer arches out in front of the orca, his feet balanced on the nose of the animal, 
arms extended to the side and behind him. .. in this position, the whale pushes him all 
around the tank of water at rapid speed, white foam flying from the trainer's chest. At the 
end of the circuit, the trainer whistles, and the whale drops him off at the cement platform, 
giving him just the right boost to hop out of the water and land seamlesslyon his feet 
(Desmond 1999:227). 

The description above is an account of the relationship between bodily displays and bodily actions -

who does what, how and with whom (Desmond 1999:252) during the Shamu wlule ballet 
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performance at a Sea World park in the United States. On the one hand this performance is 

rehearsed; the ballet is a carefully crafted design of movement, showing off pleasing designs and 

shapes to the audience and where the animals are rewarded with pats, hugs or fish once the show is 

over. On the other hand, in the account that Desmond (1999) provides she alludes to a border 

crossing, where people slip into the water - as the trainers do in the moment recounted above _ and 

where the whales move into the human environment by getting the audience wet during another 

segment of the show. The dance that the whales are reciting is an example of 'mediated 

performance', that is, human-animal interactions are staged in specific times and spaces. Moreover, 

much work on human-animal relations that has tentatively engaged with perfonnance has been 

concerned with the role of animals in theming contexts, spaces and experiences. I am thinking here 

of work on the changing nature of animal display in zoos (Beardsworth and Bryrnan 2001; Benbow 

2004), the pursuit of animals in hunting (Marvin 2004) or the kill floor at the slaughterhouse 

(LeDuff 2003). This literature, however, tends to remain focused on human understandings of the 

performance - exhibiting, chasing, butchering - and this leads me to wonder if it is possible to move 

beyond the scripting of the show, or hunt, to consider what the practices mean for the animals 

themselves. For example, how is the environment that Sea World provides altering the life practices 

of the whales i.e., sensations of the ocean and abilities to catch fish? 

The second notion of performance that has been used to study human-animal relations is as a 

process, an ongoing and a becoming (Qark 2004). In particular, academics have been drawn to 

writers such as Guattari (2000) and Deleuze and Guattari (1988) to move away from purely 

discursive descriptions of life (animal form, representations, interpretations, meanings) towards non

reductive materialist ontologies of difference and multiplicity (Urpeth 2004). The emphasis here is 

on bodies-in-formation, of how humans may open themselves up to nonhuman possibilities 

(Dewsbury 2000) - a matter then of learning what our (human) bodies are capable of becoming 

(Ansell Pearson 1999; Buchanan 1997). These ideas have been extensively worked through in art, 

theatre and dance (see Baker 2000 2003; McHugh 2001) but have also been employed by 

contemporary cultural theorists (see Butler 1993; Game 2001 Probyn 1996). Moreover, geographers 

have begun to make more explicit reference to these works in theorizing the non-human. I am 

thinking here of David Lulka's (2004:449) attempt to articulate a Deleuzian theory of wildlife. 

Focusing on bison management policies in the Yellowstone National Park, United States, he 

illustrates how the movement of animals is an immanent process that differs from the wildlife 

refuge produced in management policies and legal documents: 

a population. remains ~onstant .in mlII~~er .but nevertheless changes its geo~raphical 
distribution, Its boundanes, and Its denSItIes IS no longer the self-same populatIon. The 
multiplicity of the population becomes irreducible to iden~ity as their dimensionality 
constantly shifts. As a result of such movements, a populatIon becomes decent red and 
enters into new relations with itself and the surrounding environment. It Llll no longl>[ be 
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the self-same population as the members that constitute it encounter one another from new 
angles, perspectives and conditions of existence (Lulka 2004:451). 

What, precisely, happens in this move from individualities towards herd modes and multiplicities 

that Lulda (2004) and others are suggesting? How can an animal be recognized as an animal? I 

would argue that these works fail to sufficiently consider the umwelt of an individual animal and this 

leads to a "violent humanization of animal worlds" (Ansell Pearson 1999:189). For this 'undoing of 

the animal' compromises its very difference - the animalness of animals - and all the philosophical 

and psychological apparatus that this brings. Ultimately a sense of 'co-production' is somehow 

obscured in the perfonnances depicted in these works. On the one hand, I acknowledge that many 

of these literatures would dismiss the claims made by phenomenologists whom conceptualize a 

coherent bounded (animal) body subject (part 2.4); on the other hand, I would argue that these 

'mediated' and 'fluid' notions of perfonnance are underlined by the fixity and stability from which 

they wish to flee. 

I want, then, to draw on a third notion of performance that I believe may offer a way out of the 

impasse posed by these conceptualizations, impressions that so often turn animals into performers 

on human tenns. This third approach does not theorize animals as a product or process (becoming), 

although these strands inevitably figure into it, but rather recognizes animals as individual embodied 

performers and centres of knowing. 

I am referring here to the work of Alan Read, and in particular his call for a 'no-purpose' approach 

to performance (2004:12). This literature is still speculative and as such remains under-theorized, the 

origins however can be found in Read's ongoing study of the 'unaddressed'. Read (2000) has sought 

to illustrate how the 'unaddressed' is distinct from the addressed, scripted and celebrated by 

reflecting on the simplest of gestures - his daughter's wave during a school nativity performance: 

My wave is saying hello, it greets and welcomes. I~tended t~ draw us closer it falls short 
because it believes it is reciprocating in an ontologlcally eqwvalent manner the wave that 
the child proffers. But my daughter t~lls. me, and it surprises me, th~t ~er wave was not 
saying 'hello' but 'goodbye'. She .wa~ bIdding me farew~ll from the begmrung ... th~ entr~ce 
of the child to the perfonnance IS slffiultaneouslyan eXit, from where does the child believe 
that they have come in order to leave, and where might they be intending to go (Read 
2000:63)? 

More recently, playwrights, designers and directors have begun to explicate the unaddressed 

perfonnance of animals. The call here is to (re)explore animality through an interest in animals as 

and for themselves - 'to let them be' - particularly within staged or 'mediated' perfonnances. Or, as 

Ridout (2004:64) explains: 
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The strangeness ~f the ~ on stage comes not from the fact that it ought not to be 
ther~, has no busmess ~emg. there, but rather in the fact that we sense there is suddenly 
not~g strange about It bemg there, that it has as much business being there, being 
expl~1ted ~here, as ~y human perfonner. What we experience is a form of shame, I think, 
at bemg d1Scov~red m our own acts of domination, over animals and ourselves ... \\nat we 
are ashamed o~ 1~ that we never saw it before, not until the animal returned to the stage and 
made us stare 1t m the face, and thus know it, feelingly. 

On the one hand, Ridout (2004) is seeking to explicate the doubled nature of humans on the stage. 

In this way, and returning to Sea World, the trainers' consciousness in the performance indicates 

their agency, but also points towards their own confinement in the training of whales, the scripting 

and representation of the show. On the other hand, this 'no-purpose' and 'unaddressed' 

perfonnance is being shaped by a postmodem ethical philosophy that is opening out new 

understandings of animality. Williams (2000), for example, describes the inability of the animal to 

pretend (to act in ways framed by human meaningfulness) as the foundation upon which human

animal reciprocity depends. In other words: 

The very 'lousiness' of animal actors, in terms of their inability to sustain fictive bodies and 
affect a consciously ironic meta-braiding of a not-self with a not-not-self, makes for a 
particular quality of face-to-face encounter (Williams 2000:35). 

It is this inability of the animal to adopt and sustain fictional ironies that leads to a form of Jm5en1:rX!.ss 

(after Read 2004:5) where animals might communicate in ways where there is no presumed or 

intended audience15• 

What does this 'unaddressed' no-purpose perfonnance bring to theorizations of human-cattle 

relations? Firstly, I think that it may invite new means of expression and recognize animalian modes 

of agency. On the one hand, I am mindful of the routinized performance that unfolds on a farm 

(everyday acts of feeding, cleaning, milking and so on). On the other hand, I also think that there is 

a 'presentness' of the unaddressed - the gestures, postures, and movement of cattle - that make up 

an important part of their animalian lives and that occur for no particular reason: twitch of ears, 

swish of the tail, nudging against a branch, licking a metal bar. Secondly, I think that this notion of 

performance extends phenomenological discussions of dwelling in the previous section by taking an 

animal in its environment, thus affirming understandings of place in terms of embodiment. Finally, I 

think acknowledging how cattle mark their own performances - through their embodied 

engagement with the world - may enable humans to foster a 'care for (cattle) life'. I want, therefore, 

to utilize the legend that Thrift provides - the readiness, witnessing and intercession (see Thrift 

2004b:97) - to adopt an 'awkward perspective' (1brift 2004d:132-133) which admits other points of 

15 For eX~llnples of how the ideas be~lg presented here - that the animal is something ~.H cannot bt: fitted in t~ a 
rfonnance, and that as hwnans we will never be able to completely get our he~lds [l1lmd therr ,lppearance m the.l1.lrrauVt' 

~f the perfonnance - in social sciemific and hwnanities disciplines see Game (2001), Glendinning (1998) .1l1d SI111th (2003). 
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emergence that come from regarding cattle as individual animals: the 'brush' - how to clean the 

parlour, the 'touch' - how to look after a sick cow. 

These three sets of examples have been concerned in one way or another with the notion of 

perfonnance, but what has emerged here are divergent elements: from the scripted, planned and 

rehearsed animal bodies on display; to the processural affects and becomings that human and animal 

bodies may be capable of in any given encounter, to an 'imperative of alterity' (Read 2000:63) where 

animals can be viewed as mutually important beings and perfonners in the world. However, as 

geographers begin to contemplate the application of performativityand bodily practices, particularly 

through the theory of practice that Thrift has crafted in NRT, a series of concerns and limitations 

have been identified that I now want to outline and respond to. 

Firstly, one needs to be mindful of the ways in which an emphasis on performance can recentre the 

figure of the human. In other words: 

The danger here is that a reasoning, abstract Cartesian subject can disappear only to be 
replaced by an equally abstract desiring, experimental individual (human) ethical agent 
(Hinchliffe 2000b:222). 

In the first instance, the whale ballet is a staged event, the emphasis is fixed and located on human 

practitioners whom train, rehearse and choreography the animal bodies performing. In the second 

instance what in-betweeness and the process of becoming means for the herd of bison, and 

especially individual animals, is not pursued in any depth. In both of these instances are we making 

animals performers on human terms? Are we focusing on what may still become of the human as 

part of an attempt to disclose animal performances? What then might a 'no-pwpose' (after Read 

2004:12) approach to performance offer attempts to practice, think and write performance beyond 

the human? Can it enable one to theorize the alterityof animals? 

Secondly, and following on, a view that non-representational understandings enact a senes of 

dichotomies: academic/ non-academic, linguistic/non-linguistic, knowable/unknowable. Here Nash 

(2000:662) queries whether articulating a non-representational realm becomes merely a task of 

writing about its unchartability thus "separating academics who think (especially about not thinking 

or the non-cognitive) and those 'ordinary people' who just act". I would add that I am not intending 

to overlook the linguistic but do accept that as academics it can perhaps seem that an assumption is 

being made that people are somehow unable to talk us through what they are doing, because it's so 

mundane, routine and everyday. I therefore want to make it clear that I do not think this is the case, 

for I believe that .1 farmer, for example, can describe his or her daily routines. Nevertheless, debates 

persist over whether academics are abandoning the 'knowable for the unknowable' and indeed the 
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role of representation in academic life (for commentaries see Castree 2004; Castree and Madv1illan 

2004:470; Dewsburyet al, 2002:438; Nash 2000). 

Thirdly, and finally, the task remains then of how to animate the animalness of animals without 

seeking to appropriate animals on human terms. For me, this is to contemplate how a performative 

agenda might be drawn upon to let the animalness of the performance linger16• For I believe that 

geographers still have much to say and do on animals beyond them ending up as a product on a 

supennarket shelf or a choreographed display in a large swimming pool. Furthennore, I would add 

that much work emerging on performance tends to focus on the exterior porosity of human and 

animal bodies. Above all, this leads me to wonder about the interior of animal bodies - what of the 

'emotions', 'feelings' and 'sensations' of the animals themselves (after Philo 200S)? 

2.6 Conclusion: other ways of being-with17 animals 

In everyday life, certain entities are disclosed not as mere environmental bodies, but as 
others. Not just in the world but there too and there uith O11'3elf (Glendinning 1998:1, emphasis 
in original). 

Ecological and social scientists are beginning to engage more seriously and in a more sustained 

manner with theorizing human-animal relations. In contrast to the previous chapter that focused on 

what humans 'think' and 'know' about animals, much of the literature in this chapter has sought to 

identify 'who' we (humans) are and what we might become: what happens if 'we' can no longer 

safely be assumed to be human? 

All the theorists in this chapter have acknowledged the complexity of such a question in seeking to 

find ways forward that complicate distinctions between the human and non-human, social and 

natural, subject and object, whilst maintaining a non-anthropocentric commitment. But oftentimes 

these works almost recover what they aim to collapse, that is, a definition and set of meanings for 

humanity. Although ecologists emphasize individual organisms and may take an animal in its 

environment as a focal point in research; aspects that I wholeheartedly embrace and reconfigure in a 

rather different way in the dwelling section (part 2.4); what remains is a segregated and divided 

ontology - a 'systems science' that positions individual animals within a hierarchical organization of 

life. The relational ontologies pursued by Latour (1993), Haraway (2003a) and Whatmore (2002) also 

appear constraining in remaining concerned first and foremost with collectives, networks and 

16 This desire to 'docwnent' performance - the lingering - is motivated by an aw,U"eness of th~ inevita~le disappe~ance of 
live perfonnance. I set out this, :elations hip between 'disappearance' and the 'processes ot col1ectmg, preservmg, and 
presenting traces of perf0:man~e ,m c~apter 3 (p~U"t 3.3.1; ~ee also Re_ason 2003). 
17111e use of the tenn 'hemg-wIth denves from Glendmnmg (1998:)7). 
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nature cultures rather than animals per se, often failing to be attentive to the ways in which animals 

challenge and fold these collective assemblages. 

Although in no way wishing to ignore the innovation and excitement that these literatures bring in 

thinking through relations, ethics, politics and ontologies, I do find myself asking 'could these works 

have gone further in considering and admitting the agency, lives and living spaces of the animals 

themselves?' And I find myself replying 'yes'. For in all of these works animals somehow become 

dissolved - ecosystem, hybrid, kinship - and pushed through an analytical vocabulary - organism, 

actant, and hybrid. Within such frameworks very few traces of living fleshy animals remain _ 

Duchess and Gay in the zoo enclosure or a herd of cattle in the Serengeti National Park fade away 

as they become theorized as part of a database or park management plan. 

With this in mind, what does it take to gesture towards animals? How might one glimpse the lives of 

individual cattle as living fleshy beings? My intention in posing these questions is to stress that rather 

than making agency more attainable by animals - granting them agency on human terms (see Laurier 

and Philo 1999) - I want to explore what and how other animalian agencies might be theorized. In 

this way, the theoretical enterprise that I want to pursue in the remainder of this thesis aims to move 

beyond the located mark of the human to grasp something of the difference of individual cattle and 

to imploringly let that difference be. In the latter part of this chapter I signalled some of the starting 

points, drawing on literatures to hint at understandings of corporeality, place and ethics (parts 2.4 

and 2.5). In this way I am concerned with pursuing a phenomenological path that is attentive to 

animalian ways of being-in-the-world (dwelling), to theorize what I have referred to as the 'interior' 

of animal bodies (performance), and finally, to contemplate what all this might mean in an ethical 

context. Let us be clear that my attempts in so doing are fraught with difficulties, not least I leave 

myself open to the charge that I too may end up over dependent on the figure of humanity, 

replacing 'old orders' for new (after Wolfe 2003a). So, in the next chapter I tackle these difficulties 

by describing my own attempts to take individual animals as the focus of my (academic) work, 

documenting empirical moments and theoretical literatures that aspire to discover and embrace 

animalian (cattle) difference. 
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3. Researching with animals: practicing, inhabiting, animating . 

... how must the work change when the other to which it tries to do justice is no longer human? 
(Wolfe 2003a:7). 

. . .. us hwnans will be around as well, fac~tating where appropriate, maybe watching (if we are 
mterested and,conce~ed), but ~ways effacmg ourselves and.not doing hann. We should look to 

extend human courteSIes to animals, almost a sense of allowmg them the decencies of life, space 
and place that we (humans) would expect and want for ourselves and others in a manner that 

ma~e does stem fro~ a certain anthropomorphis~ (reflectin~ the possibility that in certain respects 
animals a~e not so different froI? humans) but which also objects to a crass anthropocentrism (one 

that only thinks ~bou~ the :world m te~ of what we humans see, want and take to be important). It 
IS to unagme a new animal geography~)ll the sharp end of such issues, not 'ducking' 

(philo and Wilbert 2000:25, emphasis in original) . 

... what :emains is. a nagging refusal to settle for inaction, an insidious unease about the potential 
hypocnsy.of talking the talk but not walking the walk, a growing kernel of belief that caring at a 

distance can be mutually enriched by formal implication in other lives and other spaces 
(Ooke 2004:99). 

3.0 Introduction 

The two previous chapters have sought to describe how humans construct cattle in ways that may 

neglect their animalian ways of living and being in the world, the crucial shift that this chapter makes 

is to outline some of the ways in which this impasse might be redressed methodologically. In 

essence, I am concerned with how animals might become the focus of (academic) work: to make a 

shift from viewing agency as perfonned collectively among entities (chapter 2) to pondering the 

specific agencies that cattle bring; and from placing cattle into broader categories - landscape, 

farming, food, policy (chapter 1) - to seeing cattle as individual animals. Academically, then, the task 

here is the investigation of empirical styles and practices uith and far animals rather than merely on 

them (after Chen and Trinh 1994). And this is no light matter, for it requires us to accept research as 

an ongoing and shared process among all those participating in the project, regardless of whether 

they are human, non-human or inhuman, and in whatever capacity. 

With these thoughts in mind, this chapter is divided into three parts. In the first part, practicirri, I 

outline some of the methods that animal scientists and social scientists have called upon in 

researching human-animal relations. In particular, I highlight how these approaches enact and 

reinforce a series of juxtapositions: 'real' animals/representations of animals, detached 

reasoning/ empathetic understanding, observable behaviour/inner life; that result in an emphasis 

being placed on human relations to and on animals in ways that make apprehending aninuls 
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themselves difficult. In the second section, 'inhabiting, I respond to the inadequacy of this position 

and attempt to show how animals can become the focus of research. Here I draw upon my relations 

with one cow in particular, Margaret, and her pivotal role in guiding my work, her influence (along 

with that of other cattle who have participated in this project) in selecting places and things to 

research. In the third and final section, 'arrirrnting, I begin to think through how I might 'write 

otherwise' (after Bingham 2003), of how the individual animals that have become part of the 

research process can resonate through this written document. In this way, I explore the 

displacements between 'capturing in the field' and '(re)presenting in text', and confront my deepest 

fears and anxieties that cattle will disappear and be written out of this thesis. 

3.1 Practicing 

In this section of the chapter I explore the methodological techniques drawn upon by animal 

scientists and social scientists in researching human-animal relations. I comment upon research that 

I conducted while studying for my Masters degree that, looking back, now heightens my unease that 

there remains a tacit, underlying emphasis on human relations and appropriations of animals, 

something that I make an effort to avoid in the course of doing this research. Though I do outline 

work that aims to view animals as individual subjects I argue that much of this literature does not 

pay sufficient attention to coming face-to- face with, touching and encountering animals and thus 

does not consider what relations mean for and to the animals themselves. 
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3.11 Prompting thoughts: Mr and Mrs Big 

Figure 3.1: Mrs Big eating and Mr Big climbing over her attempting to get the piece of carrot. 
(photograph taken Tuesday 14 August 2001) 

There was a tap on my shoulder earlier today, Jen1'!)l [H.ead of Research at the Zoo} told me that she'd been 
hearing some of the interesting things that I 've been observing over the past few weeks and as ked if I'd mind 
doing a stucjy on Mr and Mrs Bigfor the Zoo. 

I seem to spend hours watching the kinds of things thry do in this spat·e . .. from Mrs Big resting in the tree 
pot to Mr Big stretching out across the sand .. . sometimes Mrs Big will go up to Mr Big and chase him then 
stop suddenlY, digging in her daws and licking the scales on his back .. . she did this today and Mr Blg - I've 
never notit'ed him do a1'!)lthing like this before -followed behind as she went up to the large stones at the front 
of the endosure and then he sat on her head 

Jenf!Y dropped off the form after the Zoo had dosed - a table with time intervals which means eve1), one 
minute I have to ret'ord where Mr and Mrs Big are and what thry are doing ry tit'king an appropnate box. 
This mqy sound simple enough, and in many wqys reminds me of a st'hool prqjed, but from being }vith Mr 
and Mrs Big, especiallY when itJjust the three of us in the endosure, the ticking of boxeJ dOeJn't seem to 
t'ompare to the moments lve have shared,' watdJing water seep in, the beetle incident, Jean'hingfor red pepper, 
digging tunnels, replentshing sand, carrying bark. 

Fieldwork diary entry, Friday 3 Augu t 2001. 



The diary entry and the photograph above are the result of research that I conducted while studying 

for a master's degree in 2000-2001. I was researching human-reptile relations at a zoo, concerned on 

the one hand with how humans (architects, zookeepers, veterinarians) designed an enclosure for two 

reptiles, rhinoceros iguanas known as Mr and Mrs Big, while on the other hand, being interested in 

developing micro-geographies 18 of how Mr and Mrs Big used the enclosure provided for them, 

interacted with one another and others around them. I spent several weeks at the zoo over the 

course of one summer, shadowing the zookeepers, going into the enclosure - sometimes alone - to 

spend time with Mr and Mrs Big, and watching them from the public gallery - following how 

visitors attempted to interact with them and how the animals responded. I often remarked to the 

zookeepers on little things that I'd noticed Mr and Mrs Big do: basking under the sun lamp at the 

front of the enclosure early in the morning before visitors arrived, Mrs Big hiding carrot and red 

pepper from Mr Big by placing it in a tree pot, and Mrs Big digging a trench. These observations led 

the Head of Research at the zoo to ask me if I would be willing to do an animal behaviour study. 

Alongside taking extensive field notes and making time-space mappings of where and what Mr and 

Mrs Big did all day, I now had a tick-box animal behaviour sheet to complete, divided up into 

'locomotion', 'still', 'feeding' and 'location' sections (a copy of this form can be found in appendix I). 

I have highlighted this previous research and cited this request because I continue to grapple with 

two interconnected issues that this fieldwork raised. The first issue is how to reconcile my own 

research training as a geographer and resultant concern with mapping the intimacy of human-animal 

encounters with the scientific and arguably quantifiable form that I was given by the zoo official. 

The second issue, and something that continues to disturb me, is how little social scientific literature 

is available on practicing research with animals. So it was my experience as a master's student that 

not only fostered my interest in animals but also left me with nagging doubts about how to research 

with animals. 

3.12 Animal sciences: 'cow costumes'19 and becoming an animal 

The methodological enterprise at work in animal sciences is concerned with what can be directly 

observed and subject to experimental verification. This excludes thoughts, feelings, concepts, desires 

and intentions in animals as they cannot be explored experimentally by the human researcher and so 

are not seen as legitimate objects of study (Rollin 2003a). Omsequently, scientific methods tend to 

observe animals as the same, distinguish animals that are clever enough to master and perform tasks 

(Stamp Dawkins 2003), and focus on why animals behave the way they do rather than how they feel 

18 The phrase 'micro-geographies' is used to signal the emphasis that I have placed on researching with individual animals 
at a micro scale. In the chapters that follow I aim to present empirical moments that describe the everyday spaces where 
cattle are living out their lives, to provide a sense of the intimacy of being-with an animal (see also Lorimer 2004; Wolch 

2002a). , . 
19 My use of the tenn 'cow costumes em.lllates from Grandlll (2003b:l84). 
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about it so as to isolate aspects of behaviour for quantification. What is missing, however, is an 

understanding of an individual animal's uniqueness and difference. A number of animal scientists 

are beginning to displace the historical lineage of reductionist methods that pervade veterinary 

medicine. 

Temple Grandin (2003a 2003b), for example, describes how her life as a person with autism has 

enabled her to understand animal experiences: 

Using my visual thinking skills it is easy for me to imagine myself in an animal's body and 
see things from their perspective. It is the ultimate virtual reality system I can imagine 
looking through their eyes or walking with four legs (Grandin 2003b:184). 

As part of an attempt to become an animal, rather than "just being a person in a cow costume", 

Grandin (2003b:184) has spent much of her career devising methods for monitoring the welfare of 

cattle at abattoirs in the United States. On the one hand, this has led Grandin (2003a) to design a 

system to move and restrain animals through the slaughterhouse (figure 3.2). 

Figure 3.2: Conveyer restrainer system 
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Grandin (2003a:220) 

On the other hand, Grandin (2003a) monitors the welfare of cattle waiting to be killed in the chute 

using an objective scoring system wherein mooing is measured by slaughterhouse employees on a 

yes or no basis. However, the data that is recorded does not extend beyond the quantifiable and 

codible - what is an animal's experience of being restrained in the chute, walking on a false floor, 

their vision blocked? What of the feel and expression of the way in which an animal moos? 
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In contrast to Grandin, Fran<;oise Wemelsfelder (2003) has sought to develop qualitative 

methodologies that make visible how an animal experiences the life conditions that humans have 

created for it (see Wemelsfelder et al, 2000). Wemelsfelder (2003:200) illustrates this modification of 

empiricism (why an animal does what it does) with the example of going into a pen containing a 

single pig. Here, she draws attention to how the expression of suffering can take the form of 

withdrawal: 

of absence rather than presence and it can appear in an expression so subtle that we could 
fail to notice it, or ignore its significance ... it speaks to a loss of communication, of a lost 
ability to cope. I found that quiet emptiness emanating from the pig poignant and sad. 

In other words, this is about inventing concepts which have the power to deal with these perturbing 

expressions. Attending to this, Wemelsfelder (2003) (see also Wemelsfelder and Lawrence 2001) 

excavates a 'whole animal approach' that enables human observers to choose the descriptive terms 

that they believe best depicts the behaviour that a given animal (i.e., an individual pig in a pen) is 

exhibiting. These descriptions are then analyzed using a multivariate statistical technique to finds a 

'best fit' for all observations and draw up a consensus profile (see Wemelsfelder et al, 2000). 

Taken as a collective, these examples point towards the relationship between accessmg the 

subjective expressions and behaviours of animals by observing them, and how what is recorded is 

brought to bear on scientific frameworks and modes of thought. In this way, questions of how to 

generate, and what constitutes, acceptable data emerge. Firstly, regarding data collection, Webster 

(1995) describes the haste with which animal scientists have to work to be able to provide quick 

answers to practical questions posed by fanning organizations and government departments. One of 

the consequences of this, Grandin (2003a) notes in her work, is that abattoir companies prefer to 

adopt behaviourally-based facility designs (figure 3.2), rather than training their staff how to handle 

animals. Secondly, regarding data presentation, analysis and dissemination; these examples draw 

attention to the complexities of how to describe animal lives and experiences without resorting to 

what may be perceived as anthropomOIphic tendencies (see Bermond 2003; Kennedy 1992; Rollin 

2003a 2003b). The incorporation of this scepticism leads Morton and Griffith (1985) to distinguish 

between the 'commonsense of science' and 'ordinary commonsense' in querying the role of farmers 

and other humans whose lives are spent in the company of animals and whose livelihoods depend 

on animals in providing insights into animal mentation. What begins to emerge here, then, are a 

series of dichotomies: scientific (expert)/non-scientific Oay.1, individual animals/collectives (herds, 

species), supposedly 'good' or beneficial forms of anthropomorphisml'bad' and damaging forms 

(see Desire et al, 2002). In contrast to functional and mechanistic approaches of animal sciences, 

which upon finding a characteristic or trait in humans seek to discover if it is present in the 

biological functioning of animals (Stamp Dawkins 2003), the examples here acknowledge how 
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humans need to be conSCIOUS of their limited perspectives and imaginations in seeking to 

understand the lives of other animals. However, what is often lacking in these accounts, perhaps as a 

result of the scientific frameworks into which these researchers are drawn, are intimate details about 

coming face to face with, touching and engaging with another animal. 

3.13 Sociocultural research: animal representations, human thinking 

Social scientists continue to contribute to public and academic discussions on how human societies 

come to regard animals and the role that animals play in human lives (Crist 1999; Franklin 1999; 

Sabloff 2001), the methodological enterprise at work here rooted in ethnography and moving 

towards experience ground out of the body (see Finnegan 2002). Thus, tackling the anthropocentric 

ideology that animals lack the supposedly unique human attributes associated with the linguistic 

faculty, researchers have begun to derive data from personal experiences with animals, recognizing 

animals themselves as self-aware and communicative (Arluke and Sanders 1996). In this regard, 

Shapiro (1989 1990) outlines a mixed methodology, or what he terms 'kinaesthetic empathy'. That is, 

a way of apprehending relations drawn from knowledge of an animal's history, its social 

construction by humans, and understanding of its bodily registers - postures, movement and use of 

space. TIlls stance, that the lives of animals are not impenetrable, has been taken up by Alger and 

Alger (1999) whom examine interactions between humans and felines in a cat shelter, describing 

where and with whom animals sleep, eat and play. Following on, Arluke and Sanders (1996) adopt 

the ethnographic practices of a group of researchers from the University of Chicago in the 1920s 

and 1930s to explore how people working in laboratories and shelters construct boundaries between 

themselves and animals (for further examples see Gmningham 1995; Sanders and Hirschman 1996). 

I am left wondering, however, if these methodological perspectives are a little pretentious and off 

the mark For what if the empirical data were collected and interpreted from the point of view of 

animals? I am thinking here of laboratory practices (breeding, experimentation) that go beyond 

describing how a scientist or technician conducts a clinical trial and handles animals. Or, how issues 

relating to neutering and euthanasia affect where and with whom individual animals live in the 

shelter and how they are rehomed. Above all, this is to understand the degree to which social 

scientific work is caught up in the meanings that animals have for humans, how humans organize 

the social world and see their connections to other living things and thus how people can learn more 

about themselves as social creatures. In this way, the enterprise at work through the empirical 

encounter is about 'reading societal meanings into the animal kingdom' (Mullin 1999:227) rather 

than regarding animals as interesting in themselves, as creative and active beings playing roles in 

everyday human lives. The question remains, then, how to act upon this view that animals ought to 
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be regarded as active subjects in the study. In the next section I want to indicate how my style of 

research plugs into a more creative methodological space, oftentimes evolving in unanticipated and 

unexpected directions. 

3.2 Inhabiting 

What theoretical, empirical and practice spaces have I opened up in the course of doing my research 

for cattle to participate (or not), to become entangled in the fabric of this thesis? How can I carry 

forward this commitment to continue the joumey2° that I had begun with Mr and Mrs Big (part 

3.11), namely that the focal point of research should be with the animals themselves? 

At this stage I would like to make two preliminary remarks about the challenge of doing research 

with animals. The first is that I acknowledge that there are certain things that I, as a human, am not 

able to do, for example: interview cattle, experience rumination or be milked twice a day! Taking 

empiricism forward into this project, though, my concern is with identifying contexts and moments 

where cattle contest and assert themselves in their relational entanglements with humans. In this 

regard, then, I do not see these obvious difficulties - of not being part of bovine taurine - as a 

hindrance to this research, nor as a reason to focus on human participants. Dwelling on these things, 

I believe, edges one towards an epistemological fallacy. The call here is not to measure or treat cattle 

the same as humans or to attempt to understand animal life from within (umwelt) (see Irigaray 2004); 

but to recognize differences between humans and animals so as to find waY-i of sketching out the 

kinds of 'working together' that Whatmore (2004) calls for. In this way, I want to 'encounter' and 

'be-with' animals face to face, to open up to other ways of living, being and becoming through 

residing in spaces and places with cattle and in so doing it is precisely these differences between 

researcher (me) and researched (humans, animals) that become interesting. How do I conceptualize 

and negotiate my engagements with those with whom I have researched (after Massey 2003)? My 

second point follows from my aim to engage cattle more on their own terms. On the one hand, 

social scientific literatures on research methods for studying human-animal relations are sparse and 

disparate. On the other hand, I am not suggesting that I have, or will need, to call upon an entirely 

new set of methods (although there may indeed be some out there), instead I agree with Latham 

(2003:2000) who argues: 

10 My use of the terms 'journey' and 'journeying' derive from Whatmore and Thome's (1998 2000) attempts to travel with 
elephants, crocodiles ~illd leopards through wildlife networks, illustrating the shifting positionalities of animals caught up in 
these scientific, conservation and leisure exchanges. Although this task is nevenheless vital, I wish to use these terms more 
expansively through the thesis so as to consider in ,1 more sustained manner what it is like to be in the company of an 
animal as a living t1eshy being and, in the conte},.'t of this chapter, to admit the agencies of the animals themselves in 
tf,lllsfonning my research practices. 
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rather than ditching the methodological skills that human geography has so painfully 
accumulated, we should work through how we can imbue traditional research 
methodologies with a sense of the creative, the practical, and being with practice-ness. 

With these thoughts in mind, the remainder of this section is organized into four parts. The first 

part draws on empirical moments from my fieldwork, my encounter with a cow called Margaret and 

literatures on otherness, to attend to how it is possible to take animals as the focus of research from 

the outset - how can I 'go along' with Margaret while remaining other to her? The second part 

develops this theme of how research can be animal led in describing how Margaret (and other cattle) 

shaped the course of my project, determining the objects, bits and pieces that I researched and the 

places I visited. Thirdly, I outline the mixed qualitative methodology that I have drawn upon in 

being-with animals 'in the field'. The fourth and [mal part reflects upon some of the issues that I 

encountered in the course of conducting this research. In particular, there is a sense in which the 

participative methodological approach that I am calling for, the individual micro-geographies of 

cattle that I am seeking to animate, may backfire and result in the (re)imposition of human-animal 

asymmetry. In this way I move towards the third and final section of the chapter which explores 

different ways of embracing the open-endedness of the to-ing and fro-ing implicit in the research 

that I have conducted (after Whatmore 2002). 

3.21 Margaret 

Figure 3.3: Margaret 

(photograph taken Wednesday 29 May 2002) 
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Beginnings ... an agricultural show 

Meeting Margaret 
It's very quiet and calm and somehow the smells of animals penetrate the brick, timber and steel of the 
building - sweat and bocjy odours mix with morning air. There are boxes, buckets, bins, chain and wicker 
containers everywhere. Apart from one man walking through the shed with a bmket whij'tling there's no one 
else with us, it'Jjust me and the cows. Thry are lYing down and there's onlY the oa.:asional moo and Jmall 
rustling soundJ from movement. All except for one cow, whom I diSi'over from Martin (a dairy farmer), iJ 
called Margaret. Margaret iJ stood up, tongue out . . . Jhe notices me, stares for a few seconds before plating her 
head over one of the partitiom which is partiallY covered l:Y a brown blanket and delveJ into a blue bucket 
containingfeed 

Shed 
Margaretj· bocjy is rollinb Jhe's twisting her head and giving out a loud prolonged mooing Jound l\!artin runs 
over, pladng hiJ arm across her batk - ,)ou're not going to spin over" .. . two men in white coatJ with .ftith 
look on . . . Martin unties the rope conneding the chain to Margaret's neck, Margaret getJ up and thry walk to 
the door of the shed, Martin tieJ Margaret to one of the bam"ers across the entrance .. . the men in white coatJ 
sweep awqy the straw ... Margaret look on (turning her head and cheJtj aJ lvlartin colledJ more palls ~fJtraw 
and takes them over to the resting area. He unbinds the straw, uJing his hands to unJettle it and then a rake 
to lqy it over the concrete ground . .. the straw has now reached the same height as the three other COWJ that 
Martin has brought to the show, and yet he continues, and a huge heap emerges ... iHartin stopJ, unties 
Margaret and takes her batk. As she lies down, front firJt, she disappears among the straw which collapJes 
onto other partJ of the concrete floon"ngpreviouslY uncovered I can onlY see Jpeth of blatk and white on parts 
of her batk and the tip of her head when she looks up. 

There are lots of people in the shed looking at the animals, the two men in white coatJ are continuouJIY 
Jweeping up loose Jtraw and topping up the Jawdust ... a little girl runs up to Margaret, I noticed her earlier 
stroking a ca(f, she stands there and all of a sudden Margaret lifts her tail and peeJ. 

Show ring 
Martin's spent all morning preparing Margaret for the dass, she won first prize two years ago and there's 
competitive banter among .lome of the farmers. ShortlY before the dass starts, at 10.30, Martin does what he 
refers to as 'Jinishing toucheJ'~ It's a warm dqy and we are outJide the shed, he hoses down Margaret's legs 
and feet, franticallY brushes her tail, adds takpowder and bits of glitter to her white fur, all the time Margaret 
just stands there like a statue. Martin puts a dean white rope around her face and leaves her with another 
farmer while he goes off to get changed Martin re-appears 5-10 minutes later wearing white overalls, and then 
we wait. 

Martin leads Margaret into the n"ng and thry walk round three times, then the judge Jtops each 
cow ... Margaret is fadng the shed, her front two legs parallel but her batk leflleg is much further back than 
her right .. . the judge walk round and then moves on .. . after Jeeing each cow thry do one more tircuit of the 
n"ng and then the cows are lined up ... Margaret haJ not won a prize thisyear ... on leaving the ring lHargaret 
increases her pace and momentarilY Alartin Jtruggles to control her, grasping the rope and pm'sing hiJ hand 
agaimt her face, Alargaret bangs into the metal bamcades that Jeparate her from viJitors and ends up head 
butting l\lartin, .mot dnppingfrom her right nostn"i. 

Fieldwork notes, \Vednesday 29 tvIay 2002" 
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Meeting Margaret, and spending three days with cattle at this agricultural event, led me to alter the 

archaeology of my project. Specifically, I came to realise that my original ESRC proposal (a copy of 

this fonn is located in appendix II) was very much wrapped up in the functional and productionist 

discourses outlined in chapter 1 (parts 1.11 and 1.2), that I was understanding cattle as a collective, a 

generic category - the emphasis was on a range of 'places' (the fann, market, slaughterhouse) and 

following a rigid schedule of one week per location rather than 'cows'. I became conscious that 

crucial elements were missing or had been overlooked in the proposal and that I too was open to 

the charge levelled at animal scientists, namely of treating all cattle the same. Spending time in the 

shed with cattle I began to notice little things that the animals did, the ways in which they relate to 

others around them - mooing, staring, moving (tails, ears, feet, chest), I became aware of them as 

individual animals - living fleshy beings. Moreover, I now wanted to reorientate my project so as 

cattle might participate more actively in the research process, to shift the emphasis then towards 

animals rather than places. With this in mind, how was I to research the lives and living spaces of 

individual cattle? 

An initial starting point may have been to follow other geographers in treating animals as a marginal 

social group (see Philo 1995), addressing how Margaret had been 'othered' by human discourses. In 

this way, I could have traced how the biological materiality of Margaret's body unfolded in the show, 

her breeding, genetic make-up and concepts of bloodline and stock Or, perhaps I could have 

followed her entry into one of the dairy classes with the resultant practices of presentation and 

showing, and how this staging relates to ideas surrounding health and cleanliness, food production 

and consumption. In pursuing this line of enquiry one pays credence to, perhaps extending, work in 

cultural animal geography that seeks to explicate the roles that animals play in human identity 

construction and how these relate to notions of place, gender, race and ethnicity (for examples see 

Anderson 1995; Elder et al, 1998 2002; Philo 1995). For me, however, this way of thinking causes 

problems (which is no bad thing) but here are two that should be of concern. Firstly, and at a 

theoretical level, I am left wondering if these works share with social scientific research more 

generally a concern with how humans have come to categorize animals as 'other' rather than animals 

per se. Gucially, I believe that the very otherness of the animals themselves becomes appropriated 

and erased. The second problem is methodological and centres on how animal experiences, 

sufferings and possible acts of transgression are explored through conducting fieldwork with, and by 

reading the documents of, humans. Amid calls by Wolch (2002a 2002b) to consider animal ideas 

about humans (see also Gullo et al, 1998) much of this work remains unexplicated. Theoretically 

and methodologically, therefore, I would argue that existing literatures neglect how "we can risk 

ourselves for others by implicating ourselves in their lives and their spaces, extending ourselves to 

cover the place of the other" (doke 2004:96-97). 
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Picking up these two concerns, how did I reorientate my research towards cattle? How was I able to 

relate to and experience the animalian otherness of Margaret beyond the humanely conferred 

exhibitive space of the agricultural show? The first way in which I encountered Margaret was 

through the body. In the context of health geographies, Parr (1998:31) indicates the neglect of the 

physical presence of the body in methodological writings: 

sensitivity to organizational difference in individual geographies, and subsequent modes of 
embodied social interaction, to be infonnative and enlightening in ethnographic 
research ... interactions in certain places both made by and make the body. 

Motivated by a reinvigorated interest in the body, recent work in health geographies has sought to 

explore the significance of corporeal channels in communicating illness (Dorn and Laws 1994; Parr 

1998 2002a) and the social context in which medicine is practiced (see Davidson 2003; Radley 1999 

2002; Radley and Chamberlain 2001). In particular, these ideas offer a way of apprehending 

Margaret beyond human discourses. For example, how does Margaret communicate through 

movement, sounds and bodily secretions? I am referring here to the ways in which Margaret's urine, 

faeces, saliva and moo breached the corporeal boundaries constructed by the show organizers. The 

second way in which I implicated myself in Margaret's life was by extending myself to cover her 

animalian experiences and uses of this place. I presented my body in particular ways (Parr 1998) -

touching and talking with her, and sought to move beyond the scripting of the show with its 

opening hours and timetabling of events, to be with Margaret in the shed at other times - when 

closed during judging classes and before the show opened each day; sitting with her, collecting more 

straw and changing her water bowl. This led me to question what Margaret's experiences of the 

agricultural show might be - the shouting children, feelings at being poked and prodded, the 

sweeping and hosing of concrete, the heat and stickiness of being inside, her separation from other 

members of the herd; the sensations of talc powder and glitter, wandering in circles, standing in line, 

being pointed at, followed, judged. From this brief discussion of how I came to see Margaret's 

otherness I now want to move beyond our initial meeting to describe how I travelled back to the 

dairy fann in Somerset on which she resides and how, beyond the staging of the show, Margaret and 

other cattle have shaped the contours of my research. 
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3.22 Journeying with Margaret: sites, spaces, things 

Figure 3.4: Rethinking fieldwork: animal interventions in research21 

How did individual animals become responsible for making me go in specific directions, follow 

particular objects and map times and spaces? The journeying depicted above (figure 3.4) is part of 

an attempt to sketch out how animal 'happenings' at the show and on a dairy farm led me to follow 

'things' and map topologies in ways very different from what I had anticipated doing in my original 

proposal (appendix II). In this section I want to take each of the images or trajectories being traced 

through this diagram so as to show how the everyday lives of cattle reverberate through the 

fieldwork that I have undertaken. The bulk of my farm visits were conducted during the period June 

2002-February 2003. The images collated on figure 3.4 were excavated during the period February 

2003-September 2003. But this is not to suggest that my fieldwork can be neatly split into two 

distinct phases, nor that each of the images on the diagram above is self-encompassing, for they all 

cross-cut one another. For my purposes here, however, in what follows I want to explore these 

pictures so as to provide an overview of the fieldwork that cattle and I have completed. For what 

21 Please note: this dia!-,'1"am \US created with assistance from Drcw Ellis and Jonathan Toob)" Clrto!-,'1"aphic officers, 
School of (;co!-,'1"aphical Scicnccs, L'ni\'crsity of Bristol. 
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these images draw attention to are their beginnings in very mundane, everyday practices; practices so 

ordinary that they go unnoticed - an animal eating, feeling unwell or lying down22• 

Policy 

"If anything had happened to my cows or sheep I'd have just wanted to die myself, it's not 
worth thinking about. . .I was thinking about it at least once an hour every day and then went 
to bed thinking about it, it drove me silly, I just hoped and prayed that it wouldn't happen to 
us .. .it passed us by but I know people who were affected, it was horrendous". 

Conversation with Martin, dairy farmer at Folly Farm, 
Wednesday 29 May 2002. 

I leave the field and am walking back to the car, a lacjy approaches me, she lives in a house near Alar/in s 
farm 

"Martin's told me about your project, I'm really pleased he said yes .. .I don't think he takes 
very good care of his animals" 

During the conversation I discover that the neighbour doesn't think that Mar/in iJ llel]' kind to his animals 
because she notices how the cows are left in the field when it rainJ and get covered in mud 

Fieldwork diary entry, Friday 28 June 2002. 

In my original ESRC postgraduate studentship application form, under 'aims and objectives', I had 

written: 

I will focus my analysis on cows ... Cows have, until very recently, been neglected because 
they were deemed abundant. However, the BSE crisis and the more recent Foot and J\louth 
outbreak have placed cows at the centre of these crises, arguably as "innocent victims". 

After my application for funding was approved I thought little about the significance of these crises. 

It was not until I met Martin at the agricultural event and had informal conversations with him that 

I began to realize the impact of F11D on his livelihood - his attachment to the herd and frustrations 

towards government officials whom he believed had underestimated the spread of the disease. I 

decided to contact a government department charged with addressing the problems that had 

beleaguered efforts to take charge of the outbreak. I was put in touch with t\vo ciyil seryants 

22 J>lca~e note, more ~pecific information on the companie~ anu orgal1i/ati()n~ that havc participatcd in my rl'~carch l~ 

contained in appcndi:x II I. 
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managing a public consultation exercise on animal disease. I made a total of six trips to London 

over a one year period (2003) so as to trace this project from conception to consultation. 

The second aspect of policy, 'farm animal welfare', also derives from my original proposal (appendix 

II) but was (re)stimulated by the concerns of Martin's neighbour documented above and from 

spending time on the farm noticing the ways in which Martin 'takes care of his animals' through 

routine and daily tasks: feeding, cleaning, touching, talking. Moreover, I became interested in 

exploring understandings of 'welfare' and where these understandings - 'the mud' - emanate from 

In total, three animal welfare groups, three animal rights groups, two university veterinary 

departments and three unaffiliated animal rights protesters participated in my research. I followed a 

range of campaigns organized by welfare and rights groups: from cow-calf separation to production 

diseases (mastitis, lameness, pharmaceuticals and genetic engineering), and from transport (markets, 

slaughterhouse) to consumer products ~eather, cosmetics, vegetarianism). In total fourteen 

interviews were conducted with people involved in researching, planning and disseminating 

campaigns. In addition, I spent a morning street collecting for an animal rights group, carried out a 

survey of dairy and meat free products on supermarket shelves with a welfare charity, spent a day at 

an animal sanctuary, and a day in a bam with a group of chickens and three animal rights activists. 

What emerged from these interviews, and from spending time with campaigners as they interacted 

with animals and the public, was the importance of situating campaigns within animal science. I 

therefore spent a day with a group of animal welfare researchers at a university veterinary 

department and have ongoing discussions with academics researching animal behaviour. 
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Parlour equipment 

Violet 

Its 6.00am Martin, the cows and I are stood outside the parlour. We've been waiting for thirry minutes 
now . ... Cow 140 (Violet) is bloc-king the entrance and wont budge. Martin has tried talking "come on girl', 
strokz~t; tapping .her with a sti~k, and is now suggesti~g singing might help. The other cows are responding to 
Martzn s frustratzons too - Melzssa and Mar;garet nudgzng her but she's just standing there. 
Forry-jive minutes later she moves. 

Violet enters the parlour, tail swishing slowlY from side to side, walking on smooth jlooringy that zs alreacjy 
beginning to get damp and mudcjy as the other cows follow her . .. Violet turns right onto a grid-like suiface, a 
short step up and she's in her cubicle. 
''Here . .. come on" Violet moves further forward and Martin places a thin, jlim.sy chain across her upper bat·k 
legs. 
He attaches plastic tubing to a black unit with a mini orange pumping gauge .. . the metal cups to Violet's 
udder. 

The shed zs quiet exaJpt for the background hum as the milk is extracted - a juddering and thrusiful rhythm. 

Hosing down, clearing the mud, the smooth jlooring re-appearing. 

Fieldwork notes, Monday 8 July 2002. 

This moment raised three sets of issues. Firstly, I began to question why Violet did not want to 

enter the parlour. Secondly, I became interested in following where some of the equipment being 

used in Martin's parlour came from. I contacted the company that supplies his farm and was able to 

interview a research and development manager, marketing manager and a member of the 

engineering team. Moreover, I was granted access to the company's manufacturing facilities, 

spending a morning with Kevin (a product assembler) watching him tool a machine to make milk 

sampler cups and an afternoon in the warehouse working with three members of staff testing 

jetstreams and preparing milk sampler cups for distribution. Additionally, this contact also provided 

me with an opportunity to interview a specialist whom manufactures wallcoatings for dairy farm . 

Thirdly, this moment led me to think through how this situation might be avoided altogether. In chi 

endeavour two companies manufacturing robotic milking technology participated in my research. I 

was able to interview a marketing manager, product manager and spend a day on the factory floor 

watching th s product being assembled. Drawing the e conventional and robotic product 

t g th r, I int rvie\ ed a hygiene inspector \ hom in pects milk producing facilitie' and in a follow-
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up appolIltment, was able to spend a day with him as he visited farms and completed hygiene 

assessment reports. 

Animal Feed 

Margaret 

Mar;garet's head is bun·ed in the trough ... she lifts up - a long strand of straw attat/Jed to her nostnl. .. She 
strett"hes out her tongue but the straw remains. 

Her head plunges again, I walk up to the trough and peer over, she's t"hopping the fodder into smaller bits, 
the initial movement an almost yet not quite dasping motion at the tip of her mouth, t"hunks disappearing, 
her jaw movingfrom side to side. 
I bend down to lzsten . .. the straw t"omes towards me. 
The food is no longer vzsible and yet Mar;garet persists with thzs t"hewing and t"homping motion. 

Fieldwork notes, Friday 26 July 2002 

For Margaret to produce consistently high milk yields she needs to eat the concentrate feed from 

the trough. In this moment I picked up some of the pellets - dry, smooth, leaving a chalky residue 

on my hands - and started to think through issues relating to palatability and edibility. I contacted 

the feed company that supplies Martin's animals with concentrate, and interviewed a feed scientist, 

cattle nutritionist, business manager and feed mill manager. I also spent a day at a feed mill, 

watching a container of seeds from Argentina being off-loaded at the docks - tracing their journey 

through the mill until they were tipped onto a lorry. I was also able to spend a day with a 

government inspector responsible for enforcing legislation on the manufacture and storage of 

feedstuffs. To pursue my interest in palatability, and concern with animals themselve further I 

spent a day at a university veterinary department discussing how feed products are tested on dairy 

cattle and flIlding out how statistical analyses are used to develop international feed guidelines for 

beef and dairy cattle. Furthermore an opportunity also arose to spend a day watching a mould for a 

feed trough being manufactured. 
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Pharmaceuticals 

Melissa 

"n~t been very well and I was quite concerned so I decided to give her a vita.min injection 
which has perked her up ... a good idea" 
Melissa moos. 
"Come on, try that" 
Sniff. .. moo ... 
Puts her head in the butket. 
Sniff. .. thew 

Fieldwork diary entry, Saturday 3 August 2002. 

Arriving at the farm to fmd that Melissa had been feeling unwell led me to query how Martin knows 

when his cattle are sick - a decline in milk yields, loss of appetite, bodily excretions, changes in their 

postures and interactions with him and the herd? Over the duration of my farm visits I observed 

animals receiving routine veterinary treatments (worming, vaccinations) and watched as Martin 

completed the animal medicines book. I began to contemplate where these medicinal products - the 

vitamin injection - originate from. How are these preparations and treatments researched, developed 

and licensed? How do they unfold into the life-world of cattle such as Melissa? 

At the preliminary stages of my research I contacted several pharmaceutical compames 

manufacturing drugs that had been administered to Martin's herd. Five pharmaceutical companies 

participated in my project. I was able to tour the research laboratories of three of these companies, 

spending up to half a day visiting each facility and interviewing staff involved in overseeing product 

development, scientific research and quality assurance; as well as employees directly involved in the 

development of cattle products. In total seven interviews were conducted. As I toured laboratorie 

and talked informally with staff a common set of themes began to emerge: companies perceived 

U.K legislation to be too stringent and complex, and there were additional concerns that alternative 

products 010meopathic treatments for example) were not subject to the arne regulatory proce . To 

pursue these themes further I decided to contact organizations that represent the pharmaceutical 

industry. I was able to interview representatives from four of these organization who offered 

insights into tl1e role of m dicines in dairy farming the impact of drugs on animal and human health 

and regulatory m chanism . In addition, I al 0 contacted a number of companie d yeloping and 

mark ting hom pathic tr atment' ~ r cattl and intervie\ ed t\ 0 people at one such company. 
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A substantial period of time was taken to understand the ways in which cattle drugs are licensed in 

the U.K. I contacted the government department responsible for licensing veterinary medicine and 

was invited to attend a two day training programme designed to provide veterinarians from non-EC 

member states with an overview of the D.K regulatory process. Moreover, I conducted interview 

with twelve government employees responsible for assessing applications from pharmaceutical 

companies and monitoring drugs once licensed. I also made further visits to this government office 

to look at copies of dossiers that had been submitted by pharmaceutical companies, and to follow 

how an online scheme set up to monitor adverse drug reactions was administered. 

Breeding and Genetics 

Joanna 

"Starting there (M.artin points to Joanna - stretching out his right arm), looking at her now 
urn ... she's got quite a reasonable hind quarter .. . but she does lack the um ... width in the 
hind quarter where the most valuable meat is" . 

Walking towards her. Stop. 

"She won't be an animal that will be grade 1 beef but it will still be very tasty" . 
Joanna walks towards us ... " they're just like big pets really". 
She pushes against nry arm - she seems to like pressure being applied to the top of her head ... J scratch 
the sides of her face with my fingers .... she uses her tongue lots as J do this ... her lips wide apart and tip 
of her tongue dearlY visible. 

Fieldwork notes , Thursday 14 November 2002. 

How does Martin decide from looking at Joanna - the arm gestures - that she will not be grade 1 

beef? Reflecting back, how does Martin decide which cows to enter into dairy events at the 

agricultural show? Indeed, when an animal is bom on the farm how does Martin settle on - often 

within seconds - whether a calf will join the dairy herd, be raised as beef 00anna) or old at a cattl 

auction (Yasmine)? On tl1e one hand I became interested in how Martin maintain hi - dairy and 

beef herd and thi led me to contact two breeding companies that he use intervie\\l.ng a fertility 

ad 1sor and cattl manag r about the process of artificial insemination and r producti\

t chnol g1 s. n th Otl1 r hand, I trac d fattin's 'herd gen tic report', sp nding an aftemo n with 
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a statistician trailing how information provided by milk recording organizations and breed 

is inserted into a database to produce genetic evaluations for cows and bulls in the "C.K. 

Animal Bedding 

Teresa 

Martin's using the trattor to lift a bale of straw from the huge pile in the out building. 
Moves it to the shed . .. 
Teresa hears the trattor, presses her nose against the bars. 
Martin takes the bale off and tameS it along the shed, Teresa's now following. 
He lifts it over the jente, unravelling the plastit sheeting ... getting a fork ... pit·king up the bundle, 
shaking it ... The straw heaps up against one wall. 

oelene 

Teresa tomes over, bends down, sniffs ... wanders batk and forth and stops at one pakh for three or four 
minutes - head bowed, sniffing intenselY, moving over this area - stoppingy bendingy t'hewing. 

Fieldwork notes, Monday 2 December 2002. 

The replenishment of straw is important to Teresa and she has followed Martin as he distributes a 

bale on many occasions. She approaches him and waits for the unwrapping - the crackle and rusde. 

This moment also reverberates back to the agricultural show. When I met Martin he had taken four 

cows to the event and afterwards I began to reflect on how he made up the bedding for each animal 

differendy - higher and mounted on the right for Margaret, more of a flattened shape for Meli sa. 

This led me to query how Martin knows how individual animals like their bedding made, and to 

ponder how these different materials - straw, plastic - with their textures and smells are perceived by 

the animals. Teresa's reactions towards the 'unwrapping' led me to contact the company that 

supplies Martin's farm with stretch films. I was invited to spend an afternoon at a warehou e 

packaging and storing three types of film. Extending my interest in bedding materials further, on 

one occa ion as Martin was preading traw in the shed, he mentioned that a company 

manufacturing cow mattr e and pillows had provided him with a quote. I too contact d th 

compan and although th se product are currendy being imported from Canada, I was able to \risit 

a distribution facility in th ord1 of England and pend a day with a consultant \vhom m a ' ur ' 

sh ds and pr vid s qu tati n . 
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Moving and Transporting 

Debbie 

... inside one of the sheds, standing against the metal gate. 

Arm signals - Martin guiding the lorry into the yard 
Lowering the ramp .. . sprinkling straw. 

"Go on" ... (Martin keeps making a strange whzstling sound). .. hitting her with a stick, 
Debbie moving and Martin and the lorry driver following closejy behind 
"Get up". She stops. "Go on" . 
. . . the sound of metal grating as she enters the lorry. The doors close. 

A blue clipboard, signatures impressed and documents exchanged 

Over an hour later, the lorry amOves in the slaughterhouse yard The ramp is lowered and Debbie walks down 
taking a springing step as she reaches the final groove. 

The driver returns to the lorry and colleds the clipboard - a man wearing white clothing and a hard hat calls 
out a number, the driver repeats and verifies, more forms are signed 

Fieldwork notes, Friday 6 December 2002. 

What interests me in the moment above is the exchanging of paperwork and calling of numbers. As 

animals would come and go from Folly Farm I became aware that each animal was accompanied by 

its own passport, and that each journey necessitated the completion of a 'movement card'. In 

addition to following Debbie to the slaughterhouse, and watching the paperwork being exchanged, I 

also obtained permission to return to the slaughterhouse on two further occasions to observe 

animals being off loaded and put into holding pens. Moreover, I interviewed a health and safety 

inspector who enforces legislation on preparing animals for slaughter and the safety of 

slaughterhouse employees. But I was also able to trace Debbie's movement card and passport from 

the slaughterhouse to a government office. I spent two days at this office following the cattle 

passport scheme; observing and interviewing staff in the main departments: corporate affair, data 

registration, passport operations, call centre and deregi tration; and working infonnally along ide 

staff in th postal room x-raying mail and sorting it into the appropriate bin. 
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Handling 

Yasmine 

M~rtin sc'Oops hz! arms round Yasmine's legs, the front and back toming together, he walks to the back of the 
trazler, p~ts her zn - head first- flapping her back legs. '7 asmine stand still", Martin uses hZJ arm to push 
her head zn and puts the top grate down. "Good girl" . . . a sucking noise 

on the road . .. one hour later at a ca!f audion. - in a pen with seven other calves, mooing 

A man in a suit announces ''Lot number . . . " - thenjumbled words. 
There are about 25 people wandering in and out, elevated and separated from Yasmine try circular c'onCTete 
bars. 

She emerges from behind the auctioneers stand, walking on concrete with a slight Iqyering of sawdust. 
A man wearinggreen overalls and jeans is bending over, slapping her ... placing both of hZJ hands on her bac'k 
-pushing her round the ring when she stops. 

Wavingfingers, the hammer bangs. 

Sale over - off down a narrow ramp to the right of the auctioneers stand, a man in green grasps hold of the top 
of Yasmine's legs almost lifting her down the ramp. A metal gate closes. On to another man in black, hitting 
her on the back - leading her to a different pen. 

Fieldwork notes, Monday 14 April 2003. 

This incidence led me to contemplate how cattle are handled by humans r.y asmine and Martin, 

Yasmine and market staff) and the pieces of equipment that facilitate this handling (metal barrier 

holding pens, sticks). With regards to the fIrst aspect, in addition to watching Martin handle cattle 

on Folly Farm, I made eight visits to two cattle markets over a six month period (April- November 

2003). With regard to the second aspect, three companies manufacturing restraining facilitie for 

cattle participated in my research. Two of these companies manufactured crushes (Martin u e the e 

on his farm to restrain animals during veterinary treatments), and one company manufactured 

portable weighing systems (used at the market). I was able to interview four people involved in tl1e 

re earch, development and marketing of these products. 
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3.23 Methodological Practices 

In the last chapter a number of examples pointed towards how animals were understood in accounts 

of dwelling and performance (parts 2.4 and 2.5). Methodologically, I now want to suggest that the 

sites, spaces and things documented in the previous section extend these accounts in hinting at 

some of the ways in which participants (cattle, humans, non-humans and inhuman) are coming

together. In other words: 

putting questions to an emergent object of study whose contours, sites and relationships 
a:e not known beforehand, but are themselves a contribution of making an account that has 
different, complexly connected real-world sites of investigation (Marcus 1998:86). 

In this way, the emancipatory potential of my fieldwork - the experiences of the animals themselves 

(figure 3.4) - signal a kind of co-dwelling. But how have I attempted to apprehend the multisensual 

worlds that are being described in the empirical moments above? How does this co-dwelling extend 

beyond mere recognition to the actual practices that 'we' (cattle and I) have undertaken? 

In preference to making use of a cluster of methods, which are nearly always cognitive in origin 

and effect (interviews, focus groups, questionnaires) leading to what Thrift (2000a:244) describes as 

the 'logic of the corpse' - I want to draw upon a repertoire of qualitative methods that value and 

work with everyday activities as they occur (Thrift 2000a:216), ordinary activities that give no notice 

of what they will become yet make differences to the ways in which you and I experience other 

humans, animals and the inhuman (Lorimer 2005)23. The qualitative methods that I have used 

broadly encompass the perceptual (observation), visual (photograph)], auditory (sound recording) 

and textuaVlinguistic (discourse analysis/interviewing). What brings these methodological 

approaches together are the ways in which I draw upon non-representational theory (part 2.5) to 

attend to what is happening and what is taking place in ways that oscillate between knowing, 

understanding and doing; thus recognizing linguistic and non-linguistic perforrnative ways of being 

in the world. As Thrift (2003a:2020) puts it: 

doing - has vocabularies of staging and layout, and knowledges of the way in which 
different stagings and layouts call forth different dramatic effects, which are vital to our 
understanding of how bodies are sent about their daily business, positioned, and 
juxtapositioned in ways which think the world without drawing on cognition. 

2J In contr,lst to this 'deadening effect', non-representational theory (see part 2.5) is finding its \\"ay into qwlitative 
methodologies. NRT aims to cultiYate ~ore parti~ip,ltiw and affective styles of thinking and working, where presentation 
is taken more seriously (than representauon) (Thrift 2000a). 
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In what follows, rather than provide a general overview of these four main methodological modes, 

thus defining and offering descriptive accOlUlts for which there are numerous guides, I want instead 

to explain how I applied these methodologies in the context of my research. 

Perceptual Practices 

Immersing myself in the reptile house with Mr and Mrs Big (part 3.11), being with Margaret and 

other cattle at an agricultural event and on Folly Farm; here we have a series of concrete, empirical 

instances bringing about processes of observation on a par with what Thrift (2000a) describes as 

'observant participation'. In other words, this is about in coming close to the animals themselves in 

ways that recognize how the various skills that keep the world moving are grasped and employed. In 

this way, I have been visiting Folly Farm and spending time with cattle since JlUle 2002, making 

between one and four visits a week, sometimes staying for an hour, oftentimes a whole day. Over 

this period of time I have acquired a rich set of observations, often noted in my research diary, that 

record the performative acts that animals engage in; from 'mlUldane' happenings that unfold 

everyday on the farm - eating, milking, sleeping; to detailed 'events' - Margaret being artificially 

inseminated, I-feather dying. But I was not merely in the shed, parlour, field and so on, somehow 

watching these things as they unfolded, rather as the moments I have depicted show, I too was 

actively engaging with cattle - stroking Joanna, reassuring Yasmine, sitting with Melissa; and 

importantly the animals also engaged with me - being licked and nudged by Margaret and urinated 

on by Beryl. Furthermore, I spent time following Martin as he went about his everyday practices, 

checking on and milking the herd. Moreover, my attention moved beyond Folly Farm to other sites: 

bam, feed mill, manufacturing facilities, office, slaughterhouse, supennarkets, veterinary 

departments, warehouse, yard; making a visit (0.5 days) or series of visits over a prolonged period of 

time (set out in appendix IV). Beyond the farm I not only followed 'things' at these sites but 

actively contributed to the making of materials in assembling milk cups and jet streams on a factory 

floor, stuffing envelopes in the office of an animal welfare charity and spending the day in the barn 

with a group of chickens and animal rights campaigners. TIlls time spent with others (human and 

animal) in a range of settings has been complemented by visual, audio and textual methods and I 

now outline each of these in tum. 

Vis ual Practices 

The visual methodology which this thesis draws upon is photography (further infonnation is 

contained in appendix V). Within geography, and other disciplines, however, there exists a deep 

mistrust of the visual image. Amid accusations of 'academic tourism' or 'objectification' (Oang 

2003a) it has been claimed that academics are in danger of using images in a purely illustrative, 

archival or documentary way, thus failing to analyze them (Driver 2003 see also Pink 2001). In 

responding to these claims I want to make a transition from regarding images as 'showing what it is 
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!ike', a space that I as a researcher might colonize; to 'denoting places, times and experiences' 

(Radley and Taylor 2003), where the practice of doing becomes as important for its 'processes of 

doing' as for its results (Thrift 2004b). How might images convey that which is transient and 

emergent rather than the fixed and still frames? How can visual images be seen as active spatial

temporal expressions rather than passive representations? 

In responding to these questions I want to stress my commitment to involve cattle as subjects in the 

process through which images are presented in the thesis, for I believe that the real work of 

photography comes beforehand, and the insights that flow from individual photographs stem from 

forming a relationship with animals (Nast 2005). I did not, then, take a camera to Folly farm, the 

agricultural show or some of the other sites that I visited (the feed mill, manufacturing facilities, 

public demonstration) (refer to appendix V) with the intention of catching some off-guarded 

moment, but I actively sought to work against such staging by taking pictures more through instinct, 

to somehow 'indicate' the everyday, mundane and often mysterious ways that humans and animals 

dwell in the world. The photographs inserted in this chapter then carry: 

a trace of what was there when the shutter snapped, and so they reassure us ... what they 
picture - really existed ... the actual effect of seeing 'what has been' depends on, and is 
unique to, a particular viewer (Rose 2003:8). 

The images of cattle evoke how they are present and absent, and speak to the corporeal uniqueness 

of each animal as an individual. Moreover, they stir memories in me, not necessarily of why I took 

these pictures, but of the place, the intimacy of our relationship. On a cautionary note I want to 

emphasize that these images have been deliberately labelled 'Margaret', 'Melissa', 'Teresa' and so on 

as part of an attempt to recoil from explanation, the what where and why that can lead me to 

inadequately narrate their lives. These pictures are no substitute for encountering cattle in the flesh; 

there are silences and pauses here that speak to something beyond words (Rose 2003). With this in 

mind I am drawn to the work of Edensor (2002) whose website features photographs that attempt 

to provoke an invisible record of co-presences and forgotten regimes of work in ruined spaces. 

Edensor (2002) makes a series of remarks alongside the images but lets the reader form their own 

view; to imagine wild beings emerging from the rubble, textures (fungus, bacteria, moss) and the 

ghostly presence of humans (signs, overalls, hats)24. 

14 Please note: another mode of visual expression - video recordings - were also gathered. Here I made a series of 
recordings at Folly Farm, sometimes as part of a deliberate attempt to 'caprure' events such as milking, but for the most 
part in unplanne.d .and unintended ~ys (further de~ails are. contained in ~ppendix V). ~ material has not bee?, in~luded 
in the thesis. This 1$ because the animals altered therr practices and behavIOurs upon seemg the camcorder, and ill this way 
I believe apprehending contact with 'real carne' through these video clips is filtered. I am thinking here, in particular, of 
how senses, emotions, experiences and intuition are liable to be misunderstood. Therefore, for me, it is not enough to 
insert video clips merely as part of an attempt to offer a different style of empirical presentation (see also part 3.3). I do 
not however, want to be misunderstood here, for it is not my intention to set up a series of dichotomies between visual 
reg~ters, or to suggest that some methods are necessarily more appropriate rh.ln others in tenns of making something 
visible and present. 
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Audio Practices 

Social scientists have long shown interest in the sounds that cattle make. Schafer (1977) and Poysko 

(1994), for example, have examined the soundscapes of cowsheds to explore the relationship 

between animal sounds and the noise of milking equipment. My own use of the term 'audio 

practices' is intended less to signal these technological themes and more to gesture towards the 

kinds of openings that recording the sounds of cattle open up. I made a series of recordings during 

the course of my research; of Margaret at the show and mundane happenings on the farm: cattle 

eating, being milked, standing outside the parlour, leaving the farm, and in the shed (outlined in 

appendix VI). In this way, the audio journeys that I undertook follow my approach to visual 

practices in that these were not pre-planned but based upon instinct, sometimes lasting a few 

minutes, other times lasting for hours. These recordings, though not inserted in the thesis, are 

nevertheless important in opening the listener up to the multiple narratives being enacted, from the 

flow of visitors and moving of straw at the agricultural show to the silences and then mooing and 

moving in the shed, and in this way these places with which I am familiar are rendered anew as 

other presences and resonances are called into being and witnessed through acts of listening. 

Textual Practices 

Discourses and texts, books and tables, diagrams and maps, are just as much a part of my research 

practice as the images and sound recordings that I have taken. Indeed, Davies and Harre (1990) 

contend that the power of discourse is in its provision of subject positions. The self and others are 

constituted and reconstituted as one moves between different discourses. On this view, then, there 

will always be a gap - plunging between being with cattle at Folly Farm and their prior linguistic 

construction in tenns of farming, animal health and welfare. In this way, the task of the researcher is 

to produce a way through this linguistic process (see Massey 2003). Swan and McCarthy (2003), for 

example, analyzed animal rights arguments on the internet illustrating how the subject position 

created for animals sought to evoke sympathy, shock or guilt in the reader, of animals being 

oppressed victims entitled to justice and liberation. Wolch et al (1997), on the other hand, have 

focused on the print media in exploring coverage of cougar related issues in southern California. 

Using content analysis they correlated increasing human-cougar interactions and scientific and 

political controversy with public concern about cougar management. In comparison, the textual 

practices that I have undertaken have been more fragmented and less comprehensive in that I did 

not follow procedures outlined for analyzing textual materials (see Gill 1996; Potter and Wetherell 

1995). Moreover, rather than adopting a systematic methodological approach, for example, 

reviewing one newspaper over a ten year period and documenting individual articles of relevance to 

the study (Wolch et al, 1997), I read a range of materials (listed in appendix VII) from the farming 

press, national broadsheets, the internet, policy documents, company reports, technical papers and 

academic journals for two reasons. Firstly, I needed to expand my skills as a geographer because 
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some of the sites that I visited and things that I followed required some basic understanding of 

veterinary medicine and the specialist research fields of feed science and animal welfare. Secondly, I 

became concerned with obtaining a range of perspectives and tones - scientific, agricultural, 

philosophical; on issues such as pharmaceuticals and biotechnology, farming practices, animal 

welfare and rights, animal disease and human health. In particular, I became interested in the 

discursive strategies that were being employed through these texts and in the rearticulation of 

linguistic construction. How are animals known and constructed? \V'hat is the nature of human

cattle relations that are being created through these literatures? What themes and strategies then can 

be identified? 

Talking Practices 

I often used my familiarity with some of the terms, phrases, issues and debates in these texts as a 

tool in planning topic guides when preparing to conduct interviews (for further information please 

refer to appendix VIII). In total, I conducted seventy four interviews, each interview lasting between 

forty-five minutes and four hours. Moreover, although I utilized qualitative methods textbooks to 

encourage and help me to prepare and manage interviews, come up with topics for discussion, and 

think through a range of issues regarding positional and analytical rigour (see Baxter and Eyles 1997; 

Frey and Fontana 1994; Kvale 1996); each of these interviews were semi-structured or unstructured, 

oftentimes taking the form of conversations (see Burgess 1982) as I walked around Folly Farm with 

Martin, or assembled objects on a factory floor, labelled boxes in a warehouse and so on. My 

interest in interviewing is precisely in these unfolding moments of talk (Smith 2001), moments 

which unsettle that which is recorded in textual documents or established in company policies. 

Consider the following empirical instance: 

The industry as a whole is extremely well regulated. What you might expect, reasonably 
expect, from the human medicines market, it's not that much different with veterinary 
products. Subsequently, in developing and getting a drug authorized: . .it's very we~ co~tro~e~ 
and getting more so .. .in the last ten years at this site we've had to mvest somethmg like £1) 
million into refurbishing and to comply with changing interpretation of guidelines 
[the interview iJ interrupted by a telephone cal!) 

those are the studies we need to do to fit in with our timescale ... yeh ... we'll need another 
consignment, about 30, 40 should do it 

Urn, sorry about that. 

Inter"ie\v with Simon, research and development team, pharmaceutical company G 
\\'ednesday 19 February 2003. 
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On the one hand this quote, transcribed verbatim, is important in enabling participants to reveal and 

express meanings in their own words; on the other hand, there are emphases beyond the words 

themselves that can be drawn out. But I do not want to be misunderstood here in suggesting that 

people are unable to verbally and cognitivelyarticulate their practices. Rather I am thinking here of 

how the 'consignment' - what I later discover to be rats - and the experiments that will be 

conducted upon them is difficult for Simon to discuss; the pauses, gaps and silences that are not 

confined to the words written on the page2S• 

My attempt in this section to articulate the journeys that I have taken over the last four years, 

encompassing observations, interviews, recordings and diary keeping, I think, begins to sketch out 

human-animal relations on more-than-human tenns (Abram 1996; Whatmore 2002) by inviting 

'others', in this case (individual) cattle, to be present in the research by describing their everyday 

practices and expressions and tracing their lives beyond Folly Fann through networks of science and 

technology, architecture and design, food and policy. 

3.24 Issues 

In the third and final part of this section I want to outline some of the issues emerging from the 

theoretical literatures and methodological journeys that I have taken. These issues are broadly 

clustered around three themes: access, sequence and ethics. The discussions that follow are not 

intended to be generalized or exhaustive but to instead provide a flavour of how they have played 

out in the course of doing this research. Furthennore, a series of questions signal the ways in which 

I am still thinking these issues through and have not, and perhaps never will, come up with 

resolutions or conclusive answers. Qucially, integral to all three of these issues is how to research 

with cattle, how to inhabit the spaces and lives of animals. 

Access 

When I began this research three years ago the main difficulty that I initially had to overcome was 

gaining access to the sites, spaces and things that I was hoping to research. Meeting Margaret at the 

agricultural show and travelling back to Folly Farm with her opened up contacts to feed companies, 

veterinary specialists, equipment manufacturers and so on but I then had to attempt to explain the 

purpose and value of my research accurately and unambiguously to individuals, groups and 

multinational companies. Positioning myself as a geographer was in some ways a hindrance, for I 

was not a vet, engineer, scientist or policy- maker and nor am I from a farming background which, in 

practice, meant that the worlds in which I wanted to immerse myself were unfamiliar. I did, however, 

2'i A consistent system of transcript notation will be used throughout this thesis: an omitt:d section "'~thin a single ~e of 
dialogue is represented by three full st?P~ ( ... ). Three f~ ~tops, berv.:een two separate lines of teAL are. used to sIgnal a 
pause in the conversation. A longer OI111SSlon, \vhere a partICIpant s entIre comment has been removed, ",ill be represented 

by twO square brackets [ D· 
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use this geographical lineage to my advantage and in approaching potential research participants I 

sent them a 'project outline' (an example can be found in appendix VIII) describing how 

"geographers are interested in the cattle industry as a system, comprising of networks of producers, 

suppliers, distributors and consumers"; situating their participation within the themes that I was 

interested in pursuing, reassuring them that my research was independently funded and importantly, 

that any participation would be covered under the data protection act and their anonymity assured. 

But even these imperatives did not always enable me to access the type of organizations and groups 

with whom I was interested in researching. For example: an equipment manufacturer pulled out of 

the research because they became involved in a legal dispute, a pharmaceutical company withdrew 

because of issues relating to corporate confidentiality and animal experimentation, and two farmers 

refused to participate after finding out from one of their neighbours that I was a vegetarian. 

Upon gaining access to individuals, their research and places of work, the contact that I was given 

'on the day oscillated between 'seeing the public face' where my visit had been planned and there 

was an itinerary to follow, to being regarded as 'no threat whatsoever' and almost unlimited access 

being provided. For example, one of the pharmaceutical companies that participated (company G) 

initially invited me to interview the head of research for their U.K division, on the day however I 

found myself being given a guided tour, even being allowed to watch from the door as rats were 

being experimented on and lab samples processed, and interviewing other members of the team 

responsible for a £ 5 million investment in a cattle drug. 

Sequence 

Following on, the second issue 'sequence' not only emerges from a desire to avoid building up a 

representational picture, but also from this uncertainty of what access might entail. For example, 

companies involved in researching and designing new parlour equipment were reluctant to allow me 

to trace objects amid concerns that I might pass the information on to competitors. Oftentimes 

companies involved in research with university veterinary departments and laboratories were 

disinclined to discuss these matters because of previous visits by animal rights groups intimidating 

staff and damaging property. But this non-linear sequencing echoes back to Folly Farm, and 

crucially to the animals themselves: 
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I find myse(f thinking what the animals might do if Martin didn't impose a structure to their da)'. IVhat if I 
were to inadvertentlY leave the gate open, how would Margaret and the other cows react? Ignore and stare? Or, 
head off up the lane, the main road, eventuallY reaching the dual carriagewq)'? What would happen if 1Hartin 
was very late for milking one afternoon or didn't turn up at all, what would thry do? How has Alargaret been 
conditioned to be treated in particular wqys? . . But the more I ponder these questions the more I realize that 
Margaret and the animals act and peifonn in this place bryond human imposition; rubbing against branches 
and bushes, moving across the field, interacting with each other. 

Fieldwork dairy entry, Tuesday 2 July 2002. 

I want to draw out three matters that materialize from this diary entry, things that I continue to 

think through. Firstly, it is important to acknowledge how my relationship with the cattle and :t\Iartin 

affected the material that I could access and collect. I am thinking here of not merely being allowed 

in the field with cattle, but eating alongside and touching them and following Martin around for 

hours, days, weeks and months at a time, but also my anxieties that my feelings on a particular day 

affect what is recorded. Consider the following empirical example 

f'teldwork appeared very straightforward -go to the fann, spend time with the animals, make a few recordings, 
come back to the office and write about it. Today something challenged this simplistic position. Heather died, 
it 'J a shock for everyone, Martin, the herd and me. 

[Friends, familY and colleagues} don't understand what it's like being on the fann with the herd day in, day 
out infonning me that ''thry 're going to be killed mrywqy ': 
I stqyed with Heather in the field while Martin called the vet. The other cows were there too, it was almost 

like thry knew, thry stood and watched and bellowed sporadic moos. And Heather felt like stone, all cold -
not the bo4J heat I am used to expecting; lYing there quietlY, motionlus, not responding. 

The vet arrives, nothing can be done, he shoots Heather. The dick boom echoing through me even now, several 

hours on. 

Fieldwork diary entry, Friday 11 July 2003 . 

. At this moment I am not concerned with what is being recorded - what should I do? Take Heather's 

picture perhaps, or tape the distressing sounds that she and the other cows are making? Or write 

down verbatim everything that the vet is telling lvlartin? No, in this moment, there is no point in 

collecting 'data' and this does not register in me, rather :t\lartin and I are only concerned for Heather. 
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The second matter that materializes from these moments is how to attend to animal traces: how can 

I deal with the fleeting - that which is here today and gone tomorrow, only to reappear again the day 

after tomorrow (after Whatmore and Hinchliffe 2003a)? For example, the herd on Folly Farm 

cluster into specific groupings, and on occasions one of the cows has moved to a different group, 

only to return to its previous group at the end of the day. Or, an animal will exhibit signs of being 

unwell, and unlike Heather, make a miraculous recovery before the vet arrives. Or, the milk yields 

may fall substantially in the morning milking session only to improve in the afternoon. What I am 

suggesting here is that a series of things unfold on Folly Farm that I wasn't prepared for, and these 

things can also unfold in instantaneous moments; nudging each other, removing flies, watching a 

passer-by. 

The third and final point that materializes from these moments are the important ways in which the 

animals themselves can decline to participate. On one occasion, in the shed, the animals were 

making shuffling, chewing and mooing noises. Upon getting the tape-recorder out of my rucksack 

all the sounds just stopped and two of the cows (Barbara and Melissa) began to stare. On another 

occasion, when attempting to take a picture of Ruby, she lunged forward dumping so much saliva 

and phlegm on my camera that it degraded. 

Emotions 

The final issue that I want to explore in this section is what Probyn (2000:1) refers to as 'gut 

reactions', these are: small ethical scenarios that evolve through modes of living and register most 

forcefully at the level of the guts. I want to address the gaping void between knowing and 

intervening in the world, or, as Anderson and Smith (2001:8) query: "what possibilities are there for 

developing a geographical agenda sensitive to the emotional dimensions of living in the world?" I 

offer three sets of answers. 

Firstly, I want to acknowledge how ill-prepared I was in responding to the animals, humans and 

situations in which I was absorbed. I find myself occupying positions between social scientific 

literatures that outline issues relating to informed consent, privacy, harm and exploitation (see aoke 

et al, 2000); and animal science literatures that focus on clinical governance, availability of care, 

premises, facilities and equipment (see RCVS 2003). Moreover, before commencing my research I 

had to complete a 'Research Ethics Monitoring Form' (appendix IX) for the School of Geographical 

Sciences 'Research Ethics CDmmittee'. In many ways, despite reading literatures and completing 

forms, these protocols often bore little relation in working through the actual practice of research 

(see Bennett and Shurmer-Smith 2001; Crang 2003b). What I mean is that these literatures were 

often worlds-apart from the negotiated practices and accountability in the field: from instinctive 
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astuteness of when to leave Margaret alone to my reactions to Heather dying. I found m~elf 

'muddling my way through' numerous ethical challenges as they presented themselves. 

Following on, my second remark concerns the boundaries often used to understand and distance 

'academic research' from 'the person carrying out the research' (see Ooke 2004) and how any notion 

of these collapsed through my visceral engagement with the world. Perhaps registering most 

forcefully at the level of the guts are my vegetarian beliefs. On becoming a hindrance, with two 

farmers withdrawing from the research, I decided not to disclose or hint at this infonnation with 

other participants. I felt that this was necessary because of the nature of the organizations 

(slaughterhouses, farming groups) and because I was not, and am still not, certain of its relevance. 

However, this did cause problems when being taken out for dinner and having to choose a 

vegetarian option from the menu without drawing attention. Additionally, since I was ten years old I 

have supported animal welfare causes, raising money and helping out at the local animal shelter. In 

this way I had predicted that I might be sympathetic towards animal rights and animal welfare 

groups. But as my research progressed, I found m~elf empathetic towards participants who were 

involved in activities being deplored by animal rights groups. For example, I watched Vanessa (a 

scientist who conducts experiments on animals) checking her car for bombs, unable to let her four 

year old son collect his birthday cards from the mailbox; and I visited a feed mill that had been 

targeted the previous week by activists who inserted viruses into computers and chained themselves 

to equipment. Four years on I am no longer certain where to draw the line between what is and 

what is not academic research (see Ooke 1997 a 2004) and I find that I am increasingly asking m~elf 

'how should I live my life?' What of the clothes that I wear, medicines that I take or paint on my 

walls that may have derived from cattle (see part 1.24)? 

My third, and perhaps most crucial remark, concerns what I perceive as my ethical responsibility to 

the animals with whom I have researched. And I want to end this section by posing a series of 

questions that I am still thinking through. How are cattle empowered, if at all, in the process of 

recording sounds or taking pictures? How can the presence of animals register in the thesis where 

they are not somehow being represented and pilfered for the advancement of academics (after 

Crang 2003 b)? How, precisely, can I move beyond the functional and productive narratives in 

chapter one so as to find individual animals (Margaret) within facets of collectives? How are cattle 

involved in the ongoing production of the work? 
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J visit companies and organizatiom wearing a suit, interoiew guide and tape recorder at the reac!;'. But 
mo~t of t~e time dou:n on th~ fann I'm not sure what I'm supposed to be recording and making noteJ on, 
enlOunten~g (att~e is. very difft.re~t .. More often I think it's about being there with them but then I find 
myse!f havtn~ to/us:ify wfD; thzs ZJ zmp0n.ant. Amid the events and happenings that unfold everyda), lfind 
myse!f questzonzng what are the most zmportant parts?' I have comiderable anxieties where I os('illate 
between.feeling as though I. haven't recorded.enough to fearing that what I have collected will simplY glide 
over anzmals. I am uncertatn what all the thtngs I've been doing might indicate. 

Fieldwork diary entry, Thursday 2 October 2003. 

These questions and diary entry touch upon the ways in which I am still working through how the 

materials, sites and things that I have travelled with unfold into the lives of individual cattle and , 

indeed how the animals themselves reverberate and respond through these methodological 

wanderings. 

3.3 Animating 

The traditional structure of a thesis ... consists of the following elements ... introduction, 
methods chapter, theory chapter, presentation of data, development of argument, 
conclusion. Such a structure is based on representational assumptions about writing (Game 

and Metcalfe 1996:94). 

In the previous section of the chapter I described the kinds of empirical materials that I have 

gathered. In particular, I emphasized how these materials were at various stages in their design, 

production and consumption and the importance of this in avoiding building up a complete picture 

of an animal, object and so on - a representational set-up. In this third and ftnal section of the 

chapter I want to explore what to do with the materials that I have collected: how can I use these 

materials to animate the lives of cattle? This section is divided into two parts. The ftrst part separates 

out a 'squirrel-acorn' sense of collecting and hoarding data (Crang 2003b:139; \",{'hatmore 2003c) 

with the displacement and gap between collecting materials in the fteld and writing this thesis. In 

recognizing this gap, I seek to explore how I might write with animals. In the second part I respond 

to an emerging set of concerns about performative, non-representational styles of work. Extending 

ethical discussions from the previous section, the key step that I take here is to consider how 

research can be more than just research. \",{11at are the ethical and political effects that result from 

writing with cattle? \,"hat is the relationship between presenting empirical material in this thesis and 

having a commitment to those (human, animal, inhuman) with whom I have researched? 
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3.31 Liveness, resonances and spaces of dissemination 

I thought the hardest part would be coming up with an outline and plan of the thesis, making decisiom 
about what to indude ... This qfternoon I've been listening to the sound recordings that I made with 
Margaret at the agricultural show a long time ago ... I'm no longer certain what it is that I am Izstening to. 
I recognize Margaret's moo - her tone and pitch and the vibration of the chain - and I am JUre that itj· 
her, but the sounds also seem muffled, reryded and amplified, something that I wasn't prepared for . . . 50 I 
got out the pouch of hair from her tail that fell off as Martin vigorouslY brushed her. It's a miyture of 
sancjy-white coloured dumps with bits of sawdust and straw. It doesn't smell of her atrymore - of the 
animaliry of her in atry wqy, her hair zs still soft but it's dry and has formed into a dump ... I'm 
dzsappointed that Margaret has become a trace. Yes I can recall getting out the tape recorder and picking 
up the hair, although not the exact reasons wf?J, and both do evoke memories of being at the show, but 
semes and feelings are all in some wqy lost. 

Fieldwork dairy entry, Saturday 6 December 2003. 

For me, this diary entry signals the disparate nature that I began to feel between what I witnessed 

and collected in the field - the perceptual, audio, textual and visual journeys - and my anxieties and 

frustrations at how to make these materials matter in the thesis, of how to convey and express 

animals in writing. Thrift (2000a:235) describes how some things that happen, things that are 

performed in the world, cannot be written down - they are unthinkable, unsayable, unstable - and he 

illustrates this in writing of a particular event, the death of his father26: 

I feel a need to write the event and yet, as I make clear in this paper, I am not at all sure that 
this is what I want to do. In a sense, I believe that this writing down is part of the problem. 
I do not want to take over my father's being by making him into fodder for yet more 
interpretation by colonizing his traces ... I am not sure, in other words, that he needs writing 
down, or, put another way, we need a form of writing that can disclose and value his legacy 
- the somatic currency of body stances he passed on, the small sayings and large generosities, 
and, in general, his stance to the world - in such a way as to make it less important for him 
to be written (Thrift 2000a:213). 

Here I want to explore the relationship between the living event and its traces and memones 

through the act of writing it down. In so doing I want to signal how materials are inescapably 

transformed as they travel between 'being in the field' and 'written in this thesis', photographed and 

presented, recorded and translated, talk and text. This gap, between liveness and a series of after

images (Melrose 2002b), are what Phelan (1996 1997) describes as one of the deepest challenges in 

writing about performance: recognizing that the performance itself disappears. 

2(. I do not want to be misunderstood here. In no way is it my intention to CLluatc the cvent that Thrift is describing with 

(I 11) ('11('()unters with cattlc. Rather I cite this \vork as an example of the difficulties of H>cabularizing 'others' and IH\' 1U!lLl ' 

o~rsclves. rcsearcher ~\I1d researched. 
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~riting about performance has largely been dedicated to describing in exhaustive detail the 
nus-en-scene, the physical gestures, the voice, the score, the action of the performance 
event. TIlls dedication stems from the knowledge that the reader may not have seen the 
event and therefore. the cri~ic must record it: .. The desire to preserve and represent the 
performance event lS a deSIre we should reslSt. For what one otherwise preserves is an 
illustrated corpse, a pop-up anatomical drawing that stands in for the thing that one most 
wants to save, the embodied performance (Phelan 1997:3). 

How can I avoid creating anatomical drawings through this thesis? How can I abstain from 

developing concrete meanings and authoritative knowledges of cattle? With Phelan's point about 

describing performance in mind, the interpretative strategies that I offer pursue a series of questions: 

what kinds of understandings of animal lives do these methodological practices present where I, as a 

human, am not seeking to have the final word (after Hinchliffe 2003:222)? Specifically, how do these 

practices admit the embodied agencies of individual cattle, extending insights into their (interior) 

corporeal experiences - feelings, sensations and emotions (after Philo 2005)? How do they enable 

one to grasp some of the ways in which cattle, as living fleshy beings, perceptually engage in the 

worlds they inhabit? Working these questions through in forthcoming chapters, I want to use the 

materials collected through observation, photographs, sound recordings, texts - and recompose 

them in ways that provide a sense of what it is like to be with an animal in different times and spaces. 

The material used in this thesis is not intended to provide a representational picture, to 'join the 

dots' (after Dewsbury 2000) by way of offering an interpretation of Margaret's presence, for what I 

want to do is hold on to the open-endedness of my research. G:msequently, my recomposition of 

empirical materials has taken many forms: opening up 'fieldwork boxes' and handling objects, 

packaging and other 'stuff'; spending odd days over a period of months with a flip chart, creating 

collages of words, quotes, drawings and memories; ongoing conversations with research participants 

and academics. Somehow the materials emerging to form thematic parts [bodies, spaces, ethics] 

rather than the 'lifecyde places of cows' approach I had anticipated at the outset27 (detailed in 

appendix II). In this way, I think that there is an awkwardness relating to how materials are gathered 

and interpreted. I want to conclude this section by outlining three such difficulties. 

Firstly, there is a contradiction and tension at the heart of what I am trying to do. I may fail, the 

writing may back-fire leading to the flattened topology and asymmetry that I have argued relational 

accounts provide (see part 2.3). How, then, can I avoid transforming animals, things, spaces and 

places into a single narrative account and assigning individual animals characters with parts to play 

out? In particular, there remains an anxiety in me concerning the way in which I have presented 

ethnographic material in this chapter. How can I write 'other-wise' (after Bingham 2003:151) so that 

I might convey in words my experiences of being-with Margaret at the agricultural show - the way 

she moos and how this resonates in others and in me? Doel (1994) suggests that what is needed is a 

27 To be clear, I am not saying that something else cannot be made out of these materials. Indeed that is why I am 
suggesting that the thesis is not ~l final product of my research. 
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form of 'radical passivity, of letting the other be so that it does not belong, conform or submit to 

the same. But, in practice, this is not easy. In this chapter (part 3.12) and previous chapters (see parts 

1.13, 1.33, 2.1, 2.4) I have highlighted the difficulties of making scientific claims about animals 

without indulging in what may be perceived by other scientists or artists to be anthropomorphic 

interpretations. This leads me to query whether I too could be accused of indulging in 

anthropomorphic tendencies - am I ascribing human qualities and characteristics to Margaret and 

other cattle? You may perceive the moments presented in this chapter as nonsense - 'could have 

been written by anyone' - or sentimental- 'a fruitless attempt at (re)presenting animals'. In response 

to these critiques, there is growing recognition across natural and social scientific disciplines that 

anthropomorphism may be a logical starting point, an entirely appropriate tool for researching 

human-animal relations (Alger and Alger 1999; de Waal 2001; Holloway 2001; Laurier and Philo 

1999; Wtlbert 2000). I am thinking here, in particular, of Philo and Wtlbert's (2000:19) call for a 

hesitant and reflected upon anthropomorphism that avoids hard anthropocentrism. TIlls 

anthropomorphism: 

would allow the possibility of insights to be produced from considering SCJ11E non-humans in 
SCJ11E situations as if they could perceive, feel, emote, make decisions and perhaps even 
'reason' something like a human being (emphasis in original). 

If you perceive the empirical moments I have written through this chapter to be anthropomorphic 

then I would like to make it clear that the anthropomorphism I am seeking to excavate cannot be 

easily aligned with scientific accounts that seek to 'represent' or 'speak for' animals, a perspective 

that leads to an emphasis on human viewpoints - a 'how would you or I feel if we were Margaret?' 

Instead, I am proposing an anthropomorphism that emerges from being 'under the skin', from 

inhabiting and spending time with animals. This is best seen as part of an attempt to look at the life 

and living spaces of an individual animal - to imagine an animal's umwelt without somehow 

translating this into a human perspective. In this context, the empirical moments presented here, 

and in forthcoming chapters, can be viewed as a hub of potentialities, a series of what-ifs (after 

Dewsbury 2000). Let me be clear, this does not mean that I am not sensitive to the ways in which I 

have dominated and controlled what has been collected and what is being written (Phelan 1996; 

Pollock 1998), but rather "I'm here, but I'm not what's important" (after Carvalho and Tolia-Kelly 

2001:119). 

Secondly, I am wondering how it might be possible to attain a performative style of work. By this I 

am referring to how one might present journeying through the weaving of words, pictures, images 

and sounds amid familiar everyday scenes in ways where the work itself is not at a standstill but 

ongoing and relational. Two problems arise here. On the one hand, there remains a general unease 

around artistic prose and styles within academic work (see also part 2.5). It is important to 
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acknowledge that I cannot write in a creative way, take photographs from a certain perspective, or 

make a very good interviewer (and indeed this point may well be illustrated through my own 

attempts to integrate empirical material). In response I would argue that if one dwells on such 

questions it returns us to a position where there is one way of seeing and picturing the world and 

describing it in words; a single truth through which the world can be represented (Mead 1995; 

Newman and Holzman 1997). Or, in the words of Pollock (1998:79-80): 

I don't think that performative writing is a matter of "anything goes" or that anyone can do 
it any more than "anyone" can write "good" history or that "good" history is not 
fundamentally a prescriptive category with elaborate implications for evaluation ... The 
answer ... is thus not to write less but to write more ... to make writingltextuality speak to, of, 
and through pleasure, possibility, disappearance and even pain. 

In this way I am not referring to a performative style of work with a capital 'P' (after McCDrmack 

2004:218) but aiming to write in ways that attend to the 'voice', 'style', rhythm and difference of 

individual animals.On the other hand, it is this commitment to offer ethnographically rich accounts 

of the animals themselves that leads to a further problem: am I being representational in my non

representational endeavour? How do I exit the representational set-up, if at all? If one returns to 

figure 3.4 it could be argued that this collage takes on an element of fixity and, furthennore, that I 

have been inadvertently privileging what I am claiming to dissent from - a 'humanist' perspective. In 

previous chapters I have set out some of the ways in which human representations of animals 

prevail in academic work (parts 1.1 and 2.1). In some instances this practice becomes a political 

resource in making welfare recommendations (see part 1.13 for example). It is important to note 

here then that a thing called 'representation' could permeate my research practices (see Castree and 

MacMillan 2004:480). I should like to make it clear, though, that I am endeavouring to convey the 

absences and fallibilities of animals in ways that do not rest entirely in my, or your, (human) 

sensibilities. 

The third and final difficulty is how my research with animals can be seen as more than just research. 

Where does the instability of journeying with cattle through sites and spaces stop and commitment 

to animals themselves begin (after Massey 2003; Gleeson 2000:65)? To the human participants in my 

research I have offered written transcripts of the intervieVlS and copies of photographs, often I have 

been asked for feedback and e-mailed a questionnaire for completion. To the animal participants 

this line between what is gathered in the field and what is disseminated to respondents cannot be so 

neatly delineated. For even at this stage of writing my thesis I continue to go to Folly Farm to spend 

time with Margaret and the rest of the herd. I passionately believe that it is important to do so, thus 

enabling me to involve animals in the ongoing production of the work, for I remain intrigued, 
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amazed and shocked by some of the things that the animals do - chasing, escaping, gesturing28 • 

However, the thought-provoking question that I find myself grappling with, and this is something 

that I find difficult to articulate is: what can I give back to Margaret and other cattle who continue to 

participate in my research? What, precisely, is the ethical impetus here? 

3.4 Conclusion 

... our materials speak back to us; they may resist our analyses; they may push us in new 
directions (Crang 2003b:143). 

In this chapter I have outlined various methodologies drawn upon by animal and social scientists in 

studying animals. In so doing I have argued that the focus is all too often on humans rather than 

animals and this has led me to question how animals might become the focus of academic research. 

In this endeavour I have drawn on my relationship with Margaret to hint at how I implicated myself 

in her life and living spaces (after Ooke 2004:99) and the ways in which she and other cattle have 

shaped, held together and changed the sites, spaces and things among which I journeyed. In the 

final section I explored the relationship between travelling with materials in the field and how these 

are transfonned through what is written down, thus thinking through what effect different 

methodological modes make to the outcome of the research process. But this chapter raises difficult 

and troubling questions: does there remain a tension between my ability to recognize the differences 

that define another animal's world? And just what am I doing in other (anima1ian) lives and spaces 

(after Denzin 1997:121)? 

With these thoughts in mind, and as a result of my accentuation of Margaret and other animals, I 

think that it is important to be aware of the wider implications of researching with individual 

animals. Importantly, how do the research practices that I have described impede my ability to feed 

into wider debates in animal geographies and nature-society relations? The methodological practices 

that I have outlined can be seen to both extend broader discussions on human-animal relations and 

illuminate the inherent tensions in this diverse corpus of literature (see parts 2.2 and 2.3). A couple 

of points to take forward from this. 

First, work in nature-society relations and animal geographies tends to focus on forms of 

collectivization to such an extent that what individual animals might bring to the collective - the 

fleshiness and potential 'creative' contribution of cattle - can go unnoticed as they become part of 

28 It is imponant to note that when I began .u:y fieldwork I anticipa~ed spending June ~002-February 2003 \\~th .the animals 
at Folly Fann and planned t.o stop these VlSItS so as t.o condu~t . fieldwork at oth~r sItes. I am not fully ce~am whe~, (1[" 

entirely sw-e why, but this dId not ~<lppen and I cont1l1ue t.o \"lSIt the farm.. In this W,l}" perhaps the anal)tlcal quesuo.ll\ 
outlined in this section actuilly begm to phy out much earlier and later on m the research - through my encounters \\1th 

animlls? 
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'non-human lumps' absorbed into assemblages. With this in mind, what I am anempting to do in 

the course of my research is to disturb the sedimentation here. Let me be clear what I mean by this, 

for it is not my intention to ignore or omit the heterogeneity of human-animal relations and 

accompanying commitment to charting that which exceeds, disturbs and complicates (Whatmore 

2002). And nor is it my intention to return to the ontological hygiene (after Graham 2002) of 

humanism. Rather my endeavour to researrh WJh am far irdiWlual anirrnls allows canle themselves to 

lead the research in all kinds of ways, instead of placing them silently and submissively into the 

spaces carved out for them in my original ESRC application (appendix II). This kind of research is, 

therefore, concerned with questions if ~ but rather than talk of blurring the boundaries between 

human and non-human, or giving rise to a politics of purity, I am experimenting with an alternative 

trajectory by moving into an individual animal's territory, opening up and enabling the animal to 

change me and thus the course of the research, and contemplating how they may change from being 

with me (see Ooke 2004). The key point to bear in mind here is my intention not to translate the 

(animal) other on to the (human) self, a trajectory that pervades existing work in animal geographies, 

but to be with and for the other (see Ooke and Jones 2003:199). Moreover, the methodological 

practices that I have outlined in this chapter continue to transport my research to places that I didn't 

know I was going to end up, and continue to change the ways in which I think about ontological 

ideas. 

Second, I am left pondering, then, why my concern with individual animals has not been fully 

actualized within relational ontologies. Indeed, I have come to think, perhaps, that we (academics) 

have come to rely on the relational to such an extent that we now expect far too much from it. And 

we expect too much from it because to do otherwise would be to open oneself, and one's work, up 

to deep-seated doubts and uncertainties. The difficulty here becomes an epistemla;jcal one, 

culminating in the prevalent tendency to focus on what animals 'do' rather than what Philo (2005) 

calls the more 'interior aspects of animal lives'. The almost-sceptical argument playing out is how 

the problem of knowing the (animal) other translates to the problem of knoui~the other (see Wolfe 

2003a:46). This terminates in what Phelan (1997) calls 'trained blindness' so that we, through 

relational ways of thinking, are reducing life all the time. The residual muteness and shadowy 

presence of animals that pervades collectivization is, then, no light maner, for acknowledging this 

blindness might lead one to contemplate the importance of individual animals, their animalian ways 

of being in the world and happenings that are beyond their humanely derived lives. This does, 

however, open out a number of questions that I will need to consider in the remainder of the thesis. 

How far can you go in implicating oneself into the lives of individual canle? How can their 

animalian lives and ways of being-in-the-world be rendered meaningful, then, in ways not solely on 

human terms? 
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The chapters that follow further seek to explicate how to research with and for individual animals 

rather than merely on them Chapter 4, for example, explores a series of body-practices: breeding, 

milking and feeding; discussing how corporeal insights might be brought to bear in animal 

geographies literatures. Here I revisit social scientific theoretical work outlined in chapter 2 to 

discuss how cattle bodies become defined materially, aesthetically and virtually and to offer an 

alternative sense of corporeality where individual cattle can be seen as living fleshy beings. Following 

on, chapter 5 traces a range of places where I have encountered cattle. Extending some of the 

journeys depicted in figure 3.4, from laboratories and fields to policy-making and agricultural shows, 

the chapter brings together literatures on dwelling and non-representational theory to journey in 

different times and spaces, examining how animals co-constitute and re-constitute the fabric of 

some of these places in living out their daily lives. The final chapter situates these body practices and 

dwelt topologies within ethical relationships. Importantly, how might the ethnographic insights 

described through these chapters present additional consequences for ethics and politics? 
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4. The corporeal lives of cattle: breeding, milking, feeding 

Figure 4.1: Caronia Dari Pansey 
Junior champion Guernsey cow 
Sydney Royal Show, 1975 
(Hammond et al, 1983 :77) 

4.0 Introduction 

Figure 4.2: Inspection points on 
on a dairy cow 
(Russell 1962:64) 

Figure 4.3: Cow with salt 
deficiency 
(Schmidt and van Vleck 
1974:335) 

These three images document some of the ways in which the corporeality of cattle have been 

imagined and understood by human societies. It is in tracing these historical threads that I began to 

think about how the bodies on display here succeed in moulding new forms of animals. On the one 

hand, they achieve this by visually pointing towards what were perceived to be 'good' or 'desirable' 

qualities of cattle in the mid twentieth century - the accompanying text for image 4.2, for example, 

describing how "a heavy milking cow must have a large, well-developed udder with well shaped teats 

of convenient milking size, placed symmetrically and wide apart" (Russell 1962:65) . In so doing, they 

also welcome the application of new technologies in farming, shown by the resultant media 

coverage surrounding image 4.1 as Caronia Dari Pansy became the first New Zealand cow bred 

from frozen semen imported from England (Hammond et al, 1983:76). On the other hand, these 

images portray the adverse consequences of farming practices all-too-willing to increase production 

at the expense of animal well-being. In this way image 4.3 shows the very thin appearance of a cow . 
that had been experiencing a salt deficiency in its diet, the text documenting how "this deficiency 

has to continue for five months or more before appetite and milk production are affected" (Schmidt 

and Van Vleck 1974:334). What remains in these images is a tendency to focus on the bodily 

appearances of animals - udder, uterus, weight - in such a way that animals themselves are erased. 

What might animal experiences of malnourishment and craving salt, or being made to stand still in

line at an agricultural show be? In this chapter it is not my intention to provide an historical 

interpretation of the selection of desirable traits in fann animals. Instead, I offer these images as a 

way of demonstrating how the corporeality of cattle has occupied human thought for centuries (see 

also parts 1.11 and 1.33) and to suggest that what is perhaps most pertinent in the pictures are the 

ways in which these corporeal understandings are surrounded by a new sense of urgency a human 

knowl dges and technologie have advanced ( ee also part 1.12, 1.13). 
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This chapter is divided into three sections, each one outlining a body practice connected with one of 

the images above, namely: breeding, milking and feeding. These practices have been chosen because 

they are intrinsic to the ways in which cattle lives unfold everyday on Folly Farm: the animals eat 

(hay, roughage, pasture) and ruminate; are milked twice a day (in the morning and afternoon); and 

the cows are made pregnant so as to be able to produce milk. But I do not want to be 

misunderstood here: it is not my intention to describe these practices under the guise of 'using farm 

animals for (human) food'. Instead, it is from spending time with the herd at Folly Farm that I have 

been able to document some of the bodily activities that cattle undertake that disrupt and surprise 

mundane acts of breeding (inserting a straw into a cow's uterus), milking (connecting a cow's udder 

to a pump) and feeding (filling a trough). To amplify this, each section begins by recounting an 

everyday moment in the life of one of the animals living on Folly Farm. It then moves on to follow 

some of the materials that make a difference to the bodily practices being described - frozen sperm, 

parlour equipment and concentrate pellets. These materials are not, however, traced in their entirety, 

instead fragments are offered through the use of images, quotes and descriptions of settings. And it 

is by looking at these fragments - often appearing as disparate tales about genes, sample cup and 

robot, feed and trough; on factory floors, warehouses and board rooms - that one oscillates between 

human understandings of animal corporeality that inform the creation of these materials and 

individual animals on Folly Farm responding to and indeed disturbing the properties of such 

materials. Crucially, each section continually reverberates back to this opening moment on Folly 

Farm as part of a deliberate attempt to think about how cattle might dislocate (human) 

understandings of (animal) corporeality. 

The emphasis of this chapter then is in presenting a blueprint (animalian) world that problematizes 

the representational set-up and interpretation of empiricism surrounding images 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3; 

and speculative in taking animals themselves, their emotional and intuitive bodily lives, as disruptive 

to (scientific) knowledge production. To make this manoeuvre - a call to admit and weave the 

corporeal lives of cattle into the narrative - the chapter is conceptually framed and informed by 

three 'bodily modalities'. 

Firstly, I am concerned with how cattle bodies are constructed, what I have termed the 'fitJl'fati7£ 

lxxJj. That is, the discourses that humans use to try to understand 'the animal body and the type of 

stories that they produce and circulate to achieve such understandings. Exploring the ways in which 

the body is socially mapped has received academic acknowledgement in geography (Demeritt 1996; 

2002), environmental history (Oonon 1990; 1991), science and technology studies Qasnoff 1996; 

Law 1986), and the sociology of scientific knowledge (Lynch 1988; Pickering 1993). What they all 

have in common is an attention to how mundane laboratory and field practices and local 

understandings provide the foundations of universalistic representations and belief (see also Brown 
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and Michael 2004; Roth and Bowen 1999a); thus questioning who or what is being constructed and 

for whom (Castree and Braun 1998; Willems-Braun 1997). Inherent in some of these approaches, 

however, is a tendency to overlook the body or to treat the body as a natural entity with an originary 

status (McNay 1996:34; see also Cheah 1996). In an influential book, 'bodies that matter', Judith 

Butler (1993:9-10) reasserts this sentiment by arguing that the body is a performative entity rather 

than an inscribed surface: 

what I would propose in place of these conceptions of construction is a return to the 
notion of matter, not as a site or surface, but as a prru:ss if mzterializatian that stabilizl3 mer tim? 
to praIuce the effect if 1:xJwrlary, fixity, am suiface 'li£ callm:ztter ... crucially, then, construction is 
neither a single act nor a causal process initiated by a subject and culminating in a set of 
fixed effects. [Construction] is itself a temporal process (emphasis in original). 

On the one hand, Butler's (1993) work, and emphasis on materialization therein, is suggestive of 

how cattle bodies might be seen as more than scientific objects in having a material residue that 

resists their incorporation into a scientific schema. On the other hand, Butler (1993) has a tendency 

to focus on discourse rather than matter and to defer into 'endless regress' - the 'performing body' 

that is bounded and only able to multiply its boundedness (see also Barad 1998; Castree 2003c; 

Cheah 1996). 

The second bodily modality that I am sketching, 'relational bcdy', attempts to find a way out of this 

divide between the representational and material. This diverse and divergent corpus of literature is 

calling into question the integrity of the human body by imaging a world-in-the-making in which 

bodies are continuously composed, dissolved and recomposed amid practices of everyday life (see 

parts 2.2 and 2.5; Anderson 2002; Braun 2004b:271; Hayles 1999). This turn to relations leads me to 

the work of Thrift (part 2.5) and his ideas surrounding 'being-in-becoming' where there is no 

watertight categorization or purity to be investigated, only capacities for connection (or becoming). 

This: 

emphasizes the flow of practice in everyday life a~ embo~ed, as caught u~ with and 
committed to the creation of affect ... sees everyday life as chiefly concerned Wlth the on
going creation of effects through encounters and the kind of .linguistic interplay that. comes 
from this creation, rather than with consciously planned codings and symbols ... notIons of 
the direct perceptions of the unfolding of action-in-context (Thrift and Dewsbury 
2000:415). 

The call here is to think of the body in an immanent sense. For example, by attending to how 

embodied practices (fanning: breeding, feeding, milking) transform the (human) sense of self and 

notion of the world and the animals that make it up if only momentarily by imagining-feeling rather 

than making sense of the animal (Baker 2000; Game 2001; McCormack 2004). 
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The third and final approach, 'emJtional lxxly', seeks to excavate between each of these bodily 

modalities. Here I sketch the fleshy bodies of individual animals (Thrift 2004d), their personal 

qualities, expressions, emotions and feelings (Doyle 1998). On the one hand, this implies a 

phenomenological reflection on the body (see part 2.4) in revealing how I (as a human) am not 

separated from the world of (animal) others but rather inhabit a mode of 'being-to-the-world' where 

I might apprehend cattle modes of being in the world (after Anderson 2003:424 see also Leder 

1990:163; Williams and Bendelow 1998:154). On the other hand, acknowledging the difference 

between human and animal bodies leads one to adopt an interactional perspective towards 

embodied practices: 

The expressiveness of the individual (and therefore his capacity to give impressions) 
appears to involve two radically different kinds of sign activity. the expression that he g}'U5, 
and the expression that he g}w cfJ(GoHman 1971:2) 

GoHman's (1971) approach is suggestive of how an individual may intentionally and consciously 

express his or her self in a particular way. CDnsider for a moment Violet (refer to part 3.22) blocking 

the entrance to the parlour, not fitting in with the milking routine and attempting to exert some 

control of that routine (by not responding to nudges or calling and the (animal and human) 

frustrations that play-out as she stands firm). CDnsider too how there is a haunting and invisible 

quality to the impressions that cattle impart (after Katz 1999), cattle will always remain something of 

a mystery in 'holding back' from others (why did Violet refuse to enter the parlour?). Moreover, 

how do individual animals cope with the expectations of Martin (the fanner), the herd and others, 

and consequently the roles that they are ascribed?29 

Drawing these jigurati'l£, relational and emJtional bodies together, then, I want to suggest that they form 

performative layers that one might chose to pursue. Each of these modalities differ as they place an 

emphasis on the integrity of being (figurative bod~, the value of becoming (relational bod~ and an 

expressive and wilful way of doing things (emotional bod~, and overlap through a realization that 

bodies 'speak' (Thrift 2000a). The challenge and task that lies ahead is to explore how these three 

body modalities are present (or absent) in the breeding, milking and feeding narratives that follow. 

29 I am all toO aware of the baggage that this phenomenological-interactional bent may evoke in the reader. In \"eterinary 
literatures for example, the subjective conscious experience of animals is subject to much debate (see part 1.13; Panskepp 
1998. Rollin 1989; Rolls 1999). While sensitive to these argwne nts , my approach, in contrast, is concerned With 
reco~nizing individual carne as intentional and communicative beings, as narrative subjects guiding and disrupting the 

stories being recounted through the chapter. 
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4.1 Reproductive bodies 

Moment 1: Life 

Jasmine and Rosie 

... two legs tied with rope attached to a long metal pole . . . Martin moving the handle up and down, making a 
clacking nozIe. 
Rosie makes two long mooing noises. 
Jasmine's flopping up and down ... she's covered in damp, slimy residue ... a film slowlY dnpping off her. 
Martin's shakingJasmine, rubbing the side of her body with straw ... holding her legs and lightlY swinging her from 
side to side. 

Rosie 's licking Jasmine's bottom . .. her face . .. turning to the side. 
Rosie stops. 
Jasmine stumbles towards her, nudging Rosie's face with her bottom, almost doing the splits as she tn·es to stop and 
collapses in a heap. 
Jive minutes old and already on its feet"-Jasmine's sucking Martin 's hand vigorouslY, pushing her tongue forwards 
and back. 

Fieldwork notes, Sunday 7 July 2002. 

My first tale begins in the moment recounted above and its culmination, the 'flop', which calls you 

and I to witness Jasmine's arrival into the world. For more than an hour Martin has been 

encouraging Rosie to deliver her calf: shouting "come on" and "push" in an aggressive, harsh, and 

frus trating tone; placing his hands inside her to feel the calf; deciding to tie rope around it legs 

Gacking sounds). And Rosie has been responding: her eyes whitening and bulging with each 

contraction, strained moos, a quick and sudden movement (the [mal push) that see Ja mine' 

emergence - 'the flop'- as she literally falls head first into Rosie's front legs, the smell of bodily fluid. 

Jasmine's tickiness and ga ping for breath Martin moving her with hi arms and rubbing her with 

traw, thick fluid discharging from her mouth and nose, our amazement at the size of J a mine and 

coll ctiv s ns that we ha e aided her delivery a she exhale after what eems like a lifetime but 

happ ns within a matter f s conde. 



In this first tale I want to trace some of the instructive discourses and technological assemblages 

that lead Rosie to give birth to Jasmine. I want to trace Rosie and Jasmine's embodied performance 

through genes and honnones, conception and pregnancy. Importantly, I also want to keep in mind 

the sweat, emotion and exhaustion surrounding Jasmine's flop and crucially to question what Rosie 

and Jasmine may be thinking, feeling, experiencing and intending (after Philo 2005). 
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Moment 2: Genes 

"The farmer w~ look ~t cow x in the herd a~d kn?W that it's given him 5,000 litres of milk. 
What ~e doesn t know is what the true genetic ment of that animal is. I mean 5,000 litres can 
com~ if he treats that. an~al we.ll, if he feeds the animal well, if he's a management 
domtnated figure. ~e tnck, if you like for us, our genetic expertise, is to say out of that 5,000 
ho.w much of that is due to management and how much of that is due to the genetics of the 
antmal, the actual breeding". 

Gerald, technical team, company M, Wednesday 30 April 2003. 
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"There's bull information and cow information ... milk recording organizations send people 
out to farms once every month. These people record an afternoon milking of a cow and a 
morning milking of a cow. This gives them a total amount of milk for a 24 hour period and 
that total amount of milk eventually, over a period of ten months, you can tell the total 
amount of milk that cow has produced in a lactation .. .in this country there are also breed 
societies ... they have allocated schemes to say this cow's of this genetic merit ... they collect 
pedigree information on these registered animals that's verifiable, you know, blood tests, 
DNA tests and so on ... these records are passed on to us so that it adds to the yields and 
ancestry data ... So our net result here is to produce genetic evaluations for production, 
somatic cell count, conformation and lifespan". 
Gerald, technical team, company M, \Vednesday 30 April 2003. 
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Momen t 2 continued: 
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"It's known as a bar chart where you can, if you like, put a chart to the dairy farmer which lists 
all the traits down the left hand side and then you can see in the form of a bar chart whether 
the animal is producing towards the tall end of the scale or the small end of the scale [ ... ] on 
the standardized statistical scale of plus three to minus three that means that bulls that would 
make a large change are valued between two and three whereas bulls with a breeding value of 
plus or minus a half or one there will be much less change obviously. Generally speaking if the 
bars are on the right hand side then it's good but if they're all on the left hand side that 
wouldn't be good". 

''We've got to look at how to incorporate such technologies (DNA markers] into our system, to 
make sure that we evaluate them properly and that's the difficulty at this end ... if someone says 
to us in the future 'look, this family is known to carry this DNA marker' then we'll need to 
predict that and take account of that when we evaluate it, and that's the tricky part". 
Gerald, technical team, company M, Wednesday 30 April 2003. 

J\t first glance the technical details, flow diagram and bar chart presented in this moment seem 

worlds-apart from Rosie giving birth on Folly Farm. But I want to demonstrate some of the ways in 

which Rosie's life on Folly Farm and the genetic information being evaluated at this 'data centre' 

collide, to explicate how Jasmine's conception is a direct result of the information disseminated by 

company M. For there is an oscillation here between material bodies on farms (Rosie having a 

sample of milk taken) and the virtual embodiment afforded to Rosie as she becomes a digital figure 

in computer software packages. 

The data centre was founded in 1991 following the publication of a report by the \\·ilson Committee. 

This committee, led by Professor Peter \\Oilson, included representatives from the .t\Wk r-.larketing 
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Board, National Cattle Breeders Association, breed societies, agricultural colleges and government 

departments and was set-up to review existing systems of cattle identification in the C.K. The 

committee report, published on 1 February 1991, recommended the establishment of a 'cattle data 

centre' to co-ordinate existing cattle databases; validate cattle ancestry data, milk recording and beef 

recording; and to genetically assess cattle (BSE inquiry 2000). To implement these recommendations, 

the data centre introduced an 'animal model genetic evaluation' procedure in September 1992. In 

essence, computer modelling is used to generate a genetic merit index by calculating 'predicted 

transmitting abilities' (PTA) of dairy cattle (see Wiggans et aI, 1988). Information is collected on a 

number of bodily traits: milk, fat and protein yields; lifespan; somatic cell count and conformation; 

and this information is evaluated so that farmers and breeding technicians are able to compare 

animals and select the best performing cows and bulls from which to breed replacements. In 

practice, this means that a sample of Rosie's milk is taken each month (at morning and afternoon 

milking) over the length of a lactation (305 days); her samples processed alongside more than 60 

million Holstein lactation records by ftltering them through a series of software packages. \Vhat 

emerges from the insertion of 'raw data' and computer software is the production of two economic 

indices: £PIN and £PLI. These indices are expressed as: 

£PIN = (Milk kg PTA x -0.03) + (rat kg PTA.y 1.2) + (Protein kg PTA :\:3.00) 

£PU = £PIN + (Lifespan PTA .Y 28) 

£PIN is a method of ranking bulls for net margin and £PLI is a financial value generated from 

combining PT As for milk, fat and protein yields to predict the additional margin over food and 

quota costs per lactation that the cow (Rosie) or bull is expected to pass on to its progeny Oasmine). 

Taken collectively, what we have here, then, are a series of sophisticated programmes measuring the 

genetic merit of Rosie and predicting what percentage of that merit Rosie will pass on to Jasmine. 

Calculating Jasmine's performance is expressed in the following formulae30: 

PTA = IJ71 .Y Pedigree index (50% sire PTA and 50% dam PTA) + IJ72 .Y Lattation information 
+ W3 .Y Proge'!)' information 

The outcome of these formulae is circulated in a 'herd genetic report' which 1Iartin receives twice a 

year. Martin uses this information to select high yielding animals from which to breed replacements, 

finding the average £PIN and £PLI scores of the cows that he has selected. To ensure that future 

generations improve, the bulls that 1Iartin selects must have an average £"PIN and £"PLI above that 

JO Pka~e note: II"" repre~ent~ the weight and empha~is giH'l1 to each set of information. 
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of his cows. For example, focusing on the infonnation displayed in the bar chart in moment 2, a bull 

name 'ideal', if Martin were to breed this bull with Rosie he needs to ensure that Rosie's £PIN and 

£PLI are lower than 66 and 69. Following on, the chart predicts that Ideal would pass on 206 kg 

milk and 9.3 kg of fat and protein to any progeny and the negative value attached to his somatic cell 

count (-6) indicates that he may reduce incidence of Mastitis31 • Martin will then check the 'linear 

confonnation traits' (udders, legs and feet) and management traits, (temperament, locomotion), 

where recorded. Q)mpany M state, however, that these records are subject to alteration, thus the 

reliability of infonnation in the bar chart is presented as a series of percentages: production 

infonnation (92%), somatic cell counts (92%), and type traits (95%). As a guide, company M suggest 

that 95-99% accuracy levels are desirable and that a farmer or technician could be confident at this 

level that the PTA scores would be passed on. For Ideal these values, his proof, are lower as 

extensive infonnation on his progeny is not yet available. 

celt's a heifer.·· haw)Ott sren the size if it. .. it's a big calf .. it's a gxxi calf but not WJrth a lot, it hz to be a redly 
hifiJ quality calf to rrnke any decent mJrK!)''' 

Martin, dairy farmer at Folly Farm, Sunday 7 July 2002. 

Within the first five minutes of life Jasmine's fate is sealed, she will not make Martin a profit; 

surprisingly Jasmine is not the 'milker' that Martin anticipates and he decides to sell her at a special 

calf market. I want to use this disclosure to outline three ways in which the material (Rosie at Folly 

Farm) and virtual (Rosie and Ideal's £PIN and £PU scores) bodies emerging in this moment are 

subject to residual performances. Firstly, Jasmine's arrival points towards the need to take reliability 

percentages seriously. For although Ideal appears 'fixed' and 'static' in this bar chart, bull and cow 

bodies perform in unforeseen ways. In this sense, production, lifespan and conformation traits are 

best seen as estimates or guesses, subject to adjustments when the figures are republished every four 

months. For example, the data sets generate error reports if bodies (individual cows or entire herds) 

disappear or are replicated; farmers and technicians must be careful to avoid inbreeding and genetic 

defects (mating sire and daughter, half-brother with half-sister). Secondly, and following on, the type 

of infonnation collected by company M is subject to change. For example, the list of conformation 

traits is under constant review and varies according to species of cattle. Future traits that may be 

measured include overall condition of udder and ease of calving. Moreover, the integrity of the data 

is being challenged with the advance of reproductive technologies - signalled by Gerald's concern 

about how to incorporate DNA markers into the modelling software (moment 2). Thirdly and 

finally, there is an international dimension to genetic evaluation as breeding programmes now select 

31 Somatic cell counts (seq are recorded as a possible indicator of udder health and incidence of Mastitis (Mrode et al, 
1998). Scientific work c~nt~ues to explo~ .how to combine somatic cell count data with heri~bility, and the relationship 
between milk yields and IllCldence of M.lSUtlS (see Hansen 2000; Lund et al, 1999; Rupp and BOlChard 1999). 
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from a worldwide gene pool. Four times a year the data centre in the U.K, and in twenty-four other 

countries, send bull infonnation (Ideal's genetic profile in moment 2) to the INfERBULL centre in 

Sweden32• The centre merges this data to produce an international ranking of bulls which have been 

progeny tested in different countries: 

... that means that the dairy farmers here have access to infonnation on the same scale as 
we publish here [in the United Kingdom]. They [farmers, technicians] can look at bulls 
from Australia, Canada, America ... and if they wish to use semen from those bulls they can 
arrange it through a semen selling company 
(Gerald, technical team, company M, Wednesday 30 April 2003). 

,2 INfERBULL was set up in 1983 by the Internatio~ Cornn?ttee for ~ Recording ~CAR), The Europe.an 
.' f ,,_:_ .. 1 production (EAAP) and International Dauy Foundation (IDF) to proVIde cattle breeders ~\"lth 

AssoClatlon or lUlllUdl • .• • ( INfERBULL 2005) . 'sons berween animals pedomung Vllthin and across countnes see . accurate compan 
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Moment 3: Conception 

... trying to prepare for an interview ... it's too earlY and I find myse!f flicking through scientific artides 
'doned cattle can be healtf:y and norma/'- in a mere two pages the paper documents how the temperature, 

pulse, respiration rate, social interaction, behaviour and urine of doned animals (24 Holstein cattle) is 
within normal ranges for adult bovines .... other artides debate the application of 'genome maps' and D 'A
based tests so as to identify animals with favourable genes for meat, milk; improving statistical techniques for 
anaIY=<:./ng huge amounts of data; developing scanning equipment to measure leanness without harming 
animals . 

. . . 10.00, returning to the blurb I dzscover that compaf!Y Y zs one of the worlds largest cattle breeding 
businesses selling 8 million doses of bull semen from as little as £4 in 63 countries. Moreover, the compatry 
is contributing £ 7 million a year to research and development induding a £ 1.6 million investment in semen 
sexing. In the U.K alone compaf!Y Y has a 56% share of the market and each of its technicians inseminates 
4,000 cows per year, all year round. Furthermore, as part of an attempt to breed 'long life cows' the compaf!Y 
tests 350 bulls worldwide annuallY and has over 2,000 bulls awaitingproofs. 

Entering the semen storage area wearing white we/lies and lab coat. There are eight steel refrigerators filling 
the room. Each fridge resembles a silver cauldron and contains coloured straws of semen being stored at -196 
degrees in liquid nitrogen .. . semen is transported to the farm in canisters, these resemble white thermos flasks 
and mqy t'ontain 20-30 straws or more . .. The insemination 'kit:· a 'gun' - appearing like an i,!jection, a 
long and thin barrel, plunging and locking ring; a sheath to prevent uterus contamination, disposable gloves 
and lubricant. 

Visit to breeding company 10, Wednesday 7 May 2003. 

''We've also just launched something called [name of product], .. which is basically putting 
three different spoils into one straw of semen, basically mixing three bulls together. .. and 
the reason for that is that it increases the conception rate of that insemination by about 
9% ... all bulls have different capacitation rates ... the sperm swims up and attaches itself to 
the ovaduct wall and then it goes through a lot of changes at that point. A lot of it is still 
unknown but it is going through a change that makes it, once it's released from the wall, 
able to fertilize an egg. Now, to the point that the tails are changed, either up or down, it 
doesn't swim freely, more thrashes around on the spot so when it meets the egg it's not 
bouncing off, but there is a physiological change that allows them to go on and fertilize the 
egg. All bulls capacitate at a different rate so if you put three different bulls in a straw wit~ 
three different capacitation rates then you basically open up the window when the sperm 1S 

able to fertilize the egg. 
Christopher, fertility expert, breeding company Y, Monday 7 April 2003. 
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In this moment, Ideal's genetic profile and decorporealization in the form of a bar chart (moment 2) 

face further biological scrutiny. On the one hand, his semen and sperm become a bodily conunodity, 

a coloured straw sold for £ 18-20 in the global marketplace. On the other hand, amid these 

transactions Ideal becomes a material body in place, living out his life in a breeding facility. In this 

section I want to outline scientific understandings of bull and cow reproductive organs to 

demonstrate how these are drawn upon to manipulate Ideal's body into producing sperm and 

Rosie's body into releasing ova. 

Figure 4.4: The reproductive organs of a bull 

(Britt et al, 1986:2196) 

Ideal's reproductive system consists of the testes, epididymis, vas deferens and penis (figure 4.4). 

Sperm is produced in his testes and stored in the epididymis where they mature. Once mature, the 

vas deferens transport his sperm to the penis, his sex glands (cowper's gland, seminal vesicles and 

prostate gland) adding chemicals to his sperm to produce semen (Barnes 1995). Spermatogenesis 

(sperm production) occurs in the testis. Each testis is made up of seminiferous tubules which have 

convoluted walls consisting of primordial germ cells and serioli cells. The primordial germ cells 

divide by mitosis to produce identical spermatogonia cells that grow and divide into spermatocytes. 

Each spermatocyte produces four spermatids that contain half the number of chromosomes found 

in the nucleus of the original germ cell. Once this duplication is complete the sertoli cells provide 

nutrients for the spermatids so that they are able to mature into spermatozoa (Campbell and Lasley 

1985), eventually growing so that head, mid piece and tale can be characterized (figure 4.5). 
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Figure 4.5: Structure of bull spenn 

Bull SiJerrn tiJi! 
('<:2400) 

(Barnes 1995:32) 

After the spermatozoa reach maturity they are released into the lumen. Spermatogenesis is 

produced by the 'follicle stimulating hormone' (FSH} which is located in the pituitary gland of 

Ideal's brain and this produces a second hormone, interstitial cell stimulating hormone (ICSH}, that 

causes cells in his testes to produce testosterone, the male sex hormone (Britt et al, 1986). My 

intention in describing how Ideal's reproductive system functions is to indicate how the sperm that 

he is producing and releasing is manipulated. In the first instance this control, by the breeding 

company, is exerted as Ideal is stimulated by electrical charges or the use of a 'dununy' cow so that 

he will produce semen. In the second instance, and during ejaculation, sperm is discharged (from 

the seminiferous tubules in the testis, through the epididymis, urethra and penis) and collected using 

an artificial vagina. This is a long, rigid container lined with a thin rubber layer, warm water is passed 

between these two layers and causes the rubber to stretch, the pressure mimicking that exerted by 

the walls of the vagina on the penis during intercourse. 2-10m1 of semen is collected from Ideal 

containing 2000 million sperm and placed in a glass collection tube (Boothby 2001)33. The third 

moment documents what happens once this process is complete and the sperm has been collected: 

dividing the genetic material into coloured straws, storing it in liquid nitrogen, placing it in 

refrigerators, marketing and taking straws onto farms. The thawing of straws and insemination of 

cows means that Ideal's performance, the quality of his semen and success of his sperm, is under 

constant review and evaluation: 

Bulls in the stud ... proven bulls [including bulls marketed in the North America] I'm 
guessing probably thirty, forty, fifty bulls that we're marketing at the moment. There's a lot 
of young sires, these are bulls that have not yet got the proof, but we've got a cow ready to 
calve, they're just waiting ... and there's a success rate of one in ten every time we're testing 
them [ .. ] the more times we inseminate an animal the more we know that that bull's not as 
fertile as other animals 
(Christopher, fertility expert, breeding company Y, Monday 7 April 2003). 

3.1 Please note: in cattle 0.3-1.5 million sperm are needed to fenilize one egg (after Boothby 2001). 
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Figure 4.6: The reproductive organs of the cow 

(Y·" 

f'~~'; 
..::..,: 

(Bames 1995:34) 

She's not herself .. she som:tirrI!S rmunts Margrret or Melissa. .. 
uant settle at milking - rrming not starrling still ... rrI!Ssing arouni, not eating; 

For Martin, Rosie's lack of appetite and restlessness is a sign that she may be in 'heat', a sixteen hour 

period when, if mated with a bull or artificially inseminated, she is most likely to conceive (Britt et al, 

1986). Rosie was born with eggs or ova that remained in a dormant state in her ovaries until ten 

months of age when she reached puberty34. The ovary is surrounded by an epithelium and contains 

primordial germ cells. These cells divide to produce oogonia which become surrounded by follicle 

cells and are stored until puberty. With the onset of puberty Rosie's oocytes began to develop and 

ova produced at regular intervals in a cyclic manner (Peters and Ball 1996). This cycle, known as 

oestrus (see figure 1.2), lasts twenty one days and begins with a period of estrus (heat). To conceive, 

s perm enters the vagina and moves through the cervix and uterus where it will meet the ovum 

(figure 4.6). Here, the sperm release substances that help breakdown the surface of the ovum, 

enabling it to fuse with the nucleus. After this process of fertilization is complete, the ovum will 

float freely inside the uterus for 35 days before it implants in the wall of the uterus, 283 days later 

Rosie's calf Gasmine) will be born (Barnes 1995). 

A n ann inside m?, plungJngfimmrds, fi11f:PS rrming am t~ pemratirF& tearing, ~ .. 

Jasmine's flop is not the result of Rosie having sexual intercourse with a bull, but evolves from 

artificial insemination (technique outlined in part 1.11). Martin has purchased semen from a 

34 Puberty in domestic cattle takes place between eight and seventeen months of age (Roy 1980). 
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breeding company; a technician has arrived with the straw, thawed and placed in a pipette. The 

technician inserts his hand into Rosie's rectum, entering her cervix, but in so doing disturbing the 

delicate lining of her uterus - a small trickle of blood is discharged. Using a paper towel the 

technician wipes away the blood and puts his hand inside Rosie again, positioning the cervix to 

receive the pipette by pushing it up slightly, the liquid (semen) entering Rosie. The success of this 

procedure is detennined by the technicians skills, understanding the bull and cow reproductive 

organs (sperm and egg) so that semen can be extracted from Ideal and Rosie in heat recognized, and 

all of these acts ultimately framed according to quantitative measures that predict production traits 

that Jasmine is likely to inherit from her parents (moment 2). Jasmine's flop as she greets the world 

is a culmination of these biological understandings. 

Amid these reproductive knowledges, there are a series of uncertainties. I am thinking here of how it 

takes two insemination attempts for Rosie to conceive Jasmine, how Martin finds heat difficult to 

recognize in some of the cows on Folly Farm, and how Ideal's proof is subject to alteration as more 

data on his offspring becomes available. To address these uncertainties, biotechnological 

transformations of cattle reproductive organs and sy:;tems are continuing. Developments include: 

putting sperm from three bulls into one straw (moment 3); semen-sexing technologies; embryo 

biopsy, bisection and/or cryopreservation; oestrus cycle synchronisation; laparoscopic follicular 

aspiration and establishing abattoir ovary banks (see Farber and Medrano 2003). Such technological 

innovations herald important ethical and practical shifts in the corporeal lives and places of cattle. I 

want to end this tale by making several preliminary remarks about what the empirical moments 

presented might mean for Rosie, Jasmine and Ideal. In so doing I want to return to the 'flop' and 

describe what happens next: 
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Rosie's lideingJasmine's back ... Jasmine almost standing, trying to get her balance, her two front legs remaining 
further apa:r than her back legs ... a few seconds pass .. . then Jasmine lifts herfront nght foot, then her left, bllt 
suddenlY slzps and slumps in the straw. Rosie's head coming down, she nudges Jasmine's back and moos. 

Fieldwork notes, Sunday 7 July 20( )2. 

Two separate pens, Rosie pm'sed against a metal gate standing on concrete, Jasmine stood in the middle of her 
pen, partiallY covered in soft straw. 
Rosie moos ... Jasmine moves towards the metal gate of her pen, her head and neck small enough so that J'he 
reaches through the supporting post . .. 
Rosie attempts to respond but onlY reaches the metal bars of Jasmine's pen 
Jasmine nudges further fonvard, 
Rosie and Jasmine's noses embrace. 
Jasmine pulls awqy and Rosie moos, her bellows becoming louder and louder, lifting her back right leg tip and 
down, up and down, 
Rosie's bellows becoming so strong that her back and stomach vibrate as she inhales and exhales the JoundJ'. 

Fieldwork notes, Thursday 11 July 2002. 

In this tale what begins to emerge is a sense of the ways in which Rosie, Jasmine (and Ideal) are 

caught up with milk recording organizations, breed societies, breeding companies, laboratories, 

animal data centres; and with computer software, economic indices, straws and insemination guns. 

But what these fieldwork notes further signal is how this reach is "no less intimate or immediate for 

the physical distance involved" (\X'hatmore 1997:49), and it is here amid these complex assemblages 

that Rosie and Jasmine's corporeal lives and future are determined. These assemblages provide 

opportunities for one to explore how the genetic value of cattle is negotiated: striving to mate an 

'ideal cow' (ova) with a 'perfect bull' (sperm) in terms of aesthetics (external bodily dimensions), 

production (LPIN) and longevity (£'PLI). This realization is bolstered by scientific credentials 

developing genetic products, and institutionally framed through technical specifications and 

assessments. But Jasmine also serves as a reminder and warning of complacency, for all the scrutiny 

paid to bar charts and economic indices Martin's face drops as Jasmine falls to the floor, and within 

a few minutes of birth he decides that she will never make a profit and is destined for the market. 

Jasmine is not 'genetic progress'. 

I am left wondering, then, how individuals within the cattle population become genetically \"iable's: 

At the present time genetic progress in the national herd is improving at the rate of about 
2010 a year which is very good and ... genetics is a yer)" important part of that o\Terall 

improvement 
(Gerald, technical team, company lvI, \\'ednesday 30 April 2003). 

35 l'Of a di:;cll~~i()n on the l'\'olving goal:; and method:; of farm animal brecding ~L'l' Hocttchcr (2001) and <';~lInborg and 

S;tlldoc (2005). 
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It is on Folly Farm that this improvement becomes realized in practical terms. Martin (and the 

breeding company that advise him) makes a series of decisions in selecting bulls and co'ws to breed 

replacement animals: should Martin breed co'ws according to their overall genetic merit ([PIN and 

£PU scores) or improve specific production traits Oegs and feet, udders) (see also Mrode et al, 

2002)? The dairy co'ws on Folly Farm thus become materialized as numerical specimens on a herd 

genetic report, and the bulls that Martin would like to mate them with a series of bar charts for 

comparative purposes (moment 2). Martin is, then, preparing for the day when Rosie will leave the 

herd by attempting to breed co'ws that will inherit her genetic make-up (perhaps one could collect 

Rosie's remaining ova after she is slaughtered and store this material in an ovary bank?) 

But it is the fieldwork notes above that point a way through and crucially unsettle these 

representational systems of signification and validation. These notes conjure up - in a barest sense _ 

animalian ways of being in the world that are all too often forgotten and unwritten. It is here that 

you and I are called to witness that which slips from view amid the one million co'ws in the U.K that 

are annually (artificiallJ1 inseminated by company Y: the disregarded aspects of giving birth, the 

relationship between a cow and calf. To do so raises ethical and political questions about the 

acceptability of breeding techniques: are Rosie's maternal and reproductive functions being meddled 

with, exploited perhaps? What is the relationship here between production and welfare (see also part 

1.13)? Importantly, I want to ask what does it mean to take Rosie and Jasmine's corporeal lives; 

their needs, desires, intuition and emotional well-being into account? I offer two provisional 

remarks here. 

Firstly, I think that it is important to contemplate, nevertheless difficult to know with any degree of 

certainty, what the impact of these breeding techniques on the life habits of cattle might be. With 

these fieldwork notes in mind I am thinking here of parenting skills. The first minute after Jasmine 

was born Rosie walked to the back of the pen, her body turned away from Jasmine, Martin and 1. It 

was Martin's encouragement - "come on girl, come over here" - that led her to Jasmine. I cannot 

help but wonder what made her ignore Jasmine: fatigue or a deep seated memory that Jasmine 

would be taken away from her? Over a four day period Rosie and Jasmine 'bonded': Rosie 

supporting Jasmine in her attempts to walk and licking slime off her body; Jasmine nudging, 

grunting and copying Rosie. And yet four days later these licks and nudges become but a bodily 

memory as they are separated. What might it feel like to have your calf taken away from you -

Jasmine no longer sucking from your teats, following you? And what might Jasmine's reaction to the 

milk replacement powder be, to drinking from a bowl? These notes begin to move one towards 

apprehending the physical and psychologically deprived lives of Rosie and Jasmine - the will to 

touch, distressing calls and repetitive movement of feet. Beyond Folly Farm these moments raise 

more fundamental questions about kinship and identity: what is the relationship between ancestry, 
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biological heritage and individual animal identities? How are issues of bodily relatedness and 

constraints being negotiated between cows, bulls and their offspring? What are the implications of 

'genetic laboratories' (measuring the capacitation rates of spenn in moment 3, or growing ova in a 

test tube)? Importantly, how might cattle exert their agencies in responding to such innovations?36 

Secondly, I am left wondering how breeding practices are altering the lxxiily l:eha'liatr of cattle. On 

the one hand Jasmine spends a few short days with her mother, but she and Rosie never spend time 

with the bull that assisted with his sperm. Rosie is unlikely to experience 'natural service' (sexual 

intercourse) and the sensation of a bull's penis. On the other hand, Ideal is unlikely to experience 

what it is like to be in a field with a herd of cows, using his senses to discover which, if any, of the 

cows are in estrus; pursuing cows, entering their bodies. Rather, any sexual arousal that Ideal 

experiences is stimulated by electric shocks. The closest that he will come to penetrating a cow is 

seeing a 'dummy, a cow injected with honnones so that she is permanently in estrus, the material 

gathered through this treatment stored and sold. 

After three and a half months Rosie was artificially inseminated again and milked until six weeks 

before the birth of her next calf. Ideal continues to live out his life at a breeding facility, his semen 

collected and proof under constant review. Almost eleven months after being sold at a calf auction 

Jasmine was slaughtered for beef. In the next section of the chapter I want to extend these critical 

thoughts - in terms of the ongoing cycle of pregnancy and lactation that Rosie (and other cows) are 

subject to - by charting four moments that envelop a milking session on Folly Farm. 

16 A . tpus of literature in cultural geography is exploring the ways in which ideas of human relatedness, identity 
:md ;:;=~~obeing imaginatively refigured through genetic discourses of kinship (see Nash 20032004). 
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4.2 Lactating Bodies 

Moment 4: Walking 

"Come on, heeeeeeeeeery, t'ome on" 
Martin s in the middle of the herd whzstling - the t'ows turn the t'orner. 
Slow, deliberate, regularlY pat'ed walk, Yazzry stops to look bat'k every jive to ten set'onds. 
"Go on, go on ': Martin gives a short, sharp whistle now. 
Yazzry twisting her head, eat'h side in turn . . . purposiful. 
' .. 2 .. 3 . .4 .. walking at a moderate pat'e, the harmonized movement of legs and sequent'e of feet. 
Mudcfy knees from the jield, tail swinging so violentlY that it hits her right bat'k. 
"Get awqy, go on then . .. keep up" - Martin s tone and pitt'h t'hange to bet'ome frustrated, fort'iful. 
He begins to whistle again. 
Yazzry tontinues with her slow pate - stopping every few set'onds to see if the towS are following. The gate 
doses. 
Yazzry's udder lookingfull and swollen, wobblingfrom side to side - veins vzsible on the suifate of her skin. 

In a line with jive other tOWS (her group) eating. 
Yazzry ot't-asionallY swinging her tail- now its more at ease ... a unit attathed to her udder and milk 
pumping up through plastit' tubing. 
A bat'kground hum - the tonstant sUlking noise from the milking equipment. 

Fieldwork notes, Monday 29 July 2002. 

My second tale begins with Yazzey (moment 4). Twice a day (from S.30-8.00am and 3.4S-6.00pm) 

the herd at Folly Farm journey to the parlour to be milked. Yazzey's life on this dairy farm, her very 

existence, depend upon her ability to produce milk; but this is not a tale about milk production per 

se, and nor is it my intention to explore the relationships between food production and human 

consumption (Bell and Valentine 1997; Lupton 1996; see also part 1.2), for to draw out these line 

of enquiry might lead one to think ofYazzey solely in terms of a (milk/dairy) commodity. In tead I 

want to employ Yazzey's 'walking' to extrapolate three moments where a transition is made from 

milk corporealized a the 'stuff of d1e (cattle) body' to the 'stuff in her (Yazzey's) body' with all the 

dispo itions and bearing that he brings. Firsdy, I de cribe the design and manufacture of robotic 

milking t chn logy. Amid rea surance d1at thi technology' guarantee maximum free mm' m nt 
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of cows" and lets the "cow decide for herself" when to be milked (equipment company D), how 

might Yazzey respond to these technological assemblages if a robotic parlour were installed on Folly 

Farm? The second extrapolation examines the state agencies responsible for inspecting milking 

premises and enforcing legislation: how does Yazzey fit within and disturb regulatory procedures? 

The third and final extrapolation probes how a cup attached to plastic tubing in the parlour takes a 

sample of Yazzey's milk, the quality scrutinized to ensure that it is fit for human consumption. 

Ultimately, what I am trying to do through these extrapolations is to think about how Yazzey, in her 

everyday life, might (re)configure the ways in which milk is pumped through and from her body. 
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Moment 5: Robot 

~ '~e~tio~ the word 'cow' and 'robot' in the same sentence and you get an image of this rather 
lnt:lm1datlng, plonkin?, angular thing approaching this soft, timid, dairy cow and I suppose 
part o f the concept 1S how do we get through that. We already have the situation where 
robots are a reality now. T here's probably about three-thousand robots milking cows in the 
world already . .. the biggest challenge really is acceptance" 

.. 

Control room 

433 

"From the cow's point of view there's a significant benefit, the cow is not expected to stand 
in the waiting area and that's quite significant because they would spend thirteen hours lying 
down, ruminating, and about six or seven hours eating. In conventional parlours they're 
taken away from the housing area and from the point of production it's possible to milk 
these animals more frequently and, for example, from past experience we know that if you go 
from twice daily milking to three times it will give a performance improvement of between 
ten and twenty percent and also the animals are likely to be more healthy" 
Joe, product manager, milking machine company C, Monday 12 May 2003. 

~', 

Wean'ng overalls and ear plugs, moving along the factory floor - a vast open, light space with lots of Jmail 

work stations. 
· . jour white rylinder shaped tubes with red ~'(1Ps, ~'oloured wires, clear tubing - the instaliation of software -
laser guided so that the robot can pinpoint the exat't position of a cow s teats. 
· .. a robotic arm, a dtjjointed u-shape for now - metal, plastic, rubber - more wires strewn out, tiny parts -
square and redangular shaped with holes in waiting to be assembled, black springJ to be attached to two 

sedions f or flexible movement. 
· .. materials acjjoining the robot - a ~'orrugated floor with eight steel stnps at the entrance, metal fendng ea~'h 
side, divided into two more sections at each end - dosed metal baniers 

Factory visit carried out with Joe Monday 12 lay 2003. 

;,i't's fair to say with the robotic parlour that it's about getting people on side, under tanding 
that they can't just close tlle door and clear off, there are still management task to do. 
Wh rea once, twice a day they had physical, visual contact with the cow in tead of that 
the 've got a comput r screen and printout, it's the basi' of telling him what need ~ to be 

done" 
J 0 , product manager, milking machine company C londa), 12 lay 2003. 
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A standard robotic milking system consists of a compressed air system, a computer with printer and 

management software, a modem, neck collars with x-ponders, valves and connections to the milk 

tank and control panels. Once installed, and after a two to three day period of adjustment, the cow 

enters the parlour and is identified by the x-ponder around her neck. The cow then walks into the 

stall where she stands while her teats are cleaned. Laser guided technology determine the exact 

position of her teats and a robotic arm attaches cups to her udder. The system has measured the 

milk flow from each of her teats during a previous visit and a removal time for each cup pre

programmed. The milk is extracted from her body and the cups are removed. The cow's teats are 

sprayed once more and she now leaves the robot; her milk measured and pumped away. If problems 

occur during milking an error message is sent to the farmer's pager, mobile phone and the fann 

office computer. This over simplistic description attends to how cows on over two thousand farms 

worldwide and thirty fanns in the U.K are milked using robotic technology (IceRobotics 2004); the 

quotes, images and descriptions in Moment 5 outlining some of the organizational and design 

specifications, and the difficulties pertaining to human and animal responses. 

The marketing strategy deployed by the three companies manufacturing, distributing and installing 

robotic systems in the U.K aim to overcome preconceived notions of the technology as somehow 

daunting through a series of lucrative concepts. Firstly, robotic technology is presented as an 

opportunity to optimize farm operations and remain profitable. This equipment can increase 

productivity (milk yields) by 20% and reduce farm costs (IceRobotics 2004). One milking robot 

alone is capable of milking seventy cows in two hundred milking visits to the parlour in a twenty

four hour period, leading to the production of 700,000 litres of milk annually (equipment company 

D). 

Secondly, cattle become an important device in increasing fann profitability. Advertising conveys 

how the technology fits within the 'habitat of the herd', reduces stress levels in the animals, and 

documents how materials are designed with the welfare of animals in mind: 

We're looking very much at issues relating to cow movement, welfare, the process of milk 
let-down within the dairy chain and for that matter it's based on a hormonal response 
and ... the whole design environment has got to be about producing a relaxed, easy 
environment for the cow and quite clearly the equipment is vital to that a oe, Product 
Manager, milking machine companyc, Monday 12 May2003). 

On the one hand, the concern here is how to integrate the behaviour and biology of cattle into the 

design specifications through managing a physiological process - 'let down'. To permit the robot to 

pump milk from a cow's body the hormone oxytocin needs to be released from the animal's 

pituitary gland into the bloodstream, contracting the alveoli and duct tissues in the udder to force 

milk into the teat (Barnes 1995:45). If a cow is stressed, anxious or unwell milking is impeded by the 
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release of adrenalin and nerve impulses are transported around the animal's body thus reducing the 

effects of oxytocin. The advantage of robotic technology, according to manufacturers, is that it 

allows individual animals to choose their own routines in deciding when to get milked, graze, eat 

and lye down. The robotic parlour is attached to the animal housing to provide ease of access and 

the milking stall itself contains a 'flat and comfortable' floor where the cow is not locked in position 

and can move forwards and backwards. Furthermore, it has been suggested by manufacturers that 

the ability of the cow to relieve pressure on her udder, and the cleaning of a cow's udder by a robot, 

leads to an overall improvement in the animal's health and a decline in mastitis occurrence. 

On the other hand, cattle acquire informatic properties as they circulate as virtual bodies in the guise 

of computer printouts. As a cow enters a robotic parlour it becomes a digitized barcode, scanned in 

and identified by the system A series of software tools are then used to generate data on cow 

behaviour (visiting frequency, movement in the stall, milk yield, milking time and intake of 

concentrate); a system that alerts the farmer if there is a change in an animal's behaviour, with 

figures also displaying any deviations in milk yield, colour and quality. TIlls technology-animal 

interface, both physiologically and virtually, might be seen as part of an attempt to redistribute 

agency to cattle in providing individual animals with the bodily competency and autonomy to decide 

for themselves when to be milked. 

Thirdly and finally, farmers are presented with a marketing slogan: 'Do you love life? Then do not 

squander time; for that's the stuff life is made of' (equipment company D). In this way robotic 

technology is seen to provide the farmer with the flexibility to carry out other tasks on the fann: 

Spending quality time with your cows, observing them and finding better ways of doing 
things ... rather than in the past when your cows were just passing by while you were 
standing in the middle of the milking pit 
(Charles, research and development team, equipment company D, Thursday 29 May 2003). 

In summary, robotic milking technology is publicized as offering 'improved welfare for the farmer 

and his cows' in combining existing farm resources (cattle) with an automated management system 

that allows farmers to continuously monitor an individual animal from 'grass to milk' (after 

equipment company D). 

W1.ut umld happen to Imdirrg the herd to Ix: milkffi, M tg running rami m1k irf; the nutig:s, srrells jmn the aher 
CUlRJ, wiling to Ix: milkffi; nd rengcallnl, toodxd amstrrkad by Martin -him~ing ~ I'"!~ay, the 

different textmr:s am suifaces inside, the 'lia:p: sanrl edxing CIS I am.scannxi in, the mmer damg lxhim rrr a.: I 
enter the stall, in front if nE arrxher mmer -M arguer am M elrssa m lorw stxxxl rrx t to rrr; Jnj teats h:ing 

sprcry:d am cups attadxxi by a muhir~ ncx Martin. 
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These comments ponder what Yazzey's thought process might be if she were to encounter robotic 

milking technology Erst-hand. It is through these fabrications that the redistribution of agency that 

robotic technologies offer become realigned as, for some individual animal's (Yazzey), any transition 

to automation becomes fraught and unnerving. In particular, what is potent in making 'real' 

Yazzey's 'thoughts' is how she is a thoroughly social living being. This sociability is apparent in her 

relations with other members of the herd. Consider the following instance: 

I arrive before Martin. Yazzry waiting near to the gate,jive other cows stood behind her. Mellsm moveJ abrupt!}' 
and promptlY so that she is now in front oj Yazzry. And Yazzry responds - walking slower until she is once 
again in front, Melissa watching her, Yazzry giving a bellowing moo and continuing as far forwards as she 
possiblY can - touching the gate. A few moments later and Melissa bangs roughlY into the side oj Ya=\:~', 
nudging her - as though she's trying to place her head on top ojYaZW''s back, sn(ffing her bottom, continuing 
until Martin arrives ten minutes later. Yazzry retaining her position at the gate. 

Fieldwork notes, Monday 29 July 2002: 5.05pm. 

Holding on to this position at the gate; leading, pausing and checking that the herd are following, a 

member of the Erst group to enter the parlour (see also moment 4); these everyday routine practices 

and habits are important to Yazzey's way of life as she unexpectedly faces up to the commotion at 

the gate in responding to Melissa's actions. This sociability extends to her interactions with Martin, 

as he strokes and talks to her in the parlour, checks her body for signs of ill health, watches her 

interact with the herd, eat and leave once milking is complete. One is also left with a sense of 

'artiEciality' in an automated parlour. I am thinking here of how Yazzey's sense of smell alters as she 

comes into contact with different surfaces (metal, plastic) and is washed by a machine, her hearing 

(being scanned in, the movement of the robotic arm), no longer having set times to enter or 

particular stall to stand in; perhaps she now fmds herself alone as Martin is no longer required to be 

there, missing his shouting, whistling and singing. \"'Vhat I am trying to convey here is not that 

robotic milking technology is somehow inadequate, but rather to draw attention to how aspects of 

Yazzey's corporeality are forgotten and erased in the design and installation of this equipment. 

Crucially, to contemplate how Yazzey acquires a deprived repertoire of corporeality (bodily 

presence), sociability and movement (after \"'Vhatmore and Thome 2000). 
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~0fl1ent6:Inspecrion 

"The sole purpos~ of our jo~ is to check the hygiene of milk for public health 
reaso.n.s ... Every dau:y producer ill the U.K is registered and licensed to sell milk. The 
co.ndit1on of th,at li.cence is tha~ they've got to keep the premises clean and tidy and fit for 
mil~. And they re ~a?le t? rout1ne, unannounced and no appointment inspections from us 
which can be at milking tunes, we check up on milking practices . .. urn .. . so yeh if they don't 
pass then we'll go back" ' 

Joseph, dairy hygiene team, Wednesday 11 June 2003. 

FOLLOW-UP 

ROUTINE INSPECTION 

STANDARDS NOT 
SATISFACTORV 

F/UP WITH 
FORMAL 

WARNING 

NOTICE OF 
CONSIDERATION 

TO CANCEL 
tNOCC) 

I 

·MINOA· FAULTS 

SELF CERTIFICATION 

FOLLOW-UP INSPECTION 

FORMAL 
\NAANING 

NOT SATISFACTORY 

NOCC 
FINAL NOTICE 

TO CANCEL 

SATISFACTORY 
NEXT ROUTINE. 

SCHEDULED 
(The botter the standard 
.he long_r the interval, 

SATISFACTORY 

NEXT ROUTINE SCHEDULE 
(SHORTER INTERVAL) 

The sheet from the central database lists who's due a visit. joseph has alreacjy called up the farmer's file and 
checked it through bifore we leave -past reports and letters detailing problems. We're vzsiting a 'medium rzs k ' 
farm, last inspected eighteen months ago. 
Being taken to the parlour, checking there are no cows outside, the structure of the building - no holes in the 
roof, a door - it's not hanging off. .. no sign of decqy, mould or vegetation invasion. 
Inside the parlour - smelling, then pl!Jsicaljy checking it's clean - no dung, nothing loose, no equipment strewn 
around, no glass, no flammables or old medicines present, no sign of vermin or birds, smooth and pervious 
walls - "the wood over there needs to be dean" joseph points out. Everything seems okqy so he asks the farmer 
about hzs practices - how does he dean the mws and the parlour at the end of milking .. .Joseph nodding hzs 
head, agreeing with the explanations. 
Off to the field to check the animals as the premises haven't been inspected during milking time. There 
are three cows near to the gate; we enter with the farmer and joseph walks up to one of them, placing hzs 
arm on her back, using it to balance as he bends down to look at her udder and the surrounding area. 
"It looks fine" 

Farm visit carried out with Joseph, Wednesday 18 June 2003. 

"If we do see proper neglect of animals, veterinary, we report it to state vets. There was a 
case three weeks ago, a colleague went to see a goat producer and there was a pile of dead 
male kids in the parlour with their eyes poked out by crows just rotting ... because it's very 
unannounced you see animals without sufficient bedding, not being fed ... there was a case a 
few years ago of dead cows in with milking cows, an atrocious structure, he was prosecuted" 
00seph, Wednesday 11 June 2003). 

joseph's been.filling out a titk sheet as he tours the parlour, he now adciJ' up the Hore for the milking area, 
equipment, animals and housino' to give the farmer a total out of 130. just under one hundred -putJ him in 
the medium-Iou) risk. Although joseph finds no faults with the equipment inside the chemicals that the farmer 
is uJino to dean the parlollr or tbe (ol1dition of the animals, the building i/Je(f iJ getting old partJ are 
deterioratino - the door frame, afe]}) loose tiles on tbe roq( - and these (ould buome a problem in theftlltlre ~l 
IIOt attended to. 

Farm yi it carried out with Joseph, \\"'ednesday 1 June 2003. 
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All holdings selling milk for human consumption, including Folly Fann, have to be registered with 

the Food Standards Agency (FSA). The organization that employs Joseph is responsible for 

inspecting dairy farms on behalf of the FSA, checking for compliance with the 'Dairy Hygiene 

Product (Hygiene) Regulations 1995'. These regulations are designed to protect the nation's raw 

milk supply from the risk of contamination by bacteria and other substances by maintaining a 

satisfactory standard of hygiene on farms. To ensure that the act is complied with, and the standard 

of hygiene sufficient, inspectors visit more than 16,000 milking premises annually in England and 

Wales. The average interval between routine inspections is approximately 21 months (2002-2003) 

but this frequency varies according to the level of hygiene found on each registered holding. For 

example, if an initial inspection reveals one or more contraventions of the regulations which could 

lead to significant contamination of milk, or where infringements are the same as found at previous 

inspections, a follow-up inspection will be made. This is normally within a few weeks and is 

supported by an enforcement letter. If improvements are not made within a specified period of time 

this warning letter progresses to a 'final cancellation notice' that prevents the sale of milk from that 

holding. In 2002-2003 the inspectorate issued over 3,000 enforcement letters including 175 

cancellation notices (Inspectorate guidelines, undated). 

To ensure that holdings meet the terms of the hygiene regulations Joseph fills in a tick sheet during 

every inspection (moment 6). This form covers the structure of buildings; parlour hygiene; dairy 

hygiene; milking equipment hygiene and maintenance; cow cleanliness; milking practice and 

veterinary supervision. Regarding 'cow cleanliness', the guidelines detail how the build up of dung 

on udders, bellies, flanks and tails is not acceptable; stipulate that teats and udders must be free from 

soiling before attaching clusters; and that cows grazing access tracks and field entrances should not 

be allowed to get so muddy that gross soiling of legs and udders occurs. However, the interpretation 

of these rules on milking premises can be inconsistent: 

What people do at milking time has hinged on the late 70s and 80s when people were 
discouraged fr<?I? us~g cloths to ~pe cows teats because it was th?~g~t, you. ~ere 
spreading MaStItIS. While drugs have 11llproved so you can control MastltlS, It s a V1C1~us 
circle for those people because they insist on not wiping the cow teats or they only dry WIpe 
as they see water as a medium for transmitting and spreading bacteria 
aoseph, dairy hygiene team, Wednesday 11 June 2003). 

Cattle emerge as one aspect of an inspection process in which Joseph's oveni.ding concern is with 

public health (moment 6) and protecting the clean and wholesome image of milk: 

[The Inspectorate] has a public safety role because milk is potentially. a 
product, full of nutrients, bacteria and we don't expect it to be sterile 
methods and practices [in milking premises] have to avoid contamination 
aoseph, dairy hygiene team, Wednesday 11 June 2003). 
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Joseph's inspection focuses on the environment in which the milk is extracted from cattle bodies 

and he asks questions about farm practices (how milk is taken from the animal) and looks at the 

chemicals used to clean parlour and animals. Joseph takes fewer than five minutes to walk to the 

field and look at the animals, concentrating on the udder and hock areas of the animals next to the 

gate. Importantly, for me, this signals a need to move beyond the totalization of thought that sees 

Yazzey become wrapped up in legislative infrastructure, her corporeality viewed in a fluid sense 

(milk) as her appearance (the exteriorityof her bod~ is checked for cleanliness. On the one hand, 

Yazzeys 'muddy knees' walking from the field to the parlour (moment 4) become intimately 

connected to human health amid anxieties associated with drinking milk and dietary knowledges, 

methods of food production and shopping trolleys (Bell and Valentine 1997; O:>ok et al, 1998; 

Enticott 2003; Goodman 1999; Probyn 2000; Stassart and Whatmore 2003; Whatmore et al, 2003). 

On the other hand, this leads me to query how the immaterial and absent role that Yazzey is 

afforded in this 'farm to glass' approach might be reconfigured if one takes her embodied presence 

seriously. TIlls is a call to rethink Yazzeys corporeal relations with Martin, Joseph and human 

consumers. What I find compelling in beginning to unravel these relations are the connections 

between animal well-being (YazzeJ1 and human health as inspection practices do, but not overtly, 

invest dairy farmers (Martin) with responsibility for taking proper care of the animals on his (or her) 

farm. I am thinking here of Martin's duty to clean Yazzey's knees, check her body for illness and 

injury, and provide her with adequate feed and bedding, and how all of these things are vital to her 

bodily abilities to generate milk. 
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Moment 7: Cup 

Flicking through the document . .. a device that takes a representative sample of milk quicklY and easz!y. Robin 
turning pages - 'design~ '3D modelling~ 'rapid prototyping', 'mzlking trials: a 'gantt t'hart' detailing kry 
tasks and t'ompletion dates, 'final review', sign-off, the shop floor. 

In ~h~ mould w~rkshop with Kevin .. . a mat'hine almost spanning across the entire room, tooling - transporting 
cavztzes and settzng t'ores . . . loading a funnel with white plastic' balls then the 2% colour needed - blue. Starting 
the mat'hine, £t makes a sharp thud and then the balls get sucked in, down the funneL I see them again a few 
moments later as thry drop in front of the 'screw' and push it back - Kevin calls this a 'shot' and the shot is 
listed on a small t'omputer screen near to the funnel -yelloJry-orange writing with date, time, quantity and lots 
of numbers displcryed ... once the rycle is t'omplete Kevin informs me that the mould has to dry offfor four 
hours. 

In the product assemblY warehouse with Mary. On the 'mn bin' !)lstem - there's a bent'h in front of us where 
the 'filler' has plat'ed components of the sampler into blue mntainers. The bocfy - a clear Perspex tube, a cap 
and plug, operating instrudions. I time Mary - it takes her 3.5 minutes exactlY to move along the bench, 
t'olled parts and assemble them into a box at the end From here the box is c'ollet'ted and plat'ed on one of the 
shelves to our left reacfy for market - the shelves empty as the t'ompaf!J operate a 'rapid throughput !)lstem ~ 
Working on the line amid the continual da-dum da-dum, like a tit'king clot'k, as Jzfly-five jet streams are put 
'on test'for forty-five minutes in the laboratory behind us 

Visit to equipment company A, Tuesday 18 March 2003. 

"This company, and it's not just words, what we produce is for the health of the animal and 
we're not just saying that you know, we really believe that's what we're trying to do and 
you're not playing around with something trivial here ... you can't afford to get it wrong. 'A 
healthy herd, a healthy profit' that's our strap line" 
Aled, research and development team, equipment company A, Monday 17 March 2003. 

This [mal moment oscillates somewhere between 'robot' (moment 5) and 'in pection' (moment 6) in 

drawing together th ~ pac s of Yazzey's body (the excretion of oxytocin and her biological and 

infonnatic propertie ) with the environmental management of her body (milking premi e and 

h giene regulation ) . It doe 0 by retuming to con ider hm Yazzey' 'milk pumping through 
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plastic tubing' (moment 4) is tested for its composition. My putpose in so doing is to illuminate how 

the raw milk that Yazzey excretes from her body exceeds characterization as becoming a product 

(for human consumption), rather Yazzeys milk has a 'rawness', and milking her becomes an 

intimately individual embodied happeningY 

I mean pr?ducts ~a~e to withstand abuse - chemic~, e~remes of temperature, all sorts so 
when you re deslgrung a product you bear that ill mmd ... measuring milk is no trivial 
pr?blem because the milk is in the vacuum going along the pipe in this chaotic fashion 
ffilXed up with air and all you're trying to measure is the milk 
(Kevin, engineering team, equipment company A, Tuesday 18 March 2003). 

The sample bottle with valve and sealing cap pictured in moment 7 was launched in October 2001 

by company A It is a push on device that attaches to Yazzeys milk line and used to take a 

representative sample of her milk across a milking session. Originally the idea of a dairy farmer in 

the south east of England, the device was developed in conjunction with National Milk Record Plc; 

the practical difficulties (" abuse") overcome through collaborations with agricultural, engineering 

and mathematics departments at universities in the U.K and Russia, and its diagnostic applications 

realized by working alongside the Institute for Animal Health, an independent Mastitis consultant, 

and members of an innovation and networking group set up by the European Union. 

The document flicked through in moment 7 details what happened to the sampling device over a 

three month period following these discussions: building a prototype, conducting laboratory and 

farm trials, costing tools and materials, making a mould, assembling and marketing the product: 

A 3D CAD diagram of the product is developed into a plastic spinning process and it's a 
product that is cured with a laser beam so they [the research and development team] can 
actually produce you a prototype of the product which is actually extremely close to the 
final mould ... with engineering you can't get the same curves or duplicate the exact same 
product so this is what they call rapid prototyping ... [turning the pages of product proposal 
form] that's what we finally came up with, yes it's a rapid prototype because it's got a 
rounded end and in practical terms because we can't easily mould that what we've done is 
replaced it with a cap ... the problem is that you can't mould something with a closed end 
that's that shape [rounded] 
(Robert, research and development team, equipment company A, Monday 17 March 2003). 

Once this conversion from computer animation to workable product is complete the device is 

marketed for use on farms. It takes Kevin two or three hours to tool the machine and four hours 

for the equipment in the mould workshop to manufacture 2-3,000 sampling devices. On Folly Farm 

this device is attached to Yazzeys milk line and every few seconds a drop of milk drips into the cup. 

After the milking session the device is uncoupled and the sample sent to National Milk Records. 

37 At this point my tale intersects with the previous story (pan 4.1) and the organizational practices of the animal data 
centre (moment 2). It does so beca~e the ~ r:ecording organizations that send da~ on milk yields and composition to 
the centre at company M use the deVice (or a similar product) that I am about to describe. 
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Here, a number of tests are carried out to measure the composition of Yazzey's milk: water, lactose, 

protein, fat, calcium, phosphorous, sodium, potassium; progesterone (pregnancy hormone) content; 

and bacteriological quality: microscopic counts, chemical tests and antibiotic sensitivity (after Barnes 

1995). If high counts are recorded this may indicate infection or inflammation. 

A bumirFg, sensation in 111)' udder, it feels hot;et I am aid, terKler, shiwing a relentkss thirst, Iiaxl coming, ad: Wx:n 
I urinate; I haw mmy ermrfJ en:rgJJ to rrme, my kg listiJ?g, 

Yazzey was diagnosed with Mastitis in December 2002 and given a course of antibiotics, her milk 

unable to enter the human food chain. The possible sensations and feelings that Yazzey may 

experience suddenly interfere with this milk recording. As Yazzey's raw milk is diluted into test 

tubes and a set of figures churned out, I want contemplate what Yazzey might be going through. I 

am left wondering, for example, what is it like to have a full udder that is painful? To know that to 

relieve the pressure you have to have your milk extracted, but as that milk is pumped you have 

difficulty standing still, the cups keep detaching, your teats becoming sorer, your skin dryer. 

One of the things that's very clear if you're talking about human healthcare is that the 
charge for products, well it's not very price sensitive. Whereas with the dairy sector the 
price of milk is low, therefore the value of the cow is low, therefore the amount you're 
prepared to spend on health broadly is not nearly as high ... so whereas a test might be 
perfectly viable at £ 50 in human healthcare, it wouldn't even be in the ballpark at £ 50 for 
the dairy farmer. I mean we have to be looking at tests that are pence essentially 
(Robin, business development manager, equipment company A, Monday 17 March 2003). 

In preference to concern for Yazzey and her health, the use of the sampling device is undeFpinned 

by a desire amongst milk producers to record as low bacteriological scores as possible. Martin, for 

example, aims for cell counts of under 200,000, preferably under 100,000, as he is financially 

rewarded in pence per litre by his milk buyer - if Yazzey is healthy her milk contains approximately 

325 micro-organisms per ml which can lead to a 1p per litre mark-up. But what might it mean to 

think about the composition of milk and its bacterial composition in terms of Yazzey, the 'rawness' 

as it leaves her body, instead of a financial incentive offered to farmers? Robin's comments indicate 

the difficulty in so doing, pointing towards the incalculable discrepancies between human health and 

animal health. 

The tale being narrated here is significant in bringing into focus the intimate connections among 

human (consumers) and animal (producers). It does so by showing howYazzey's existence depends 

upon her ability to lactate and how her life is oftentimes eclipsed amid the conceptual and 

institutional parameters of milk production. In this way, Yazzey is cOIporealized as a 'product' in at 
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least two senses. Firstly, through understanding how milk is synthesized in her udder and excreted 

from her teats Yazzey becomes a set of honnonal responses (oxytocin) with the properties and 

composition of her milk analyzed. Secondly, there is a desire (amongst hwnans) to use these 

understandings to increase the quantity and quality of her milk by modifying the environment that 

she inhabits (the automated parlour) and implementing cleaning and hygiene regimes. The tendency 

here, then, is to view lactation as a bodily practice of cattle generically where Yazzey is mapped from 

'grass to glass' (after company D), her yields monitored and Martin knowing all too well that a 

sustained decline will lead to her being 'spent' and destined for the slaughterhouse. 

But within the moments presented in this tale something else begins to unravel as Yazzey disrupts 

the objects and processes under discussion. On the one hand her presence is afforded in spaces 

where one might imagine that she is forgotten. Manufacturers, for example, need precise 

information on Yazzeys bodily dimensions before being able to install a robotic parlour (moment 5) 

and jetstreams are tested in the laboratory before they reach the fann (moment 7). On the other 

hand, Yazzeys life extends beyond this ghostly presence as she materializes as an emotive being, 

poignantly imparting the tale in her own tone; the richness and sociality of her life setting her apart 

from any abstract configuration of her milking capacity. Working this strand through leads me to 

contemplate how Yazzeys experiences of milking are affected in her relations and interactions with 

other members of the herd and people, recognizing the importance of the twice daily 'walk' to the 

parlour and her pivotal role in guiding the herd that is so mundane yet clearly imperative to her as 

she jostles with Melissa at the gate (moment 4). Yazzeyalso leads me to question the relationship 

between milk production and animal health and welfare further: the 'veins visible on the surface of 

her skin' (moment 4), to query how her experiences differ according to whether her teats are being 

suckled by her calf or the milking equipment, and to speculate upon her (painful) experiences of 

Mastitis. 
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4.3 Digestible Bodies 

Each of the tales so far appear to deal with quite different empirical issues. On the one hand, 

Jasmine's 'flop' (part 4.1) traces how cow (Rosie/ova) and bull (Ideal/sperm) genes and hormones 

are manipulated in questioning how human interventions are affecting individual animalian 

experiences of pregnancy, giving birth and parenting skills. On the other hand, Yazzey's \valk' 

outlines how pieces of equipment and innovative technologies can increase milk yields in seeking to 

reconcile productive innovation with Yazzey's experiences (health/welfare) of milking (part 4.2). 

However, a common thread that interweaves these stories is feed. Rosie, for example, needs to store 

nutrients in her bodily tissues prior to Jasmine's flop and Yazzey's blood needs to pump nutrients to 

her udder for her to synthesize milk. In this [mal section I want to continue to engage with 

individual cattle in the spaces everyday life by attending to the importance of nourishment. Consider 

the following empirical instance: 

Moment 8: Eating 

In the field with Margaret -
four steps forward, bending down, sniffing, pause, one huge gulp - ears flitk batk and swish of the tail, then 
two smaller gulps backwards - ryes pozsed to the ground, skimming the grass- lips visible, pause .. . avoiding 
the long green shoots ... thewing and crunthing noises - lower jaw making dockwise drtular motions, tongue 
oC'tclJional!y poking out. 

Fieldwork notes, Sunday 20 July 2003. 

In this last tale, then, I want to turn to this most ordinary encounter of Margaret eating (moment 8), 

to explore tl1e interval between the provision of nutrients (from concentrate/dry matter, 

roughage/pasture) and the mobilization of her bodily tissues (rumen microbes). :Moreover I want to 

oscillate between the planting of seeds, growing and harvesting of crops, with issues relating to 

calories, flavours, palatability and edibility: how does Margaret grapple with these matters in her 

everyday life? I am thinking here of Margaret's performative actions - her election of feed (the 

pasture patch in moment 8), proce ses of chewing and swallowing the grass, through to her body 

absorbing and reI a ing nutri nts. 
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Moment 9: Seeds 

"There are two methods, I think, of extracting sugar, one is solvent and the other one's 
physic~l extraction - pressing. What's left after that, the residue, is a very sweet material that 
1S relatively high i? energy and readily available energy ... so that is a valuable commodity to 
us as a raw matenal because it's sweet, it's palatable, and it's easily digested. So we use sugar 
beet pulp as one of the raw materials in our diets. The problem with sugar beet and a lot of 
other raw materials is that they vary in their sugar content, they can vary in their protein 
content, they can vary in their energy level and sometimes they contain natural oils and the 
oil level can vary as well. So because of that we can't deliver consistent nutrition to the 
animal unless we can understand what those variabilities are ... so to do that we have to 
analyze every raw material that we take in ... and we feed it into a database ... and it is that 
database that drives our formulation system. So, if say we're going to mix three raw 
materials together for this diet, we need to know what this week and last weeks values are , 
where it's come form - Brazil?, Argentina?, what the level of protein is, its gradeability and 
so on and so forth. So in order to produce complex nutrition you have to have an analytic 
laboratory that is analyzing all the raw materials ... so we have a huge laboratory network 
where we literally spend millions of pounds on analysis". 

''When we buy pulp kernel, what we do is fly the sample over, okay, the way the boat comes 
in and picks up the pulp and puts it in containers 1,2,3,4,5,6 we take a sample from 
1,2,3,4,5,6 and we put it on a plane and fly it over and analyze it. . . and we already know the 
quality of 1,2,3,4,5,6 and potential problems - soil, toxicity - before the boat arrives and that 

is the degree to which we go to. 
Dean, business and development team, feed company W, Thursday 6 March 2003. 

Following the yellow bn"ck road' to reac"h the mil/. . . the 'nerve centre' people rushing, phones n"nging, 
computer sc:reens flashing, seeds arriving from Argentina ... production plans being devised, determining the 
raw maten"als needed and if these are available {c'ommodity, pun'hase number, contract number, weight, 

lomtion, (Ustomer information). 
... walking up a narrow stain-ase, the 'sampling room' - a she(f full of glass tubes and containers of pellets, 
nuts and rolls, tested 10uzlIY for moisture and density, a selection sent to the tymtral laboratory . 
. . . on the produdion line - two intake pipes and one bin per maten"al,' wean"ng overalis, rye and ear 

protedion - it's dark, dusry, loud - thudding noises from the gn"nding .rystem as seeds travel through the 
pipes; touching the grinder, it's hot and small fragments of seed are shooting out through a partition . 
. .. in the lvarehouse, a bag of m(f QRD pellets dropped and spread across the floor. 

Journey round the feed mill, Monday 10 March 2003. 

"So the whole thing with fertility is that it's controlled by hormones, and we're looking at 
nutritional strategies that will improve these hormones. The objective is - well we're two 
years into a three study - okay, from all the work we've done what is the best diet, we 
believe, to feed those cows. Then there will be quite a lot of fairly complex scientific 
work ... they'll collect eggs from them and look at how the eggs are developing, the)'ll 
inseminate them and look at the quality of the eggs developing. They're trying to find the 

optimum diet to improve fertility". 
Anna, cattle nutrition team, feed company \"'(1, Thursday 6 .March 2003. 
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Margaret produces up to fifty litres of milk a day and for her to be able to maintain this consistency 

Martin carefully monitors what she eats. On Folly Farm Margaret munches pasture (moment 8) and 

roughage, her diet supplemented with concentrate feed throughout the year. :tvlargaret requires these 

additional feed compounds as she is only be able to produce thirty litres of milk (spring/summer) 

and up to twenty litres of milk (autumn/winter) each day if eating fodder from the farm alone: 

there's a gap between what the grass can provide. Our job is to try to make up that gap, by 
finding the energy and protein that the cow requires 
(Anna, cattle nutrition team, feed company W, Thursday 6 March 2003). 

Collectively, what moments 8 and 9 allude to, then, are the ways in which :Margaret's nutrition is 

comprised of a range of feedstuffs (grass, hay and pellets) that are given to her to plug this gap 

between what the farm can provide and the quantity of milk that she needs to produce. In this way 

each of these foodstuffs has a logistical cartography that begins to envelop Margaret's life. I want to 

outline three aspects of these cartographic currencies here. Firstly, in moment 8 it is summer on 

Folly Farm and Margaret is grazing in the field, selecting a path to follow: deciding when to move 

and stop, sniffing the pasture and beginning to eat. But a range of questions push through this neat 

description. Why does Margaret stop at this patch? Why does she avoid the long shoots easily within 

her grasp? 

Martin takes the bale into shed and shakes it over the metal barner . . . Margaret twists her head to the right, 
ducking amidst the fodder .. . smelling - strands coming apart as she blows through her nostrils .. . smelling, 
pausing .. . taking hold if the hcry, gripped lry poking her tongue underneath .. .lifting her head slightlY and 
taking four large gulps, her tongue thrust fonvard and her lower jaw moving to the left, gentle fonvard 
movements from her neck, lifting her head up, making two more gulping motions bifore the last bit of straw 
disappears, immersing herse(f in the fodder once more, tail swinging from side to side, flicking straw onto 
AleliJJa. 

Fieldwork notes, 1-1onday 6 January 2003. 

In this second instance it is winter on Folly Farm and 1-1argaret is in the shed. Prior to :Martin 

collecting and distributing the bale we have been discussing silage: Martin telling me that the ideal 

time to harvest is when the stem shoot is wilting as the plant will retain its sugar content and cellular 

juices; lvIartin also stressing the importance of 'crushing' and 'bundling' - the need for an airtight seal 

to conserve nutrients, prevent mouldy growth and protect from ammonia and butyric acids that 

impair milk quality. The culmination of this preservation is depicted in the empirical instance aboye, 

through 1-Iargaret's willingness to eat and in her sociable exchanges with 1-Ielissa. But I am left 

wondering here how the smells, tastes and chewing sensations may differ compared to pasture? 
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How does Margaret access the trough, interact with other cows by standing in line, competing for 
feed? 

In the third and final instance we are touring a mill (moment 9), following by-products from the 

human food chain (wheat, barley, soya) as they are sourced from crops worldwide, passing through 

intake pipes and bins; touching the grinding system and seeds amid the intense heat and dust. 

Beyond the mill, what might Margaret's experiences of consuming the dark chalky pellets pictured 

be? 

In accentuating these three materials it is not my intention to describe how feedstuffs (pasture, 

roughage, pellets) make linear journeys from field crop to animal trough; rather, I want to consider 

how the questions that I have posed begin to illuminate Margaret's being-in-the-world. Here I make 

two cuts. The first cut follows silage and pellets as they are sourced and gathered. The second cut 

looks at how feedstuffs are used in formulating nutritional packages for cattle. 

This first cut picks a way through how pellets end up on Folly Farm and inside Margaret. TIlls phase 

begins once the mill receives an order from one of four call centres in the U.K. The order is fed into 

the site computer and this generates a 'production plan' determining the type and quantity of raw 

materials required alongside stock availability. During manufacture raw materials are taken from the 

bin, weighed, passed through a grinding system, mixed together, extruded (sieving and dusting) and 

sprayed with lubricant (fat or oil). Once the nutritional package is complete a sample is taken and 

quality control checked (for hardness, breakability) and kept for a three month period. The 

production plan followed at the mill supplements the fodder available on Folly Fann. Here, Martin 

cuts the silage, covering it with stretch film to encourage the fermentation process, picking it up 

without contaminating it with soil and plants, storing it in an enclosed out building to protect it 

from climatic conditions, the "elastic memOlY' effect of the film ensuring that the bale remains 

tightly wrapped during shrinkage (equipment company X). 

The second cut switches between the mill and Folly Farm in looking at how these materials are 

made edible. Anna, for example, considers herself a 'bacterial farmer' in stressing the need to feed 

the bacteria in an animal's rumen rather than cattle per se. Extensive testing of all formulations are 

conducted at a specialist metabolism unit at a university veterinary department. On the one hand, 

this allows nutritional experts to follow the feed through a cow's body. On the other hand, and in so 

doing, these tests provide reassurances that the feed is palatable. A further level of palatable testing 

is conducted on trial farms among established customers. After these procedures are completed the 

product is manufactured at the mill. Moving on, an account manager visits Folly Farm and sends 

samples of the silage, pasture, soil and water away for analysis, discussing with Martin what he wants 
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for his cows (production issues), analyzing each individual in the herd (approximate size, weight, 

body condition, milk yield, medical history) to draw up a diet plan (nutritional package) according to 

the needs of the herd. But this cut enables one to affirm the problems that arise in gi\~ing technical 

guidance to farmers on how to feed cattle: 

reconstituted powder is formulated right and delivers exactly the nutrients that tl1e calf 
needs day in day out. However, it depends on one thing, that is, effectively mixing the 
powder with water at the right temperature. And you would think this is relatively simple 
but no ... the measure is the first thing because farmers tend to chuck it into the bucket, and 
some days they take 50% more than others and also you must always put the powder to the 
water and not the other way round because of the falsified effect that you get. You get 
lumps in the milk which the calf then eats and gets an acidic condition and digesti\'e upset 
(Dean, business and development team, feed company \V, Thursday 6 :tYiarch 2003). 

Feedstuffs, then, encompass an assortment of sites and sources in the process of becoming edible: 

from Folly Farm to feed mills, from harvesting a crop in Argentina to making silage on Folly Farm, 

and from branding, labelling and best before dates to delivery on farms. But Margaret and f\fartin 

have dispositions that interrupt the dietary package: 

Using a green scoop to put concentrate into red bucket and placing the apple (cut into eighths) on top. Going 
into the shed .... "come on, come on, try that" .. . while the other cattle make their wqy to the trough Afartin 
takes the bucket to the back oj the shed and stands there while Margaret snifF it .. . she iJ lYing on the ground, 
chewing the apple. 
Once she has eaten the apple she starts on the pellets. 

Fieldwork notes, \Vednesday 18 December 2002. 

In the moment above the sourcing of materials and production plan followed at the mill become 

embodied in the performance of Margaret, one can follow her decision to sniff and leave the pellets 

and to munch carefully, deliberately, slowly on the apple. \"'\'hat unfolds here is an understanding of 

how Margaret cannot be fastened once and for all within a herd nutritional package, as the fruit and 

1Iargaret's individuality (a separate bucket) have not figured into the account manager's calculations. 

I now want to move beyond Margaret's selection and chewing of food, to grasp what happens next 

as and after she swallows. \"'\'hat happens to pasture, roughage and pellets as they make their way 

through 11argaret's belly? 
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(Adapted from NRC 2001:223, 266-268, 270, 272, 280) 

"The biology of the dairy cow, as in other mammals, is to a large extent defmed by 
mechanisms aimed at supporting milk production, One of these mechanisms is the ability to 
store nutrients in body tissues before the young is bom and then to use these reserves for 
milk production if nutrient availability is limited .. , but this natural ability has been 
exaggerated by selecting for increased milk yield in modern cows and this may contribute to 
metabolic disturbances [ .. ,J There are four compartments, four fermenters in a cows 
stomach. The fourth one, the rumen, is significant. The micro-organisms in the rumen break 
down the chemical bindings in the feed so that the nutrients can be accessed. The feed is 
t rmented in the rumen; it stays there for about 24-48 hours before it passes through to the 
intes tines, then the enzymes in the intestines activate the digester which makes the nutrients 

available to the cow" 
andra, feed scientist, department of veterinary medicine, university 8, Monday 7 July 

2003. 

Jvalking into the lab, finding that the 'zsolation chambers' are emp!J, I am being told that the rumen is a 
t'ompetitive environment with thousands upon thousands of mitro-organisms all t·ompeting for feed. The 
purpose of t·onduding trials is to determine Jvhit·h of these organiJms takes over. and the zsolation - one (01)) 

per t'hamber - tJet'eJJary to take samples q( blood, urine, udder tissue; to meaJllre methane gaJ and beat 
prodlldion. BHt I am also i/~fonned tbat tvnduding/eed trials iJ <'n:rk),': it takes up to Jeven }}Jeeks.for the 
rumetl to acjjtlJt to new feed, tbe mit'JCJ-ol':gamsmJ might not t'ope, digption mtf), stop altogether remltillg ill 

itlto:'dt"tltion alld .t'tc1l7.atiol7. 
Tour with andra ~10nday 7 July 2 03. 
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In this moment the intimacy of Margaret eating an apple, and the logistical cartographies of food 

(moment 9), are subject to renegotiation as cattle bodies are tested in veterinary laboratories and 

hypothesized by nutritional experts. The contents of Margaret's red bucket are translated materially 

(into rumen microbes) and metaphorically (feed tables), thus moving beyond issues of palatability 

and edibility to calories and processes of ingestion. In this moment these shifts are grolll1ded in a 

single site: a digestive organ called the rumen (see figure 1.3). It is the microbes (bacteria, protozoa 

and fungi) in this organ that digest feed and release nutrients into Margaret's body (pan 1.1); the 

tables, quotations and description (moment 10) intended to illuminate the ways in which Margaret's 

diet (pasture, roughage, concentrate) is metabolized. As part of this digestive tract, feedstuffs 

become grouped and divided into nutritional categories: carbohydrates, fats, proteins, minerals, 

vitamins, fibre and water (Forbes 1986). The tables, for example, displaying the minimum dietary 

requirements that cattle require under differing production levels and lifecycle stages, and the 

laboratory at the university veterinary department tracing these requirements in practice - following 

feedstuffs as they are metabolized in an individual cow's stomach. Where do these figures and 

experiments come from and how do they relate to Margaret's life? 

Figure 4.7: Cattle digestive system 

(Baldwin et al, 1997:256) 

Figure 4.7 traces the ways in which cattle physiologically break-down feed, journeying from the 

mouth, through the oesophagus, rumen, reticulum, omasum, abomasum, small intestine, large 

intestine, and exiting the body through the rectum and anus. Margaret swallows a piece of apple, but 

it cannot be used by her body unless it is metabolically broken down into smaller components. The 

apple enters her reticulum, the omasum absorbs the fruit's water content, fatty acids and minerals. 

Once the pieces are between 1-2mm in size they enter Margaret's abomasum, the digestible 
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compounds absorbed by the small intestine. The indigestible compounds carryon to the large 

intestine where they undergo further fermentation, any compounds not digested at this point 

excreted in her faeces (Sutton 1985). The rumen microbes in Margaret's body are vital for her to be 

able to digest food. For these microbes to function properly Margaret must not be overfed, the PH 

of the feed balanced so that any carbon dioxide build-up is limited. For if the rumen is unable to 

process the feed Margaret may become bloated or sick. In this way, the value of the pellets pictured 

in moment 9 is determined by Margaret's physiological state and rumen microbes (Hayasaka et aI, 

1995; Orskov and Ryle 1990). 

The tables in moment 10 provide baseline nutritional recommendations that feed advisors can draw 

upon to formulate rations to supply Margaret with nutrients. These tables derive from research 

carried out in the United States and are used alongside nutritional standards in the U.K. dra\vn up by 

the Agricultural and Food Research Council (AFRC). Nutritional standards are deftned as "estimates 

of nutritional requirements and feed values and/or quantitative rules for responses of animals to 

feeds that are commonly accepted in the agricultural industry" (BSAS 2002:2). In the U.K this 

enterprise of generating nutritional standards for dairy and beef cattle is undergoing substantial 

revision. Presently, two systems of measurement provide the framework for formulating diets for 

cattle: metabolizable energy (ME) and metabolizable protein (MP)38: 

ME: Km=O.35/GE+O.503 

MP: Km = 238.91g + 340.86g' 

These frameworks are under review as chronologically they rely upon data sets collected in the 

1950s (Agnew and Yan 2000; Underwood and Suttle 1999). The consequences of using this data are 

two-fold. Firstly, ME and MP do not take into account modem dairy farming practices leading to 

the lack of a coordinated industry wide feed system in the U.K. Secondly, this means, in practice, 

that Anna at company \V has to use ME and MP alongside tables generated by the National 

Research Council in the United States (moment 10). To overcome the disparate feed 

characterization system in the U.K, the l\FRC have undertaken a four year technology transfer 

programme. This project, entitled 'feed into milk', is coordinated by the University of Nottingham 

and funded by DEFRA. The programme is concerned with developing food intake prediction 

models and examining the performance of existing predictions (JvIE/11P). 

\'\11at emerges from the NRC tables and AFRC work are a series of ftgures that determine the 

energy for maintenance (NE11), energy for lactation (NEL) and the total digestible nutrients (fDN) 

38 Pka~e note: the~l' elluJ.tion~ .lfe ba~ed upon the nutrient relluirement~ of Ilolstein I;rie~ian~ for maintenance only (~ee 

.\FRC 19901993). 
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that dairy cattle need, expressed in megacalories (Mcal) or pounds. Margaret's daily nutrient 

requirements for maintenance, for example, are: 1.18 pounds of protein, 9.02 Mcal energy for 

lactation, 8.70 Mcal digestible nutrients, .049 pounds of calcium, .034 pounds of phosphorous, and 

41 (-1000IU) vitamins (after Faverdin et al, 1995:95-120). These figures are subject to change if 

Margaret becomes unwell and her appetite suppresses, if a new feeding schedule is implemented, or 

during her transition from summer pasture to winter housing (see also Allen 1996; Chilliard et al, 

2001; Vernon et al, 2001). And it is here, amid these uncertainties, that I am left pondering the 

relationship between the nutrient requirements in the rumen environment and the bodily needs of 

Margaret. Who or what is being fed here and for what putposes? Specifically, what I am trying to get 

at is how Margaret becomes institutionalized and compartmentalized as a series of 'requirement 

questions'; the accounts manager and Martin exploring what they need to feed Margaret for her to 

yield X litres of milk, or what might happen if Margaret is fed soya rather than rape, or given an 

extra mineral element. There remains a tendency to position the responses to such questions 

according to milk production, the environment at Folly Farm and food (human) safety. What is 

missing here is Margaret: what are her experiences of ingestion - breaking down, absorbing, 

releasing and excreting? 

I want to end this tale by articulating more compellingly the ways in which Margaret modifies and 

perverts the metabolic modes of ordering under discussion. On the one hand these moments of 

eating, seeds and stomach come together to show how the life practices of Margaret connect with 

those of plants, humans and environments over considerable distances. These distances conflate as 

both fodder grown on Folly Farm and commercially produced animal feed by company W are 

analyzed to become a nutritional package. Within these analytical configurations Margaret is 

anatomized, the microbes in her rumen and their role in metabolizing nutrients dissected. Moreover, 

the feedstuffs that she is given have a geography as they become traceable commodities: from 

planting and growing to harvesting and shipping; and from milling and marketing to delivering and 

consuming. TIlls traceability encompassing protocols for sampling and monitoring, cleaning and 

labelling, laboratory and trial farm assessments. However, amid this unilateral to-ing and fro-ing 

(crop-stomach-milk) Margaret is overlooked. In particular, an awareness of how feed ends up in 

Margaret's stomach remains obscure. Gucially, what might it mean to unpack the relationship 

between Margaret's personal fleshy well-being and the fleshiness of what she is given to eat? I want 

to briefly summarize three ways in which Margaret's personal engagements with food challenge 

dietary understandings of feedstuffs. 

Firstly, I am thinking about the selection repertoire of Margaret's eating practices. But I am not 

concerned with what feed scientists might conceptualize as 'voluntary feed intake', rather I am 

curious as to how Margaret decides whether something is edible or not. Why, for example, does she 
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decide not to eat the long green shoots in the field (moment 8), to eat pieces of apple rather than 

concentrate? How does Margaret smell, hold, touch and feel about food - her acts of sniffing, the 

use of her tongue? Secondly, I am interested in taste and Margaret's experiences of grabbing and 

chewing food. How might this vary between apples, roughage and concentrate - sensations of 

juiciness, softness, and chalkiness? Thirdly and finally I am thinking about nutritional habitats and how 

these relate to the feedstuffs that Margaret is given: the individual cubicles at the university research 

laboratory, the sheds at the trial farms and the red bucket and pasture on Folly Farm. How do the 

human-animal and animal-animal interactions, studies and tests being conducted at these sites alter 

the behaviour and biological awareness of cattle? 

4.4 Conclusion ... Rosie, Jasmine, Ideal, Yazzey and Margaret 

Figure 4.8: Lactation curve 

.........---r~....---r'-""T'··· , • T ~. , ".,.'----t 
2 :3 4 ~ ., ., 8 ':) 11,) 

MONTtf~ OF L At: TAT ION 

(Alban 1995:214) 

As I hinted at the beginning of this chapter (part 4.0), the corporeality of cattle has occupied human 

thought for centuries. In the past, the desirable traits of cattle have been shaped in using frozen 

sperm to produce offspring (figure 4.1), by drawing up inspection points of a well-developed udder 

(figure 4.2) and in highlighting the consequences of dietary deficiencies (figure 4.3). I return to these 

historical threads in closing, by following on from where these images left off. For all the 

chronological distance presupposed between these past images and the more contemporary tales 

narrated through this chapter, they do, I think, conjure up some parallels in the graph above (figure 

4.8). This diagram, known as a 'lactation curve', is a set of points plotted to display the production 

output of a cow or group of cows over a period of time. I want to offer this graph as a way of 

demonstrating that what is perhaps most pertinent in the pictures, images, quotations and 

descriptions of settings in this chapter, is the degree to which cattle lives all too often become 
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pitched in terms of a global species or population. In other words, there is a belief that the corporeal 

lives of cattle can be understood according to this lactation curve. For example, the 'standardized' 

model of this curve (figure 4.8) displays how, in the cattle population, milk production reaches a 

peak in cows approximately six weeks after calving and then declines at a steady rate (Alban 1995); 

the level of decline dependent upon reproduction (age of animal), milking (frequenc;? and feeding 

(quality and quantity of food available). Moreover, the resultant (corporeal) organization of animal 

life remains preoccupied with managing the biological lifecyde, anatomy and survival of cattle 

generically. Thus, in historical and modem-day contexts, the aim of fanners (Martin) is to maximize 

profits by controlling and manipulating the lactation curve so that yields will increase and decline at 

a sustainable rate. 

There is, I want to argue, a critical need to apprehend how the lactation curve (figure 4.8) misses the 

reality that we (humans) seek to capture through it. For this chapter has illuminated some of the 

ways in which individual animals stand as a medium of its failure and offer hope of its restitution. 

On the one hand, this points towards a need to (re)model lactation curves at the level of the 

individual animal; (perhaps) to deploy the curve to organize cattle into feeding and calving groups 

(parts 4.3 and 4.1), or as a diagnostic tool to identify nutritional disorders (part 4.3). On the other 

hand, there is, I believe, something more to come if one is to actualize how individual animals 

disrupt lactation curves. Think about it like this: rather than chart Margaret's rumen microbes, to 

query her experiences of edibility and palatability, rather than monitor how Rosie's yields vary 

according to her stage of pregnancy, to question what her experiences pre and post birth might be. 

Through the chapter, therefore, I have sought to bring the three body-practices (breeding, milking, 

feeding) and the corporeal spaces of the body - reproduction (straw/natural service), lactation 

(automation! parlour), and digestion (rumen!bell;? - together so as to explore the lives of Rosie, 

Jasmine, Ideal, Yazzey and Margaret in ways that dis aggregate them from this graphical 

representation. To articulate these thoughts more fully, table 4.1 summarizes some of the key lines 

of comparison that can be drawn between the three body-practices as part of this call for 

dis aggregation. 
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Table 4.1: Tracing the corporeal lives of cattle 

REPRODUCTION LACTATION DIGESTION 

Body Organs SpermiOm Udder Rurrm 

Sperrrn~is Oxytain 177iJ5tWn 
Bodily Processes ~is Let-dmm Dig5tWn 

Fertilisation Teats Metabdism 

Bodily Orderings £ PIN/£PLI Y zeIds/Compaition ME/MP 

Rosie Jasmine Yazzey Margaret 
Fleshy Bodies Ideal 

Pregnarry Mastitis Edibility 
P arentallxnls S electian/T as te 

So what are the links between these battles to manipulate the lactation curve (figure 4.8) and locate 

the corporeal lives of individual cattle (table 4.1)? Locating this ambivalence is an important gesture 

in opening up understandings of animality. It is here that one might accommodate corporeal 

differentiation in making a movement away from 'body as flesh' towards 'fleshy bodies'. Let us be 

clear as to what is meant by this: a movement away from seeking to understand how cattle bodies 

are constructed (by humans) and acted upon by technologies in ways that lead to their 

(re) composition; towards a phenomenological reflection on the body that illuminates how cattle 

have distinct animalian ways of being in the world. I want to conclude by offering three lines of 

thought to take this engagement further. 

Firstly, and theoretically, the absence of individual cattle as they are rationalized or conditioned to 

conform to the needs of the lactation curve reverberates back to the network geographies of ANT 

(part 2.2). Indeed, I might have utilized ANT through the chapter to follow how Ideal as an 'actant' 

opens up areas of uncertainty in statistical modelling ((PIN and £Pll indexes), or to trace Jasmine's 

birth back to the canister of coloured straws and artificial insemination centre. And yet, as I have 

made clear (see part 2.3), I feel the need to press beyond a Latourian ANT bent. For this would, 

perhaps, lead Ideal and Jasmine to be seen as traceable entities mobilized through a network where 

human knowledge about their animalian corporeality remain primary. Rather there is, I believe, a 

whole other theoretical apparatus emerging here; one that recognizes the fleshiness of individual 

embodied animals, their agencies, sentiency, and intimate encounters with others. And it is these 

descriptions that take one away from mere biology (organs, processes, ordering) to matters that are 
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personal and micro-level and fall outside the remit and concerns of network geographies. I am 

thinking here, in particular, of how Jasmine's corporeal absence has a presence that remains in Rosie 

in such a way that licks, nudges, smells and copycat acts remain even as she becomes cuts of meat 

(part 4.1); how Martin gives Margaret pieces of apple that do not fit within the rations or production 

plans being devised by feed scientists and account managers, and how Margaret uses her senses to 

determine when and what she is going to eat - her 'sniffs' and 'chewing' practices. My point, put 

simply, is that perhaps one grasps Rosie and Margaret's fleshy bodies not by following their 

inflections, competencies and effects in actor-networks, but by touching upon the micro-level and 

everyday. 

Secondly, to become attentive to the ways in which (personal) human-cattle relations unfold in the 

world reflects and requires a 'more' animalian sort of empiricism In this way, the ethnographic 

insights into the corporeal lives and bodily geographies of individual animals momented through the 

chapter are important in opening up a window of thought about what it might mean to be a cow, 

bull or calf in their immediate spaces of dwelling (after Philo 2005). Moreover, rather than thinking 

about 'oxytocin' or 'let-down' [lactation] in terms of a set of hormonal responses, to spend time with 

animals in ways that query how what takes place before or during the milking session affects an 

individual animal and the yields and composition of their milk. I am thinking here of how Yazzey 

takes it upon herself to maintain a position nearest to the gate. I want to suggest, therefore, that it is 

only by spending time in the company of cattle, up-close and face to face, will one come close to 

unsettling the habitual assumptions about 'body as flesh' inherent in figure 4.8 and articulated 

through table 4.1. 

Thirdly, the emphasis here on the corporeal lives of individual animals and the everyday open up a 

series of critiques around the scientific and technological practices that continue to domesticate and 

commodify cattle. What laboratory practices and types of animal husbandry are we prepared to 

accept or tolerate and what are the impacts of these decisions on cattle? Gucially, how can the 

individual animals narrated through the chapter disturb these spaces and practices of agricultural 

production? Should Yazzey be 're-programmed' so that she can 'choose' to be milked by a robot 

four or five times a day? And what are her feelings as she suffers from Mastitis? What are Rosie's 

sensations of artificial insemination, her experiences of pregnancy - her swollen body, tired and 

wobbly legs, milk seeping from her teats - and emotional responses as she is separated from Jasmine? 

On the one hand, these questions point towards how Martin does, and might further, attend to the 

needs of individual animals - feeding Margaret fruit from his hand or a particular bucket, remaining 

with Rosie after she has given birth, keeping Yazzey in the herd to lead the milking sessions after 

she is 'spent' (falling milk yields). On the other hand, I am mindful too that cattle on Folly Farm 

must be imagined alongside animals in laboratories and veterinary clinics. In particular, I am 
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reminded here of Ideal and the electrical impulses that he is given for his body to produce sperm, 

his semen collected using an artificial vagina; the 'dummy cow' on a continuous course of hormonal 

injections so that she is perrnanendy in estrus; or cattle kept indoors in individual cubicles so as to 

'participate' in feed trials. Taken together, these everyday and hidden practices of lived experience 

can, perhaps, reach out and pose difficulties to the ways in which lactation curves are drawn. How 

might the generic lactation curve (figure 4.8) change if one were to plot milk yields according to 

these speculative examples: if Jasmine were kept with Rosie for a longer period of time and Rosie 

not inseminated after 3.5 months, if Margaret were given feedstuff choices (apples, carrots, fodder, 

concentrate), or if Yazzey determined the frequency of trips to the parlour? 

These preliminary points are taken forward in the next chapter which seeks to explore how cattle 

make-up landscapes, places and habitats. Amid these tales of body-practices a range of spatialities 

have emerged: laboratory, computer software packages, artificial insemination centre (reproduction); 

office, workshop, production line (milking); and mill, cubicle, field (feeding). The chapter that 

follows continues this theme of tracing individual cattle in the spaces of everyday life by returning to 

the ideas of dwelling (part 2.4) and blank figures (part 2.3) to map how individual animals occupy 

specific physical contexts and go about co-constituting spaces and places through their encounters 

with humans, other animals and objects. 
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5. Cattle Topologies: ecological habitats, dwelling places, 
motile landscapes 

Figure 5.1: Traditional breed incentive scheme 
(E nglish ature 2002) 

5.0 Introduction: spatiality of animals 

Figure 5.2: 'They're burning animals again' 
(The Economist Editorial 3 March 2001:17) 

It is in coming across these images (5.1 and 5.2) that I began to think about the ideas that I want to 

work through in this chapter. For me, at least, these photographs indicate the role that animals play 

in the construction of individual and collective place and landscape identities. Figure 5.1 is taken 

from 'The Traditional Breed Incentive' brochure; a scheme organized by English Nature to provide 

area-based financial assistance to farmers to support grazing by traditional cattle and manage 

biodiversity. The focus is on site-based conservation (of traditional cattle and wild beings) within 

designated tracts of land whereby farmer participation is negotiated at the level of an individual farm 

according to the presence of 'eligible breeds' (adapted, distinctive, rare) and compliance with a set of 

'management prescriptions' (fertilizer, sludge, fungicides, insecticides, grazing periods, stocking rates) 

(English Nature 2002). The scheme draws upon ecology so as to provide a scientific rationale for 

biodiversity management in the face of competing demands over the use of land (agricultural 

production, housing, tourism). Figure 5.2, in contrast, derives from the Foot and Mouth Di ease 

(FMD) epidemic in the U.K., the first case confirmed on 21 February 2001 and traced to a farm in 

Northumbria. The spread and magnitude of tl1e outbreak culminating in 2030 confltffied case 

involving 1.3 million animals and lasting for orne 221 days (Scott et aI, 2004:3). The photograph 

it elf reveals attempts to bring the epidemic 'under control'- slaughtered animals burning pyr and 

burial pits - the fa<;ade of this image accompanied by a spatialized form of control tl1at a\\' a range 

of policy measure impl mented: from three mile exclusion zon \\;thin in£ cted area -, to the 

mandatory slaughter of all infect d animal; and from biosecurity measur - (~praring \~ hicl . b for 

and after 1 aving farms, sb dip.), t banning liv animal tran port. This attempt at policing 
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physical territory to try and halt the disease was led by a variety of experts (vets, virologists, farmers, 

politicians, countryside organizations) bringing different sets of knowledges to understandings of 

the relations between animal bodies, the land and virus; knowledges that often bore little relation to 

the static terrain being imagined and the unimaginable viral materiality of FMD. Indeed, it soon 

became clear that FMD did not fit nor belong within a fixed spatial order (see Donaldson and 

Wood 2004). Collectively, then, images 5.1 and 5.2 invoke issues relating to scale and the 

relationship between humans and animals in space and place: from the confinement of animals in 

'designated areas' as an aesthetic presence in an idyllic countryside, to the mobile corporeal lives that 

animals lead in harbouring and spreading disease that exceed known spatial parameters. Moreover, 

these images begin to conjure up the ways in which human-animal relations are both embedded in 

particular places and play-out across spaces ('real' 'material' 'virtual'). 

This chapter continues to explore animalian ways of being in the world but shifts emphasis to 

consider the role of individual cattle in the shaping of habitats, places and landscapes. The chapter is, 

essentially, about how cattle move in, through and out of places as part of an attempt to grasp the 

ways in which animals live in the world and how their experiences in this world unfold and exceed 

the (physical) boundaries and (assumed) boundedness of Folly Farm. Throughout, the chapter 

opens up a number of questions regarding the spatiality of human-cattle relations. How might cattle 

be seen as co-constituents in the making and remaking of particular places and spatial formations 

(after Thrift 1996)? How do cattle become present or absent through their performances in 

particular situations and locations? What geographical, ecological, cultural and scientific contexts are 

underpinning these formations and, crucially, how might these unravel if place is understood in 

tenns of the everyday lives of individual animals? Thus, how are cattle unsettling how 'we' know 

where 'we' are in time and space and how 'we' position ourselves in the world (after Gifford and 

King 1993)? To work through these questions the chapter is framed according to three conceptual 

arenas: ecology, dwelling, and motility. 

In chapter 2 I outlined how ecology, as a systems SCIence, theorizes human-animal relations 

according to three levels of biological matter: an individual organism, a population or community of 

organisms and an ecosystem. In this way I sought to illuminate ecological focus on individual 

organisms in their environment and the role that animals play in influencing the conditions of place. 

Moreover, I described some of the tensions in these theorizations and, in particular, the relationship 

between observing animals in their environment and formulating theoretical statements, thus 

leading to the creative, imaginative and probing aspects of the lives of animals to be overlooked 

(refer to part 2.1). To some extent these tensions are being reworked as part of a (re)turn to ecology 

within geography. For example, Thrift's (1999) 'ecology of place' - a description of how the 

materiality of place is inscribed in our (human) bodies; Yarwood and Evans' (1998 1999) exploration 
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of the role that rare breeds of farm animals play in the making of the British landscape; and 

Whatmore and Hinchliffe's (2003a 2003b) use of the term 'recombinant ecology in staging 

conversations between nature conservation and urban regeneration (for further examples see 

Fitzsimmons 2004; Macfarlane 1998; Ward et al, 1998) 39. In taking valuable insight from various 

forms of ecological thought, I want to draw upon the concept of habitat. For this concept presents a 

way of thinking about how an individual animal experiences actual places (Dusenbury 1992 2001), 

thus enabling one to excavate some of the ways in which individual cattle live in, relate to and are 

affected by a mosaic of habitats (shed, field) that comprise a micro-ecosystem (Folly Farm, 

agricultural show). 

My second conceptual arena, duelling, extends these ecological insights in drawing attention to how 

habitats exhibit a rich intermingling of beings that are not necessarily seen in terms of protecting 

and conserving sites to be fixed and buffered (figure 5.1). Rather, I am moving here towards 

recognizing the creative presence of animal bodies in place: 

their social interaction through movement, the differing capacities of their senses, and the 
marks they leave on landscapes, are all about animal bodies dwelling in landscapes in 
differing relations to humans Gones 2003:300). 

In chapter 2 I positioned dwelling as an approach that enables one to deal with how the ecological 

and cultural, human and nonhuman, local and global come together in particular places (part 2.4). 

Moreover, I outlined the ways in which this concept can be used to examine how animals leave their 

marks and traces through the fabric of places over time and in more immanent and momentary 

ways. Deriving from the phenomenological work of Martin Heidegger, chapter 2 made a shift from 

seeing human, animal and environment relations as a 'building perspective', where human mental 

constructs are imposed (built) upon the world, to a dwelling perspective, where any act of building, 

living and thinking is fonned in the context of being-in-the-world Gones and Ooke 2002:81). 

However, I also signalled the ways in which humans remain influential in setting the conditions in 

which animals dwell, queried the spatio-temporal bounds of the concept, and the series of 

dichotomies (human! nonhuman, vision! embodiment, written texts/bodily experiences) that may be 

enacted. Indeed, these difficulties become increasingly apparent in the empirical materials that 

follow. 

What begins to emerge in each of these conceptual arenas is a sense of the ways in which animals 

are tied to place but that any notion of place needs to acknowledge the ongoing, temporal and 

mobile lives that animals lead (see also Casey 2001a): 

39 Please note: this (re)rum to ecology is not confined to geography but is being taken-up across social scientific disciplines. 
Examples include: Murdoch's (2001) call for the 'ecologising of sociology' and Milton's (2002) articuLnion of an 'ecology 

of emotions'. 
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Places also .eme~e th~n as time-space configurations and as such space is always and 
~verywher~ unplicated m what human and nonhuman do, think, and where they are; space 
lS a becommg, an emerging property of relationships (Agnew 2005:92). 

I want to explore, then, how (ecologicaV dwelt) place fits within other spatial, temporal and material 

arrangements so as to attend to more diasporic modes of dwellings wherein Folly Fann is not 

viewed as a 'purified' space and nor do cattle become 'pure' entities (Bennett 2001; Latour 1993). In 

this way, how might one recognize animals in landscapes of speed, light and power (Thrift 1996)? 

How do places 'take shape in their passing' (Thrift 1999:310)? Importantly, where does mobility, 

comprised of other spatial arrangements and infiltrating the ways in which place is being performed, 

leave relational accounts of place? 

My third and final conceptual arena, rmtile Iarrlscapes (after Hetherington and Lee 2000:176), seeks to 

address such questions in making a shift from the life and experiences of an individual animal bound 

up in specific places (dwelling), drawing upon a panoply of senses to interact with its environment 

(ecologJ1, towards understanding how this animal becomes abstracted and caught up in far reaching 

material assemblages (virtual spatialities). Indeed, I want to (re)introduce the figure of the 'blank' 

(after Hetherington and Lee 2000) as a way of attending to the dynamic role of cattle in placing, to 

supplement understandings of relationality with elements of surprise and uncertainty. How do cattle 

as figures of spacing complicate the ways in which people perceive and recognize their 

presence/ absence and experiences in (virtual) space? 

I want to pursue these conceptual arenas (ecological habitat, dwelling place, motile landscapes) in 

four empirical settings: field, agricultural show, laboratory, and tracing system. These settings were 

chosen because they provide a flavour of the different locations where cattle are present and 

contributing towards distinct formations in time and space: from their assumed and taken-for

granted appearance in a field or display in a show; to their 'hidden', perhaps unkno\VIl, existence in a 

laboratory and as a digital barcode on a database. While the embodied agency of cattle in co

constituting locations will be different in each of these settings, what binds them together is, on the 

one hand, a connection to a set of historical, cultural and scientific discourses and contexts 

('representational' layers) and, on the other hand, how the immediacy of being in the presence of an 

individual animal begins to unravel these representational sheaths. Ultimately, this chapter aims to 

excavate how human-cattle relations might be repositioned by taking the relations between place, 

space and ethics (environment, treatment) and dealing with matters concerning the presence or 

absence of cattle and notions of animals being 'in place'/'out of place' (Cresswell 1996) seriously. 
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5.1 Field 

Figure 5.3: Siting Folly Farm 

(photograph taken Wednesday 3 July 2002) 

I'm the fourth generation to farm here; sadly I may be the last. It's urn ... getting very 
difficult now after Foot and Mouth and with changes in the industry. I mean I haven't 
made any serious profit now for four or five years ... The one thing a lot of people don't 
realize is that farming's about more than producing food. Farmers are probably the best 
custodians of the countryside today, without farming the landscape you see here ... the 
plants and wildlife wouldn't be here 
(Martin, dairy farmer at Folly Farm, Tuesday 2 July 2002). 

Folly Farm is a 360 acre dairy farm in the county of Somerset, south-west England (figure 5.3). This 

quotation indicates the ways in which Folly Farm comes to take and hold its shape in the 

countryside. It is here that connections between agricultural production and the environment 

become explicit as ideas about landscape and land improvement, farm aesthetics, wild or natural 

habitats and human fulfilinent collide. In this section I want to briefly introduce Folly Farm as a 

place for humans and animals ('domestic' and 'wild') before moving on to weave together the 

embodied agency of individual cattle and the concept of dwelling by providing an account of a 

particular field. 

Folly Farm is owned by Martin and his wife Sue. They have two young children and live in a hou e 

on the holding. Other m mbers of tl1e family and two casual workers a i t Iartin with the day to 

da running of the farm dill1.ng bu y period (calving, ilage making). 156 dairy cow 20-30 b ef 

cattle, 50-60 sh p, and more tl1an 200 chickens liv on the farm at anyone tim which is di\~id d 
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into a number of areas: two covered sheds for winter housing and overnight accommodation, a bam 

housing chickens, a bam containing bales of straw and hay, yard, milking parlour and fields for 

growing crops (grass, hay, barley, maize and wheat) and grazing animals. The running of the farm 

follows a series of rhythms and cycles of activity that operate daily (milking cattle'; feeding and 

checking on animals; paperwork) and seasonally (growing, storing and preserving crops; housing 

animals indoors, letting animals out to graze; calving; selling animals at market; showing animals at 

agricultural events). Through these rhythms and cycles there is a sense in which Folly Farm is a 

lifework For it is through Martin, and his ancestors, living and working on the fann that it has been 

reproduced over time (see also Gray 1998). In this way, Martin carries particular memories of both 

family members and generations of cattle with whom he has worked, and are remembered and 

missed: 

You get to know them. .. working with them day in, day out ... They're like extended 
members of the family ... all individuals with their own temperaments ... own behaviours and 
ways of doing things in the field ... they pass it on when more cows join the herd (Martin, 
dairy farmer at Folly Fann, Wednesday 31 July 2002). 

Folly Fann is haunted by the shadows of past lives, works, smells and noises (after Holloway 2004a), 

of the 'perfect' herd grazing in a field that Martin then calls ~pon as a 'benchmark' to compare cattle 

over time. Moreover, for Martin the fann becomes an integral part of the rural enviromnent, traced 

through labour, land ownership patterns and investment, appearing as a set of fixities (animals, 

buildings, fences, walls and hedges) on the landscape. Significantly, Martin has a belief that what he 

is doing - his closeness to the soil and attachment to his animals - and the pastoralist and 

productivity conventions therein, infonn the way in which he counterposes his fann to urban areas, 

with the presence of wild beings in this fanned environment bound up to his understandings of 

what is being cultivated and nurtured in this place. These ideas of 'fanning', 'nature', 'rural' and 

'urban' and their underpinning by a series of cultural, historical and environmental narratives, are 

woven and felt in the immediate present. This hannonious pastoral-environmental idyll is 

transposed through the marketing of the farm. In the first instance, visitors are greeted with a 

signpost naming Folly Fann and picturing Friesians. In the second instance, this marketing of place 

extends beyond the boundaries of the fann itself as Martin and Sue produce and distribute 

education packs to local schools (see also Evans and Yarwood 1995; Yarwood and Evans 1998; part 

1.32) However, the role of animals within this promotional framework becomes ever more 

convoluted when Martin loses an animal: 

I suppose you prepare yourself and it's been better for Zoe straight from home, into ~e 
trailer and off to her new home ... I think it's probably been good all round. I don't think 
she'll wonder where I am but she'll wonder where all her mates are, she won't know what's 
going on for two or three days and then hopefully she'll settle down ... well, I know with 
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some good grass she'll be alright (:tvIartin, dairy farmer at Folly Farm Thursda," ~6 
September 2002). 

Martin has a practical embodied knowledge and set of everyday skills that he draws upon to address 

cattle needs for space, companionship and protection. In this moment, and in the days that follow, 

Martin is concerned about how Zoe will settle into her new holding without other members of the 

herd at Folly Farm there to support her. The loss of a particular cow, and cattle interactions in and 

between groups, signal how Folly Farm is a place that is constantly changing. 110reover, despite its 

apparent fixity and ordering of space, Martin's farm is bound up with organic and non-organic 

things that move through and beyond its boundaries: nutrients and manure, soils and plants, water 

and subsidies. In this way, siting Folly Farm as a place becomes configured in a series of debates 

about what farms or farming should or should not be (see Yarwood and Evans 1998 2000), as 

Martin becomes caught up in competing rural imaginations (traditional/modem, family 

farming/ corporate agribusiness) in seeking to reconcile the relationship between cultivating the land 

for crops and animals and conserving the landscape for wild beings (see \V' oods 1998). 

These descriptions of Folly Farm indicate how the farm has been, and still is, represented, 

symbolized and expressed. In drawing these annotations together I want to begin to excavate two 

interwoven modes of dwelling: time-deepened and immanent-momentary. In so doing I want to 

weave these modes through descriptions of how Folly Farm is embodied, practiced and performed 

(Wylie 2003). For to imagine Folly Farm solely in terms of (Martin's) historical and cultural ties or as 

an ongoing assemblage is to neglect the living and material: 

"Penelope, Dina, Zara, Cherie, Polly, Jemma, Jocelyn, Bella, Donna, Melanie, Polly, Rosie, 
Melissa, Barbara, Yazzey, Margaret, Sarah ... and there's various other ones that side ... " 
[Martin pointing and then making this dicking, pitched noise as he strokes the side of Penelope J- fa(~J. 
"She's a very friendly cow and this one's very quiet:' - Dina. J;anding a J:w feet aWq)': w~/kzng 
behind Penelope and Zara, Penelope lungingfonvard and nudgzng Martzn s chest, whzte phlegm dnppzng out 
the Jide of her mouth, her baik arching ever so slight!J, tail raised 

Fieldwork notes, Tuesday :2 July :200~. 
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Figure 5.4: Siting the field 

( ene of photographs tak n during April and fay _002) 
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Older c~ws.gallop'inJ.. into the fi~ld, ~ucking an~jumping like )'oung calves, boundng off legs, moving quick!;' 
and ~kzddzng, kzc~zng legs, tads hzgh and swznging. Younger cows - Ollie and iUelinda - more hesitant, 
pauszng and watchzng ~ther member~ of the herd, taking a long sniff. .. J.Welinda takes jour springing steps 
fonvard, then stands stdl for a few mznutes, figuring out, perhaps, the sensations of wet, fertile graJJ under her 
feet? 

Fieldwork notes, Friday 16 May 2003. 

160 acres of Folly Farm is allocated for the growing of herbage. The cattle are turned out into the 

fields in May when the grass is at its best and provides the majority of the nutrients that the animals 

need and they graze here until the end of October, remaining in this particular field (figure S.4) for 

two to three days before being moved into another field so as to allow the grasses to rejuvenate. The 

field itself is comprised of rye grasses, clover, lucerne and cocks foot. For cattle these grasses are 

coarse, tough and leafy; affording different tastes, textures and colours. The perimeter of the field is 

marked by a wooden fence, a hedgerow and stone walling. 

Walking towards the field, partiallY disguised fry the hedge and bushes, fry the time I reach the gate I have been 
'spotted: A single cow comes towards me, stopping three or four metres awqy. Two other cows come andjoin her, 
standing behind The rest of the herd carry on gra:(jng, lYing, resting,' some glandng towards me from time to 

time. 

Fieldwork notes, \\'ednesday 3 July 2002. 

On this, my first visit to the field without Martin, I chose not to enter. I had a sense of unease and 

apprehension as I began to wonder what the cows (particularly the three nearest to the gate) might 

do if I entered - charge at me or nudge, lick and wait to be stroked? These uncertainties had been 

heightened during a conversation with Mark, a casual farm labourer, whom warned me that some of 

the cows could be "vicious". \vl1ereas .tYiartin could enter the field of his choosing I, on the other 

hand, was not 'accepted' as part of the herd. I quickly became aware, then, that far from being a 

'generic' or 'homogeneous' field I needed to respect that this was their space, that I was an outsider. 

However, rather than seeking to become a member of the herd (.tviartin), or to somehow blend in, 

my strategy was two-fold. Firstly, upon walking into the field with .tYIartin I always went to -Margaret 

and the rest of her (lead) group first. Secondly, and when alone, as I approached the gate I would 

look at the animals' arrangements, behaviours and actions and \vas, and still am, wary of entering if 

certain cows (Barbara, .tYielissa, and Yazzey) alter their activities and come towards me. ~Iorco\Tr, 
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when I did enter the field on my own I remained near to the gate and perimeter I. In this \\"ay, 

although I was able to gain access to the field over time, my inhabitation was temporary and briefly

occurring thus our (human-animal) dwelling is also indexed by the momentary things that I and they 

do, things that remain spontaneous and unpredictable: 

Stroking Rosie j" back, turning round . .. several cows from two of the graiJng groups are near the gate, one q/ 
them [Charlotte] stares, approaches something, takes a few steps Jonvards, stops, then makes a jerking 
movement back. She repeats this action several times before stopping ... J move back aCTOSS the field towardr 
the gate .. . Charlotte and the other animals are looking at my rucksack ... Charlotte is tentativelY moving 
Jonvards until she is just able to nudge the bag, she licks it, sniffs and then moves awq)' and joins the other 
cows .. . returning to graze. 

Fieldwork notes, Friday 5 July 2002. 

Why is the placement of a rucksack - an everyday accessory that I take with me to the farm to store 

equipment - a source of commotion amongst cattle? This instance, I think, leads to an encounter 

where the categories by which I understand things (bag) are recommenced as cattle pause at its 

mystery presence. Importantly, how do individual animals on Folly Farm change the nature of the 

field both over time and in these more momentary-immanent ways? How does their fleshiness 

disturb Martin's designs and plans? 41 Here I offer a series of written testimonies attentive to what 

individual animals do in the field as part of an attempt to think through how animals co-constitute 

this place. 

-i0 In this moment I becamc aware that cattle have (animalian) way~ of organizing th.emsehT~ in the field. \[()re()vcr, I had 
"I I' t" t" I .. b"t"()f" f"sollating in m\, reseafch with ;\Ir and ;\Irs Hlg - m\, deC1~lOn to weaf gfeen c1othe~ to blend 111 te t t liS car u ne:-:- '- '-, '-. , ' . -

. I h k P 'f' 'llld I'll avoiding t'lking 'In\'thing shim into their mc10sure (sec part 3.11). In m\, held work with cattle, WIt 1 t e zoo Te e s , ".' . ' . 
" lb. " . ml'ndflIi of when and whefe I entered the field - alwa\'s at the g'ate and once the ammaIs had settled 

therdore, lcame ' ." " ' 
. I' . I' 19 gr()upS and ·\lw·I\·'; u-oing up and seek1l1g permIssIon trom the lead group to be there. mto t lelf graz I ' , " .. M . . ." .', 

-i\ I'-or an overview of how animals unsettle sanItIZed percepnons ot the countrysIde ~l'l' Cloke (1993). 
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Figure 5.5: Cattle in the field42 

(A series of photographs taken between May and October 2002) 

41 T h ' photographs presented in this chapter are not intended to be clear, archiy;u or documentJl} - to 'show ",h,lt it i . 
like' (after Radley and Taylor 2003) - rather the images denote animals in particular places and sertln/-.r:;. In this way. the.! 
pi tures themselves arc best seen as an effect produced through (cattle) performances, .lnd arc oftentImes 'our of fucus' .1" 
a result or the bodily habits (i.e. urine, phlegm) and performativc acts (i.e lungll1g fun\ ards. hittin~, knocklllg, shJkin.~ off 
\ ater) of the anim Is th 'msclves (sec also part .23 \iSllal practlcl's). 
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Grazing 

I am slowlY beginning to grasp how cattle organize themselves .. . the field is a kind of temtory to them. And I 
have an increasing awareness of how thry divide themselves into distrete groups that are ~TUdal in determining 
how thry mqy use and move through the field . . . After milking, and for the first few minutes, the herd tend to 
spread out across the field - a kind of disorganized milling about, trampling on vegetation, nudging eat"h other 
short moos - then, within about thirty or forty minutes, thry somehow arrange and settle themselves into 
particular groups, each group occupying a different sedion of the field . .. the groups themselves are "omp17sed of 
between four and eight cows, often determined i?Y age, size, interattions with each other and milking time. 
These groupings, however, are flexible and liable to change. I have noticed, for example, how Lorna and 
VeriD' like spending time licking each other and it is Lorna who tends to initiate this 1:;' leaving Sophie J' 
group to wander over to VeriD' ..• On another oCl'Clsion I observed Rachel trying to join Barbara/1I1elissa 's 
group, her presence unwelcome as she was head butted i?Y Melissa and quicklY withdrew . . . 1P"hat I have ,'ome 
to regard as the 'lead' group (headed i?Y Barbara and Melissa but led i?Y Yazzry) set the pace and tone q( 
movement: YaZzry, Barbara, Melissa, Rosie, Margaret, sometimes Violet, alwqys taking the herd from left to 
right mTOSS the field - Yazzry just nudging in front of the group as thry move .. .I am not entirely certain hOJv, 
but, even within each group there are customary wqys of being in the field as individuals take it in turns to 
graze -fating different diredions, moving slowlY, deliberatelY and never taking more than four or five steps at a 
time - and in taking it in turns to rest and lie, leaving at least two members of the group even if appea17'ng /0 

graze to 'keep watt'h' (looking up every few su'onds, sometimes strands of vegetation still visible as thf1J' do so 
discarded as thry fall to the ground) ... The animals, then, inhabit a (shifting) position both in the herd and 
how thzs plqys-out in the field . . . It is, for example, alwqys the 'lead group' that lYe first, followed i?Y the other 
groups somehow taking it in turns. Younger cows, new cows to the herd or cows joining a netv group having to 
wait till last ... The lead group, alwqys assembling into a 'V'pattern as thry move and graze. 

Fieldwork dairy entry, \Vednesday 28 August 2002. 

Activities 

.. . ?f it's a wincjy dqy Henrietta Jvill walk alongside the hedgerOJv, dis"overin~ ~r~n"hes that hatJe bro~en 
off. .. Penelope seems to Jpend a lot of her time at the end of the hedgerOlv where zt JOins the st~ne Jvall ru~blt1g 
her bocjy against a thorny bush ... Lury li~'ks the wooden fente ... as thf1J'. move arroJS the jzeld the tllllTJ~als 
s~Tutinize the oround for loose lumps q( earth - sniffing hea~i!J and blOJvl.ng them apart.: ./bf!)' e_Jlo~'e Ill/Ie 
holes _ Barbara and MelLssa sometimes bending dOlvn on thezr knees, ~yes zmmened and dLJappeanng wlo /be 
Joil. .. now and again Hilary throws heaps of earth high into the air using her hooves ... Pol!)' and Jo IIpon 

seeing a rydzst or pedestrian mil rate to the field boundan·eJ. 

Fieldwork note, Frida r 30 ugust - Thursday 19 eptember 2 
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Trails 

Yazzry poised at the gate, "out now" Martin shouts as he ties back the gate - Meg {the dol running around 
him barking. Several of the cows (Barbara/ Melzssa 's group) are now walking up the short mudc!J' slope, the 
rest of the herd spread out and now making their wqy towards the gate .. following in their groups but t'oming 
together as thry approach the gate. As the last groups are leaving I notice the appearance of thin narrOlJJ, 
mudcJy trails across the field; bare strzps of soil exposed, flattened vegetation, culminating in a wider ),et more 
concentrated pool of mud as one approaches the gate. 

Fieldwork notes, Monday 16 September 2002. 

Fences 

I arrive to find Sue at the bottom of the grass verge, waving her arms in front of Phoebe. 'HonestlY she reallY 
zs a pain, Martin would go mad, we've done everything we can to keep her in ': MegJollOlvs me - making her 
wqy down the verge to stand behind Sue. T hry both approach Phoebe ... 'go on, stop being thick" and yet 
Phoebe remains firm. A few moments later, and Jor no apparent reason, Phoebe turns, slowlY making her way 
up the slope and back into the field, turning round and then suddenlY breaking into a trot and rejoining her 
group. ':5' he hates being in, look, she's gone over there to sulk now. We never know where she is, lJJe have to 
keep repairz'ng the fence and building bam'cades to keep her in ': 

Fieldwork notes, Monday 12 August 2002, 

Why does Phoebe persist in looking for weaknesses around the perimeter of the field, testing 
the fence for holes and gaps using her body weight? Why didn't the other members of 
Phoebe's group follow her through the gap? Or the other cattle? Why didn't Phoebe set off 
up the lane? 

Fieldwork diary entry, Sunday 18 August 2002. 

In this section I have begun to explore some of the ways in which cattle are imagined figurati\'ely a 

part of the rural landscape, their presence on Folly Farm time-deepened and as umed ~o that a 

particular field is beset with prior expectations of the type of vegetation and its grazing potential. 

longside this, these concrete empirical accounts, quotation and image appreh nd how th 

animal themselves have natures and ways of being and doing that enable tl1em to refa ~ hion (human) 

understanding, Importantly, these accounts lead one to consider ho~ animal d\v 11 and c -

constitute tl1is particular place in div rse way even if tl1eir (animalian) meaning will ahvays r main 

unc rtain: fr m cattl \ a f organizing t rritory (Barbara, Ielissa, Yazz y) to Pho b xploring 
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how to leave; and from I-filary throwing small mounds of earth, to Polly meeting people and objects 

at the field perimeter. Following on, these examples also signal the tensions between what htunanS 

and cattle consider in or out of place in the field. My rucksack, a cyclist, a pedestrian or blown- in 

branches cause commotion because they are 'out of place' and do not fit within the spatial ordering 

of the field that the animals have come to recognize. And even Zoe's absence is felt in the days and 

weeks following her departure as her grazing group alter taking it in turns to lye, rest, watch, eat. 

I want to end this section by thinking through two problematic and unsettling notions that begin to 

emerge through these time-deepened and immanent modes of dwelling. Firstly, I think it is 

important to recognize (and reluctantly accept) that although cattle co-constitute this field they will 

never be equal constituents because their life conditions and spatial arrangements are decided upon 

by Martin in selecting when and where the herd shall graze. Secondly, and following on, I am left 

pondering the (dis)connections between the animalian natures of cattle themselves and the 

surroundings provided and policed for them by humans: how do individual animals 'cope' (or not) 

with the environment provided for them? TIlls question becomes more vexing as one speculates 

upon why Phoebe left the field or how Zoe will adapt to living with a new herd. Extrapolating 

further, how might their habituation in this field lead cattle to acquire an "impoverished repertoire 

of sociability, movement and life skills" (Whatmore and Thome 2000:202) compared to nomadic 

cattle and/or their 'wild' progenitors? In posing this question it is not my intention to return to wild 

ba; (see also parts 1.13, 1.4 and 2.1), but rather to suggest that though the habits and habitats of 

cattle continue to be socially constructed so that they necessarily fit within certain spaces and play

out certain roles so as to meet 'human' expectations (after YalWood and Evans 1998:137 see also 

Anderson 1997; Philo 1995; Wolch et al, 1995), cattle too have particular ways of organizing 

themselves and interacting in this place that crack through this impasse. Ultimately, what I am 

suggesting then is that humans need to be attentive to animalian ways of living that cattle use in 

understanding their place within the (field) world. In the next section I continue to unpack the 

relationship between these different modes of dwelling and the (ethically) unsettling notions that 

they raise, by examining an agricultural show. 
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5.2 Show 

Figure 5.6: Staging an agricultural event 

(A series of images from agricultural shows held in the D.K between May 2002 and December 
2004) 

We aim to train young farmers to carry this image in their mind of the perfect animal - or 
whatever animal - and to assess what they have in front of them again t that template 
(William, cattle judge at The Royal Bath and West show, Thur day 30 May 2002). 

Work across the social sciences has focused on the changing geographies and spatialitie of human

animal relations at agricultural shows and events (see Holloway 2004a 2004b 2005 see also Yarwood 

and Evans 1998), identifying instances of confmement, simulated ecosystems and environments and 

how animals become tied to discourses of progress and improvement, education and entertainment, 

production and consumption that enact a place of farming/public imagination binary. On the one 

hand, the images above (figure 5.6), at first glance, appear to fit within the instances of boundary

making and boundary-marking being alluded to. On the other hand, it is my intention in what 

follows to take individual animals that journey to and are exhibited at agricultural event as a 

departure point. This is to evoke different 'somethings ' of the animal (after Holloway 2005), where 

cattle exceed their physical and imaginative presences and representations (on an information board 

floor plan, pen and show ring) thus enabling one to consider the ways in which cattle co-con titute 

an agricultural show in more animalian ways. 
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Departure 

A blue lorry bafks into the yard and the ramp is lowered 
~our cows 01~,r;garet, fessi((J, Barbara .and Melissa) are waiting in the shed 

Come on gIrl ,Martzn walks to the sIde of Mar;garet, slapping her on the bafk, 
Mar;garet moves quicklY towards the wooden ramp fovered in straw. 
Dave: carrying a long black stick, begins hitting Barbara and MeliSJa on their backs .. . all the while l\1artin 
makzng a bnrrrrrrrrrh sound that breaks into a high pitched whistle. 
Martin and Dave walk behind the fOWS. 
A! jes~ica, Barbara and Melissa approach the ramp Martin begins to make (up and down) geJturing motions 
wzth hIs arms . .. "go on" [shouting this several times). 
The collec~ive so~nd of hoo~es on the wooden ramp, Mar;garet almost at the top twisting her bocfy slight!y and 
then entenng - dzp dop nOIses of footsteps across the lorry floor. 
Dave hittingjessifa and Melissa across their backs again . 
.. . Martin and Dave putting their mmbined bocfy weight against jessica,jorcing her to enter the 10rl)'. 

Fieldwork notes, Tuesday 27 ~Iay 2003. 

The performance here, in this written account, contains fragments of the journey taken so that 

Margaret, Barbara, Melissa and Jessica connect with a non-farming public. Amid promotional 

literature that depicts the appearance of cattle, and farm animals more generally, in terms of "a great 

west country event that brings together the best of agriculture and country life", "outstanding 

displays of cattle", "splendid livestock displays" (The Royal Bath and \\'est of England Society 

promotional literature 2002-2004) and "the show's renowned livestock competitions are the focal 

point of quality meat production at its highest level" (Royal Smithfield Show 2002), the moment 

above points a way through these advertising slogans that in turn represent the show according to a 

spatial layout ('cattle lines', figure 5.6) and time tabling of classes. For it is here - in the yard at Folly 

Farm _ that animals begin to constitute the show before they have even left this place. And it is here 

too that cattle unsettle how the organizers would like to promote farming (issues relating to animal 

welfare, food production, new technologies and products) amid the actual, living 'realities' 

surrounding the animals participation in the show: Martin and Dave shouting and hitting; 1-Iargaret's 

body-twist; Jessica'S reluctance to leave the ramp. In this way, the description presented here is a 

reflective stance that sends the spectator elsewhere, towards a theatrical apparatus that is off-stage 

and unscripted, to more intimate contours of possibility that exceed a representational gaze. I am 

gesturing here towards a reconfigured notion of what it means to describe an agricultural show: not, 

then, as an institution or spectacle for displaying 'perfect animals' (see also HollO\vay 20()~b 2()()S) 

but to disrupt such boundaries. And it is through such a disruption tlut one is able to contemplate 

the journey being undertaken by Barbara, ~Ielissa, Jessica and ~Iargaret as the lorry departs - up the 

lane, towards an empty windswept shed and barren, concrete stalls. ~Iorcover, one might query how, 

if at all, l'vlargaret, Barbara, 1-Ielissa and Jessica's absences are felt within the herd and grazin~ groups 
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that they are leaving behind (part 5.1). And importantly, upon their arri\Oal, what might cattle 

experiences of these events be and how might they be seen as co-constituents of this place? 

In the shed with Margaret, Barbara (and other cattle) 

''\X1hen they come [to an agricultural show] it takes them a day or two to get used to it" 
(Martin, dairy farmer at Folly Farm, Wednesday 29 May 2002). 

(7.0?am) tranquilltty nestled i?Y. sporadic low pitched moos, the rustling of straw ... .rudden!J intemtpted 0' 
gratzng metal on the g~ound o~tstde - a cow pauses and then continues eating straw, another cow begins licking 
the head of the c~w fytng bestde her ... the chain around Margaret's neck making a clinking Jotmd as it hitJ 
the meta; bars zn front of her, reverberating through the shed; moisture and condenJation coming Ollt ~f 
Barbara J nose ... as I walk past the stalls there's a Jtrong Jmell of dried urine and faer.:eJ, Jtale Jtrm}), and the 
scent oJ. raw bodies - skin, hair ... two people walk past collecting bur.:kets, the animalJ r.:ontinue to /ye and 
rest ... zn a pe~ n~ar the entrance two calves are making sudden movements - running back andforth alongJide 
each other -jltngzng strands of straw everywhere. 

Fieldwork notes, Friday 31 May 2002. 

Martin and Sue have participated in agricultural shows over the past five years; and although 

Margaret, Barbara and Melissa are being taken to an event for the second time it is Jessica's first 

appearance. "Getting used to the it" - being at the show - requires the animals to be able to cope 

with their separation from the herd and living in a different environment for a week, where they will 

be milked at different times and individually, kept indoors for prolonged periods of the time, no 

longer able to move freely (in a field or yard) as they are tied and chained. For Jessica this 

'adjustment' becomes fraught as Martin notes how she is quiet, withdrawn, and has lost her appetite. 

Martin draws upon his knowledge of the everyday habits and behayiours of individual cattle to 

support the animal's coping mechanisms - reassuring Jessica by putting his chair, cool box and other 

belongings nearest her stall, ensuring that he or Sue can sit with her during opening times; and in 

always feeding Margaret first and from the same bucket. As the week progresses the moment in the 

shed depicted above begins to describe some of the ways in which the animals become attuned to 

the environment. These notes thus provide an important starting point in considering how animals 

deal with their absence from Folly Farm and co-constitute the shed in momentary-immanent ways: 

from the sounds that they make to the ways in which they interact with each other; and from their .I' " .. 

use of materials and objects (playing with straw, a swinging chain hitting metal bars) to their bodily 

substances (urine, faeces, phlegm); in these ways cattle mark and make their presence felt in this 

place. But this inhabitation in the shed extends to other part of the show. Consider the follo\Vil1~ 

empirical instance: 
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Figure 5.7: Bentley 

(A series of photographs taken on Monday 25 ovember 2002) 
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Preparing Bendey 

Bentley is standing on an elevated wooden floor with six other cows, tied to a metal fence with a frcrying cream 
rope around her head and neck . .. glury phlegm dripping from her nose and mouth she is surrounded by bales 
of straw and a yellow container of sprcrys, polishes, brushes - she stares directfy at me, I stroke the side of her 
~~~~~ -

Afew minutes later Phil [Bentleys keeper} appears with a bucket of cold water ... cleaning Bentlrys bottom, 
lifting her tail and brushing downwards .. . dragging a long blue hosepipe over, switching it on, air blowing out
drying Bentley as best he can as she swishes her tail forcefulfy up and down, across and bade hitting and 
blocking the pipe . .. Phil starting at the legs, moving on to the right side of her bocfy, and working his wcry up, 
Bentley all the while pinning her ears back, unable to twist her head round completefy . 
.. . brushing her tail with a metal comb, it's knOf!Y ... spreading the ends out into afan shape as Bentley lifts 

her head up as far up as the rope permits, Phil carries on with the combing, Bentlry s ryes bulging, moving her 
right leg back. 

Phil delves into the yellow container and comes back with a sprcry bottle (a mixture of water and Umoshine) 
and a canister of shaving foam; placing the foam in the palms of his hands and then appfying it aI/ over 
Bentley's bocfy, primarify where sand and dirt are caked on - Bentley striking him with her tail. 

"We buy them when they're young, put a rope on them and start walking them round so they 
get used to it ... there's a lot of work involved in getting her up to show standard" 
(Phil, beef farmer, Monday 25 November 2002). 

Phil collects the hose again, is about to activate the dryer when Bentley poos everywhere - her faeces deposited on 
the hose itself, raised wooden floor and concrete ground 
Phil stands and waits .. . then starts cleaning her bottom and tail again. 
The shaving foam on Bentleys bocfy has dissolved into her skin ... Phil col/ects a large wide toothed metal 
comb and makes upward strokes on Bentley s nede and face then blows air allover her bocfy. 
Now on his knees, Phil cleans Bentleys feet, a sharp implement with metal point scraping dirt from her 
hooves. 
Standing up again, Bentley is dry so Phil colletts a large shaver and moves in closer, inspeding the hair on the 
side and top of her bocfy, t'Ombing and then shaving it so that it smoothfy sits at the same level. 

{An offitial makes his wCfY to the preparation area to inform Phil that the class will be held later than 
publicized}. 
With this extra time Phil decides to repeat this prot'CSs of washing, cleaning, drying, foaming, combing, drying 
and shaving. 

A cow walks past the metal barrier,· Bentley reaches out and toudJes the back of her ear. 

Fieldwork notes, Monday 25 November 2002. 

For all her training over the last six months - a rope tied to her as she is guided round the farm - and 

Phil's attention to detail as he washes, cleans, dries and then meticulously shaves and polishes her; it 

is Bentley, through the use of her tail, pinning her ears back, her bulging eyes, moving her body and 

legs as much as possible, depositing faeces everywhere, reaching out to touch another cow; that 
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signal her wilful ways of occupying this place that m ove beyond the routine of tanding till and 

compliance that Phil anticipates (figure 5.7). 

Sandpit 

ill. 

Figure 5.8: Waiting area 

(Von't move" - Phil whispers to Bentlry as he replaces the old cream rope with a dean white one. 
We are now waiting in the :rand pit', a small area beside the entrance to the main shm}) ringy the sand itJelf 
littered with poo, wee and pieces of straw .. . Phil has time to go through his bucket, taking out the limoshine 
sprqy and comb .. Jolleding a stick , moving it backwards and fonvards across Bentlry's underbellY . 
. . . a cow alongside her having a piece of tinsel draped around her neck, being sprqyed with glitter. 
... the animals and handlers enter the ring. 

Fieldwork notes, and photograph taken, Monday 25 November 2002. 

Here the sand is marked by traces of urine, faeces, straw and groommg residues that have 

accumulated over the course of a morning as cattle have been led from stalls and the preparation 

area. And it is here that handlers make their fmal checks - cleaning, applying products so that 

animals shine and sparkle - before they are visually inspected and judged. However, upon entering 

the show ring with tl1e choreographed routines of walking in a circle and standing in line (the 

training), and tl1e two hours that it has taken Phil to prepare Bentley, become open to uncertain ty a 

animals modify what takes place: 
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Figure 5.9: Show ring 

(A series of photographs taken at agricultural shows in the U.K. between June 2002 and June 200-+). 

For all the foresight, these images (figure 5.9) orientate one towards the ways in which cattle have 

their own natures and ways of being in this place that makes their conformity during clas e 

tentative and doubtfuL Here, handlers become heedful of an animal's body size, strength and 

temperament as cattle alter their pace, will not stand still or form a line, and collide with metal 

barriers designed to separate them from the viewing public. 

Visiting time 

Figure 5.10: Public viewing 

(1 1.00am) back in the shed with Margaret and Barbara; Margaret standingy Barbara lYing. Fresh strmv 
everywhere, no clear partition between animal stalls and human walkwqys; farmers, visitors and ,-attle 
mingling . . . people in overalls stood at the entrance and midwqy along the shed, sweeping awqy animal urine 
and faues as soon as it drops to the floor . .. t"ontinual muifling noise - mooing ... bantering as rosettes and 
certifit-ates are displqyed above winning animals. 

Fieldwork notes, and photograph taken Friday 31 May 2002. 

From Martin and Phil's \ anne s regarding hO\ their animal might perform in th ring, back m th 

sh d tl1is un as ill sipate a animal are chained so that they are only able to 1y down, stand up 

and hardly mov ; m nitor d and check d by other farmer- and cattl .:-t \vards. n th one hand, 
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when the shed is open to the public the layout ensures that animals and people remain in their 

proper place (walkways/stalls), but this can evoke unsettling relationships between animal (cattle) 

bodies and human (visitor) consumption of animal products (figure 5.10). In some in tance the e 

connections are encouraged as Martin displays information boards on dairy farming along ide 

Margaret, Melissa, Barbara and Jessica's stalls; but in other instances these connection become 

concealed, for Bentley is not identified as beef cow (see part 1.24; Holloway 2005). On the other 

hand, amid this 'mingling' as humans and animals share space, other than by their heer pre ~ ence, 

the form of animal exhibition shifts so that interactions between cattle and visitor become devoid 

of the richness that I encountered when in the shed with the animals before and after opening time. 

I am left wondering, therefore, what kinds of human-cattle connections are made pos ible here and 

what the impacts of these interactions on individual animals might be. I am thinking here of what 

Margaret, Melissa, Barbara, but particularly Jessica and Bentley's, experience of noi y crowd tl1e 

physiological and psychological effects (stress, disorientation, herd bonding, unfamiliar nvironment) 

might be compared to living on Folly Farm and grazing in fields (part 5.1). For example the way in 

which Bentley stared at me and as we stood alongside one another, and my ob ervations of cattle 

interactions earlier that morning, bares no relation to the way in which the e animals interact with 

each other and people during visiting times; their sounds are obscured by screaming children, 

jubilant farmers; the animals themselves lying or standing still; urine and faeces swept up before it 

has a chance to settle.43 

Figure 5.11 'comfy cows pledge takes Red Tractor prize' 

(Farmers 'V eekly, Friday 3 December 2004-:12) 

43 Ina different ontext, a number o f studies in veterinary medicine hu\ c concluded that the prl':l:occ of \"~.;i(()rs it: f~oot 
f I 

" d 'I' rupt "tlimal behw10ur (fo r cxamnlcs do sec I Jose\ _000: i--.rLgcr .lnd ~knch 199:>, • 1. pk l:[ I, 
o /00 en ()surc~ can:-'" t " 

1995). 
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This picture (figure 5.11) is of a dairy fanner receiving a prize (a tractor) for winning the National 

Fanners Union (NFU) red tractor competition, the entry pledging: 'I promise to treat each of my 

cows as she deserves: molly-cuddled, manicured and milked'. And it is amid this competition that 

one begins to grasp the ways in which the everyday lives of cattle are being portrayed through the 

exhibitive space of the show. In the first instance, agricultural events are designed to reconnect 

producers and consumers as Martin and Phil reassure the viewing public that Margaret, Melissa, 

Jessica, Barbara and Bentley are being looked after, thus stressing the need to support British 

agriculture. In the second instance, the pastoral rendition of life on a fann and of clean, healthy 

animals is, perhaps, a far cry from the 'realities' of contemporary fanning practices. (l)llectively, the 

NFU competition slogan and the choreographed management of bodies in place (shed, preparation 

area, and show ring) merely succeed in giving humans a central role to playas cattle bodies become 

appropriated for human pwposes that leads their (animalian) presences and experiences of the show 

to remain underdeveloped. 

Above all, I have explored the agencies of cattle as they (un! re)perfonn in this setting, instances 

where they do not comply with and disturb human expectations: through their markings (urine, 

faeces, hoof prints), bodily postures (standing, lying) and directed gestures (swishing tail, moo, 

touching and interacting with each other). And it is by drawing attention to some of the things that 

animals do in this place that one can begin to contemplate the ethical relations unfolding at the 

show. I am thinking here, in particular, of a series of human orderings and interventions in cattle 

lives: from the spatial layout (stalls) and environment (bedding materials, feed, artificial light); to the 

training (ropes, sticks) and preparation (the use of drugs to calm and/ or sedate an animal, shaving 

foam, glitter); what might the impact of these actions be on the animals themselves as Margaret, 

Barbara, Melissa and Jessica depart Folly Farm and Bentley leaves her smallholding? 

Discussion in the chapter thus far has focused on individual cattle as bodies in place, situating 

encounters on the farm (field) and agricultural show (shed/preparation area/ring). Each of these 

sections foregrounds troubling tensions between animal natures and ways of being-in-the-world and 

the human habitats and surroundings constructed for them But the explorations here also 

endeavour to (re)think how humans dominate and humble another being (after Tuan 1984:107) by 

pointing towards how cattle are co-constituents in these places, in time-deepened and immanent

momentary ways, that complicate assumptions of their tame, denatured and subjugated animality. In 

the sections that follow I want to make a shift to configure other spatial formations that sit 

alongside this emphasis on bodies in place, to trace how cattle become abstracted and clUght up in 

far reaching material assemblages (virtual spatialities). In part 5.3 I follow some of the laboratory 

practices and written documents through which animal medicines are researched, developed and 

licensed in the U.K. Moving on, in part 5.4 I describe an online cattle tracing register designed to 
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record infonnation on the birth and movement of cattle in Great Britain. My intention in so doing is 

to mimic how cattle are coming and going between fields and laboratories, between farms and 

government offices. Thus, as bodies in place cattle can now be seen as: 

permanently in a state of enunciation, between addresses, always deferred. Places are 'stages 
of intensity, traces of movement, speed and circulation ... No configuration of time-space 
can be seen as bounded. Each is instantly compromised by the fact that what is outside can 
also be inside (Thrift 1996:289-290). 

Moreover, I take-up Hetherington and Lee's (2000) injunction of blank figures to attend to how 

individual cattle might be seen as figures of spacing, at certain moments coming out of the shadows 

to bring unsettling and transfonnative effects in laboratories and legislature (see also part 2.3). The 

very crucial manoeuvre being made here is to open out "the fabric of space allowing new, yet 

unfixed and more partial, perspectives to come into view" (Hetherington 1997a:214). 
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5.3 Laboratory 

Figure 5.12: Siting veterinary medicines research 

(images courtesy of commercial department, pharmaceutical company K) 

!he average brain to bottle time now exceeds ten years. The average success rate is now 1 
ill 10,000. Two years are needed for registration. This leaves only eight years during which a 
product can be marketed under patent protection. Any delay in the registration proce s 
reduces our return on investment ... This, in turn, leaves us with less to reinvest in products 
(Lucy, communications team representing the manufacturers of animal medicines 
organization L, Tuesday 10 June 2003). 

I 'm at a university research laboratory, but for the procession of cars and milling of students you mcry not 
notice it. Off a slip road, the facility appears as a'!)l other set of uniform buildings on the campus. As I drive 
up to the entrance the smle of the plac'e is overwhelming .. . several brick buildings surrounded 0; high barbed 
wire fencin~ secun'ty cameras, warning signs about trespassing and a guard standing in a sentry box. I have to 
offer proof of identity, sign in, have my picture taken and wait for my visitor's badge. I'm given a map, which 
is a sheet of white paper with what appear to be roads and buildings represented 0; straight lines and square 
blocks, all labelled numen·mIIY. Once through the barrier I negotiate my wcry to building 8. 

I 'm meet ry Simon, our introductory c'Onversation interrupted ry a telephone cali. Answering the phone "those 
are the studies we need to do to fit in with our timesmle .. .yeh .. . we'll need another consignment, about 30, 40 
should do it': Simon decides to take me on a tour of the facility. Wanden'ng round we discuss his telephone 
c·onversation. The consignment, I dzscover, c'Onsist of rats to be used for drug trials before the produd zs tested 
on the spuies for which it was intended Walking on .. . suddenlY I 'm startled, for amid all the brit'ks and 
mortar a farm appears. There's a large shed with a corrugated roof and an open grass pen with eight FrieJian 
t'OWS grazing. Simon points out that they are "target species': here to have drug tests conduded on them, 
experiments that mn have an 80% mortality rate in the initial stages. 

Moving on, we enter building 12. I wash my hands, put on a white lab c'oat and place yellow sleeves over my 
shoes. There are a series of rooms off a long comdor. Some of the rooms are empty while others have small 
groups of people working in them. We enter one of the rooms. There's a lacjy inside teJting a baft'h of drugs, 
Jvean'ng a lab wat and rubber gloves, she's working behind a glass screen. There's a long measun'ng strmv 
mostlY filled with orange liquid and part/)' filled with a dear solution. It'J being fed into J/lhat look.r like a 
plastic bottle with a blue dial. ext to thzs is another dear bottle Jvith darker orange fluid 

Tour of research facilities with imon research and d velopm nt team, 
pharmaceutical company G, \"\'edne day 19 February 2 03. 
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This quote, the images, and description of sening, indicate how the development of animal 

medicines is a lengthy and extensive process. In the U.K the animal medicines market is valued at 

£ 389 million and divided into three main segments: preventative medicines that strive to stop 

healthy animals from becoming sick (£, 229.70 million), therapeutic medicines used to treat sick 

animals (£, 120.35 million), and other medicinal treatments such as digestive enhancers, analgesics, 

euthanasia products and dietary supplements (£, 38.95 million) (all figures for 2002, courtesy of 

organization L). In this section of the chapter I want to sketch the practices and processes involved 

in discovering, researching, formulating and licensing animal medicines for cattle at three different 

stages: pre-clinical and clinical, registration, and post-authorization. In addition I want to oscillate 

between ecological complexes of bodies in place (part 5.1) and the more virtual spatialities that 

animals begin to acquire during medicines research. 

The discovery and testing of any medicinal product involves the use of animals at some point, 

usually during pre-clinical and clinical stages, in order to investigate a disease or ailment, to look at 

the action of a given product in the animal, and to review a product's performance in a 'real life' 

situation. Indeed, before a veterinary medicine can be licensed the regulatory authorities in the U.K, 

and at a European level, require trials to be done in the animal species for which the drug is 

intended. The empirical observations cited above bear witness to how animals become potent icons 

in the processes and value of medicines research. It is here that one begins to grasp how canle are 

transformed into laboratory animals, as something made to stand in for data and scientific analysis: 

rat/ consignment, cowltarget species. These interventions lead the eight Friesians that I encountered 

on my tour to be viewed as many different things at once: as a piece of laboratory equipment, tool 

for eradicating illness and disease, and charismatic farm animal. 

CDnfiguring canle as part of this scientific set-up and, in particular, investigating the impact of a 

drug profile on their bodies is governed by 'the animal test certificate regulations 1996' and 'the 

animals' scientific procedure act 1986'. For pharmaceutical companyG to be able to experiment on 

the eight cows I came across during my visit they must apply for an 'animal test certificate'. If an 

application is successful there are two stages to experimenting with the drug profile. The first level 

of testing is on 'small animals' - "the wnsi~' - or what I discovered were rats on my tour. At 

these initial stages scientists are looking to confirm that the drug works, that it is safe, and to 

monitor the serological responses of the animals being experimented on (figure 5.12). Once these 

investigations have been conducted, and any redefinition of the drug profile has been completed, a 

second level of testing takes place and this involves using the product on the species for which its 

use is intended. When experimenting on canle at least five test subjects are deemed necessary 

(pharmaceutical company G). The eight cows at the laboratory during my visit were recruited from 

two sources: local fanns and bought at a market. 
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It is in reaching the laboratory site that these eight cows are fabricated into something else, 

becoming known as "target species", no longer intertwined with farming practices and the routines 

of milking in specific places (Folly Fann) but circulating as boundary objects and exemplars of 

sameness (after Birke 1994) that can be experimented on to make generalizations about all species 

of cattle. To make this transition, and 'participate' in clinical trials, the animals have to be 

acclimatized. That is, when they arrive at the laboratory they are kept together for a period of seven 

days to allow them to adjust to being part of a different grouping and to reduce the level of stress 

that they may experience when kept indoors, individually in cubicles. It is the responsibility of the 

animal services team and veterinarians located in building 11 at company G (next to the fann site, 

figure 5.12) for preparing the animals for periods of confinement, administering experimental drugs, 

monitoring the results and disposing of the animals once the trial has ended. 'This information is 

recorded on monitoring fonns for each test subject. In this way, the team adopt a language where 

terms such as "cow", "cattle" or "livestock" become replaced with "organism" and "subject profile": 

scientific understanding of the animal and the animal's husbandry relies ultimately on a 
conception of the animal as animal ... But these features of animalness must not enter 
written reports, which simplify and mathematicize (Birke 2003:216). 

As cattle become part of the laboratory apparatus at company G, the ways in which these cows are 

living out their lives are worlds-apart from that of cattle at Folly Farm. For example, wearing 

overalls, washing her hands and taking off her surgical gloves, a member of staff leaving the 

laboratory explains how she has tested a drug: 

a subcutaneous injection ... using a sterile needle, injecting the loose skin on the side of the 
neck. .. observing ascetic precautions 
(Louise, animal services team, pharmaceutical companyG, Wednesday 19 February2003). 

The artificial living conditions in which the animals now dwell lack the environmental stimuli and 

ecological richness of being in a field on Folly Fann (part 5.1) as the animals are provided with few 

opportunities to fonn relations with plants, other animals and humans. Instead, there are protocols 

to be followed governing how drugs should be administered - the washing of hands and wearing of 

gloves - that limit the sensations of touching and connecting with the cows. And it is through the 

practice of acclimatization, and the terminologies and vocabularies being used, that it may appear 

unlikely that cattle in the laboratory are bestowed with any agency during trials. However, and on 

this matter of agency, one needs to attend to how individual animals co-constitute clinical research. 

In the first instance cattle become 'bodies in place' in occupying the fann accommodation and 

individual cubicles provided for them Here their bodies are dissected into muscles and tissues that 

are monitored for the absOIption, tolerance, chemical and physiological effects of the drugs; through 

the collection and analysis of their serum, blood and skin (figure 5.12). Following on, cattle inhabit 
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more virtual spatialities as the samples that are taken are processed and wntten up to make 

generalizations about the efficacy, tolerance and immunogenicity of the product (figure 5.12), 

eventually finding their way into the 'tolerance studies' section of the dossier submitted to the 

licensing agency. As bodies in place and virtual data, then, one needs to be attentive to how 

individual cattle can deflect the course of human design and produce results other than those 

predicted in the drug profile. For example, a member of the animal services team explains hov.r: 

it [the cow] may cause a temporary nodule at the site of the injection, it may fail to respond 
to t~e product as a result of immunological incompetence ... occasionally hypersensitivity 
reactIOns occur 
Gon, animal services team, pharmaceutical companyG, Wednesday 19 February 2003). 

After the medication has been administered there is a fourteen day observation period when staff 

from the animal services team will look for post-clinical signs including becoming cold to the touch, 

high temperatures and blood stained faeces. And it is here, amid the standardization of testing, that 

individual cattle might raise uncertainties about the pharmacology of the product being tested. This 

IS: 

not only a specific and indirect way of moving in space, but also a type of light and 
temporary stitch, used to hold materials of social space together in some semblance of 
order during the process of manufacture ... it is to make changes and to bring novelty and 
uncertainty (Hetherington and Lee 2000:180). 

Together this (material and virtual) biological data form a series of files - termed the "dossier" or 

"data file": a standard format containing all the information needed for the licensing authority to 

assess a product's safety, quality and efficacy. Thus, after the pre-clinical and clinical stages of the 

drug profile have been completed, the results and analysis are assembled into a dossier that is 

submitted to the government department responsible for authorizing veterinary products. 
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I'm in the basement of a government office in London ... surrounded by shelves and shelves of files, all 
catalogued like some kind of library. There's a huge table in front of me where more files are stacked four 
volumes high waiting to be prot'eSsed I'm with EmilY, a senior veten'nary advisor, who's responsible for part .f 
of these dossiers that have been submitted by the drug companies. It's her job to check that the product seeking 
a licence can safelY be used on animals and complies with European and international clinical and technical 
guidelines. She opens up one of the files on the table and descn'bes the 'pre-clinical' and 'clinical' division q( the 
dossier. She's reading the submission to see how the product is intended to work in order to determine it's 
"pharmacological effects': "the absorption, distribution, metabolism, and eXtletion of the prodUd once 
administered to the animal': the dosage regime and what mqy happen if this recommended dosage is exceeded, 
this sedion labelled ''tolerance'' and consisting of ''dose titration studies': "dose confirmation studies" and 
'Jield trials" ... FinalIY there's also an expert report. It is intended to summarize part 4 and has lots of tableJ 
recording the animals treatment regime and duration. EmilY informs me that it's unusual for her or other 
colleagues to check drug results, to dispute compa,!), results, for most of the pharmacokinetic studies in tar:get 
animal speties are recorded in ''pharmacopias'' and can be accessed through bibliographit' searches, Her 
overriding t'oncerns, she tells me, are to meet the 90 day deadline for processing the application and, as the drug 
in this file is intended for a 'food produting user': ultimatelY to protect the consumer. 

Tour of administration facilities with Emily, veterinary assessment team, 
government office 2, Friday 8 August 2003. 
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Figure 5.13: Licensing veterinary medicines in multiple European states 
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Figure 5.14: European mechanism for authorizing veten'na d' . ry me IClnes 
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Three registration procedures for veterinary medicines are available within th European Cruon: a 
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where these animals are located, product formulation, production methods and so on. The 

comments above attend to the culmination of this decision-making process as Emily fInds herself 

surrounded by piles of dossiers (pertinent to all three routes) awaiting assessment within the detined 

210 clock days. 

Emily is responsible for appraising the fourth part of the dossier, 'target species safety and effIcacy'. 
, -

This section is designed to evaluate the pre-clinical and clinical effects of the drugs on animals and 

Emily's assessment of this information is governed through legislature set out by the Committee for 

Veterinary Medicine Products (CVMP) and the International Harmonization of Technical 

Requirements for Registering Veterinary Products (VICH). On the one hand, these guidelines are 

concerned with assessing the impact of the product on the animal: 

How does it work, what are the desired effects in animals .. .is it going to be safe when used 
in the fIeld, in real life? There needs to be an inbuilt safety margin ... fIve times the 
recommended dose ... who is going to administer the product and how? 
(Emily, veterinary assessment team, Monday 14 July 2003). 

On the other hand, cattle become a collective as the possible impact of the product on the animals 

themselves become peripheral and tied up with the real and imagined risks that they may pose to 

humans who consume animal products: 

Consumer safety is our main priority ... you have to build in a reasonable safety margin for 
consumers ... sometimes companies are uncertain how a product works, that's fine if they 
explain it's desired effects and what it does ... if there are lumps and swelling, no worse than 
that in tolerance tests we deem it okay to be used in animal species 
(Emily, veterinary assessment team, .Nfonday 14 July 2003). 

In other words, cattle become branded as a 'carcass' during the assessment procedure with human 

(consumers) needing protection from any disruption to the colonization barrier. Thus, in the 

legislature cattle are referenced as "food producing users" and corporeally fragmented into "edible 

tissues" (muscle, liver, kidney, fat and skin) and "edible products" (milk and meat). In this \\"a)' the 

dossiers submitted by the pharmaceutical companies must contain "tolerance data" that present 

information on how the drug is absorbed and excreted by the animal's body so that 'acceptable daily 

intake' (ADI) fIgures can be compiled. ADI is expressed as: 

Acceptable Daily Intake 

J\UC x CF2 x mass of colonic contents (220g) 
Fraction of dose available for micro-organisms 

x 60kg human adult 
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1bis fonnula is based upon a theorization of the maximwn exposure to a drug that an individual 

animal will experience. Though this legislature, the tolerance data contained in the dossier and ADI 

figures, cattle become encountered as a 'food basket': 

The daily food ~asket used f~r c~nswnption calculation is comprised of 0.500kg of meat 
plus 1.500 kg milk. .. these estunauons also take into account the residue concentration in 
the food commodities derived from the pattern of residue depletion of the substance in the 
animal 
(Emily, veterinary assessment team, government department 2, Monday 14 July 2003). 

In licensing veterinary products for cattle, then, consumer safety becomes paramount with 

withdrawal periods (WP) set to ensure that residue levels will be below the 11RL before an animal 

treated with the product can enter the food chain. 

Amid the 210 day clock, and ADI and WP figures, at what point in this legislative process might 

cattle unsettle these cartographies of governance? Through Emily's assessment of a dossier cattle 

become a virtual presence in co-constituting a series of tables and charts inserted into 'tolerance 

data' section. This virtual presence extends to phannacopoeias (an existing literature on active 

ingredients that Emily will consult to double-check information provided by pharmaceutical 

companies). And it is in these virtual spaces that elements of uncertainty can elucidate alternative 

understandings of cattle. I am thinking here of how cattle have the potential ability to breach the 

colonization barrier - Emily describing how ADI figures "refer to a single cow when, in practice, it 

is unusual to conswne milk coming from only one cow"; how drugs are absorbed and excreted in 

individual cattle may vary; and human consumption of edible tissues and products will also differ. 

Thus, cattle emerge as: 

figures between space, communicators that pass between categories of .~ference as if ~hey 
were not there ... facilitators of new possibilities in the connections Within the recogruzed 
order of things (Hetherington and Lee 2000:171). 

This testimony, and dormant presence of cattle therein, has the potential to unravel as assumptions 

about the materiality of (cattle) bodies and (human) consumption practices (300g meat and 1.5 litres 

of milk per person per da~ open out to new alignments. 
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Figure 5.15: Virus and bacteria production 

(image courtesy of commercial department, pharmaceutical company K). 

The .co~pany must inform the authorities immediately if any seriou u pect d adver 
reaction 1S reported. It must also submit regular summary reports of all recorded incid nt 
for examination, even if these incidents are only suspected to be related to the u e of the 
product 

(Lucy, communications team representing the manufacturers of animal medicines 
organization L, Tuesday 10 June 2003). 

If Emily and the assessors responsible for other sections of the dossier (admini trative data, quality 

and safety) agree that the product is safe for the treated animal, consumer and environment; after 

the 210 day timetable the product will be granted a 'marketing authorization'. This mean that a 

pharmaceutical company is permitted to sell the product. Once this product i on the market the 

licensing authority administer a further scheme to monitor reports of any reaction in animals or 

humans. The purpose of this scheme is to audit trends in reported suspected reactions and, where 

necessary, to take follow-up action with the company holding the marketing authorization. An 

adverse reaction has been defined as: 

a reactlOn ill an animal which is harmful and unintended and which occurs at do' 
normally used in animals for the prophylaxis, diagnosis or treatment of disea e or the 
modification of physiological function (Article 42b Directive 81/851, ElviE 2003). 

I have indicated previously how individual cattle can respond to drugs in unanticipated way ' - in the 

laboratory ("a temporary nodule at the site of the injection") and within do ier - for cattle ha'\'e th 

potential ability to breach the colonization barrier amid rea uranc employed through .\DI and 

WP figures. If a per on (animal keeper veterinarian or pharmaceutical company mploy ,for 

example) wi h to report an animal' harmful reaction to a drug they are requir d to fill in a y llow 

form that a ks for information including the nam of the product, r asons for U ' , \\·h n the drug 

wa. adm1ni. t r d and by whom, th duration of tr atm nt, and the reaction that occurred. '1 h 

animal is id n tifi d 11 thi' form according to its ag ,br d, .'p ci s, s x, wight and food 
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producing) role. The completed fonn is sent to the adverse reactions team at government office 2 

who input this infonnation onto the 'Tigress database'. After an investigation, the yellow form 

becomes coded according to an ABON system: where A concludes that the reaction was a direct 

result of the drug used, B and 0 indicate that the reaction was possibly related to the drug but that 

the animal was being treated with more than one product at the same time therefore a definitive link 

cannot be made, and N denotes that the reaction was not related to the drug (government office ~). 

Here cattle become intertwined in electronic coding and tabular summaries, as individual animals are 

allotted a position within a computerized system that can lead them to challenge and reconfigure 

scientific understandings: 

The bl~ come: into view within established ways of knowing but within that knowledge it 
~s vlSlble t~gs that would otherwise be unseen and in so doing alters the possibility of 
VlSlon by allowmg speech to occur about things that would otherwise amount to silence 
(Hetherington and Lee 2000:179-180). 

This section of the chapter, in drawing attention to human practices towards, and the spaces 

inhabited by, animals in scientific research chimes with work across the social sciences in addressing 

the overlapping and contradictory meanings attached to laboratory animals (do see Arluke 1994; 

Lynch 1988; Phillips 1994). On the one hand, cattle make a symbolic transition from market or farm 

to laboratory cubicle; from 'cow' to 'target species' and 'food basket'; from dossier or data file to 

210 day clock; and from withdrawal periods to an ABON code. And yet, rather than remain solely 

concerned with how cattle are vacuumed into this representational set-up of experimentation, 

documentation and monitoring; I have sought to demonstrate some of the insights to be gained 

from exploring the lives of individual animals - 8 Friesian cows - at (pre)clinical, registration and 

post-authorization stages. Thus, the narratives here have much to say in relation to Shapiro's (2002) 

essay on the role of the laboratory rat. In this piece Shapiro (2002) notes how scientific research de

individuates, de-animalizes and de-speciates creatures in ways that play down their sentience and 

consciousness. And it is this movement towards individual cattle as both bodies in place and 

inhabiting virtual spatialities that one can begin to think through the animalness of cattle in 

disturbing and unsettling human orderings. The call here is two-fold. In the first instance this is to 

encounter how cattle fail to digest, absorb and respond to medicines and question scientific 

discourses - the granting of a marketing authorization or online system for classifying reactions. In 

the second instance, by making visible the invisible - this gap between the representational set up 

and individual cattle - begins to enable humans to unravel the animalness of cattle in contemplating 

their 'recruitment' 'treatment' '(artificial) living environment' and well- being at the laboratory site of 

companyG. 

In the fourth and final part of the chapter this oscillation between individual bodies in place and 

their habitation of more virtual spatialities becomes more pronounced. For in 'what follows I sketch 
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out how cattle births, movements, and deaths are recorded and monitored in Great Britain. And it is 

through this tracing system, perhaps, that human-cattle relations - and specifically 'cattle as food 

basket' - become innately conceived. 
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5.4 Tracing System 

UK 5372230012-1-1 

We have one of the most robust systems of tracing animals anywhere in the world (Arnold 
industry advisor, The Meat and Livestock Commission, Friday 3 January 2003). 

Figure 5.16: Cattle passport application form 
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The BSE crisis hit in March 1996. As a direct reaction to that cattle passports were 
introduced from 1 July 1996. The passports that were issued at that time involved the 
farmer registering the animal's birth, it's dam - so it's genetic other, it's date of birth, it's 
breed and not registering it's movements ... It was then decided that there should be a more 
joined up approach and movements should be captured .... [ the tracing register administered 
by government office 5J went live on 28 September 1998, and from that point all GB cattle 
registrations were handled here at this office ... with the volume that we process here, and 
because we're also capturing movements, when we went live we issued application forms 
based on the ear tags that we had in stock but that hadn't been used ... that's a system we 
run for the ear tag manufacturers and that system ensures the unique identity ... The 
application forms already have the ear tag number written and bar-coded for him and they 
have the farmers location on the form also bar-coded. So the farmer sends those in, it gets 
processed and when everything's okay we issue a cheque book style passport 
(Annie, corporate projects team, government office 5, Monday 30 June 2003). 
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Figure 5.17: Cattle passport 
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(document courtesy of government office 5) 

The cattle tracing system registers all cattle births and deaths, issues cattle passports, and record 

cattle movement information sent in by farmers, market and slaughterhouse employee and 

organizers of agricultural events. Introduced in 1996, the system was a precondition for restoring 

the beef export market post-BSE and derives from European Commission regulations ettlllg out 

tllat each member state must have a fully operational database to trace cattle born or imported into 

their country. t the out et, in 1996, the registration of cattle births and death wa ad.mini tered by 

local agricultural department offices in England, cotland and \Vale . To improve the integrity of 

tll e s st m - it's "join d up approach" - and it prospective adaptation for animal dis ase control 

and ur pean) subsid r payments government office 5 became re pon ible for over eeing th 
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scheme in 1998. From this point, in addition to recording the birth and death of cattle, this 

department, based in the North of England, also began maintaining files on all cattle movements: 

between 1998 and 2001 issuing more than 5.5 million passports, tracking in excess of 9 million cattle 

movements, and costing over £22.6 million annually to operate (figures provided by government 

office 5). In this way, the system for identifying and registering cattle in Great Britain now 

encompasses four stages: tagging (an animal is required to wear one tag in each ear containing it's 

unique identification number - UK 5372230012); farm recording (of all cattle births, imports, 

movements and deaths); issuing a passport 45 (a chequebook style document (figure 5.17) that 

contains specific pages to confinn when an animal moves and dies); and computer registration 

system (administered by government office 5, holding information on registered cattle in Great 

Britain on a central database). 

In this section of the chapter I want to chronicle how this tracing system consists of complex 

ethologies of cattle bodies, chequebooks, and movement cards that, on the one hand, are 

repositories of the 'correct' and 'anticipated' positionings and juxtapositions that allow things about 

animal births, mobility and deaths to be known; but, and on the other hand, how cattle as figures of 

spacing (Hetherington and Lee 2000) inhabit (material and virtual) worlds where times and spaces 

are always in the making (Callon and Law 2004; Thrift 2004c). Moreover, I want to raise questions 

about the significance of cattle lives and well-being amid this increasingly technologized 

environment - from the ghastliness of BSE to the unthreatening and optimistic scenario that the 

database imparts to human consumers in deflecting meaty anxieties. My argument, then, is that 

when discussing the tracing system one should begin with a counterintuitive move that queries from 

the start the idea of a passport as an ongoing and final state of traceability thus assuming that the 

passport itself leads inevitably to closure - that the slaughtered animal entering the food chain can be 

followed back to birth: 

The more tags a farmer orders the bigger the discount he gets. So farmers will order a 
number of years worth of tags at once to maximize discounts from the 
manufacturers ... What the system does is if the application for a passport comes in and 
some of the information is missing, is invalid, we will not issue a passport until that is 
resolved. Where we tend to have the biggest issue is on the movements ... so there's been a 
lot of work done on that in the last year where we've been tracing the gaps, the missing, and 
the errors. The first part of the project that I'm working on at the moment is a statement 
that will get sent out to all cattle keepers telling them the apparent anomalies that we have 
and asking them to correct those 
(Annie, corporate projects team, government office 5, Monday 30 June 2003). 

45 Please note: there are four t)pes of identification docwnents (passpons) for cattle. Firstly, cattle born or imported into 
Great Britain before 1 July 1996 have a certificate of registration (CDR or Q-IR3) which can be used to report movements. 
These animals do not have passports and nor do government office 5 expect them to have them Secondly, Mu-garet (and 
older members of the herd at Folly Farm) whom Manin registered between 1 July 1996 and 28 September 1998 have an 
'old style' (blue and green) passport. 1bird1~, cattle re~istered after 28 September 1998 have a c~eq~e-b.ook st).1e passport 
(CPP13) (see figure 5.17). Fourthly, any animal that IS refused a passport because of late applicatlon IS proVided WIth a 
'notice of registration' (CPP35). 
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In what follows I want to illuminate some of the apparent 'errors', 'gaps' and 'missing' information 

held on the tracing register by examining the workings of three administrative centres at government 

office 5: the post room (where paper documents are sorted and inserted onto the electronic tracing 

system), passport operations (where anomalies and incorrect information on passports and 

movement cards are investigated), and deregistration (an inventory of dead animals). 

Post room 

A small open room with a clear door and x-rqy device resembling a gadget that scans hand luggage at 
airports .. . once the post is delivered (at 7.00am and 10.30am) it is placed in blue plastic bins and sent 
through the machine ... as it commences x-rqying Jennifer recalls an inddent of a farmer sending liquid 
faeces to the office, claiming that one of his cows had eaten her passport - an attempt to avoid pqying a {50 
replacement fee! Jennifer also telling me that if something more sinister were to am·ve (a bomb or anthrax) 
the room can be completelY sealed off-having a separate ventilation D'stem. After x-rqying Jennifer and her 
team sort the mail according to the codes on the exterior of the envelopes: FF (cattle pasJPort), Z4 
(movement card), AD (specific mail shot), RP A (subsicjy adminzstration), at!.)'thing else is classified aJ 

'random post' and sent to the relevant person or department specified on the envelope or opened and 
forwarded on. So far (9. 15am), 19 boxes of passport application forms, 22 boxes of movement cards and 3 
cages of 'dead' bags from the Meat Hygiene 5 elllice have been sorted 

Now in a room that resembles a classroom with tables lining the walls and two columns down the centre, at 
the end of each line a loading area, computer Hanning equipment and various trq)'J . . . post piled up high on 
each desk and people wanden·ng in and out. I dzscover that one line is for scanning passport application 
forms (200 forms an hour can be scanned) and the other line for movement cards (a constant flicking' 
sound in the background as 2,000 cards an hour whiZ through the equipment) ... as each card or 
application form is scanned onto the D'stem at!.)' errors are flagged up ry the computer. 

Through another door and into a huge warehouse - the 'data capture area' - an open plan office where errors 
identified qy the D'stem are initiallY looked at. Common errors include: incomplete details being provided, 
blue rather than black ink being used, zilegible wnting - zs zt an s or a 5, a 6 or a b? Some of the errors can 
be redified quicklY - making a dedsion between letters and numbers or phoning the farmer to check the 
details that she or he has provided If thzs zs not possible, or information iJ mzssing, the file is passed on to 
'passport operations: Jennifer shocking me in recalling that at at!.)' one time 70,000 movement cards or 
passport applications are 'in suspense' waitingfor errors to be correded 

Tour of postal facilities with Jennifer, data registration team, r..fonday 30 June 2003. 

The starting point for a cattle keeper in completing a passport application form or moyement card is 

signalled by its arrival here - a warehouse in the middle of a run down industrial estate in England. 

The paper forms and cards that reach this destination becoming integral to a perfon1utin.' 

infrastnlCturc that is premised on repetitiyc daily acts of shift patterns and tasks (x-raying, sorting, 

scanning, storing for three days or sending to another department). This routinization becomes 

necessary if cattle keepers on farms and staff at government office S are to meet a series of deadlines 
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for registering an animal. Cattle keepers, for example, have thirty-six hours to report movements on 

or off their holding; seven days to register the birth of a dairy animal and thirty days to register the 

birth of a beef animal; seven days to notify the death of an animal and thirty six hours to report the 

use of replacement ear tags46
• Furthermore, staff in the postal room have targets to meet: scanning 

all documents on the morning of arrival so that the infonnation can be checked as soon as possible 

and, providing the computer does not identify any errors, placed on the database the follo-wing 

working day. I want to take a couple of points forward from the extract above. For I am mindful 

that within these routines there are, perhaps, forgotten and bewildering cartographies of life. I want 

to diagram three ways in which cattle on Folly Farm might remain intangible and disrupt the 

human-technology interface of what is being reported and recorded about them on the database. 

Firstly, it is here and now in the postal room that cattle are reconfigured from an ear tag (bodies-in

place) recorded on a paper card, application form or chequebook to become computerized 

infonnation as a virtualized barcode whose accompanying infonnation is to be inserted and updated 

on a central system This effort, to map concisely where and how many cattle there are - a life 

history of a specimen (after Whatmore and Thome 2000) - reduces Margaret to an absent presence _ 

a set of numbers (UK S372230012) rather than the fleshy embodied being that she is. But a series of 

dead ends and missed paths become apparent: what if Martin sends the wrong passport or 

movement card for an animal- Margaret might disappear or get lost between her life on the farm 

and existence on the database. What about the ear tags that Martin purchases in bulk so as to qualify 

for a discount from the manufacturers and that ultimately he might never use - discarded tags and 

passport application forms? Secondly, and on this theme of 'disappearing', what if the movement 

cards or passports that Martin sends fail to arrive at all? What if he sells an animal and does not send 

the 'off' movement card and the animal's new keeper does not complete an 'on' movement card? 

Indeed the very existence of this animal might not be known until it dies. Thirdly, once the cards or 

cheque books are scanned in, if the computer detects any errors, this animal's file is put 'in suspense' 

and held in virtual space until inaccuracies can be investigated. Collectively, then, these questions 

highlight how cattle on Folly Farm become traceable according to a set of virtual coordinates such 

that the tracing system itself begins to open up all kinds of gaps through which new kinds of 

excursions can be coaxed into existence (after Thrift 2004c). In the empirical extract that folloVlS I 

examine the representational ordering work that is undertaken as part of an attempt to dispose of 

errors (as matter out of place) (after Cresswell 1996; Douglas 1984:35). 

46 Martin (the dairy fanner at Folly Fann) notifies government office 5 of all canle births, m~vemen~s and deaths in ~arer 
fOfffin. 35% of cattle keepers in Great Britain, however, provide this information electfon:cally, eIther thr~ugh e~t~g 
software packages installed on farm office computers or directly online using. the _ c~nle tracIng s~tem Mu:tm per:l5ts ill 
using the paper route as he believes the technology used by government offICe) 15 prone to f:lllure thus.illcreas~g the 
amount of time he spends on administration. Government office 5, on the other ~and, are lffip~emenung J. senes of 
campaigns to encourage cattle keepers to enter information directly through the "''ebslte as they believe that this reduces 
keepers abilities to insert incorrect information (do see Irvine 2004; Richley 2003). 
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Passport operations centre 

Sitting in a vast warehouse - it's a bit like being in a call centre; phones constantly ringingy divided deskJ., 
dimlY lit . .. Catherine is responsible for area 6 - Cheshire - and deals with errors that the data capture team 
are unable to resolve. She receives 10-30 errors dailY and is expeded to corred 12 mistakes per shift. 
Going through her in-trqy, coming across file 06/342/0036 - a farmer claiming that one if his cows has 
given birth to tnplets. Veterinarians specify that cows require at least 240 days between each birth and in 
this instance the dates do not match as the animal apparentlY gave birth 180 days ago ... Another file _ 
AH372230012 - this time a cow considered too young to have given birth ... and there are lots qf other 
cases sat in the trqy awaiting investigation: inddents where the farmer has used an old breed code or failed to 
provide suffiiient information about an imported animal, another farmer whom is claiming that his cow haJ 
given birth even though the animal is thought to be more than twenry years old! 

When Catherine opens up one if the error files she has a series if procedures to follow. On day one, for 
example, she will call the cattle keeper to request information about an animal. If the keeper does not get 
back to her she will phone again on day two. By day five if no correspondence has been received she will send 
a letter outlining the error and the information that she requires from him or her. Oftentimes, in disputeJ 
concerning whether a cow was or was not able to give birth, her instrudions will specify that the keeper must 
get a vet to examine the animal and provide written confirmation that this animal has indeed given birth. 
After 56 dqys, if the relevant information has not been provided, the passport operations team are no longer 
required to treat this file as an 'adive case' and it is placed in the 'old work' storage space on the F)'stem. 

The end if the day and Catherine has not had time to open 25% if the error files that she receivedfrom the 
data capture team ... as I leave she calls up a summary sheet detailing that passport operations currentlY 
have 12,758 animal files 'in suspense' and almost 20,000 animals in the 'old work group: This means 
that these animals should not be moved, or slaughtered and enter the human food chain, until their details 
are correded 

Tour with Catherine, passport operations team, lv10nday 30 June 2003. 

The empirical material presented here suggest that at anyone time thousands of cattle are 'in 

suspense', as stagnant flies in virtual space waiting to be examined, or transferred to a long term 

storage area in anticipation of being recalled some time in the future. In this way, the 

representational set-up (the standardized procedures, use of letters and codes that Catherine is 

expected to follow) is performative in its attempt to hold disparate things (,errors') together that 

might otherwise lead the tracing system fall apart. And yet cattle cannot be precisely fixed (the 

12,758 files that warrant investigation), the animals themsekes kept present while also being lost, 

varying in their digital form as time goes on and attempts to rectify the error pass from department 

to department and person to person (Calion and Law 2004). In this extract two types of de,oiation in 

digital form are apparent. On the one hand, animal AH372230012 signals complications oyer the 

age of an animal. Upon checking the system Catherine discovers that this animal was imported from 

France in November 2002. In this way, the tracing system extends beyond a query o\Tr birth date to 
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become part of a global tracking system identifying animals imported from within (and outside of) 

E.U member states: 

We've actually been roun~ to other member states. A couple of years ago we arranged visits 
~o look at how they mO?Itor, the system they use, what kinds of problems come up. Our 
md~try operates very differently ~o say how the industry operates in Denmark, you know, 
the lifestyle and movement of animals on and through to slaughter and the like ... I mean 
some member state systems have been in place for thirty, forty, years or more ... in terms of 
new member states coming in, we will have to make some changes to our system so that we 
recognize animals being imported 
(Annie, corporate projects team, government office 5, Monday 30 June 2003). 

Although tracing systems within member states are not directly linked, the computer progranuning 

presently used in the U.K is able to read barcodes from other member states, although accessing 

AH372230012 full details and complete movement history is onlypossible by contacting the French 

authorities. But not all animals imported into the U.K are registered in this way. Animals that are 

slaughtered or die within 15 days, for example, are exempt from the regulations. 

On the other hand, these notes point towards the need for an inspector from government office 5 

to visit the holding identified in file 06/342/0036 if the farmer is unable to provide sufficient or 

satisfactory information to Catherine: 

and what the inspectors are looking for is that the animals that are on the farm should be 
there, they haven't got any that we don't know about, their records are up to the standard 
required. If there are any problems there are a series of sanctions that can be 
imposed ... individual movement restrictions can be applied, or it can go up to a whole herd 
level... There is a computer generated risk assessment done based on a number of factors 
relating to size, to other issues; and a lot of work is being undertaken with subsidy claims so 
if we have a farmer who we discovered to fraudulently claim a premium that they're not 
entitled to that person would perhaps get a higher rating ... and then we also have ad hoc 
inspections where things come in here throughout the year that cause us concern 
(Annie, corporate projects team, government office 5, Monday 30 June 2003). 

In carrying out a 'cattle identification inspection' the inspector will examine all the cattle on the 

holding, checking ear tags, passports and farm records. If there are errors in the passports these are 

sent to government office 5 to be amended. If there are differences between the information on ear 

tags, passports and the tracing register, movement restrictions are put in place prohibiting the 

movement of a given animal until these errors are rectified. If an animal is found with no ear tag, 

passport or fann record and the cattle keeper is unable to identify the animal within two working 

days it is slaughtered. But I would propose that what is most pronounced during these inspections 

are not the sanctions or penalties that might be imposed if errors are found, but instead it is here, 

for the first time perhaps, that for the staff working at government office 5 cattle are transformed 

from their previous position as virtual codes to the status of living fleshy beings and bodies in place. 
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But this ambiguous virtual/real placement of cattle becomes ever more cOll\Toluted ill other 

departments, particularly in 'death'. 

Deregistration 

~ff a com'dor and across a bridge I arrive at a door labelled 'dead section ' ... opening the door a jluorw'ent 
szgn greets me: 

alive and well 
mcry be dead 
should be dead 
definitelY dead 
risen from the dead. 

I 'm met ~ Michael who's responsible for processing passports returned to government offi~'e 5. I discover 
passports from the meat 0Jgiene service have to be loaded onto the system within five working days, although 
f or cattle that have died on farms, at market or during transportation, this can take up to five weeks. Before 
Mii'hael registers an animal's death he will check its movement history, and if thzs seems fine and the 
papenvork that has accompanied the passport is complete, he will then enter the date of death and the date 
that the office received the passport onto the system. 

Figure 5.18: Details of death 
Ear tag I Tag clust SAM P L E 

- - -
Death detail.' Mllny/lon y fllrwol.ath 

Hold ing at 
lime 01 death I 
OBI/ad 
adllg y 
I.rwo/stlth 

Page 31 

Other animal details' Mllnyllon ersil/ yr IInll.1I 

Slr9. 
Tad 

Surrogale d~m 
Mam/enthyg 

Dale ot ret3g 
Dyda'8d alld8gl0 

CountlY ot Import 
Gw/ad mownfoflo 

Date 01 Import 
Dyddlad mewn/oflo 

PreVIous ear tag 
TaB ciust 018eno.ol 

Import heallh certltlCBte No 
Rh,/ !yStysgfJl echyd mew"foflo 

111111 11111 
SAMPLE cpp 13 (31021 

(document courtesy of government office 5) 

Michael's desk is barelY vzsible, swamped ~ passports and kill sheets, overflowing boxes; the room lined by 
shelves and shelves of blue boxes brimming with paper records. These are all documents "with problems" he 
tells me, incorrect slaughterhouse kill sheets, passports not filled in correctlY. Michael informs me that he and 
hzs team are presentlY dealing with 6,900 'non-recomiled' passports - when the animal sent to slaughter and 
the documents sent to the government office are somehow mismatched. 

Michael, deregistration team, government office 5, Tuesday 1 July 2003. 

t first glance tl1e death of an animal and return of its pa sport itting somewher on iicha 1 ' d sk 

appear to b the fmallink in a chain that endeavours to trace the movement of cattl through ut 

th ir li . Ho\ v r 1\ ould ubmit that thi i not an end point but rath r, as th comicalli ' ring 
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on the signage depicts, there are varying degrees of living and dying. For these empirical notes 

indicate how incorrect documents can accompany animals to the slaughterhouse, that they are not 

always thoroughly checked and the animal correctly identified before and after slaughter; thus 

leading the passport to be reclaimed by a cattle keeper at a later date ('alive and well'), and the 

slaughtered animal's documents now forwarded on in its place ('definitely dead'). And there are 

instances too when the infonnation provided by the slaughterhouse - the kill sheets - have 

inconsistencies that leads :Michael to "take the meat hygiene's word for it" in settling any disputes. 

The number of passports and kill sheets requiring checks attest that the government office do not 

want to dispose of these documents pennanently, that they need to be kept. What this means, in 

practice, is that cattle have a continued presence, through their chequebooks (figure 5.18) that both 

litter :Michael's office and are held in storage in the warehouse next door. 

In this section of the chapter I have sought to show how cattle are bound up in the folding and 

refolding of physical places (as living animals (ear tags) on Folly Farm) and virtual spaces (a digital 

code, passport and movement card). In this way, the theoretical enterprise at work through these 

encounters illuminates how the tracing system is not a discrete, linear, temporal sequence - a 

seamless representation (after Hetherington 2004) - but a series of foldings where cattle leave traces 

of their presence and absence that map and configure cyber-arrangements in surprising and 

unexpected ways. Take, for example, the 12,758 files 'in suspense', the 20,000 animals placed in the 

'old work group', or the 6,900 'non-reconciled passports'. The unknown life status and living place 

of some 39,658 animals brings forth other imaginary dimensions as cattle remain temporarily stored 

on the database or in a warehouse with a potentiality to reappear. And it is these transforming 

capacities of cattle themselves that leads one to a series of interesting, and ethically orientated, 

. questions: what., precisely, is the relationship between the organic, carbon-based fleshy beings on 

Folly Farm and their silicon and digital coding on the tracing register? On the one hand, this 

question may draw one to a farmer's everyday practices of care towards his or her animals in 

choosing not to implement the ear tag regulations and avoid the all too often rough treatment and 

infliction of pain and discomfort upon animals when tagging. On the other hand, I am reminded of 

the potentiality of using this tracing system to monitor outbreaks of animal disease, for food tracing 

purposes or to administer subsidy payments to farmers. Specifically, I am left wondering if this 

concern might be reversed and play out in relation to animal well-being - to provide details of when 

and where cattle are transported Goumeytimes and conditions), how they live and how they die? 
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5.5 Conclusion: animalian spaces 

In this chapter I have attempted to excavate the role that cattle playas co-constituents in place

making and spatial fonnations. That is, I have been concerned with how cattle, as living creatures 

with distinct animalian ways of being in the world, inhabit particular places and spatial settings 

through their everyday lives in ways that enact a series of absent-presences. The crucial manoeuvre 

being made here is to retrieve individual animals from a mound of relations by disclosing how cattle 

disturb their human imposed emplacement in the world. Specifically, what might it mean to draw on 

these theoretical literatures and empirically take individual cattle moving in, through and out of 

places as a starting point? One way in which these alternative animalian spatialities might be mapped 

is articulated in table 5.1. This table demonstrates some of the insights to be gained from an 

examination of the ways in which (individual) cattle lives are caught up and significant to hus bandry 

practices, agricultural perfonnances, veterinary research and electronic tracking. It is in drawing 

these four empirical settings together that I want to offer three sets of preliminary remarks. 

Table 5.1 Cattle cartographies 

Field Show Laboratory Database 

Spatial Folly Farm Agricultural event Research facility Administration 
Identity depository 

Spatial Landscape Spectacle Registration Movement 
Topology of display procedure servlce 

Spatial Farming Exhibition Drug profile Track and trace 

Practice 

Sedimented Training Target species Barcode / 

Orderings relations between on farm / safety and efficacy cattle identification . . 
of Life people, cattle and performing in ring lab - farm mspectlons 

farm 

Animal Movement Directed gestures, Digestion, Birth, 

Distutbances47 patterns, Bodily substances Absorption, Movement, 

Muddy trails, Adverse reactions Death 

Lumps of earth 

47 M use of the term 'animal disturbances' derives from Sarah. Whatm?re's (2.002:35-38) effort to attend to the creative 
pres:Uce of non-humans in the fabric of social life and to reglSter thelf part ill human accounts of the world ( ee also 
Whatmore and Thome 2000). 
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Firstly, I want to return to the images at the beginning of the chapter (figures 5.1 and 5.2) _ depicting 

the site-based grazing of traditional cattle to support biodiversity management and spatia1ized forms 

of control implemented during the Bv1D outbreak. For these pictures invoke issues relating to scale 

and the relationship between space and place that are being worked through in this chapter. 

Specifically, the chapter moves away from network geographies (part 2.2) to weave together a 

contrapuntal of theoretical resources, a spatial vocabulary derived from ecology, dwelling, and blank 

figures. This conceptual richness, intended to move on debates about how to take seriously the 

spatialities of human-cattle relations, leads one to reflect upon the degree to which these strands are 

integral and diverge. What kinds of spatial formations are being mapped out? Where do these 

cartographies leave relational accounts of place? Do they enable one to apprehend the everyday lives 

of individual animals? 

With these thoughts in mind, I want to argue that these (inter)disciplinary engagements need to be 

understood neither as separate nor mutually exclusive, but as having cumulative effects. Ecology and 

dwelling, for example, cultivate a sensitivity towards an animal's intimate relationship in its 

environment; enabling one to describe how cattle at Folly Farm organize themselves and interact in 

this place (grazing, territorial practices in a particular field) in both time-deepened and more 

immanent-momentary ways (parts 5.1 and 5.2). Consequently, these phenomenological associations 

bring us into thinking about how far dwelling reaches Gacobs 1996), and complicate the idea that 

cattle lives might somehow be confined within the boundaries of Folly Farm, thus illuminating how 

cattle are part of a multitude of other spatial settings. In each of these other settings (show, 

laboratory, database) cattle can be seen to have the potential to linger, unsettle and return - an 

animal in a laboratory having an adverse reaction to a drug and resultant form passing through a 

government department, or file AH372230012 held in 'suspense' on the tracing register until queries 

about its importation are resolved. Taken as a collective, this theoretical ensemble acknowledges the 

mobile and transitory lives that cattle lead, threading constellations of grounded, material 'places' 

and virtual, technological 'spaces '. I am mindful, however, that more conceptual work is needed. 

Take ecological accounts of cattle that rarely, if at all, move beyond concepts of inputs and outputs 

through the farm ecosystem to take into account an individual animal's history, lifecycle, physiology 

and behaviour. To do so would undoubtedly enrich understandings of how cattle experience a given 

habitat (see also parts 2.1 and 2.3). Or, contemplate how work on blank figures remains concerned 

with stasis and change, with the unworldly and facilitating new connections rather than exploring 

the empirical presences/absences of animals and fleshiness of individual cattle unfolding in the 

fabric of the world. 

Secondly, and with these anxieties in mind, the theoretical strands at work do urge us to map out 

how the everyday spatialities of cattle constitute a mode of dwelling, as against building, in the world 
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(part 2.4). TIlls can be seen through the deployment of the term 'co-constitution'. This term 

endeavours to glimpse spatial settings in alternative ways: through descriptions of individual animals 

in particular settings that penneate and go against the grain of human designs ('disturbances'). I am 

thinking here of Phoebe 'escaping' from the field (part 5.1), cattle colliding as they leave the show 

ring (part 5.2) or the incomplete movement histories of animals (part 5.4). In this way, the practical 

enterprise at work through these empirical encounters attends to how cattle have a plethora of 

embodied skills, a series of 'know-hows' in their understandings of and attachments to their 

environments and others (i.e., animals, humans, plant life). But I am also a little wary of the term 

'co-constitution' and continue to ponder the ways in which humans design, influence and modify 

the spatialities of cattle (table 5.1). In other words, how do humans constrain and hinder these 

animalian (embodied) natures? How do the boundary-marking practices that result lead animals to 

be understood as 'in place' or 'out of place' (after Cresswell 1996)? Consequently, how can cattle be 

seen as co-constituents? What I am trying to comprehend is how humans remain influential in 

weaving cattle into ideas of 'landscape' and 'countryside', pastoralist and productivist narratives. In 

this way, cattle in a field at Folly Farm can be seen as part of an aesthetic and cultural landscape (a 

'pastoral habitat') where animals are for people; their presence in a field or display in the show tied 

to discourses about production and consumption and bound up with Martin's decisions about when 

and where animals will graze, and in spending months training animals for the show through the use 

of ropes and sticks; their lives made bearable through being able to graze outside and in Martin 

choosing to remain with animals during show opening times. In part, then, the task that lies ahead is 

to conceive of alternative concepts that offer up another way of understanding co-constitution: 

In everyday landscape practices, non-humans often object to the stories and roles that have 
been set for them. .. The challenge for intellectual and political practice has been and will be 
to learn how to allow non-humans ... to object more frequently in these settings (Hinchliffe 
2003:221-222). 

Thirdly, attending to what cattle do in places and spaces, then, conjures up inherently ethical 

dimensions. How are cattle unsettling how 'we' know where 'we' are in time and space and how 'we' 

position ourselves in the world (after Gifford and King 1993)? This question, in recognizing the 

influential part that humans play in cattle lives, queries the naturalness or artificiality of the 

spatialities that animals are afforded (see also part 1.32 and 1.4). For I think that one needs to pay 

attention to the environments in which cattle are living and dying and ask if these conditions of 

existence are appropriate. But how might one begin to do this? I think, by taking up the life of an 

individual animal - this is, for example, to begin to think about how a single cow is being 

acclimatized at the laboratory site and what the impact of spending several days in a perspex cubicle 

on the senses and interactions of this particular cow might be; or to contemplate the conditions on 

the Folly Fann and why Phoebe decides to leave the field. 
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Although the last two chapters have drawn attention to cattle natures and ways of being in the world 

they still has much to do in addressing the ethical and political issues being raised. The sixth and 

final chapter of the thesis takes forward the focus on 'bodies' (chapter 4) and 'spatialities' (chapter 5) 

to establish individual, and not solely relational, understandings of ethical considerability. And it is 

here, I hope, that cattle will not be viewed as "inmates on the move, throbbing and pacing, all the 

more so against the forces that confine them" (Anderson 2004:173) but that their ethical status 

might lead cattle on Folly Farm - and animals grazing sites of special scientific interest (figure 5.1) 

and even charred remains (figure 5.2) - to be felt and heard in (human) accounts. 
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6. The ethics of h~man-cattle relations: anthropocentric (in)visihility, 
(human) practIces of welfare, (animalian) spaces of difference 

Figure 6.1: Amy 

(photograph taken Friday 5 July 2002) 

"People think all my cows do is eat" .. . Martin tells me on our wqy to the shed. "Amy come on ... Amy 
come on ... what's happening? Are they pushing you out?" Martin and I arrive to find Anry standing 
behind all the other cows. "Here ... what is it? Come on, try that ... she's just really, really cheeky and the 
others have had enough". Amy approaches the trough and begins eatingy Martin glides his hand down the middle 
of her face. 

In the field with the herd ... Amy and Beatric-e are jabbing and knocking into Barbara and then fleeing. Thry do this 
several times, the last time thry 'sneak' up on her and sniff her bottom . . . After a few minutes thry begin running back 
and forth aCross the field. Thry stop, stand still and begin licking each other ... a few minutes pass, then MeliSJa and 
Barbara approach them, thry circle Amy and Beatrice before Barbara fon-eful!J bangs into Amy s stoma,·h, turns her 
boc!J and kicks the top of her legy Amy and Beatrice run awqy. Barbara begins to follow, all of a sudden she finds her 
path blocked fry Rosie. Barbara stops, pauses for a short time, Rosie remaining in front of her, and then thry both 
return to graze. Amy and Beatric-e move to the furthest part of the field 

Martin arrives for afternoon milking ... at the parlour he c·omments on how Amy "looks quite startled and 
upset". After all the cows have been milked Martin pops back to the house and returns with c·hopped tomatoes lvhi,·h 
he gives to Amy. 

"It's a survival game. The majority of people are only interested in cheap food. The government 
have no genuine interest in the rural community .. .let's be quite basic about it, I'm feeding the 
p ople and struggling to do so ... it's very difficult for me to say I can't make a succe s of thi ". 

Fieldwork note fonday 29 July 2002. 

*** 
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6.0 Introduction: zero-order humanism and animal alterity48 

In this chapter I want to explore different ways of thinking about cattle ethically. On the one hand, I 

want to trace how existing approaches have positioned animals in ethical communities; on the other 

hand, I want to offer empirical insights to attend to how Amy and other cattle might be re

positioned within these understandings and framings. TIlls concern - with the ethics of human-cattle 

relations - has been signalled throughout the thesis, for all the previous chapters have illuminated 

ethical and political strands as they become implicated in cattle lives. In chapter 1 I described the 

scientific techniques used to collect data and manipulate and transform cattle (part 1.1), the stages 

and processes through which cattle are turned into food and other consumable items (part 1.2), and 

the ways in which animals are portrayed in popular culture and art exhibitions (part 1.3). In so doing 

I questioned the meanings surrounding the term 'animal welfare' and how it might be monitored 

(see Bateson 2004; Rushen 2003), described some of the 'hidden' connections that people have to 

cattle, and queried the challenge faced by artists in being ethically responsible without appearing 

aesthetically sentimental (Baker 2000; O'Sullivan 2001:129). In chapter 2 I examined the theoretical 

place of animals in ecological and social sciences and emphasized how these approaches can appear 

so pre-occupied with relations that animals are not identified as "distinct subjects, worthy of 

epistemological, political and ethical distinction" Gones 2003:293; see also part 2.3). Moving on, in 

chapter 3 I described my attempts to research Wth and far individual animals, providing accounts of 

how I muddled my way through empirical work amid (normative) form filling and ethical protocols 

that often bore little relation to the actual practice of research (see part 3.24). These conceptual, 

theoretical and practical themes were worked through in the two chapters that followed. In chapter 

4, for example, I attended to how individual cattle on Folly Farm have cOIporeallife patterns, habits, 

rhythms and behaviours that go against the grain of reproductive, milking and dietary knowledges. 

Finally, in chapter 5, I explored how cattle might be seen as co-constituents of physical places and 

virtual spaces, hinting at how certain ethical commitments (the human imposed emplacement of 

cattle - experimenting, training, grazing) are being formed at different spatial scales (Cresswell 1996). 

Taken as a collective, my intention in this thesis has been to explore how the lives of cattle are 

changing as a result of human interventions and how individual cattle - as living, fleshy beings -

cannot solely be fitted into these human discourses but leave their imprints in human lives and 

spaces in more intimate ways. Likewise, then, each of these chapters, either implicitly or explicitly, 

traverses an array of ethical matters. For example: what benchmarks are used to make judgements 

concerning the level of human intervention deemed permissible or appropriate in animal lives? Do 

the human practices towards cattle described throughout this thesis take away something 

48 My use of the term 'zero-o~er hwnanism' deri:,es from the work of Livingst~n (1994) and is intend~d to signal the 
ways in which humans are conSIdered to be deservmg of absolute control over animals. To be clear, and 10 the words of 
Livingston (1994: 140), "I define it as the ideology of the necessary primacy of the human enterprise". 
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fundamental about what it is to be a cow, bull, calf? Are there, or should there be, limits on how far 

humans cormnodifyanimals for their functional worth (meat and milk production)? Thus, as my 

thesis has progressed my argument has become clearer. It is to present a blueprint of human-animal 

relations that pays credence to how the animality and fleshliness of individual cattle are integral to, 

apart from, and exceed relational understandings of the world. In this final chapter I attempt to 

open out and respond to theses issues in thinking through what makes 'us' human and how 

humanity might live 'rightly' or 'morally' with individual animals in the world. 

The stress of this chapter, then, is to query the very nature of being and thus who or what has 

ethical standing. This chapter takes as its point of departure Amy (figure 6.1); for this empirical 

example recapitulates areas of contemporary debate in animal ethics. Here, Amy appears disparately 

in narratives relating to the provisioning of food (carton of milk, block of cheese), the intensification 

of agriculture and fanning practices (genetics, concentrate feeds, mad co"ws), the object of political 

debates (can Martin make a living as a dairy farmer?), and the institutionalization of the market and 

policy (yields and pence per litre); that enact a series of binaries such that rural and urban 

environments, (human) consumers and (Am:0 consumed are countetposed. Moreover, the 

descriptions and quotations here serve as an important parameter for understanding the ethics of 

human-cattle relations. For example, what assumptions about cattle abilities, needs, capacities and 

potentialities are imparted by humans at different spatial scales and in different contexts (agro

industrial, social welfare, institutional)? In which ethical arenas are we prepared to accept the rearing 

of cattle (factory, intensive, extensive, organic, free-range)? What are the connections between 

individual animals (Am:0, the herd, species and the way in which cattle are raised? Is the 

environment (Folly Farm) that humans (Martin) have created for cattle as it should be? How might 

cattle reconfigure these ethical relations? With these questions in mind, in the first part of the 

chapter I acknowledge how cattle have (traditionall:0 been excluded from the moral community, 

explicating ecological and social scientific work on relational forms of agency that seek to 

reconstruct the boundaries between human and non-human. Then, secondly, I set out how animal 

welfarists and rights advocates have focused on farm animal welfare, describing four 'orthodox 

locaters' to illustrate how Amy is subsumed into a set of debates that frame what is considered to be 

good or bad, humane or inhumane treatment of cattle. Where, then, do these theoretical trajectories 

and practical locaters leave human locatedness? Thirdly and finally, I draw on other empirical 

examples with individual animals at Folly Farm (and in other places) to present accounts of ethical 

practice that disconcert and open up these theoretical frames and ideologicallocaters, thus moving 

towards alternate points. 
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6.1 Framing the ethics of human (Martin) / cattle (Amy) relations 

A starting point here is to consider how animals have been (traditionallY) excluded from the moral 

community and the (contemporary) residual humanism that remains. For how has Amy found 

herself configured as a raw material and a resource whose bodily functions and life experiences are 

altered and manipulated with a resultant price tag attached (as Martin receives 16p per litre for her 

milk)? This conceptualization of her life and that of other cattle on Folly Fann, as passive and 

separate from human society, can be followed, in an historical context, back to the medieval period 

and the divide between reason and emotion; through the Christian tradition and doctrine of St 

Augustine and Thomas Aquinas; through Greek philosophy and the work of Socrates, Plato and 

Aristotle; and in a more contemporary context to the Cartesian scientific approach (Rowlands 2002; 

WlSe 2000). These ideas have much to say in pervading understandings that humans alone possess 

minds, immortal souls and the facility of speech, and that animals were, and still are, incapable of 

thoughts and feelings. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that the subsequent encoding of this 

very understanding has been underlain by an unstable and disputed meaning of what it is to be an 

ethical subject (see Anderson 2003; Anker 2004 for commentaries). Admittedly, and as previous 

chapters have sought to demonstrate (see part 1.13 and 2.1), it is this 'stable' yet inherently 'unstable' 

way of understanding the world that has become easily communicable and sustainable, defensible 

and consensually agreed upon according to the understanding that pervades (a certain type of 

understanding and hence a certain type of knowledge premised on human exceptionalism). The 

culmination of this pronouncement is a concern with what makes us human (after Anderson 

1997:466) - how humans are apart from animals - so as to pennit a refinement of animal lives 

against a backdrop or marker of assumed humanness (Plumwood 1999): 

To call something 'natural' meant to divide the world into that which was human and that 
which was not and to place the naturalized thing, cogitatively, into the realm of things to 
be ... turned into a dollar, but in no case thought of as an active participant in human affairs 
(McEvoy 1989:223). 

Gucially, then, ethical discourse remains, conventionally at least, framed in terms of humans; for 

people, it is argued, are the only species capable of being deliberative moral agents (Plumwood 1999; 

Ryder 2000). Importantly, what do these representations mean for animal life? In response, I would 

argue that it leads the fate of Amy to very much depend on different human (Martin's) decisions 

about her place in wider patterns of human stewardship, preservation, interests and rights. 

And yet as these empirical notes illuminate, something else begins to emerge that disturb these 

deceptively neat humanely derived classifications and definitions. Amy's everyday life points a way 

through the organization - representational (dairy farming), social (capitalization) and biological 

(milk production) and lead to an interpretation of the world that is inaccessible and away from view 
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yet more intimate - a series of unfolding relations between Martin and Amy, Amy and Beatrice, Amy 

and Barbara. These notes describe how Martin looks after Amy: pushing the other cattle out of the 

way so that she could reach the trough, his concern when her demeanour changes and desire to 

make her feel better by giving her tomato. And these notes invoke Amy's feelings, stimulations, 

pleasures, pains; her apprehension in the shed and uncertainty in the field. O:msequently, Amy is 

much more than a dimension in the (human) food chain, an agricultural commodity. Importantly, 

this stance, with its recognition of animalian life, opens itself up to questioning the extent to which 

moving beyond anthropocentrism requires the abandonment of human location. In ecological and 

geographical thought we find a set of instructions for enacting this attention to ethics on human and 

animal terms. 

In the first instance, ecological insights offer a critical standpoint from which to assess the 

conviction that the human should not be the measure of ethical considerability and that one needs 

to consider what this concept means in terms of human relations with non-humans. In this way, 

Martin and Amy can be seen as part of wider socio-ecological project intent on fostering (human) 

responsibility towards animals and sharing responsibility for the natural world. I am thinking here of 

how ecologists design and test agricultural systems. Ecological forecasting, for example, seeks to 

empirically measure the potential global impacts of agriculture (pesticide use, habitat conservation, 

soil fertility, grazing densities) (Tilman et al, 2001). Moreover, Jensen and Sorensen (1999) describe a 

process of ethical accounting in providing a farmer with information about how his or her 

production system and farming practices impact upon animals and the environment. And it is here, 

amid these attempts to measure, monitor, predict and manage the (farm) planet that relations 

between human (Martin) self-interests and benevolence towards cattle (Amy) come to the fore. 

What are the relations between a duty of care to the (Folly Farm) ecosystem and a duty of care to 

hunlans and non-humans (Amy) that make-up that ecosystem? For example, does Amy hayc rights, 

qualities and potentialities in dwelling on Folly Farm that need to be taken into account? Are there 

morally right and wrong ways, therefore, for Martin to design, construct and alter the spaces (shed, 

field, parlour) in which Amy lives? These questions constitute a domain of relational thought that 

seeks to avoid speciesism and faunaism and making a series of distinctions between deliberative and 

non-deliberative actors, conscious and non-conscious beings (Dion 2000). But this ecological 

schema, for me, certainly causes problems. My anxiety is about how a non-human domain with its 

own ontological properties set apart from a human societal domain leads human and non-human 

entities to remain pre-set. Significantly, this leads ecological work to focus on the exploitation of 

animals rather than the potential tangible links between humans and animals (see also Murdoch 

2003). And this, I believe, leads ethical deliberation and decision-making to become, and remain, a 

distinctly human affair, of how Martin chooses to farm his land (cropping, grazing), or the ways in 

which he decides to rear Amy for food. The conundrum raised by Whatmore (2002:156), therefore, 
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is how ecologists might bring together the ethical standing of nature (including animals) 'in its own 

terms', with the ineluctable humanism that resides in its non-anthropocentric enterprise. 

In the second instance, undoing this single (human) horizon through which 'we' view the world has 

led geographers, and social scientists more generally, to describe how things conventionally labelled 

'natural' or 'environmental' are thoroughly social - an outcome of complex assemblages in which 

humans, non-humans and the inhuman are immersed in 'living' relations amid differences, 

discontinuities and entanglements (after Hinchliffe 2001:182; see also part 2.2). TIlls position has 

been presented foremost by theorists such as Bruno Latour (1987 2004a), Donna Haraway (1997 

2003a), Sarah Whatmore (1997 2002), Lorraine Thome (1998), Steve Hinchliffe (2001) and Nick 

Bingham (1996). Here: 

ethical praxis emerges in the perfonnance of multiple lived worlds, weaving threads of 
meaning and matter through the assemblage of mutually constituting subjects and patterns 
of association that compromise the distinction between human and non-human (Whatmore 
2002:159). 

Another kind of understanding exists, then, one that displaces the fixed and bounded contours of 

the ethical community. It is from this that Sarah Whatmore (1997 2002), and those with whom she 

collaborates, articulate an intersubjective notion of ethical agency. TIlls building of a relational ethic 

(illustrated in figure 6.2) connects: 

the life practices of human food-consumers and fo~d-producers wit~ those of ?~~er 
animals, plants, and environments over considerable distances. The ethic~ conneCtlvltles 
between act ants at one location in the network and those at other locatIOns are no less 
intimate or immediate for the physical distance or lack of proximate knowledge involved 
(Whatmore 1997:49). 
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Figure 6.2: Hybrid contours of ethical community 
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(Whatmore 1997:48) 

At a conceptual and theoretical level this work opens up ontological questions in (re)contemplating 

who or what might be morally considerable (Braun 2004a). In practice, this leads Amy to be 

imagined as part of an intricate network of relations (figure 6.2); her body inscribed by hormonal, 

genetic and chemical treatments and fashioned in particular ways through humans (Martin), 

technologies and the environment. But, with the emphasis on relations now thoroughly exhumed, 

amid an argument that there is no such thing as preconstituted beings, I am left wondering where 

these perforrnative and immanent geographies might lead. In other words, how might one map 

relational ethics from the perspective of Amy (see also part 2.3)? Thus, what kinds of anachmem 

are being sketched out here - what kinds of ethics and ethics for whom are emerging? Whatmore 

(1997 2002), for example, encapsulates how cattle are rationalized so as to conform to the needs of 
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particular farming networks (see also Stassart and \'\batmore 2003:456), citing alternatiye food 

trading networks (organic, fair trade, local produce) as confIrmation of the utility of her approach. 

But I am left pondering if something important is being lost here - that the transfIgurations of milk 

illustrated in fIgure 6.2 are a denial of Amy as an individual cow with her own embodied needs and 

ways of dwelling in the world. And furthermore, that the mapping of ethical connections exhibit a 

lack of empathy towards Amy's situation and plight. 

From very different perspectives and contexts, I am left contemplating if relational approaches that 

harbour an inquisitive concern for the autonomy of animals are framed according to the meaning of 

humanness, so that what it means to be human is a continually rehearsed issue. Is a lingering 

anthropocentrism permeating through these debates? For the possibility that individual animals 

might have political status in their own right becomes implausible (Cas tree 2003c:207). Put another 

way: how, if at all, is Amy admitted into relational accounts? These questions link to a wider set of 

issues about how we, as academics, decide which animals are present in our arguments, and 

signifIcant and valid in the commentaries that we are providing. And through all of this I am 

probing if fIxed entities are not all bad, then, for they may assist me in my endeavour to map the 

ethics of human-cattle relations at the level of individual cattle. 

6.2 The contours of animal welfare: orthodox locaters 

I real/)' JviJh tllat anima/J wouldn't be JO tOllgh becattJe I iften think that to be afarm animal todel)' ZS a tOllgh 
e.yil,tel1ce, Itj' a nightmare, but th~)' live, and itj' a real/)' ugfy J(ene from birth to .dallghtel~ II realb' ir 

(Caroline, founder of animal rights organization T, Thursday 1 ~Iay :2(03). 

The secret life of moody cows 

Once they were a lryword for mindleJJ dodlz!;. But COWJ have a Jecret mental life. in which thf!)' bear grudgeJ, 
nurture jnendJhipJ and beaJme exdted over intelledual challengeJ, JcientiJtJ havejound C01VJ are a/J~o. capable 
offeeli~g Jtrong emotionJ Jl{(;h aJ pain, fear and even anxiet)' - thry wony about the fut~'re. Bul ff fa,!,!en 
;;olJide the nght aJnditionJ. thf!)' can a/Jo feel great happineJJ. The jindingJ h~ve emergedjrom JtudleJ ~/ja!7n 
anima!.r that Ihl/'e found Jimilar traitJ in pigJ, goatJ. chickenJ, and other Ill'eJtO(k. Th~J' JUJ!5e.~·t !hat :r~u'h 
anima!.r may be .1'0 emotional!y Jimilar to humanJ that welfare lawJ need to be rethought. Dr Chm'!lI1e .J.\z.aJl, 
pr~leJJor ~ianimal Jve(lare at Bn:rtol U niven'i!)', Jaid ''remarkable. cognitilJe. abilitieJ and (ltllll,.a~ tnnOl'dtlOnJ: 
bel/'t been rezJealed Ollr challenge I:r to teach otherJ that t'l'(,~l' anzmal Jve tntend to eat or IIJe IJ a (omple."\. 
individual, and to arjjuJt ourfarming culttlre aCaJrding/)' ': 

(Leake 2()05: 13) 
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It's all from ~ superrrnrket in dinrJilmam there's m a:JrllXXtion there Wth 'lfhat that /annanimd's hen gitrg, 
~ an! I think that perrmztes ~ to the rompt if animd 7iel/are I nrun, v£ haw hard issutS to harrlle 

Wth /annamrr:Js ... k/ore, /'w 'lRDYkod on anti-/ur carrpaigps, anti-u'lisection carrpaigps, am althattjJ they'w hen 
hard, /ann ammds are ex; traardinaril:Y diJfimlt ~use. they're nurrlers. A m the bif1!3t prdkm in term if aniJrnJ 

. v.el/are 1S a~ ki"6 k illod far fax/, am internationally too, in term if the nmri:x?rs 
(Miranda, campaIgns team, animal welfare organization S, Monday 16 June 2003). 

Amid the academic tenitory sketched out in the previous section, these quotations present an 

overview of how Amy is caught in another kind of ideological orientation. For there is a profound 

link being signalled here between Amy's (emotional) life, Martin's fanning practices and the role of 

citizens towards animals reared for food. It is this link that leads animal welfare and animal rights 

organizations to intervene in the conditions that make possible Amy's life (milk and meat 

production), highlighting how cattle are raised and in calling for new modes of existence that take 

account of what it is 'to be a fann animal today'. TIlls argument is protracted through the extract 

above, taken from the Sunday Times newspaper, and disclosing a piece of scientific research 

revealing that dairy cows fonn friendship groups; can dislike other cows, often bearing grudges for 

many months or years; and become excited when another cow comes into heat. This story, whose 

findings culminated in a scientific conference in London organized by an animal welfare 

organization, suggest that such discoveries may need to be taken into account when drafting existing 

or forthcoming animal welfare legislation. 

What is of interest here is the way in which the story rekindled debates in the media by challenging 

the assumption that fann animals cannot suffer from the conditions in which they live, conditions 

that would be considered intolerable for humans, because they are less intelligent than people and 

that, therefore, they have 'no sense of self'. I-Iere and now, rather than portraying Amy as a 'docile' 

or 'dumb' beast, she emerges as an individual, with emotional capacities whom seeks out pleasurable 

activities in her everyday life. On the one hand, scientific research and societal values collide in 

querying the changing meanings and referents of the tenn 'animal welfare' - is it possible for people 

to imagine what it is like to be a dairy cow (Amy], to have a "tough life"? On the other hand, the 

story alludes to the muddying of human! animal boundaries in demonstrating that fann animals are 

more complex biologically, intellectually, emotionally than previously realized - does this lead cattle 

to become more than "just numbers", wrapped in "clingfilm"? In this section of the chapter it is not 

my intention to compare human and animal intelligence (see part 1.13), and nor is it to document 

how the belief that fann animals are automatons is being overturned (for a history of the relations 

between humans and non-humans and the establishment of the animal welfare and animal rights 

movements see Kean 1998; Maehle 1994; Ryder 2000), rather what concerns me is how issues 

relating to farm animal welfare reach the popular media. Specifically, I am concerned with how Amy 

and other cattle are used in the campaigning activities of animal welfare and animal rights 
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organizations and individual protestors49 . T o what does (farm) animal welfare refer and hmv i thi 

conveyed to the general public? How does an item, event or happening become a campaigning issue 

and how is that campaign organized and deployed?50 As I work through these questions below I 

indicate four 'orthodox locaters' or 'markers', that is, (iconic) matters that frame and po ition cattle 

in welfare debates made tangible to the general public. These markers include: ~llives (veal crates 

cow-calf separation), production (of milk and meat, the health and prevalence of disease among cattle), 

transport (to market and slaughter) and death (human consumption of animal products) . 

Production 

Figure 6.3 

(Im age courtesy of animal welfare organization ). 

49 PI ' teo a range of animal welfare and rights advocates participated in my research (see appendi.x Vlll) : OftennrrH.!:; 

thcscea:~:~ca~cs were affiliated with a particular organization or loosely associated a~d c()n~~~ted "".'It.h , s~~h a~ 
, ' '1'1 ' "rtl'cI'pants consl'dercd themscl es to be independent protesters but dId, howc\)l:(, partlClpate In tht: 

orgaOlzatlOn. 1rc p.u .' , 
campaigning activities of organized groups. . . 
50 Tn this cha t'r I define campaigning as any organized or unplanned attempt. designed to . mobul/l pL1~I~c ~)~1111(}n ()~ 
animal \ c1 far~ and lights issues. This includes, for example, informal conversatlons, the bra111stormlt1g ot Idt:a:;, .\Od the 

gath 'ring of information, 
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~ ~~ caw Milk muhirl? GeJrtic foak· Prim:d athlete Wth liisters /:ifore 2 miles. Rmer car. Crrp. Tin if 
u:ans. Jew 

T urke;s aren't just for CJmstm:ls, nor cattle just for the butdJer51. 

TIlls image, and the adjectives and analogies used to describe cattle lives, fonn part of an attempt to 

impart members of the general public with an understanding of the ways in which contemporary 

fann animals are reared. Tracing the place of production, an agricultural setting, and depicting the 

animals themselves as abnonnal, suffering, 'crying out' (figure 6.3) through their inhabitation of 

these environments. In this way, attention on fann animal welfare tends to focus on intensive 

systems of fanning, that is, where the main concern of the farmer or producer is to maximize yields, 

often at the expense of the animals' health and well-being. In this way, these descriptions attend to 

psychological and physical health problems in stressing how animals kept in confined spaces are 

prevented from perfonning many of their 'natural' and 'social' behaviours - protruding bones, 

Mastitis, blisters (see also part 1.31 and figures 1.7, 1.8 and 1.11). What emerges, then, is an 

understanding that there is something unacceptable about the way in which fann animals are reared 

for food under intensive conditions: 

I mean our main issue is to do with cull size which is leading to all kinds of problems. I 
mean the actual metabolic strain ... only lasting three lactations when it should be double 
that ... I mean if we had lower yields and kept the cow longer then you'd probably make 
more money that way. But, then, people are so obsessed with breeding from the things that 
produce the most... and I mean when they're born they select early on as well which ones 
they think will produce the most milk. .. cows don't last very long now 
(Miranda, campaigns team, animal welfare organization S, Monday 16 June 2003). 

Cows are worn out... we've got one or two herds around here and it's just appalling ... the 
covvs are hunched, their bones are sticking out and the lameness is very, very \\~despread 
(Caroline, founder of animal rights organization T, Thursday 1 May 2003). 

For cattle, intensive production leads to 'unnatural' ways of living according to reproductive 

technologies (artificial insemination, cloning) and cow-calf separation; insufficient housing (barren 

environments, zero-grazing systems); injuries and diseases (metabolic hunger, exhaustion); transport 

Gourney times, handling and loading, poor ventilation and lack of food and water); and an 

inappropriate diet (concentrate based, deficient in iron for veal calves). But campaigning against 

intensive systems of fanning, or calling for an end to fanning, remains a difficult, complex and long

tenn goal, for as Miranda reminds me: 

... when you're trying to attack the whole system but attacking bits of it... I'm not sure if 
things are going to get any better ... I was at a [lifestyle show in the U.K] and a lot of people 

51 These descriptions and analo~ies derive !rom intervie'WS con~ucted. with mem?ers. of organizati~~ Q, ~ S, -r:, U and V. 
For specific information regardmg the animal welfare and animal nghts orgaruzauons that paruclpated m this research 
please refer to appendi.-'{ III. 
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came up to me and said ... "I cannot believe that this [intensive production] is still going 
on" ... I mean people think we should be doing a campaign on practically everything [ ... ] 
We're in it for the long haul with our campaigns and I mean people do get bored of us 
raising the same issues. It's like with live exports, everybody seems to feel that we've been 
there and done that now ... I hear that all the time ... people are frustrated that we haven't 
been able to change things or that change takes so long. 

How, therefore, amid the issues of concern that intensive or factory methods of production 

generate, do animal rights and welfare organizations highlight the plight of cattle? What campaigns 

are designed, rehearsed and disseminated to the public? Broadly there are four dimensions that 

determine the establishment of a campaign. Firstly, campaigns are often decided upon by directors, 

founding members, and legal, political and policy staff (organizations Q, R and S). Secondly, 

according to the number and type of animals involved: 

it's because of the sheer number of animals being affected as well ... so numbers are one of 
the factors that we take into account [ ... ] kind of decided by Europe and what's going on in 
terms of legislation as well 
(Miranda, campaigns team, animal welfare organization S, Monday 16 June 2003) 

Thirdly, according to the emergence of new legislature, scientific work and discussions in academic 

journals, the trade press and other media (organization R). Fourthly, and finally, if the issue connects 

to wider matters relating to food, farming and the countryside (organization Q). In what follows I 

want to outline three ways in which these dimensions have led cattle to be positioned in debates 

about farm animal welfare: calw, transport and death. 
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Calves 

Figure 6.4: veal crate 

(Image courtesy of animal welfare organization S) 

The calf is often taken from its mother within 48 hours of birth and abruptly weaned on to 
milk substitutes, an inadequate replacement often fed from a bucket at the wrong 
temperature and necessitating a sudden change from maternal suckling to unnatural lapping. 
Leaving a calf with its mother until weaning and separation occur naturally may be ideal but 
it's not practical within the modern farming industry 
(Andrew, chemical scientist, animal welfare organization Q, Tuesday 15 April 2003). 

This image and quotation have the potential for making coherent how (milk/beef/veal) production 

depend upon the separation of cow and calf. Figure 6.4, for example, depicts a young and frail 

animal, placed in a bare and wooden slatted stall approximately one foot ten inches by four foot six 

inches (animal welfare organization S). The crate itself shown to be too small to allow the calf to 

stand up, lye out or move around. This calf is destined for the veal trade and will be confmed in this 

crate until he is four months old, have no contact with other calves, nor access to solid food or 

water as he is fed a liquid 'milk replacer' - a mixture of dried milk products, starch, sugar, additives 

and antibiotics but that is deficient in iron to give his flesh a pale colour that will fetch a good 

market price (Rowlands 2002). In particular, welfare and rights organizations convey to the public 

how this young animal is deprived of a life; for he is suffering from a series of health problems 

resulting from this diet (anaemia, thirst and chronic hunger) and a set of neurotic behaviours 

(boredom, loneliness, gnawing at his body, attempting to eat his urine and faeces). Although ci1e veal 

system wa banned in the U.K in 1990 and will be illegal in the European Union (E.U) in 2007 

calves are routinely separated from cows in the U.K dairy industry (animal welfare organization ). 

Therefore, animal welfarists and rights advocates remain concerned about a calf's removal from it' 

moci1er within tl1e first few days of life. Thinking through the effects of this separation ndr w in 

the quotation abov cites the newborn calf's suck as "unnatural lapping" a other organization ' 

draw lin s of comparison ben een 'breast-fed human babies' (animal rights organization T) and a 
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child's first few days at school' (animal rights organization U) in describing maternal bonding and 

this unhappy parting. 

Long distance transport 

Figure 6.5: Cattle journeys to the market and slaughterhouse 

(Image courtesy of animal rights organization T). 

(Imag c urt y of animal rights organization C) 
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In the mid 1990s the export of live calves for the veal trade attracted media attention. Jill Phipps, a 

well-known animal rights protester, was crushed to death by a truck carrying calves for the trade at a 

demonstration at G.-Jventry airport in February 1995. The resultant coverage of Phipps death both 

raised the profile of the live exports of farm animals and encouraged protesters to continue 

demonstrating. Indeed, the anniversary of Phipps death is commemorated by events at airports and 

docks across the U.K. Among the objections raised by welfarists and rights advocates are the long 

distances that animals are made to endure, the level of suffering that is inflicted, the scale of the 

trade, and the use of European taxpayers money to subsidize the business (organizations Q and S). 

Cattle have featured prominently in transport campaigns: 

cattle are transported, and its quite spooky really, the way Jews were treated in trucks and 
concentration camps ... I mean if you were living in Nazi Germany would you want to wear 
Jew's skin on your feet? Why would you want to do that? It's repulsive ... I mean I actually 
got told off by a Jewish organization for even daring to compare the holocaust with the 
treatment of animals, and I told her that I think we've learnt nothing from the holocaust ... 
its speciesism isn't it? ... we're just like the Nazi's because we're saying that cattle are dirty, 
inferior to us and that we can do what we want with them 
(Tanya, media and public relations, animal rights organization U, Tuesday 20 May 2003). 

Since BSE the trade has virtually stopped ... but I mean at the moment the government are 
reviewing the over thirty month rule, and if they revise it ... I mean exporting animals is all 
tied into that legislation really ... We've noticed that people aren't that concerned about 
sheep going through [name of port] and we just can't get the numbers out like we used to in 
the nineties ... if calves were still going through there now we would be able to get people 
out there. I was talking to a lady who was there in the nineties and she said to me "oh, and 
you could hear them crying and they would look at you with their big brown eyes" and so 
people do tend to put human personalities onto that species [cattle] ... but at least that got 
people out there 
(Miranda, campaigns team, animal welfare organization S, Monday 16 June 2003). 

These comments articulate public anxieties surrounding the live export trade - the cries of calves 

and plight of cattle in the back of transporters. These concerns, and the BSE and FMD crises, have 

succeeded in all but eradicating the journeying of British cattle across the continent - although 

welfarists and rights advocates remain mindful that such a trade could recommence. Moreover, and 

in a more contemporary context, transport campaigns have been pitched in terms of cattle journeys 

made within the U.K and between other E.U member states and the Middle East (figure 6.5). 

In the first instance, welfarists and rights advocates remain concerned about cattle transported up 

and down the UK to markets, alluding to how markets can be stressful and frightening places for 

calves - "strange animals, people, smells and sounds" (animal rights organization 1); and in pointing 

towards the lack of training in how to handle animals among market employees, the overcrowding 

of pens, the rough handling Gabbing and poking cattle with sticks, hitting and kicking) and the lack 

of food, water and veterinary care available (animal welfare organization S). In the second instance, 
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welfare and rights organizations describe how cattle from Holland, France, Belgium, Spain, Italy and 

Greece are sent for slaughter to the Middle East, journeys that can take up three weeks. In 2002, for 

example, it was estimated that more than 250,00 cattle made this trip. The concern here is with the 

exhaustion, stress, dehydration, and injuries that the animals may experience leading to a high 

mortality rate (see also Gellatleyand Wardle 1996; Gold 1995) . 

... . what we also decided to do more recently was to identify everybody involved in the live 
export trade - exporters, transporters, people on the continent - and one of the first things 
that we did ... was to go to a place in Wales where [name of haulage company] operate. So 
we did speak to them and ask them, you know, "can you not consider what some of these 
animals are going through", and this guy jokingly said "well they're in trucks and we're not 
going to mourn at their funeral" ... I came away thinking 'right, you're now a legitimate 
target in my campaign' ... We've had a demonstration up there and bombarded them with 
emails ... and we're trying to make the public aware of whose involved in the trade ... all they 
[industry representatives, politicians] are trying to do is say 'we'll reduce journey times by 
thirty, forty minutes' and that just shows a complete lack of basic care. What about food, 
water? [ ... ] We think that the port authority can do several things, like increase harbour 
fees ... it's like if there's gale force winds, gut churning weather, it's at the discretion of the 
captain whether the ship sails, nobody else. So, whose got the animals' best interests here? 
So all we want them to do is address these issues and we want to know when these 
shipments are coming through so that we can monitor them 
(Tanya, media and public relations, animal rights organization U, Tuesday 20 May 2003). 

The call here fonns part of an attempt to join-up welfare practices across the continent ill 

monitoring journey lengths - including campaigning for an 8 hour limit to be imposed on all 

journeys (animal welfare organization S) - or abandoning the transport of live animals for a trade in 

meat (animal welfare organization R). 
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Death 

Figure 6.6: Compassionate shopping? 

(Images courtesy of animal rights organization U) 

Massacre would be an apt word for the commercial operation of slaughter lines, killing 
hundre~s and thousands of animals every day. The distancing of a predominantly urban 
population of customers from the production of food has increased as meat has been sold 
and disguised 

(Andrew, chemical scientist, animal welfare organization Q, Tuesday 15 April 2003). 

These campaigns, or orthodox locaters (production, calves, transport), are intended to (re)educate 

people about the ways in which animals are reared for food. On the one hand, thi concern 

resonates in how cattle die, with welfare and rights advocates challenging the assumption that the 

death of cattle at the slaughterhouse is quick and painless. In particular, instances where electric 

shocks have not been properly administered, if at all; of animals incorrectly clamped in the conveyer 

and falling to the ground only to regain consciousness; the pain and distress that animals experience 

are all depicted; amid the high throughputs in slaughterhouses that Andrew identifies. Likewise, the 

call is for legislative change that would require all animals to be stunned prior to throat cutting 

(including religious slaughter), set a minimum stunning current for each species, having maximum 

stun-to-stick intervals and a requirement for both carotid arteries of the animal to be severed rather 

than current legislation that requires one artery (animal welfare organization S). On the other hand, 

Andrew reaffirms Martin's view (part 6.0 and 6.1) that the public are distanced from the food 

production system: 

Space on food labels is a much-contested terrain as various interests jostle for their 
particular interests. Other groups cash in by selling the symbol or leasing the logo ... tl1e 
farm of origin, the breed of cattle, the method of slaughter ... this isn't revealed on the meat 
to the customer ... such traceability would be imprecise if the purchaser ought the origin 
of tl1e milk carton 
(Andrew chemical scientist, animal welfare organization Q, Tuesday 15 pril2003). 

\: ith children now they make dreadful things, turning meat into teddy bear hape ... 1',. 
tried to do sometl'ling about this but haven't got very far. I made ome call to th 
manufacturers and the ' don't eem concerned that the e animal ha,'e b en ill, and had 
diseas s, and gone along the line at the rate of knots ... 0 what p opIe are atin i: ju t 
r c nstitut d mbbish 
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(Caroline, founder of animal rights organization T, Thursday 1 May 2003). 

These quotations move us back to Martin and the cattle at Folly Farm. For example, Martin a ert" 

that he is unable to make a living without becoming, and remaining, efficient a supermarkets 

continue to drive down the price that they pay (in pence per litre) for milk. This means, in practice 

that he has to increase the number of cows in his dairy herd, use genetics and reproductive breeding 

tools (part 4.1), and concentrate feed (part 4.3) so that Amy and the other animals produce more 

milk. And yet, animal welfare and rights advocates query 'if consumers can be persuaded to buy 

other free-range or organic products?' This expression, of a 'moral menu', is accompanied by calls 

for the clearer labelling of food (the " teddy bear shapes") that recount the conditions in which the 

animal has been raised and itemize any residues in food deriving from the hormonal, preventative 

and antibiotic treatments given to that animaL Consequently, this leads welfare and rights 

organizations to call for trade rules that subsidize farmers whom practice holistic and sustainable 

systems of farming and whom choose to bred dual purpose cattle capable of sustainable quantities 

of milk and producing calves to be reared for beef. In this way, the movement of cattle through the 

food chain (veal crate, lorry, market, slaughterhouse) is problematical as campaigners seek to fmd 

ways forward that enable Martin to rear his animals in what are deemed to be more ethically 

acceptable ways (figure 6.7) 

Figure 6.7: A humane alternative to factory farming: organic production 

(Image courtesy of animal welfare organization S) 

For orne organizations and individuals, and in particular right advocate they query the ne d to 

farm animal at all in promoting a vegan life tyle: 
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still they give out the mess~ge th~t it's .okay for me to eat meat and fish ... they don't think 
about. t~e wh.ole power ISsue m usmg animals for food. Again, its that benevolent 
explOltatlon thing 
(Tanya, media and public relations, animal rights organization U, Tuesday 20 May 2003). 

Binding these orthodox locaters with the liveability of cattle (prolonging life or managing death) 

together, however, is a common acknowledgement that humans should treat animals respectfully 

and care for them compassionately. 

To summarize, the longstanding, iconic and influential role of cattle in farm animal welfare 

campaigns (figures 6.3,6.4 and 6.5) appears to follow a life cycle approach. Accordingly, campaigns 

tum to focus on a series of stages that cattle pass through: birth (veal calf, cow-calf separation), life 

(on the farm, becoming food), development (transport to market, export) and death (slaughter, 

human diet). In so doing what begins to emerge are a series of battles as the birth, life and death of 

cattle become located within particular narratives about food production, methods of farming or the 

(future) non-farming of animals. I want to conclude this section by setting out two ways in which 

some of these campaign narratives are, perhaps unintentionally so, enveloped by strands of 

humanism. 

Firstly, a food chain narrative is deployed (figure 6.6) such that farmers, supermarkets, fast food 

restaurants, haulage companies and slaughterhouses are deemed responsible for animal suffering 

and human consumers are asked to purchase with a conscience by putting organic, free-range or 

non-animal products into their supermarket trolley. This is achieved, on the one hand, as these 

organizations and individual advocates assert that they are acting on behalf of the animals (see also 

O'Neill 2001), often situating their work in science to suggest that they have an awareness of the 

animals' needs, sociality, treatment and living/dying environments. On the other hand, to impart 

these understandings to members of the general public, campaigns aim to be controversial, through 

presentational imagery and in drawing direct comparisons between the everyday lives of humans and 

animals - pregnancy (cow and calf/human parent and child); or particular events (the death of Jill 
Phipps or the treatment of the Jews in Nazi Germany). Subsequently, humans encounter cattle as a 

product, a barcode to be scarmed at the checkout - an animal that should have been raised in lush, 

green fields (figure 6.7). It is not my intention to suggest that these connections are not important, 

for they do have a moral dimension in attempting to unravel human oppression and control over 

cattle; I do, however, find them problematic because they lead members of the public to pass 

responsibility for the welfare of animals back to such organizations and individuals through 

monetary contributions and buying products accredited by the fann assurance and certified 

production schemes. Modestly, this provides humans with a partial view, as Amy and the ways in 

which she is being reared become hidden amid competing claims about appropriate and 

inappropriate agricultural systems. TIlls points towards a number of issues relating to why keeping 
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cattle alive (to consume or conserve them) matters, what welfare is (for humans or the \vell-being of 

animals themselves?) and what forms of welfare (institutional, individual, practical) might preside 

over the ways in which cattle live out their lives. 

Secondly, I am left pondering where these ideas surrounding the welfare of cattle might lead. In 

particular, the public are confronted with the notion that the solution to intensi\'e means of 

production (so-called 'bad' welfare practices) can be found in extensive, organic and free-range 

systems (deemed somehow better). But what is interesting here is how these ideas are intertwined 

with notions of 'wild cows' living in 'natural environments' (see also part 1.4). In this way disparities 

emerge between factory or intensive farming and (pre)domesticated cattle: 

We'd be happy if everybody turned vegetarian overnight and then these animals could live 
in sanctuaries until they died ... so eventually these animals would die out and then we could 
get back to the way these animals used to live, you know, get those animals back to the 
environments in which they used to live 
(Tanya, media and public relations, animal rights organization U, Tuesday 20 "tv1ay 2003). 

Reflect for a moment on the ways in which the public are led to believe that the cattle in figure 6.7 

are living out their lives in a 'natural' way and compare this to the imagery in figures 6.3 and 6.4. In 

this regard, the communication of ideas omits a sense of the complex nature through which ~Iartin 

practices animal husbandry. Amid this campaigning I am left wondering what these organizations 

and individual protesters are calling for - cattle that live out their li\'es in ways no longer influenced 

by domestication, artificial selection, human action? 

It :1' damp, cold ... Jlrmv .>prink/ed el'c!}'Jvhere. 
Jiltillg 011 .I'tale h{!), .. fin; chickell.!' al o!IJIeet. 
The bam iJ cl IlaJt, echoing .>pacc, alldJet the ullilllil/l" adiollJ are repelitive .. . the c/lickellJ, Jile/ll!/ /.)lIlId) ill u 
group, dimb on top and Ol'er one another .. :feet belli - (/J thougb Ibf!.)' bm'e broken limbJ, 1~J'ing to lake a 
Jtep, ((}llapJillg. J eedl' and graill.1" Jcattered 011 the floor elY t/Jf!)' Illidge, 'peck' cad) otber. 

In a barn with Dominic, Isobel and Tobias and five chickens 
taken from a local battery farm, Saturday 13 September 2003. 

The fieldwork notes here indicate one of the mam consequences of this predominance of 

understanding in highlighting the failed abilities of animals to cope \\'hen taken out of intensive 

farming systems. Crucially, these notes also reverberate elsewhere, to an equally valid agenda -

towards the lives of individual animals. \'\11at might happen if one seeks to c\'acuate animal \\Tlfare 

from this starting point? In this way, the descriptive argument that I want to draw out is that there 
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may be hidden facets within these orthodox (food chain driven) markers. Moreover, I want to 

attend to how particular human-cattle and cattle-cattle encounters on Folly Fann and in other 

spaces, might allow a (re)placing of animals in campaign narratives. 

6.3 Witnessing ethics: animalian fleshiness and individuality 

Drawing out the location of this ambivalence is important in moving towards breathing life into 

pressing matters of ethics - towards an ethic rooted not only cfbut also for the other (after Ooke 

1999). For what has been achieved in the chapter so far is an understanding of the problem that 

notions of relationality bring, and the institutional sites and organizational set-up through which the 

welfare of cattle is being fabricated, thus debating what welfare ought to be and what fonn(s) it 

should take. I am, however, left wondering how one might traverse between the aggregate scales 

that much ecological and environmental work presupposes and more relational fonns of ethics. 

What, for example, are the connections between individual animals (AmJ1, herds, species, 

institutions and welfare and rights advocates in shaping fann animal welfare? I am thinking here, in 

particular, about how societal provision for the welfare of animals might be reconciled with 

(Martin's) attempts to meet the needs of individual animals. Crucially, this is to contemplate what 

Amy's experiences of welfare might be and how she might 'converse' in what happens to her, in 

ways that bear upon her treatment and in how she lives out her life. 

This is important for there is, I believe, something more to come. I want to argue that a rupture is 

initiated when one encounters an animal being, a rupture that, if described, opens out novel ethical 

considerations through attending to the lives of animals themselves rather than the human 

orchestrated lives that have been designed for them Above all this requires us to think about what 

is going on; to begin to chart the hidden, forgotten, and intangible human-animal presences (and 

absences) that affirm the relational approaches and orthodox locaters outlined in the previous 

sections; to (re)tum, then, to Amy, Beatrice, Barbara and other cattle at Folly Farm In so doing, 

what I am calling for is an appreciation of animalian otherness that is emotional, connected and 

committed (after Ooke 2004). To move ethically beyond 'the human' requires one to make a 

transition from human-animal relations, to animal-human relations and animal-animal relations52
• 

Significantly, this shift points towards opening up a creative space, a space where one might be able 

52 For an example of geographical work where humans strive to imagine themselves in the place of an animal see Gullo et 
al (1998) whom raise questions about how animals (cougars) construct people, the diversity of their views and how they 
alter their beluviour according to human activities. Moreover, I want to distinguish my work from such an account 
according to the ways in which I am attempting to move beyond a fixed human reference point. For in the empirical 
materials that follow I aspire to document how individual came are living out their lives with and through each other. This 
is to adopt a view of ethics which values animals as others beyond any kind of reciprocal relationship that they might have 
with humans (adapted from Jones and doke 2002:221). 
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to apprehend different worldly contexts, one where the doings, joys and suffering of Amy and other 

individual animals might come to the fore (see also Philo and Wilbert 2000:13-25). 

The e~hical in,:isibility o~ the iniiUdua! non-human other is a key factor in the spatialization 
of ethical relations and ill how such lSsues should be addressed ... it can be seen that all of 
the. many ~fering material and imagined spaces of the world cany differing (un)ethical 
frelg~lts which need to be drawn out and addressed when questioning human-animal 
relations Gones 2000:270, emphasis in original). 

But how does one attend to an outlook on relations actualized at an individual level? I offer two 

starting points. Firstly, mapping the (un)ethical freights in human-animal encounters leads one to 

unravel the presences (and absences) of animals in particular places Gones 2000:284-285). The call 

here is to excavate how relational ethics are situated Gones 2003), resonating and grounded in the 

particularities of place, sites, contexts Gones and aoke 2002:111). Throughout, and as a witness to 

that which I am trying to present here, this chapter is enraptured by Amy and her life on Folly Fann. 

For it is through Amy, perhaps, that one can tum away from accounting of how worlds are ordered 

and built, to chart instead how non-humans in place object to the human stories being told about 

them (see part 2.4). Moreover, animals are seen as already dwelling inside, with and among humans, 

not only in terms of the wider economic, political and ecological networks in which they are 

immersed, but also unfolding as individual beings in places in ways that surrunon up responsibility 

(aark 1997; for examples see Palmer 2003a 2003b; Jones and aoke 2002; Whatmore and Hinchliffe 

2003a 2003b; Wolch 2002a; Wolch et aI, 1995). And I am reminded, in particular, of Rosie's decision 

to block Barbara's passage to Amy. It is here that (individual) beings have subjectivities that become 

apparent through practical ethical expertise (encountering) - "turning these spaces inside out, 

revealing the nature of what unfolds in them" a ones 2000:284) - rather than abstract ethical 

deliberations (Hinchliffe 2003:222). In this way, I want to position dwelling as a w<q of 

apprehending the embodied presence of animals that are often hidden from the conventional 

analyses outlined in the previous section. For it is by opening up the spaces of human-animal 

encounter that are closed off from the conventional ethical gaze Gones 2003), by signalling the 

micro-practices and politics of well-being that are negotiated in specific sites of everyday living - the 

mundane locations in which cattle dwell (of Martin and the herd at Folly Fann) - that alternative 

human-cattle ethical relations emerge. 

Secondly, and following on, one needs to pay credence to the role of emotions in shaping, and being 

shaped by, animal-human and animal-animal encounters in place. For there are particular kinds of 

responsibilities and burdens that humans and animals might assume because of who and where they 

are situated. Importantly it is worth noting that human- animal relations are driven by a mix of 

emotions which span from reverence to revulsion aones 2000; see also Buller 2004), for as the 

examples in the previous section illuminate, airports and docks, haulage yards and supennarkets can 
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all become spaces of protest and anger. With this in mind, within geography and across social 

scientific disciplines, work is becoming sensitive to the emotional dimensions of living in the world 

(see Anderson and Smith 2001; Bennett 2004; Laurier and Parr 1999; Widdowfield 2000). Regarding 

human-animal relations, there is an acknowledgement of the role of emotions in (human wa)~ of) 

knowing, being, doing and how these responses infonn (human) thinking about ethics and (animal) 

welfare (for examples see CDnvery et al, 2005; Wtlkie 2005). My focus in what follows is with how 

the places in which cattle find themselves dwelling become familiar and unfamiliar locations of fear, 

anxiety and suffering. Thus, my attention to the experiences of the animals themselves in place is 

underpinned by difficulties, for the existence of emotions in fann animals remains a controversial 

issue (see part 1.13; Barnard and Hurst 1996; Boissy and Bouissou 1995; Hemsworth and GJleman 

1998; Rollin 1989; Rushen 2003). With this in mind, my engagement with emotional geographies is 

intended less to signal these kinds of debates and more to articulate the interests that human-cattle 

(Martini Amy? and cattle-cattle (Rosie/ AmJ1 have in the well-being of one another that is fostered 

in practical ways. 

In what follows I document four moments. These accounts derive from spending time with cattle 

during observed periods of fieldwork - on the farm, at a market, and in a slaughterhouse. These 

examples lead, I think, one to query how we might become (more) emotionally reflexive about 

animal needs in opening out the orthodox locaters in the previous section. For it is by attending to 

what happens, and what is happening, in these micro-spaces that lead to changes in subjectivity, in 

particular, who we (as humans) feel able to be in responding to our encounters with individual 

animals. 
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Sickness 

Moment 1: Becca's illness 

Figure 6.8: Becca 

Bw'Cl hasn't been feeding properfy f or the past few dqys and Martin's been trying to coax her into having some 
apple. She walks slowfy towards me, her posture's changed, and her back is slightfy curved, making her head 
seem lower. Martin takes her inside the shed . . . gentfy lifting up her front left foot. It's swollen, reddened - her 
toes have begun to separate apart. A fine crack has appeared across this area and a yellowy; wax like 
discharge is seeping out of what appears to be an open wound. It smells a little like rotting food and t'heese 
blended together. It's surrounded fry a darkened brown area and small cinular sores - little blood spots are 

dispersed throughout. 

A few hours later and the vet am·ves. He watches Buca walk around the pen, ever so reluctant to put weight 
on her f oot. She stops and thry both walk towards her . . . Martin stretching out his right arm and reassuring 
her "come on, everything's okqy': The vet bends down to lift her foot while Martin strokes the side of her 
back . .. the vet diagnoses interdigital phlegmon and prestribes an antibiotic; that she should respond to lvithin 

twenryfour hours. 

Martin picks up the presmption, a blue aerosol called 'Alamycinl~ He takes the lid off, the noise Jtirs Bw Y1 
her ears have flit'ked back and she lifts her head slightfy . . . Bu'ca stands in the ~'orner very stili without having 
to be held while Martin sprqys the ~'Cln over her foot, almost immediatelY a dear film startJ to form. A1artin 
and I wait with her for a few minutes, ensuring that she doesn't move around too much or get her foot lvet. 

Fieldwork notes, Wedne day 1-+ ugu t 2002. 
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Reflecting on this moment, I found it difficult to know quite what to do, to stand back and 

pragmatically document Martin's conversation with the vet accepting this as insightful data or, my 

gut reaction, to remain with Becca in the shed? The former response is clinical in its approach. For 

to write down 'word for word' the discussion may fit the litany of prrxIuction diseases (Mastitis, 

lameness) and metabolic frailties (ketosis, hypocalcaemia) that lead to the premature exhaustion and 

culling of cattle that pervade animal welfare and rights campaigns. In another way, I might have 

charted the use of medicines in fann animals, noting how the vet diagnoses, medicates and monitors 

Becca's condition. Or, further still, queried how long the Almacincyl might remain in Becca's 

muscles and tissues thus prohibiting her milk from entering the human food chain (part 5.2). Each 

of these responses, however, leads to representational systems of meaning where human beings do 

not bear witness to a sick animal on a fann (Becca), but rather this state of affairs become vacuumed 

and sealed within a particular event (a piece of legislation, the publication of a code of practice, or 

visual materials documenting human atrocities committed against sick animals). I do not doubt the 

validity of these statements or campaigns, but I also believe in forming understandings from a 

different ethical point, one open to the gaps of knowledge cloaked within overarching concerns and 

points of medicinal contestation. 

The latter, and my actual response, testifies to that which is intuitively felt and experienced by Becca, 

Martin and I, even if our (anima1/human) responses are not necessarily understood. Martin suspects 

something is wrong when Becca's appetite suppresses, when she smells yet decides not to taste the 

apple, when her back appears slightly arched. For Martin and I are familiar with the ways in which 

Becca greets us, of how she wanders over (sometimes Vlith Ruby), often hesitating if you extend 

your arm. In this moment, however, Becca's ways of standing, walking and moving, indeed her 

whole demeanour has changed; Becca is quieter and not as energetic or active in her behaviour. It is 

Martin who notices her listing, taking her into one of the sheds, smoothing, touching and talking to 

her, lifting her foot, deciding to call the vet. And it is here that Martin conveys an emotional 

response in becoming sensitive to how Becca might be feeling - querying why he did not detect the 

seriousness of her condition before: how did her foot become so infected, will the course of 

antibiotics work, and is Becca in pain or any discomfort? 

Those sores look painful ... how long do you think they've been playing her up? .. Once 
we've sprayed the stuff on how long do you think it'll be before she's alright ... back to her 
normal self? 
(Martin dairy fanner at Folly Farm, Wednesday 14 August 2002). 

This moment identifies and raises quite different questions about the way in which Becca is re~lred 

and her access to medical treatment (compared to part 6.2). Are there, for example, more practical 

steps that could be taken by Martin (and other fanners) to keep Becca (and other cattle) healthy, to 

reduce their risk of infection? What veterinary treatments are available to Becca and other cattle with 
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an infected foot? In attempting to respond to these questions one might extrapolate upon how 

Becca acquired her injury - from standing up and lying down, a shatp object, or cut from sticks and 

stones? TIlls raises issues relating to the environment in which Becca is kept (are the cubicles in the 

shed, the parlour, sufficient to accommodate her size and active disposition?). This moment also 

leads one to contemplate the veterinary provision and care that Becca receives. For Martin noticed 

the deterioration in Becca's appetite over the course of previous days and yet it was not until Becca 

began listing - when the soreness, redness and pus became apparent - that he decided to call the vet. 

TIlls reluctance stems from the financial cost of requesting the vet and prescription medicines. 

Specifically, Martin considers Becca to be a young animal that does not produce high yields of milk. 

In comparison, if Margaret, Yazzey, Barbara, Melissa or Belinda (high yielding animals) had shown 

signs of this injury then Martin would have called the vet at an earlier stage. 

Vets were having to shoot cows that should have been shot last week because the farmer 
could not pay ... fewer farm visits, fewer calvings, more cullings and bigger units all 
contribute to a reduction in veterinary work and to poorer welfare 
(Nathan, research assistant, department of veterinary medicine, university 9 , Tuesday 9 
September 2003). 

This moment opens out not only the difficult decisions that Martin has to make in deciding when to 

seek veterinary advice, thus illuminating how he does not treat all cattle in the herd the same, but 

also connects to wider issues relating to the lack of veterinarians choosing to specialize in large 

animal practice (EFRA 2003) and a reluctance by pharmaceutical companies to invest in developing 

drugs for farm animals (personal communications with pharmaceutical companies G and K and 

government office 2). 

'Finding' Becca, and other cattle, amid these 'societal responsibilities' is important. For getting to 

grips with this in the context of farming might lead one to query if the acute inflammation of her 

foot will predispose Becca to foot problems and lameness and affect her future milk yields. But in 

the midst of Martin's concerns about Becca's future in the herd, something else begins to unravel. I 

am thinking here of how other members of the herd at Folly Farm treat Becca differently. Margaret, 

Melissa, Barbara and Yazzey, for example, allow her to squeeze past them and access the water 

trough and in the field Ruby does not chase her but stands alongside her. Moreover, do other cattle 

identify Becca's ill health and perceive her vulnerabilities? In this way, the encounter here conjures 

up a sense not merely of but also for the other, as Martin and the other cattle appreciate what has 

meaning and importance to Becca (after doke 2004). For Becca is not separated from the rest of 

the herd and taken to recover in the shed alone, instead she is offered apples regularly and let out in 

the field with the rest of the herd to continue spending time with Ruby. And it is with this support 

that Becca is able to go on, to cope. 
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Transporter 

Figure 6.9 

(Image courtesy of company 11) 

Jocelyn's a product and that's what agriculture is, and that's what farming is. When you 
have an animal, even if you haven't had it very long, it's inevitable that it's going to leave the 
farm, you have to realize that when you're a farmer 
(Martin, dairy farmer at Folly Farm, Monday 12 August 2002). 
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Moment 2: ramp 

The lorry arrives and backs up into the yard 
Bella and JocelYn are in the shed waiting. 
The doors open and the ramp is lowered 
Martin sprinkles dumps of straw on the ramp and across the lorry floor. 
"Come on" he calls as he moves the metal barrier across the entrance to the shed 
"Come on" (Martin is shouting). 
Mart~n and the lorry driver move inside the shed so that thry are standing behind the cows . . . 1\Iarlin begins 
slappzng the cows on their backs with his hands, the lorry driver hitting their bony backs with a wooden 
stick ... Martin making a noise that sounds like 'hry' but is allgarbled andfluduates in volume. 
"Go ~n" ~artin s tone is becomingforceful, he appears frustrated) . .. ever so slowlY Bella and J oce!;'n begin 
makzng thezr wqy to the lorry, .. . doser and doser until thry reach the ramp ... Bella movesfint. tentative!;' 
up the ramp - almost sliding with the steep indine, she turns and JocelYn now follows her, much slower, each 
footstep vibrating as her hoof penetrates the straw and makes contad with the metal. 
Thry dose the door and lift the ramp. 
Scrakf}y sounds as JocelYn or Bella place their hooves on the floor. 
The driver gets into the lorry and starts the engine. 

\X.'hat might Bella and Jocelyn have experienced on their journey: off-balancing motions 
that lead them to stumble or be thrust around as the lorry driver accelerates, decelerates 
and stops? \X.'hat might Jocelyn and Bella's reactions to the engine sounds, the view 
through the slats, the concrete road, buildings and traffic, be? How long will it take them to 
reach their destination and, importantly, how will they be treated at the end of their journey 
as the ramp is lowered? 

Fieldwork notes and diary entry, Thursday 15 August 2002. 

Animal welfare and rights organizations draw attention, quite rightly, to the long distance journeys 

that animals are often made to endure (see part 6.2). These are not light matters, for these 

organizations in identifying cattie jourIlf!)'J across Europe. North ~\frica and the \Iiddle East, 

document the use of cranes to hoist animals up from the ships hold, the breaking of hips and legs, 

ritual sacrifice and bleeding to death; as part of a call to enforce and ratify European animal 

transport legislation and to establish a trade in meat and carcasses. 

But these accounts, with their tendency to focus on legal requirements and regulatory change 

impelled by demonstrations at ports and docks, are full of holes. In particular, they miss the reality 

that I am seeking to convey in the moment above: the immediate experiences of Bella and Jocelyn, 

the process through which they enter the lorry and ~Iartin's practices. For within universal 

narratives further questions relating to the ways in which farming practices necessitate the 

movement of animals over the course of their lives are overlooked. \\'ith this in mind, it is ~1artin 

who decides when an animal is to leave Folly Farm, according to its 'productive life' (ill-health, old 

age, a decline in milk yields, to generate income etc.), and its destination (agricultural shO\\', market, 

slaughterhouse). Furthermore, within the business-orientated decisions that ~Iartin has to take, 
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something else begins to emerge. I am thinking of Martin's sadness when an animal leaves the fann, 

and, in particular, how he places straw on the ramp and lorry floor for Bella and Jocelyn (and other 

cattle when the time comes for them to leave Folly Farm). 

Importantly, this moment also depicts how Martin and the lorry driver have difficulty getting Bella 

and Jocelyn into the lorry, merely getting them onto the ramp becomes an intense, lengthy ordeal. 

Here I am contemplating that which is otherwise unwitnessed: how Jocelyn and Bella sense and 

react to each other - waiting in the pen, hearing the lorry approach (do they realize that it is intended 

for them?) , walking slowly towards the ramp Gocelyn pausing and waiting for Bella), going into the 

lorry (moving from muddy yard to straw, wood and metal flooring). TIlls is not the first occasion 

that Bella and Jocelyn have been transported in a lorry, is their reluctance a learned source of anxiety? 

What sounds, smells, sensations, (motion sickness perhaps) will they (be made to) tolerate in this 

temporary yet unfamiliar environment? The implications of this lead one to think about the use of 

sticks, the structure of the ramp (Bella and Jocelyn stumbling amid the steep incline) and the layout 

of the lorry (granting animals more room and in sight of one another). As the lorry departs up the 

lane, and Bella and Jocelyn's footsteps across the lorry dissipate, their absence will be felt in the herd 

in the days that follow; and Martin has passed responsibility for their well-being on, the placement 

of straw his final act of care towards them. 
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Market 

Figure 6.10: Cattle auction 

(Garner 2002:28) 

It's very difficult .... we owe [name of equipment company] for repairing the tractor, [name 
of feed company] about £900 and we've still got last year's silage bill outstanding ... we need 
to have some cash flow so we've decided to sell some of the cattle to try and pay some of 
our bills. I mean the market at the moment is , as you probably know, depressed ... but in the 
future god alone knows what's going to happen ... we're sorting out probably four or five 
cows that we don't really want ... . a sad day but a necessary one 
(Martin, dairy farmer at Folly Farm, Tuesday 10 December 2002). 
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Moment 3: selling animals 

Shed 

· . . eat~h animal has a circular stic9 white lab~l placed on its back - it's 'lot number' . .. the tattle are being 
kept zn groups of between thr~e .and twelve anzmals, some pens segregated according to groupJ of t"ows lCJlveJ 
and bulls; other pens c~ntaznzng cows with calves .. . there is muth adivl!} and interadion among the 
cattle . . . bef!re I walke~ l~to the shed I tould hear them - a collective deep mooing sound emanating from 
several anzmals . .. now znszde the cows and bulls make a series of small gestures - turning their bodieJ, t'helving 
the ear of ~nother cow, taking s~all, drawn-out steps to reach the corner of the pen,' the calves are nuz:::.ling 
straw, lzckzng each other, touchzng the bars, standing alongside or reaching through the bars to touch other 
calves. 

(Image courtesy of animal welfare organization S) 

· .. several people are wandering through the shed, glancing in some of the pens. 
· .. a farmer enters one of the pens containing calves to prepare an animal for sale, bruJhing itJ back and 
tail . .. two other t'alves walk up and touch the brush. 

Ring 
A t"OW and ca(f in the ring; controlled pacing, the ca(f o(xasionallY nudging into the side of the cow . . . often 
walking slightlY behind the cow but alwqys following her in a circular motion .. . the auctioneers hammer Jounds 
and the gate swings open . . . the cow leads the ca(f down the ramp to the allrywqy. 

A t'a(f in the ring, remaining still, d's front legs splitting apart, head stooped .. . a market employee enters the 
ring, placing hzs hands on the t'a(fs back, pushing it round the ring .. . after a few minutes of thzs repeated 
adion the animal appearing still wobblY and unsteac!J on its feet. 

Fieldwork notes, Wednesday 28 May 2003. 

Happenings 
Several calves 'escaped' from one of the pens today, the catch came loose and they emerged 
one by one, slowly, reluctantly at Erst . . . after a few minutes a man in a white shirt walked by 
and m ade arm ges tures to an auctioneer ... the auctioneer walking towards the pen and the 
animals fleeing - running in all differen t directions: alongside the pens, outside the shed into 
the yard, kicking their hooves and pinning their ears back. 

Fieldwork diary entry, Thursday 19 June 2003 . 

... a man in blue overalls and ayellow t-shirt appromohes one of the pens, a (OW walks t01vards him then JtopJ, 
she twists her head and stares at him . .. the man reaches over one of the bars and slaps his hand d01vn on her 
forehead . . . she makes three sudden jerking motions forward, her head sinking and nsing, a flit"k of the tail, 
the ban thimino as her bocjy plunges and impads .. . the man stepJ bmokfrom the pen glantoes at me, shakes 
hiJ head al7d Jva/kJ aJVq)'. 

Fieldwork note \\ 'ednesday 2 i\Iay 2003. 
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In these spaces of auctioning and dealing (figure 6.10 and moment 4) animal rights and welfare 

organizations recount two tales. The first tale speaks to cow-calf bonding and succeeds in 

positioning young animals as 'innocent victims' (figure 6.11). In this way, it is alleged that calves are 

often sold within seven days of birth (before they receive their fill of colostnun) resulting in their 

immune systems to be inadequately primed to withstand the stress of being taken to markets, often 

over a consecutive period of days without adequate rest (animal welfare organization Q), to be 

roughly handled by market employees, before making their way across the continent and into a veal 

crate (figure 6.4). The second tale illuminates a disparity between the ways in which calves and cattle 

are treated at markets. For the use of sticks and other implements to hit animals is prohibited on 

calves and there are calls for this ban to be extended to include all adult animals. But in these 

narratives the market becomes a transitory space, between fann and veal crate, farm and farm. How 

might the edges of the ethical relations characterizing these tales be redrawn? Specifically, how 

might this lead humans to rethink the ways in which animals are sold at this place? 

The very artifice by which animals arrive at the market is set up according to a notion of their 

sociality. Note how cattle are kept in groups, or within sight of another animal (facilitating this by 

using a mirror so that a lone animal is able to view its own reflection if not another animal!). To 

exemplify this further, moment 3 attends to the ways in which cattle interact with each other in this 

place, signalling how their actions may vary according to whether a cow is with her calf, or a calf is 

in a pen with other calves or alone in the ring. Here we have a series of descriptions that signal the 

apparent composure of cattle and the disorientation of young animals (the lone calf not knowing 

what humans expect of it in the ring) and where things can, and do, go off in unforeseen directions 

('the escape'; a cow's forceful reaction to human touch). Stalling here, I am left querying if cattle 

have a bodily awareness, memories, of what happens at a market. Moving on, how might the actions 

of cattle themselves lead one to question acutely and personally what it is to be a cow, calf or bull at 

a market? Firstly, perhaps this moment strengthens the importance for cattle to remain in groups, or 

concurs with animal welfarists who claim that young animals should not be taken to market. 

Secondly, it may point towards how calves should be taken to market with a cow or other calves 

from their fann or holding. Excavating between these lines of thought, I would argue that a possible 

solution to the disorientation and anxiety that the animals may experience can be found amid 

something that looks preliminary to it - to hold auctions on the fann on which the animal has been 

reared (events that took place in the months that followed FMD) or, in the longer term, to post 

animal details (descriptions, images and video footage) on a market based website, thus removing 

the need for cattle to joumeyto market. 
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At the slaughterhouse 

I've chatted to a lot of slaughterers since Foot and Mouth and they tell me that animals do 
not sense death. 'When they were killing enormous amounts of cattle, as they were shooting 
them, the animals that were alive were actually walking up to the animals that were dead. 
Now animals haven't got the same intelligence as human beings, this doesn't mean that we 
don't have to respect them, as we respect human beings ... I mean that's what a farmer does, 
respects his animals. But I mean cattle ... they haven't got the same sense of feelings, the 
same sense of smell ... a totally different species of animal and it just so happens that 
humans are different and we do, some would say, just happen to be more intelligent ... have 
more brains 
(Martin, dairy farmer at Folly Farm, Tuesday 2 July 2002). 
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Moment 4: holding pens 

Figure 6.12: slaughterhouse 

Bright sunlight shining in as I enter a dark tunnel with pens either side. These 'holding pens , are mUt'h larger 
than I had anticipated . .. they've been hosed down, the t'om,ete ground is very slippery; water is dnpping off the 
walls and bars. Several of the pens have groups of t'attle in them - between three and jive animals. 

InitiallY it zs quiet, but now mooing noises are et'hoing through the building, oftentimes dislodged ry a 
bat'kground hum of banging, grating, a pumping sound, t'hains, mat'hinery ... I jind myself drawn to a pen 
t'Ontaining a single (Ow, drawn to it bemuse of the bellowing sounds that thzs animal is making, sounds unlike 
a'!)' other mooing in thzs plat'e . .. unlike a'!)' mooing sound that I have ever t'ome across. She begins ry making 
a very low pitthed noise that bet'omes louder and louder, her bocjy juddering as she reat'hes a tfest'endo . .. then 
stops. Pausingfor a little while .. . she t'Ommem-es pacing in cirdes, her eyes widen, moving her fat'e from side to 
side and looking round, ignoring me as I walk towards her pen . .. nor zs she standing in the t'Orner of her pen 
nearest to other t'attle. I am left wondering, then, if, perhaps, she is trying to jigure out the environment in 
whidJ she jinds herse!! 

[T wenty-jive minutes laterJ, the gate opens, and an emplqyee at the plant begins t'oaxing her along the tunnel, 
he s silent but digging a zvhite eledrit' prod fort'efulIY into her batk, she walks with great hesitation pausing 
after each step. At the end of the tunnel a door slides behind her and she is gone, off to the next stage - up a 
Jvooden ramp to the top of the chute - will she dither, panid 

Fieldwork note, Wednesday 30 July 2003. 
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(moment 4 continued) 

cow unconscious 
(Eisnitz 1997:192). 

Figure 6.14: Hoisted on to the 
moving overhead rail and 
transported to the sticker 
(Eisnitz 1997:192). 

Figure 6.15: Skinning a 
a carcass 
(StuU and Broadway 2004:84). 

I feel out of my depth, numb, as I contemplate the cow becoming lifeless. I've tried to reason 
with ~yse~f - as I only have access to the holding pens, I don't have to face or acknowledge 
what is gomg on here - was I looking a dying cow in the face? Is she aware, or does she fear, 
that she's going to die? .. traces of the plant - an overwhelming smell of grime, faeces, blood 
and guts - remain embedded in my clothes, hair and even on my skin. 

Fieldwork diary entry, \\Iednesday 30 July 2003. 

This reflective account may be poorly narrated, indeed I find it painful to think how a cow is making 

her way along the tunnel and up the ramp, to be stunned and rendered unconscious, her th roat cut 

so as she bleeds to death; but this m om ent also acts as a prop for witnessing. For as social cientitlc 

work continues to exp lore 'ulterior ' practices at the slaughterhouse including employee welfare and 

working conditions: d1e speed o f ilie conveyer belt, the parti tioning and repetitive nature f tasks 

and the need to avoid kicking hooves (Eisnitz 1997; Gouveia and Juska 2002; LeDuff 2003))' and 

animal welfare organiza tions acknowledge the short term suffering ilia t animals may experience 

(prodding, stunning, dism embering piece by piece), such work is limiting but not the limit. It i. 

limiting because an emphasis is placed on the [mal elements of slaughter rather than \ hat happ ns 

prior to slaughter and not the limit for here we are led into an encounter \v-id1 that which is 

som ewhat 10 t - the in tricate practices of a cow in a pen. 

But wh at migh t dus immediate experience in d1e concrete moment do in recomposing a pictur f 

what hap p ns at slaughter? Firstly, and crucially, I dunk cattle waiting in iliese pens are tran form d 
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from dead tissue. It is a question of gesturing towards animal existence and feelings in this place. 

What might the animals be subjected to and how might they sense this cold, dark, rank, and strange 

place? As the animals remain in pens for fifteen minutes or more are they aware of their hopeless 

situation - that they will die? Some members of the veterinary profession, for example, would refute 

these questions in arguing that fann animals do not fear slaughter because they have no prior 

experience of this, rather it is the novelty of the slaughterhouse itself that may cause them stress and 

anxiety (Broom 1988). Following on, Martin (the dairy farmer at Folly Fann) also concurs that 

animals do not sense death. I, however, remain unconvinced. For example, could it be that living 

animals walked up to the dead animals instead of attempting to evade and flee culls during FMD 

because of their relations with, and concern for, each other? Is this why the cow in a holding pen 

does not interact with the cattle in other pens? In other words, this is about remaining mindful that 

humans will never be able to fully apprehend how cattle sense and react with each other in this place 

and thus the task that lies ahead is to find ways forward that do not, however unwittingly, dismiss 

animalian orientated perspectives. 

Secondly, and with these doubts in mind, I think this moment speaks back to the architecture of the 

building. The slaughterhouse pictured in figure 6.12, for example, is set off from the main road and 

nearby primary school and housing developments, thus disguised as part of the landscape with few 

clues as to its identity apart from the arrival of transporters and refrigerated lorries. It is this point 

that leads some animal rights organizations to argue that the location of slaughterhouses should be 

publicized and the site of killing viewed through glass walls. The emphasis here, however, remains 

on humans, and this leads me to query what technological and aesthetic dimensions could be 

changed at this place so as to take into account of the needs and well- being of the animals 

themselves. Such dimensions might include soundproofing against loud, grinding noises, improving 

the flooring and lighting, providing food and water, and prohibiting the use of prods (see also 

Grandin 2003<1 2003b). Perhaps this vibrates from the slaughterhouse and back to farms. On the 

one hand, animal welfare organizations are campaigning for animals to be slaughtered at the abattoir 

nearest to the holding on which they have been raised. On the other hand, I am left contemplating 

whether it might be feasible for animals to be slaughtered on the farm. In the poultry industry, for 

example, trials are being conducted on mobile slaughter units (Bohrer 2005). Or perhaps this 

moment supports a wider call for changes in agricultural and food policies (i.e., ending the thirty 

month rule, lowering milk yields per animal) thus leaving cattle to die of old age and then enter the 

food chain? Finally, perhaps these questions will be rendered uninteresting if animal-free meat (after 

Easterbrook 2002), where meat cells are extracted from an animal and cultured to grow under 

controlled conditions in laboratories, becomes the future fa<;ade of food. 
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In this section of the chapter I have explored how particular places, and the human practices 

towards animals therein, lead environments to become sources of care, fear, anxiety, and stress for 

cattle. I have also sought to connect these moments to the life-cycle approach of animal welfare and 

rights campaigns (part 6.2), valuing these empirical materials for their abilities to often capture that 

which exceeds or remains unacknowledged. 

On the one hand, this material draws attention to the current constitution of fanning and whether 

this is as it should be in querying how sick animals are cared for, why and where animals are 

transported, and how they will be treated at the market or slaughterhouse. TIlls is important on two 

levels. At one level it responds to legislative (and non-legislative) guidelines and frameworks in 

highlighting the provision of veterinary care (is a National Health Service (NHS) for animals 

required?) and in rethinking the layout, design and specifications of transporters, slaughterhouses 

and markets so as to take animal needs into account (i.e., the desire to remain with other animals, 

the importance of space, food, water and rest). At another level, these moments speak back to many 

animal rights activists whom consider (Foll~ Fann a death camp. It is by spending time on the fann 

with Martin in his everyday practice that one is able to identify his micro-practices of care towards 

the herd: the placing of straw and administering of medication, to his more mundane and subtle acts 

of checking on animals, touching and talking with them, giving them pieces of fruits and vegetables. 

On the other hand, it might be worthwhile to contemplate how cattle lives would be different if they 

were not reared for food. Would cattle, for example, live out their entire lives on a single farm, dying 

of old age after fifteen years or more? Moreover, each these perspectives unravel in tenns of which 

ethical arenas (food/farm, non-connnodity) and to whom we entrust with the well-being of canle 

(fanners, veterinarians, slaughterhouse and market employees, lorry drivers, members of the public, 

politicians, animal welfare and rights organizations). 

Significantly, I do not wish to engage directly in these debates. This is not to say that the discussions 

taking place here are not important, more that the empirical materials I offer are concerned \\~th 

intervention; with exploring the conditions in which individual animals are living and dying as part 

of an attempt to evoke the production of different modes of existence. Essentially, my problem \\1th 

debates over the constitution of farming, or whether to rear animals for food at all, is the tendency 

to focus on humans rather than animals per se. Ultimately, I strongly believe in a different focal 

point, one that questions whether cattle have opportunities to express their creaturely characters -

their cattierx:ss, and how, therefore, we (humans) might celebrate these animalian 'competencies': the 

relationship between cow and calf in the ring, other members of the herd responding to Becca when 

she is unwell, the poignant instance of a cow in a holding pen; the importance of attending to the 

sadness and worry that some of these animals might have felt. 
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6.4 Conclusion: a (different) 'ethics' of cattleness? 

In this chapter I have explored some of the relational ways in which animals have figured in ethical 

communities; charted how animal welfare has become an important issue by describing the 

campaigning activities of animal welfare and rights advocates; and documented moments on Folly 

Fann with individual animals that unravel these understandings. In this way, I have illuminated how 

Amy (and other individual animals) become framed according to an intersubjective conception of 

agency (part 6.1), framed as part of an attempt to establish a set of reliable, valid and repeatable 

monitoring standards that can be implemented and enforced, and framed as a set of consumer 

choices between different food products and their accompanying logos (part 6.2). My intention in so 

doing has been to infect these framings by pointing towards a set of everyday practical encounters 

between a farmer (Martin) and individual cattle. 

Indeed, much of this thesis has sought to locate the ways in which humans intervene in cattle lives, 

in the first instance setting out the conditions in which cattle are reared for food, medicine, to 

participate in agricultural events etc., in the second instance highlighting the ethical and political 

consequences of so doing for individual animals. This emphasis, on the individual cow, bull or calf, 

is important in tenns of attending to that which is lacking in much biological and social scientific 

work. This underdevelopment persists for a variety of epistemological and methodological reasons; 

not least the desire of the researcher to make scientific claims without resorting to anthropomorphic 

interpretations (see parts 2.1 and 3.1), so as to provide policy-makers with acceptable data in a short 

period of time (parts 1.13 and 3.1); or stemming from a fear of inadequacy, or to avoid trespassing 

on other academic disciplines. My response has been to provide detailed accounts of animal lives 

that are not encumbered by such concerns. For ultimately this might lead one to reinvent ,md 

reinvigorate concepts of welfare that hold on, however fleetingly, to individuality \\ithin animal

human, animal-animal encounters. In closing I want to re\'crberate back to (re)present some of the 

tales of individual cattle that have marked this thesis (box 6.1), however anthropomorphic and 

warily that these accounts may have been received. 
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Box 6.1 

Over ~ .fo.ur cia! period Rosie and I.asmin~ 'bonded:· Rosie supportingJasmine in her attempts to walk 
and llckzng slIme oJ!. her bocfy; J asmzne nudgzng, gmnting and copying Rosie. And yet four da)'s later these 

lIcks and nudges become but a bodilY memory as thry are separated 

Yazzey was diagnosed with mastitis in December 2002 and given a course of antibiotics, her milk unable to 
enter the human food chain. What is it like to have a full udder that is painful? To know that to relieve the 
pressure you have to have your milk extracted, but as that milk is pumped you have difficul!J standing stil/, 

the cups keep detaching,your teats becoming sorer,your skin dryer? 

How doe! Margaret dedd~ whether something is edible or not? W~ does she dedde not to eat the longgreen 
shoots zn the field, to eat pzeces of apple rather than concentrate? What are her experiences of grabbing and 

chewingfood - sensations ofjuidness, softness, chalkiness? 

It's Bentley's first time at an agricultural show, as Phd repeats the process of washing, cleaning, drying, 
foaming, combing, drying, shaving,· Bentlry, through the use of her tail, pinning her ears back, her bulging ryes, 
moving her bocfy and legs as much as possible, depositingfaeces everywhere, reaching out to touch another cow; 

moves bryond the routines of standing still and compliance that Phil antidpates. 

At a universi!J research laboratory . .. I 'm startled for amid the bricks and mortar a farm appears. There s a 
large shed with a corrugated roof and an open grass pen with eight Friesian cows grai/ng, here to have 

dmg tests conducted on them. 

At a government rffice in England . .. .file AH372230012 - a cow considered too )'oung to have given 
birth .. . and there are lots of other t'Clses sat in the in-trqy awaiting investigation ... qfter 56 days these files no 

longer treated as adive cases and placed in the 'old work' storage area on the J)lstem. 

With these ethnographic materials in mind, I want to close with three sets of remarks. Firstly, and 

theoretically, these moments (box 6.1 and part 6.3) begin to unfold the life of an individual animal, 

thus presenting a genuine and important shift away from thinking of cattle in terms of human 

knowledge, power and control, or attempting to translate human abilities and capacities onto 

animals. My argument here is that cattle cannot be stitched together and kindred an 'animal', or for 

that matter 'cattle', within relational ontologies. Here the collective, the network, the imbroglios, are 

breaking down as one misses aggregate scales and recognizes individual cattle as embodiedf/eJf?y beings. 

This engagement sketches out how cattle have an awareness of what is going on in the 

environments that they inhabit, (an emotional) understanding of what is or may be happening to 

them, and abilities to make decisions about each other, objects, and humans - and to keep us 

humans unacquainted with such views. Recognizing this individual fleshiness is integral to 

questioning the impact of (human) interventions and techniques on the life habits, patterns, rhythm 

and behaviour of cattle: what is it like to have your calf taken away (Rosie), to be sick (Becca, Yazzey) 

to be sent to market (Bella, Jocelyn) or fmd yourself at the slaughterhouse Oasmine)? 
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Secondly, and empirically, these narratives edge towards different points of departure and 'arrival' 

than those that pervade conventional academic work Spatially, this is not to deny that cattle fit 

within certain spaces and play-out certain roles so as to meet 'human' expectations of them (after 

Yarwood and Evans 1998:137) - living on Folly Fann and yielding milk Fortunately, however, I 

believe that these engagements can be taken further. For example, cattle at Folly Fann have 

different modes of dwelling in deciding how they live out their lives in the fields, shed, parlour and 

yard afforded to them by Martin. And in this way, the fann, agricultural show, laboratory, market 

and slaughterhouse, can become spaces of pleasure and happiness, fear and uncertainty, anxiety and 

stress, sadness and relief. Thus, cattle have animalian ways of dwelling in the world and 

understanding their place in that world (Amy/Barbara). The task for humans is to query the 

physiological and psychological effects (stress, disorientation, herd bonding) of these environments 

on animals. 

Thirdly, and finally, then, where might these corporeal and spatial trajectories lead? I am hopeful to 

a position that is mindful of the creatureliness of cattle (considerate, then, of their 'cat:tlen::sS). Opting 

to follow this unknown path is academically hazardous, for this is about engaging the life of the 

individual animal other where one is not seeking to transpose that otherness on to the human self 

but let that otherness imploringly be (doke 2004). Let us be clear, this is not a call for 'animal rights'. 

Importantly, I want to set my work apart from that of theorists such as Regan (1998) and Singer 

(1975) whom emphasize the need to avoid indulging in emotions and parading our sentiments in 

detennining the beliefs and desires, perception, memory and sense of future in animal species 

('subjects of a life') or in adding up the numbers for and against (utilitarianism); and indeed from the 

views of the animal rights and welfare organizations whom have participated in this research ~md 

equate cattle experiences with that of humans. Instead, my insistence, on taking an aninul's 

individuality seriously, involves operating intuitive and other vocabularies suited to its animalian 

expression, even if this is read as an over-inyestment, for this might lead one to contemplate how 

this particular animal is living out its life and our (human) role in determining if this (animalian) life 

is as it should be. Above all, this requires us to experiment more - to think beyond thL' 

(re)constitution of fanning, notions of naturalness, artificiality and of getting back to the \vild cow' -

and turn to the animals themselves. Fundamentally, Amy, Rosie, Jasmine, Yazzey, Margaret, Bentley, 

AH372230012, Becca, Bella and Jocelyn occupy the designations ba and taurin:? but their lives are so 

much richer and more mysterious than this taxonomy suggests. 
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7 ° Conclus.ionso. Margaret: practicing research, the imperative of 
relatlonality and (re)discovering animal geographies 

Figure 7.1: Margaret 

(photograph taken \'(1ednesday 29 t1ay 2002) 

7.0 Introduction 

In her book hybrid geographies, Sarah Whatmore (2002) demonstrates some of the challenge and 

promise in thinking about a 'human' geography that 'exceeds' the human, arguing "that whether one 

works through the long practiced intimacies between human or plant communities or the skills 

configured between bodies and tools, one never arrives at a time/ place when the human was not a 

work in progress" (Whatmore 2004:1361). Grasping something of what Sarah Whatmore is triving 

towards, this thesis opens with a diagram of 'the hybrid body spaces of a cow' (figure i.i); thi 

cartoon-like caricature illuminating how seemingly hard and fast categories of human animal and 

machine are becoming increasingly blurred (Whatmore 1999b). 

From the outset, and amid a concern to develop animal geographies of cattle, thi diagram (and 

'blurring') serve both to exemplify how geographical engagements might be brought to bear on 

human-animal relations and detract from my own research which has sought to (re)work and 

crucially to move beyond, these geographical investments through it commitment to indi\'idual 

animals _ a reminder of how 'there are 'other' animal storie (waiting) to be told' (part i.i). Ind d, 

tl1er are num rous illustrations through tl1e thesis (photograph 'moment' fi ld\ ork not and 

diary entri _) f how (individual) cattle 'in tl1e flesh' lead all sort of liye and do all kind ' of dungs 

that are \ orld -apart from this omewhat mechanical (and lifele ) cow (figure i.i). ~ nd n wh r 1: 
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this more apparent than through Margaret (figure 7.1) whose fleshiness has inspired the kinds of 

animal geographies (part i.H) that I have sought to excavate (part 3.2) and whom continues to shape, 

sustain and challenge my (our) research (togethet) on many different levels. 

In these closing remarks, I want to provide a brief review of the preceding chapters, before moving 

on to cumulatively suggest what the thesis might contribute to methodological, theoretical and 'real 

world' discussions on human-animal relations. Above all, I want to continue to ponder how these 

animalian engagements with Margaret and other cattle might be taken further. 

7.1 A review of the thesis 

In this section I wish to re-examine the trajectory of the thesis, illuminating the journeys through 

which I have thought it important to recast pre-existent work in animal geographies and natural and 

social scientific literatures on human-animal relations, and to respond to the set of research 

questions set out in the preface (part i.H). 

Chapter 1 serves as an introductory frame for the thesis, conceptualizing some of the scientific, 

cultural and aesthetic lenses through which cattle have become known and understood by human 

societies at different scales, functions and institutional contexts. It examines, therefore, some of the 

ways in which cattle are constructed by vets, economists, advertising executives, policy-makers; 

illustrating how the images and representations produced enter into circulation through professional 

training books, television commercials, legislation and so on, in ways that have material and ethical 

consequences for the animals themselves. Chapter 2 moves on to describe the theoretical place of 

animals in the social sciences, critically mapping bodies of work that seek to re-draw human-animal 

boundaries, namely: ecology, actor-network theory, hybridity, kinship, dwelling and non

representational theory. 

Taken together, I set out at the beginning of the thesis to chart evident gaps in these (pre)existent 

understandings and literatures on human-animal relations, gaps that I argue lead many aspects of 

cattle lives uncharted as they become recognized only insofar as they affect human lives (chapter 1) 

and are dissolved - ecosystem, hybrid, kinship - and pushed through an analytical vocabulary -

organism, actant, hybrid (chapter 2). The consequences of this are two-fold. Firstly, there remains a 

dependency on humanist points of departure, for it is humans who, however unintentionally so, are 

seen to be constructing the agencies of cattle; thus the point of view of cattle matters insofar as we, 

as humans, have determined what that point of view is, what their needs are and how these might be 

fulfilled. This leads me to query what kinds of relations are emerging here and to whose benefit. 

Secondly, and following on, this often entails a separation of our (human) lives from cattle such that 
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a series of dichotomies are enacted and rea ffttme d· human/arum' al wild/d u' t d d' d . ,omes ca e ; an sItuate 

amid debates concerning the role of anthropomorphism in academic work and an (over)emphasis 

on building remnants of a pristine past ('wild' bos taun'ne). Above all, then, these chapters foreground 

the innovative purpose of the thesis: to think on from this material through a substantiye focus on 

individual animals. How, therefore, might cattle, as living fleshy beings, be disclosed through the 

thesis? 

Chapter 3 sought to describe how this impasse might be addressed methodologically. Recalling prior 

research engagements with Mr and Mrs Big (figure i.ii), I set out my commitment to continue to 

pursue a methodological approach that is animal-led. In so doing, I acknowledged the pivotal role 

that Margaret and other cattle have made in selecting the places and things that I have researched, 

thus highlighting how I implicated myself in Margaret's life and living spaces. On the one hand, 

academically, the task here is to demonstrate how the (animal) other is not translated on to the 

(human) self, a trajectory that pervades existing work in animal geographies. On the other hand, and 

touching upon the everyday, the chapter demonstrates how research can be seen as an ongoing and 

shared process among all those participating in the project, regardless of whether they are human or 

animal, and in whatever capacity. 

Chapter 4 glimpses the corporeal lives of Rosie, Jasmine, Ideal, Yazzey and Margaret, in asking what 

meanings of corporeali!J are woven into the lives of cattle and how do these understandings impact upon, and yet are 

disturbed 0;, the embodied ageng of individual animals. Focusing on three body-practices: breeding, milking, 

feeding, the chapter investigates how cattle bodies become materially, aesthetically and virtually 

defined. This (human) intervention is appropriated through a desire to mate an 'ideal cow' with an 

'ideal bull' (investigating the biological properties of sperm and ova; running statistical packages that 

model the genetic value of any offspring); a desire to monitor cattle 'from grass to glass' (increasing 

milk yields through the excretion of oxytocin, the robotic modification of the parlour, and 

measuring the composition and bacteriological quality of milk); and formulating dietary packages 

(that adhere to a set of nutritional guidelines, measure 'voluntary feed intake' and map rumen 

microbes). Together, each of these body-practices is set out against a lactation curve (figure 4.8) in 

ways that support an understanding and (re)composition of universalistic representations of the 

(generic) cattle body, what I term 'body as flesh'. Importantly, the chapter continually illustrates how 

this intervention and appropriation is a (human) task that is never fully accomplished, for here one 

is also left with a sense of how individual cattle disturb and rub against reproductive, milking and 

digestive knowledges: Rosie's calf Jasmine' is not genetic progress and destined for market, Ideal's 

proof is under constant review, Yazzey's spell of Mastitis and twice-daily walk to the parlour cause 

her yields to fluctuate and Margaret's decisions over whether something is edible or not fall outside 

her feed plan. And this is critical for thinking seriously about cattle as fleshy bodies and the ethical 
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consequences therein; all of which seem to me to be overlooked In· • k h pre-eXlstent wor on uman-

animal relations. Ultimately, what types of animal husbandry are we prepared to accept and tolerate 

and what are the impacts of these decisions on cattle? 

Chapter 5 explores how the everyday spatialities of cattle constitute a mode of dwelling, as against 

building, in the world. Oscillating between individual bodies in place and their habitation of more 

virtual spatialities the chapter queries how can cattle, in their everyday lives of different sorts, be seen to co

constitute and re-constitute places and spaces? In response, this means thinking about how individual cattle 

shape habitats, places and landscapes - a move towards comprehending how their animalian bodily 

substances and markings (urine, faeces, hoof prints) and bodily postures (standing, lying, interacting 

with each other and organizing territory) impress Folly Farm, an agricultural show and reverberate 

'elsewhere' - as a virtualized barcode, disappearing and reappearing as varying degrees of living and 

dying are actualized. And yet amid these illustrative examples I remain mindful of how ideas of 

co/re-constitution are fraught with difficulties, signalling in particular how humans continue to 

design, influence and modify the spatialities of cattle, oftentimes constraining and hindering their 

animalian (embodied) natures - the fences, chains, ropes, sticks, medication. Are the conditions of 

existence in these environments appropriate for individual cattle? 

Chapter 6 consolidates the material presented in chapters 4 and 5 to probe what forms of ethiml 

responsibility towards cattle are imposed and unsettled through these corporeal understandings and spatial relations. 

Emergent from all of this is, in the f1tst instance, an acknowledgement of how cattle find themselves 

configured as a resource whose bodily functions and life experiences might be altered and 

manipulated with a resultant price tag attached. In the second instance, this amounts to a demand 

from animal welfare organizations and rights protestors to rethink (factory and intensive) farming 

practices or call for an end to using animals for food; these messages imparted to members of the 

general public through placing cattle into a series of rehearsed ideological frames (veal crate, long 

distance transport, shopping trolley). The ethical approaches here resonate with earlier chapters (1,2 

and 3), through an interplay between a desire to (re)locate cattle in pristine environments ('get back 

to the wild bos' narrative) and through continuing debates about the role of anthropomorphism and 

how to determine animal capabilities (alongside human capabilities). A crucial point: these ethical 

strands, left critically unattended, only allow for an understanding of how cattle should be treated 

with respect and compassion (premised according to human welfare), and not for a contemplation 

of how a particular animal is living out its life and our (human) role in determining if this life is as it 

should be. Thus, to take ethical considerations forward, I argue, requires us to be (emotionally) 

reflexive and responsive in our encounters with individual animals (i.e., Becca's illness or Bella and 

Jocelyn leaving the farm); to contemplate whether animals are able to express their cattleness and, 

above all, to foster an ethic rooted of and for the (animalian) other (after Cloke 1999). 
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Through all of this, then, the thesis seeks to offer a compelling set of insights into the lives of cattle 

in ways that 'speak back' to literatures on animal geographies and natural and social scientific work 

on human-animal relations. Having reiterated the chapters of the thesis, in the next section I want to 

set out the 'key contributions' that this work makes to (contemporary) scientific thought. 

7.2 Animal geographies / animalian signatures 

From this journey through the thesis chapters, and articulation of the importance of individual 

animals, I want to elaborate upon three manoeuvres which have very different lineages from those 

associated with much existing work on human-animal relations. They are: methodological practices, 

theoretical ventures and ethical sensibilities. 

Practicing - liferycles and Margaret 

Most of my act1vlt1es while 'in the field' were designed to gain objective, replicable 
information about the animals' lives ... doing good science, as it turned out, consisted mostly 
of spending every possible moment with the animals, watching them with utmost 
concentration, and documenting myriad aspects of their behaviour (Smuts 2003:75). 

In her 'methods of study', Barbara Smuts demonstrates an anxiety buried in accounts of 'good 

science'. From the off, as Smuts immersed herself into the lives of baboons, chimpanzees and 

dolphins, her fieldwork became fractured by the contingencies and strains of understanding and 

'scientifically' documenting animal behaviour. And this challenge resonates in my own research 

practices - questioning at the outset how to research empathetically with living, fleshy animals, and 

recurring here and now in various guises as I continue to ponder these activities 'in the field' and ask 

if there is something more (or else) that I could have done to allow the ethnographic presence of 

cattle to be woven through the thesis. 

For I have sought to bring individual cattle into unlikely communion with standard social scientific 

methodologies so as to unsettle the fault lines between field and thesis, practice and theory. Coming 

at these issues from what I continue to call an 'animalian perspective', this research originated in a 

chance encounter, meeting Margaret, and spending three days with her at an agricultural show. 

Consequently, this led me to realize that doing 'good science' meant saying something meaningful 

about the lives of individual animals in their immediate spaces of dwelling. It is for this reason that I 

altered my activities 'in the field', no longer developing 'lifecycles of dairy cows' (appendix II) but 

rather immersing myself into the lives of Margaret and the other cattle at Folly Farm (and in other 

places and spaces). 
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T~ witness something implies a responsiveness ... It is radicalh; different from what one 
~ght ~all the '~consuming gaze" ~~at s~ys "here, you entertain" me, I bought a ticket, and 
I m gOing to sit back and watch. This consuming gaze doesn't want to get involved 
?oesn't. want ~o give anyt~g ba~k. In contrast, what I call witnessing is much mor~ 
interact1~e, a kind of perCeiVing (With one's whole body) that is committed to a process of 
mutual dialogue (Albright 1997:xxii). 

Albright's (1997) writing on witnessing breaks down those common associations scripting how 

research should be and how one practices research, broadening and deepening understandings 

between self and other which otherwise would perhaps not be made (see also Cloke et aI, 2000). 

Indeed, the empirical richness of cattle lives that I have sought to impart speak to how animals have 

contextualized the 'findings' that have emerged and characterized the research more generally thus 

calling one to witness that which is otherwise irrevocably overlooked and lost, namely that (human) 

self and (cattle) other become part of a dialogic research process. And it is this empirical reflection 

of self and other that illuminates how the thesis might serve as an illustrative example of how to 

'practice animal geographies'. I offer three points. 

Firstly, a plethora of what it means, and what it might mean, to do research with and for animals 

opens up; for this is an empiricism that involves moving away from the self towards the other and, 

as a consequence, relies on methods that are phenomenological, performative and non

representational in going some way towards exploring the lived emotions, feelings, thoughts, 

experiences and intentions of Margaret (and other cattle). The call here is to expand the remit of 

what is seen to constitute a research suf:ject and a research practice, a call, therefore, for a set(s) of 

(perceptual, visual, audio and textual) practices that are animal orientated rather than prescripted and 

humanist (talk, text); even if they are accompanied by epistemological reasons that make them 

difficult to admit (i.e., anthropomorphism, debates on animal capabilities). This is not: 

a question of speaking for others - as if somehow we have access to, or recourse to, their 
experiences - but rather we can risk ourselves for others by implicating ourselves in their 
lives and spaces (Cloke 2004:96-97). 

This is precisely a question of selfness, to look beyond the significance of (my) self to amplify the 

other (cattle) voices of the researched. And this requires one to situate the large scale, general and 

contextual understandings of methods that social and natural scientists bring, alongside the personal, 

everyday and momentary experiences of cattle that they deny. 

Secondly, giving yourself over to the other and implicating oneself into cattle spaces presents a way 

of thinking animal geography where the need to revise fieldwork and abandon methods that are 

deemed detrimental by the animals themselves is recognized. This salience to research ethics enjoins 

my numerous 'methods of data collection' that cattle seemed amused by, did not like, or respond 
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well to: the use of equipment (rucksacks, cameras, tape recorders) culminating in the blurred 

photographs littering the thesis and absence of audio-visual material; and instances when I arri,'ed at 

the farm and was not able to enter the field or shed, my path blocked by members of the herd. I 

remain mindful that in each of these instances the 'tables are turned', as cattle tear the threads and 

re-draw the edges of the research agenda. More than this though, I want to signal a note of caution. 

For amid the seduction of experimental styles of working and aspiration to 'cover the space of the 

other' there is a danger, I think, of being ill-equipped to resist, or recognize, pilfering Margaret. For 

this move has an ethics and politics of practice to it: how to overcome an (in built) desire to 

empower the self over the other (see Cloke 1999); have we forgotten or dismissed the ability to 

think for ourselves (Widdowfield 2000)? Indeed, one of the utmost challenges as I see it is to 

advance an onus and responsibility in not merely subjugating your research agenda and 

contemplating, therefore, the impact of differing fieldwork practices on Margaret, but also a 

reflection on the aspects of her life that are presented (and omitted) in written accounts. 

Thirdly, and following on, what does it mean to do research in this way, starting from Margaret? I 

think the substantive empirical contribution that this thesis makes is one of reaching an 'empathetic 

depth' with animals, thereby accentuating the need to spend a long period of (fieldwork) time with 

cattle. There is a dead tissue of thought in social and natural sciences rendering how fieldwork 

should not end until the researcher has reached 'saturation' - a state where everything one sees and 

hears has been encountered before (Arluke and Sanders 1996). In trus vein, and amid the constraints 

of a four year PhD programme, I am wondering if I am harbouring a 'squirrel-acorn' sense of 

collecting and hoarding 'data' (Crang 2003b; Whatmore 2003c), for I do not consider myself to have 

reached such a point. Therefore, I am left querying if there are moments in the research where I 

might have been able to set out to achieve what I wanted to achieve by seeking more engagement 

with individual animals? In particular, I am left questioning if there is a need to spend more time 

with Martin, to immerse myself more fully in to the lives of cattle at Folly Farm over longer periods 

of time, and with particular animals or (herd) groupings of animals. For if this kind of research 

project is to make a difference to the working practices of geographers and social scientists perhaps 

I am compelled to follow Smuts (2003:75), for whom 'spending every possible moment with the 

animals' involves: 

to encounter ... not once or a few times, but over and over ... years spent in the company 
of .... gorillas ... chimpanzees ... dolphins ... In each case, I was lucky to be accepted by the 
animals as mildly interesting, harmless companion, permitted to travel amongst them, 

eligible to be touched by hands and fins. 

Setting expectation aside, this is decidedly not to denigrate into a fixation with a longitudinal style of 

research - a 'how long should I endeavour to spend with :Margaret: eighteen months, three years, six 

. " . .., d th . 1 int that I years ... until I reach some form of saturation? \'\'lth this question ill mm, e crucla po 
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wish to impart is this: one of the deepest challenges in practicing arum' I hi' th ttl a geograp es IS at ca e 

themselves will disappear, I'm most keenly interested in insistm' g then th t 'al t-t- h , ,a arum s 0 er umans 

real choices. But this is dependent upon the researcher chano-ing his or h 'hi h 
b~- er perspecttve, s or er 

relationship to animals; and surprisingly few researchers take advantage of the opportunity to get a 

different view. Put another way, a researcher could go to Folly Farm and not bring themselves into 

contact with the (animal) other, nor implicate themselves in catde lives as I have done. Such 

dedication touches upon the ways in which Margaret has taken me on a journey, transporting me to 

places and spaces that I didn't know exist, and fundamentally changing the way in which I think 

about methodological ideas and practices. What gives this thesis its methodologt' cal crunch then is , , 

the fact that providing accounts of animal lives involves not 'just' spending (some) time being-with 

animals but also to be open to seeing and enabling the research itself to be shaped by animals. 

Theorizjng - relational ontologies and Mar;garet 

... a radically different understanding of 'who' (what) constitutes the worlds 'we' inhabit 
(Whatmore 2000b:266). 

The theoretical adoption of ideas and methods from variants of actor-network theory, feminist 

studies, non-representational theory and performance among others (chapter 2) have led 

geographers to starde habitual assumptions about what life is (for examples see Bingham and Thrift 

2000; Braun 2004b; Davies 2003; Elder et aI, 1998; Hinchliffe 2000b; Murdoch 1997 a 1997b; 

Whatmore 2002). This enlivening of categorical distinctions between the human and nonhuman is at 

odds with purification (Latour 1993), originality (Whatmore 2003a), and assigning linguistic 

competencies (to humans) (Whatmore 1999a). The common thread here is concerned, on the one 

hand, with making sense of some of the ways in which animals are shaped by human cultures and 

technologies; on the other hand, highlighting the obscured capacities that animals bring to any 

human centred notion of what is taking place (part 2.2). 

For me, this theoretical lineage, and concern with 'worldliness' therein, remams troubling. 

Throughout the thesis I have queried whether there is too much emphasis on relationality (i.e., 

becoming, immanence, flows, associations, networks, hybrids and so on), and too little 

consideration on the points of departure, the paths that are pursued, the actants that are followed 

and what, therefore, is included or excluded (chapter 3). In essence, I have argued that animals are 

overlooked within relational aggregations even though their influence may be significant to the 

accounts being provided (part 2.3). And it is through engaging with individual animals in particular 

settings (see parts 2.3, 4.4 and 5.5) that I set this work apart from a 'generic' geographical or social 

scientific enterprise, coming at these issues through notions of disaggregation (part 4,..1.), co

constitution (part 5.5), blank figures (parts 2.3, 5.3 and 5.4) and culminating in an idea of ,(JffleneJ'J'. 
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I should like to make it clear that as I have worked through some of these th n· al d eore c resources an 

curiosities (part 2.2) I think there is considerable potential in the kind f' kin d o project wor g un er a 

'relational geography' signature - with theorists noting how different actants bring different qualities 

to relational configurations. But in so doing such a project has become, I believe, imperilled by its 

name, that is, more adhesive and yet at its worst aggregating and ultimately denigrating animalian 

lives. Essentially, this way of thinking leaves no room for any being or thing to stand beyond the 

relations through which the world is being described: 

It is colonial in the sense that such a relational approach to difference allows no possibility 
for the kind of otherness that is 'outside' relations and which provides the conditions fo~ 
relationality as a possibility prior to its ongoing ordering (Hetherington and Lee 2000: 173). 

Consequently, how do you 'capture' personal as well as collective involvement in the world; how do 

individual cattle subsist and exceed relationalism? How might one get close to this state, to sensing 

animalian individuality? Taking these engagements further produces two movements: one away 

from an analytic frame of hybrids, networks, collectives, towards individual, fleshy beings; the other 

towards thick descriptions charting how individual animals form relations. 

In the first instance, this is to pay attention to scale. Does this research imply that the 'aggregate' 

must somehow reflect the 'individuals' in it? Is this a matter, for example, of a levelling-out process 

or adding another layer to the relational (e.g. cattle-herd-Margaret)? To respond, this way of thinking 

causes problems. Not least that such an endeavour might not escape the humanist, representational 

and power-ridden set up of which it is a part. In other words, I am anxious that deconstructing 

relationality to theorize about individual animals may become a task of simply acknowledging 

Margaret, thus opening up the category of animality rather than being concerned with Margaret per 

se. Where, for example, is the empirical and ethical impetus and rigour that might reflect and sustain 

an insistence on Margaret and her 'worldliness'? To be clear, I think there is a logical impossibility in 

any attempt to express the experiences of individuals through relational approaches (i.e., relational 

theorizations were not designed nor developed with individuals in mind). This is not to deny how 

some theorists have sought to redress the discordance of individuals (for examples see Leigh-Star 

1991' Whatmore and Thome 2000) rather a crucial issue of scale remains: Margaret is first and , , 

foremost part of an aggregate and never the starting point or sole focus of attention. Rather than 

dismantling relationalism - by breaking down the actants in the network - the task that lies before 

us is to present moments from Margaret's life that appreciate and embrace her animalian qualities 

(see parts 3.2 and 4.3). 

With this in mind, I positioned dwelling as an approach that moves beyond being 'all too human' to 

being open to 'animal' worlds. This phenomenological space of immediate experience ground out of 
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the body, where individual organism and environment are folded into the fabric of the world, I 

thought, would provide a useful theorization of how Margaret and other catde might be seen as co

constituents of places and spaces. And yet I want to remark that, left critically unattended, dwelling 

stumbles or fails to get to grips with a host of animalian compositions. The imperceptibles elided by 

dwelling include a sense of animalian intuitions, emotions, desires; and how any co-constitution bv 
• J 

catde is marked through fear, pleasure, pain; all of which are beyond our familiar human denoted 

world. There are pertinent questions here about whether dwelling provides a fruitful or fruitless way 

of apprehending the individual fleshy animality of catde in the world: where and how does Margaret 

come into existence? At what point, and how, might dwelling be taken forward to make (some) 

sense of Margaret's animalian practices? 

If it is not enough, and wholly problematic, to trace how the relational is inscribed by individual 

animals; or how humans and animals form an unfolding timespace of particular landscapes and 

places, an under tapped resource emerging through the thesis has been to invest in thick 

descriptions (Radley 1999) that apprehend Margaret as a living fleshy being with a life of her own. In 

the second instance, therefore, this worry about individuals and scale resonates with psychoanalytic 

work. This diverse corpus of literature has been providing geographers with a theoretical orientation 

upon which to examine how practices, identities, discourses and landscapes oscillate from individual 

psyches and behaviour to (re)produce social and spatial divisions (philo and Parr 2003; Sibley 2000; 

Wilton 1998). Although the focus on the integrity of the human self is arguably different from my 

concern with fleshy animality, such an approach opens out critical thinking about how to take an 

individual animal and their agency seriously. The implications of this, in seeking to maintain a sense 

of Margaret's alterity through thick description, are two-fold. Firstly, what I am calling for is a 

sensitivity to situatedness (after Jones 2003), a terrain upon which encountering Margaret face-to

face, her bodily presence, her (emotional) concrete experiences of specific situations are seen to be 

important. In the second instance, this resonates beyond the grounded in opening up new 

possibilities for animalian creativity that lye beyond Margaret's dwelt place in the world, becoming 

attentive to her flexible and uncertain (spatial) figuring (see parts 5.3 and 5.4). Collectively, this may 

lead one to become more attentive both to the type of life that Margaret leads and how she is 

excluded from some (animalian) aspects of living; thus fostering an ethical imperative that would 

move towards (re)inclusion and improving her well-being. 

Ethit'Cll thoughtfulness - Martin and Margaret 

Many animals and other non-human others are in the unfo~nate pos~~on of bein.g 
ethically invisible as individuals, while being only too visible as bodies compnsmg econonuc 

resources of some kind or another a ones 2000:285). 
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In taking valuable insight from a Levinasian approach to ethics, Jones (2000) signals a critical need 

to begin charting the economic, political and cultural contexts that lead animals to be abstracted into 

populations (bos taurine), in no way thought of as being ethically considerable as individual fleshy 

beings (M:argaret). Moreover, as Ryder (2000) identifies, contemporary human relations to fann 

animals are characterized by a 'moral blindness', that is, a distancing or 'looking away' from the place 

of production as agricultural practices become formulated and reaff1rnled through the policies of 

multinational corporations and international structures. From this perspective, Jones (2000) and 

Ryder (2000) open up a discordance in animal husbandry, relocating understandings of the 

relationship between individual beings and collectives: why should individual animals count morally? 

To whom do we entrust the well-being of animals? How can the situation of animals be improved? 

To respond, this thesis has sought to plug into a more creative space, emphasizing a concern for 

individual animality, and unsettling the humanely derived criterion through which cattle are deemed 

worthy of inclusion or exclusion from the moral community. 

Tackling this disregard for individuals is important for there is, I believe, a profound link here 

between the way in which Margaret as an individual is treated and how cattle as a generic population 

might be treated. And yet it is precisely in seeking to fmd a way through the cracks to the 'cattle 

population' that conventional approaches to ethics let us down. On the one hand, natural scientists 

persist in describing the impossibilities of knowing what really goes on in the mind of animals, 

arguing that while this is true of other humans, all humans are wired in the same way so we have 

reason to assume that other peoples experiences (of pain, suffering) will be similar to our own. In 

continuing to keep hold of those aspects that make us human, scientists are investigating whether 

cattle feel pain, have a sense of consciousness and emotional lives, debates that culminate in a 

taxonomic distribution wherein it is thought that all vertebrates feel pain, whereas most 

invertebrates probably do not. On the other hand, social scientists are seeking to move beyond the 

(human) subject in charting how humans and nonhumans are associated with the emergence of 

particular sets of relations (affectivity and immanent potentiality), relations which are always, 

implicitly, ethical. And yet, for me, these approaches remain problematic insofar as they do not lead 

one to contemplate how Margaret may be ethically considerable. Rather, these lines of enquiry 

remain concerned with 'who are we in the present?' in ways that wrap and envelop Margaret into a 

singular source (for humans) with an accompanying knowledge production that construct and 

represent some agricultural practices as more ethically acceptable (organic, free-range) than others 

(factory, intensive). Here the question of animals and ethics is approached in purely economic, 

pragmatic and relational terms, with Margaret's life compared to that of her 'wild' ancestors, her 

biological and genetic make-up used to make decisions about the environment in which she is li\·ing; 

a style of living that is often worlds-apart from her actual life on Folly Farm. This project may be 

pressing, indeed Margaret and other cattle at Folly Farm are reared for milk and beef and inserted 
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into different relational contexts which can, and do, shape their lives. However, I am critical because 

such a project leads to an unacknowledged and lingering anthropocentrism (e I . . xc USlons, censonng, 

and signification). What, therefore, might it mean to think about Margaret as an individual fleshy 

being where she is not framed solely as a member of a given population, or subsumed into debates 

regarding how humans and animals are categorically distinct? Moreover, what are the broader links 

here between my concern to remap methodological practices and understandings of relationality 

through tracing geographies of Margaret? To conclude, I think they signal the need for a careful 

(re)reading of the ethics of human-animal relations, one that recognizes anima/ian capacities and opens 

up 'new' sites of ethical considerability - capacities and sites which have been there all along but, for 

a variety of reasons have barely registered in academic work as 'spaces' worthy of attention. 

Firsdy, and regarding 'sites', the thesis illuminates a closed set of production arenas: laboratory, lorry 

ramp, holding pen, shed, field. On the one hand, these sites point towards a need to take account of 

those who work with animals on a daily basis and have done so for many years. For Martin (the 

dairy farmer at Folly Farm) has a closeness and way of being with individual members of the herd 

that he has developed habitually over time: Margaret eats fruits, vegetables and concentrate feed 

from a particular bucket, Martin strokes Penelope first upon entering the field or shed, and he 

makes Melissa's bedding up in to a flattened shape. Although I find it impossible to translate many 

of the ways in which Martin comes to know the animals - how did Margaret come to eat from a 

particular bucket?, I do not want to neglect the power and inequality (and inherent contradictions) in 

relations between Martin and Margaret, Martin and other members of the herd. I am thinking here 

of how access to veterinary treatment and care is premised according to how much milk an animal 

yields (i.e., a high yielding animal receives prompt treatment; the use of crushes); and what happens 

to animals when Martin determines that they are 'spent' - thus destined for the slaughterhouse. On 

the other hand, there are also pertinent questions here about the role of humans in practices of 

laboratory animal husbandry (drug development - 'suffering laboratory subject') and slaughter 

(holding pen): what are the conditions of existence? What practices towards an individual animal are 

deemed ethically acceptable and unacceptable? 

Secondly, as catde are caught up in these different locations, an appreciation (and celebration) of 

their animalian 'capacities' (distinct characteristics, skills and qualities) through which Margaret 

defines who she is becomes apparent. The thesis, therefore, forms part of a compelling call for a 

different orientation point, one that engages with individual animals apart from the frame of the 

human self. In other words, think about it like this: we need to deal with what is happening and 

being created in front of us through Margaret (and other catde). And this leads me to query if 

individual catde have animalian ways of acting 'morally'. I am thinking here of how the thesis 

describes instances where catde demonstrate 'genuine' concern for each others plight: Rosie and 
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Jasmine 'bonding' and 'separating', Bella and Jocelyn entering the lorry or Ruby aiding Becca's 

passage to the feed trough during her illness. 

In practice, where does this recognition of sites and animalian capacltl.es take (or leave) 

understandings of ethics? I think that they move beyond determining and attempting to meet the 

physical and mental needs of cattle (the 'formalized' and 'relevant' in terms of animal welfare policy), 

to everyday, more intimate, micro-geographies of care through which Margaret and other cattle are 

looked after. I am thinking here of Martin's routine and daily tasks such as feeding and cleaning, or 

the interactions between the animal services team and cattle in the laboratory; this is to think about 

how things happen at these sites and if they might happen differently. But this move raises troubling 

matters. For example, is it possible to transpose my concern for individual cattle with broader issues 

relating to cattle as a population? And what is the relationship here between the impulse that I have 

to somehow write about animals (to re-present moments from Margaret's life) and an impulse to 

intervene purposefully in her animalian life. Significantly, I have come to wonder if these matters are 

not impossible tasks - here and now I am still working through what this research might mean for 

Margaret - my sitting with her for long periods of time in the shed and continuing to share apples 

with her. Above all, and amid this lack of meaningful clarity, I think that we (as academics) need to 

keep working at the challenges that Margaret sets before us. 

7.3 (Re)discovering animal geographies through Margaret and other cattle 

Can we make room for the animals? 
Let them in and they might run amok, ruin the demonstration. Take them to a tribunal and 
they'll make a monstrous show, an unruly display. Bloody nuisance. Squeeze them in next 
to the stones and plants. There. Gone. That's better (Glendinning 2000:19). 

In reflecting upon what it might mean theoretically, methodologically and ethically to take individual 

animals seriously, the (academic) task, I want to conclude, should not be seen as an attempt to fit 

Margaret in to the contours of our (human) concepts and categories. For this research is in many 

ways borne out of a frustration with a decidedly 'human' geography that in attempting to refuse the 

purified spaces of humans and animals fails to take account of animal relations of all kinds. J.\t the 

beginning of the thesis, then, I placed at the forefront my intention to engage with the individuality 

and fleshy animality of cattle. From this, I want to stress that as the thesis has progressed this has 

become circumscribed by an emotional engagement too. For me this is particularly key for thinking 

about how we might grow in our abilities to apprehend the co-constitution of places, spaces and 

practices by individual animals. Uncertain of the possibilities of such an approach at the start, here 

and now this remains a difficult path to follow. For example, I am left questioning if t\1argaret's 

appearances (and disappearances) through the preceding chapters move some wa\' towards 
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addressing this neglect. Has a sense of Margaret as an animal with her own needs and self-awareness 

emerged (after Philo 1995)? Have I engaged with Margaret as a real animal rather than how I might 

have imagined her to be (after Serpell 1996)? Moreover, have I considered the lives of cattle 'more' 

closely than pre-existent work in animal geographies (after Wolch and Emel 1998)? .And \vhat 

enduring sort of 'contribution' is this thesis intended to make? For animal geographies this work 

implies a recognition of animals whereby 'we' 'academics' might implicate oursehres in animalliYes, 

take responsibility in our relations with them and above all not seek to extinguish and absorb their 

animalness within (human) accounts. And this move aims to change the role of the academic by 

recognizing how my (ongoing) encounters with Margaret do not, nor should they be expected to, 

offer (any) matter to be confronted. Importantly, this thesis forms part of a call for the development 

of animal geographies that are truly animalian in their very nature; accepting of Margaret for who she 

is, not 'squeezing her in' nor being anxious of her 'running amok'. 
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Appendix II 

ESRC Application Form: Proposed Research 

,~ N I M ~ , I. t , (! 0 <: K A li e I: "' J >1"1· \ ll.,l;hl J l.rl ." \ l' )r , I $ 
r ~\ 

"11" 
(~ 

.';;" 
H t N l 

,. a r,o J, J J £ I\. I. <i. n I<f· l l \ J J"\ p 1 1 '\ 
~ ty I ~ c 0 \V ~ 7' :; 

Re<~alch Elhics and cO llfillc o ti~ l ity 

(~c paca.?,pph S 35 {(J 539 of Ihe GUI<Jancc N01~S) 

Ait ihere p'JllKul.lf " tllIol ~om"k r'IIJ"l\b .~ hKh ~n$l' in the lIes'&'1 (IC condu( t of 1
"

f prop"lsed rtSC:Ud,) 1'1l'1 C (, k l!'r~"pnl[ I", 

If yOtl hlve ~nswrr<:d yes , IJO\"c, I'k~,c ~Jdrc" this cxl'~Cltly In the Jc .. ~ripuon uf your rr, 'f''' <d rc C t·(h 1',p'C 

DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH TOPIC 

Iutroduction 

\ 

I 11.1 
I Fr~ 

1\: .. [ 1 

TIl,is :l'se~rch wi ll i~vest i~a te aspects of natu l e-socicLy relations by developing aDllllal geogl aphil's t,r CO\\ 5 \I itilln th\.' ClInll'mpH .In 

dall)/tng Im]ustry. .lltree lJlte rconn~ctJJ1g the ~lles form the basis of thl.' proposal: aspects of nUil-hum,11l and rd •. twllill ag,t.:n ), ,lIlilll:tI 
we lfdrc ant! the et hiCS of h~lman-nn l ma.1 rci:JllOns ; and, tyi ng it all together. the importuncc ormatt.:ri.d <Inti :')llIbolic ri:Jct:(s) in 
understalldll1g these agencJCs and rclnlJons. PI<Jcc-chains in the life ofd<Jiry CO\\S will be tlndcl1:1k.=n in th 'Ill\. and SII(',kll, 1\II<:rc 
dif1'crcll! rcgulatory and elhic;11 regimes occur. 

Rc)car<:h Co nt ext 
As human being: we al'e all dependent Oil an imals to sustain our human eXistence (PhIlo & \\'i lbert 2000) In ilckllll\\ Iedl'Lllg tillS thCll' 
has, however, been (J telldency to OVl.'riook nonhuman ' living things' (Philo 1(95) <IS r "11 nr effolts tv c\plain ho\\ 1\1.' ,lit' dilkn:nt 110111 
al1l1llill:; (Anderson J 997 see also Benton J 99·1). Bingham (1996) argucs thilt tillS has led to a world lim h,IS bl'1'11 PUlllil'd Intn " set "t 
dualism ', 'Nature ' and 'Society' , ' Human' and ' loniullnan '. Latour (1993) descnbes these sl'parJuons as an "i lltl iun", an j no \ .11l 

inC! ea:;ing number of geogri1phica l \'.Titers elfe attempting to deconstruct thesc uua lisms (SCI! !)U\ is 19<)<), 1111111. 1999; \\ hi1tl1t{1lt!. III It) I 
The' lluman' and 'Nonhurmm' divide is inc reas ingly being problem,l llsed ( Il)ke :lI1d Jones 200 I a, Plulllwoml l'N3) .uHlth. stUtl\ llf 
anima ls i . b~il1g brought in to the 'Society' fram ework from which it has long. bcell e, eluded (AmICI '011 I ()l)7). . 

This turn Lo ilnimals has recently been registered in geography \\ ilh ' Animal Geogrnphll's' b\.'ing Illleglllt.:J into humin gt:')graphy WillII.' 
there has been mllch work on lhe role of animals in the hom and the urban environmentlsee \\ olch &. r.md 19(5) thCIl: IS sli llllluch 
rl.'scarch to bc dono.} on the nmli env ironment. Yarwood &. Evans (2000 cited in Phdo &: Wilbert) cxplallllHm h\l'stock hlr ampk h,1\" 
been studied in an eCvl10lllistic lII anner and are regarded as 'uni ts ofproductiol1'. They queslion \\hl'ther Il\l.'sto k con contrIbute t(l hll,tl 
landscap~ distinct iveness and have looked at the ways io which animals are 'placed' by humans III their localmataial.sp. cc:. indudlllg 
fields and factories. They argue that in order to rcduce the anthropocentne human-ammol dlvlJe in gcograph), livestol:k n cd to bl' 
studied beyond prouuctivism as part of at tempts to recognise the \\"ays in which animals ilre not passivc surfact:s but !igur\: Lll loe I 
practices (Phi l &. Wilbert 2000). 

Thi. is part of a j{\ rg.er aim of animal geography that looks towards extending the ethical community ffllm its 11 IrrO\\ <1ntllll I·p~enlflc l.l l' 

to a fOlm \~ here animals arC so mehow inc rporoted (Wolclt & Fme! 1995) and "there is arguab ly no more illlpllrtant Sd 011 lIe; Iolr 
g 'ographers to • duress today than that den ling with the complex and contcsted matters of ethics"(Proctor 19<)8: 14-15 lur) 1111 t I ()Ill)) 
animals are not commodiLies but members or our extcnded ethical community with \~hmn we shJrc geOJI dphic \:11\ irollJ11 'lit \\ ith 
Despi te an increasing number ofpublica(ions ill this area, the need to ndopt a more S)stt.: lI1.1tic apploach has beeJl clllrhJsi t: j ~I'lo tllr 
19(8). \Vhatlllore (1997) for e Cllllp le looks at the ethical connections bet\\ cen people, coWs and places arg\lJr1g thi1t fo ld 1 mlgc tlte g,l[l 
between binary p sitlons Stich ns 'Nature' nnd 'Society' (sec abo I larawny & Han C) 1\)<)5) "oou is the m\,;JhllOr of II) hn I omlllullltl 
a.~ the h.lnlCssiJlg ot'blOtechnology becomes commonplace. TIle neAt generatIOn of farm anill1,t\s hJ\c been JlIbbt:d '1'1llfl Ii c til ' 
(Ao\krsOll 1(97) IJIU DJ\ is (1999) believes that the circulation of qU3si-obJccts from this 11,1111 >ssillg olI'c:rs an alll'm,ll!\ e \\ (I 

,)t tnbUling agl.'llcy to 1l0nhum.1n actors. 

Anthropoeelltl I ITt tS l'll1bcdd d in viI LU:llly all k gi lation regarding animal. (1.) nn 199 • . ,\nil11:li. <lfl'01l1) '1\'l'1I 'I.' Inn I .due .mJ 
are seen as a means to humall t'nds (Proctor 1998). In the U.K. the welfare of farm anim.11 (" adrnini terl:d b) the I .\lllI 1\I1IfllJI \ II I' 

( lIndl ' (FA WC). rIll S adopts it food chnin approa h to animal I\clrart!. th.lt 1<;, the conditions that the anim,lb <II ~ lpl 1111\ J t b' 
IllOrlltored to ensurl' th\,; qu, Ii i, of the products thot these animnl. \\ ill produce ~l i\ \\ C 2000 ludl of th recent I t latl n h I II C 

on ,mirnal \\cll,He uurmg transport to mJlk.els and abattoirs, Some seienti b (.ec I.,tookc) I t)~) ti&;l.: t Ih.lt th' k<.:) t und\:r ndm' 
accl'ptJbk k\ds of an lin, I \\dlar lies in unuerstnnding the animals \icwpoint and f~clin" alKlllt the Cll:lditi n 10 \ w:h 1I1t\l 

S\\'t',kn h.l. l'l'l'1l (kscnbl'd as h(lvlllg "Europe' s 1110st stringent anim.ll "elf,He lUll' .. {K,lr,lls :001 Ihcr .. lh~ 19 It 
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'",u~nt revisions set an exam~le. of animal :vel fare tilat it wants the rest of Europe to adopt. \\ 11ile intensive production does t,lk~ 
;;C It IS not on the scale of the antmal factones' found in the U.K and throughout Europe (Karacs 200 I). 

,Urns and Objectives 
.In this Ph.D. proposal I focus my ~nalysis on cows: \¥llile cows have figured prominently in agricultural geography and in the 

background of rural geography thIS has only been In so far as they are utilised by humans (Philo 1995). Cows have until v'ry ece 11 ' 
been neglected because they were deemed abundant (Jones 2000). However, the BSE crisis and the more recent F~t and ~lo~th n ~, 
outbr~ak.ha~.e placed cows at the centre oft.hcs~ crises, ~guably as "innoce~lt vict~ms.". Woods (1998) describes how the 'object' of the 
debate (cows) are always on human tenns. rhelr centrality to the debate bnngs WIth It neither power or voice as Woods d·\,,· . 

h th " I'· I d I h'" ..,. . . eSCfJu<: s anunil 
a'l PI er. aps e. II ttmate l1:g ecte .. ruca ot er (1998: I 2,,4). rhe broad aun of my research is to contribute toward, breaking dO\\TI 
ant lropocentnc human-ammal diVIde. 

More specifically I aim to explore three principal research questions. 

1. How do soci9=cultural constru~1iol1s of cows relate to the spaces and places of cows in sodetv? 
By g:ncrating a 'cultu:al.map' of the way i~ whi~h cows are socially constructcd (see Cloke and Jones, 2001a; 2001b, for such mapping i 
relation to trees), I wlll mterpret the ways in whIch these constructs are more or less present ill any particular emplaced encountt!r 
between humans and cows, and may be the source of disjuncture and contestation as diffcring cOllStructions encounter different cow
related agcn<:y in particular arenas, including differently regulated arenas. I will deploy a typology of emplaced cow-human encounters 
represe:lting .the spatial ~ettling out of these cultural constructions and the co-constitution of places by cows. The typology \\ill follow th 
pl~ce.s tn~~blted by partIcular cow~ throughout their lives, and will include processes of: Design (in the laboratory), Birth, Gra7jng, 
M IIkmg, I rallS port, Market, Showmg, Death, Processing, Selling and Consumption. 

2. £i!!.1S.Q~S be seen as playing a role<!,s creatiy'" agents withill relational net\y.2I~ and how does this relate to issues of place aM 
~mplaced !Lth.i.9.~l relations? 

TIle spatialities of human-animal relations are not just the result of social constructions 011 tbe inert bodies of animals. Animals dearly 
'push back the other way'. Actont Network Theory, as synthesised by Fitzsimmons and Goodman (1998), Harvey (1996), Thrift (1996. 
1999) and Whatmore (1999), provides a framework in which animals and technologies can be considered as significant actants within 
relational agency (Little, 1999). If as Vv'hatmore (1999: 26) suggests, agency should be seen as "a relational achievement, involving the 
creative presence of organic beings, technological devices and discursive codes", what is the nature of that 'creativity' which. in tbis casc, 

cows bring to the relational process? 

3. l11}Vhat ~xtent call the comp-Iex and messy fabric of etnplacc<,t ~.Y<;D'.dav encounters betwe~Jl humans and cows be fcqinto tllcQlellC!I 
~i£patcs aboUl etQJ<;~ and 11lunan-anirnal ethical relaliQ!')!!! 

Jones (2000) has argued that human-animal relations form a distinct pattern of spatial ethical relations. Animals have thlls far becn 
largely excluded fi'OIn the ethical community and are classified and acted upon in all manner of spatial formations which carry diOcring 
(un)ethical weightings. There is, therefore, a need to confront the differentiated elliical 'freights' which come with these spaces of human 
animal encounters. The research willlmpack how ethical imaginations are embedded in broad cultural constructions, and also 
(re)articulated in the differing practices of differing conceptual and material spaces of specific cow-hwnan encounters (Proctor, 1998). II 
will explore non-anthropocentric ethics (Lynn, 1998) and the case for including animals in the ethical community. It will also look at Ihe 
implications of hybrids such as 'cloned' cattle (Anderson, 1997; Haraway and Harvey, 1995). 

Methodology 
The proposed methodology involves three phases of research 

Phase.!: ,malysis ora range of textual sources (eg specialist publications; websites; media coverage) to generate a cultural cartogra~hy 01 
the social construction of cows. I will also undertake a range of contextual interviews to establish an appropriate typology with wl1l(;h to 
study the different places of cow-human encounters in a cow's life-cycle. These interviews will involve experts from the science, farmin~ 
processing and food industries, as well as from animal welfare organisations. 
Phase 2: construction of life histories of cows in the setting of the intensive UK dairy industry. By a process of interviews with key 
~-;;tors, and observation, (and where appropriate, digital video representation) of cows in key places, I will investigate tile places inhabitc.:l 
by cows during their lives. These will include: laboratories, farnls, markets, agricultural shows, ~lar.kcts,.abatlo~, proc~ssing .factori~s, 
and wholesale and retail tacilities. I will also investigate movements between these places. A pnnclpal focus wIll be to mvestlgate how 
cows co-constitute these places, and how relational agency therein is regulated in terms of welfare and ethics. . 
Phase 3: a repeat of Phase 2 in the different setting of Sweden, where ~trin~ent a~limal welf~e. rules.apply. Phases 2 and 3 WIll therefore 
involve a significant programme of intensive research. At each place IdentIfied 111 Phase 2, It IS envisaged that at least a week·long penO( 
of observation will be undertaken at each place, with longer periods necessitated in multi-process sites such as the fa~. In-~epth . 
interviews will be carried out in each place \vith the people most closely concemed with hum.an-cow enc~unte~s therem .. This pattern WII 

be repeated in Phase 3. It is envisaged that in total, at least 60 interviews and 6 months' on-site observation Will be reqlllred In Ph,bl.''o 2 

.md3. 

Acrcss and Ethics . .' f . I (H d' 
This work will be carried out in collaboration with the Division of Animal Health and Husbandry 111 the Umversl~ 0 Bnsto ea. 
Professor Jolm Webster), which can provide guaranteed access to 17 different d~iry herds i~ the S W of ~ngland tor research p~rposes".( 
and which has well-established links with the Agricultural Science Departments 111 Uppsala 1I1 Sweden .. f erhaps the ~ost sensItive aCCl ~ 
issues relate to laboratories, but there too, the above collaboration offers clear paths of access on a basIS of confidential anonymity. 
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.;.fy;.e~.ical c~nsiderations. a:e Woven ~roughoUl Liis research, and I will be guided by the established ethicJI codes laid do ',In by the 
er.,lly s IX"Partmcnt ofChmcal Vett.'1'llJary Science in relation to research on these issues. 

<e!C\' ance 

. ~r~is proposal can be integrated i~to I~ore than on~ of the ESR~'s Thematic Priorities. However, it is most directly related to 
~n~Lf()nment and Human Be?aVlOUI. becaus~ of Its concern with the relationship between the human and nonhuman components that 

make up the envIronment. It IS also ~mked with 'Knowledge, Conununication and Learning' because it seeks to readdress htlW some 
form~ ofh~lan kllowled?c ar~ considered to be privileged. The teclmological dimension of the proposal fil~ in with the cross council 
~orkl~g on lSSU~S r~gardmg bl~technology with the BBSRC. The findings of the research will be relevant to a range of end-users 
mcludmg the darry mdustry, ammal welfare groups, and UK and EU farm and aninlal regulators. ' 

Timetable 
Year J: October 20OJ-September 2002 

Research training in animal genetics, video methods and Swedish language. 
Review of literature and textual sources (Phase 1). 
Contextual interviews (Phase 1). 
Initial fi~ldtrlp to Sweden (6 weeks) to establish further contacts, finalise cow places, and conduct prelinlinary interviews. 
~re~aratJon f~r UK fieldwork. This will include accessing contacts already made with Dr.W.Lynn (Associate for Ethics. Nature and 
SOCiety, Hastmgs Centre), Mrs Bravin (Dairy farnler willing to participate in the research) plus other contacts made with stafr 
working in laboratories. 

Year 2: October 2002-September 2003 
Carry out UK and Swedish fieldwork. 
Analyse results. 

Year 3. Odober 2003-September 2004 
Complete analysis and write thesis, 
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Appendix III 

Overview of organization and company participation 

Please note: in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998 indi'd I d .. th h . . . . . V1 ua s an orgaruzatlons at 
ave parnc1pated m th1s project have been guaranteed anonymity and are to remain unidentifiable at 

all stages of the research. 

A Government Department responsible for Agriculture 

O,fftce l' This division is respo~sible for disease surveillance (providing information on notifiable 
disea.ses . and zoonoses) and disease control (veterinary surveillance, endemic disease surveillance, 
mOnltormg Europ~an and international disease outbreaks). In response to the 2001 outbreak of 
Foot and Mou~ D1se.ase ~:MI?) in the Unit~d Kingdom (U.K), this unit was established to produce 
a new set of blosecur1ty gu1delines. The project that I followed within this unit was concerned with 
improving. the re~orting of notifi~ble dise~s~s by farm animal keepers and rationalizing existing 
compensano.n regtmes. Af~er meenng two c1vil servants I made a total of six trips to London over a 
one year per10d to trace th1s project from conception to the publication of a consultation document. 
It is anticipated that responses to the consultation document and recommendations to government 
ministers will be made in 2005 or 2006. 

Office.2' This ~~isio~ is responsible for ensuring the safety, quality and efficacy of all aspects of 
vetermary medicmes m the U.K. The division is divided into three main areas: 

1. Licensing: the assessment of applications from pharmaceutical and food companies, 
issuing and maintenance of Marketing Authorisations, pharmacovigilance; and the 
inspection of manufacturers and wholesale dealers. 
2. Residues: surveillance of residues, taking action on banned substances in farm animal 
products and imported animal products. 
3. Policy: to develop and implement new legislation on all aspects of veterinary medicines; 
to provide support to government Ministers through briefmgs and replies to parliamentary 

questions. 
To understand the ways in which cattle drugs are licensed and monitored in the U.K I attended a 
two day training programme intended to provide veterinarians from non-EU member states with an 
overview of the U.K regulatory process. I made further visits to this office to interview twelve 
members of staff involved in assessing dossiers submitted by pharmaceutical and food companies 
(please note dossiers have four parts: administrative requirements, quality, safety and efficacy): 

1. Licensing. A total of eight interviews were conducted with staff in the licensing, 
immunological, feed additives and veterinary assessment teams. 
2. Residues. Two interviews were conducted with staff in the environmental assessment 

team. 
3. Policy. Two interviews were conducted with staff in the business and policy team. 

I also made two further visits to this office. On one occasion I spent a morning in the basement 
with an administrative team trawling through dossiers submitted by pharmaceutical companies. On 
my second visit, I spent the afternoon with a member of the pharmacovigilance team, following 
how an online scheme set up to monitor suspected adverse drug reactions is administered. 

Office 3: This is an enforcement agency that acts on behalf of offices 2 and 3. This divisio~ carries 
out investigations into medicinal and zootechnical residues in animal foodstuffs; exammes the 
contamination of feedings tuffs; and inspects the merchants, saddlers, manufacturers and 
intermediaries whom manufacture, store and sell these products. I interviewed a member of the 
inspection team and spent a day with him as he carried out inspections at a wholesaler. 

Office 4: A medicines agency that is a decentralized body of the European Union. The agency wo~ks 
as a network to bring together the scientific resources of Member States to evaluat~ and sup.ervlse 
veterinary medicines in Europe. Since 1 January 1995 there have been two system~ m o~.erauon to 
facilitate the authorization of veterinary medicines within the European Unlon. hrstly, the 
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~centralized' route: drug applications submitted through this route, if successful are licensed for use u: all member states. Secon~y, the 'decentralized' route: where applications ar~ submitted within a 
s10gle member state. a~d natlonal procedur~s are followed which, if successful, means that this drug 
may only be ~sed Wl~1o ~e one state spec~fied. This unit assesses centralised applications, arbitrates 
on decentralized applicatlons, and .co-or?inates pharmacovigilance across Europe. To understand 
th~ European regulatory process I 10tervlewed an assistant in the communications and networking 
urut. 

Office 5: This ~vision is responsib~e for maintaining a register of births, deaths and imports of cattle 
~o ~s~ for arumal health and su?sldy con~ol purposes; issuing cattle passports and recording where 
10divldual cattle are; and operat:lng a helpline and providing online facilities to deliver these services. 
I spent two days at this office following the tracing scheme. In total seven interviews were 
conducted ~th s~aff in the d~ta regis~ation, operations, deregistration and corporate project teams. 
I also spent tlme 1Oformally Wlth staff 10 the postal room, at the call centre, and in the 'deregistration 
warehouse'. 

Office ~. This ~visio.n insp~cts milking premises, equipment and milk producing animals to ensure 
compliance ~th datry ~ygtene regulations. I interviewed a hygiene inspector about legislation and 
on-farm practlces and, 10 a follow-up appointment, followed him as he visited farms and completed 
assessment reports. 

Office 7: This division investigates accidents and complaints on agricultural premises, conducting 
onsite inspections (announced and unannounced), providing guidance and support on safety, 
imposing enforcements and taking legal action when necessary. I interviewed an inspector regarding 
legislation on the preparation of animals for slaughter and the safety of slaughterhouse employees. 

A Dairy f?ygiene equipment company. This company supplies equipment for the prevention and 
detection of mastitis in dairy cattle. The business works with academics, animal health institutes and 
other bodies researching the causes, effects and treatment of this ailment. I interviewed a business 
and development manager, two members of the research and development team, an engineer and a 
member of the product assembly team about the design, manufacture and assemblage of dairy 
hygiene products and the development of these products in relation to animal welfare, farming 
practices and legislation. I made a follow-up visit to the company's manufacturing facilities and 
observed milk sampler cups being manufactured, jetstreams being tested and sampler cups packaged 
in the warehouse. 

B. Fibreglass company. This company develops and installs reinforced wallcoating systems. I 
interviewed one of the general managers at the company about the use of fibreglass in the 
agricultural industry and the design and development of feed troughs. Furthermore, I was also 
invited to spend a day at this company, watching a mould for a trough being manufactured. 

C Milking parlour and automated software design company. This company designs, manufactures and 
supplies milking machine and milk storage equipment. I interviewe~ a research. an~ ~evelopment 
manager about dairy parlour design and the manufacture and installatl~n of. robotlc ~g systems. 
Moreover, I was able to spend a day at the company's U.K manufactunng SIte watching components 
for robotic milking equipment being assembled. 

D. An engineering company. This company manufactures a range o~ agricu~tural pro~ucts .for cattle. 
These include: crushes, feeders, calf dehorners, cubicles and handling eqwpment. I mtelTlewcd two 
members of the research and development team to f10d out about the technic~l d.esign and 
manufacture of crushes and issues relating to animal welfare, farming practices and legtslat1On. 

E An engineen'ng company. This company specializes in steel-frame~ buildings a~d custom-made farm 
machinery. I interviewed a company director about the plannmg and deSIgn ~f port~ble cattle 
crushes and handling pens. At our meeting I was also able to look through techmcal deSIgn sheets 

and touch steel plates for the crusher floor. 
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F. Dairy housi~g com1!any. This company manufactures and distributes cow stalls, mattresses, pillows 
~nd ca1'J?et. I mt~rv1ewed a consultant about the role of bedding products in cubicle design, product 
msta~ation and 1ssues relatin~ to a~al welfare. Furthermore, I spent a day at a yard obsen-ing 
contamers of mattresses and pillows bemg stored for distribution throughout the U.K 

G. A pharm.aceutical company.. An animal health company responsible for researching, developing, 
ma?ufacturmg and ~arket1ng products for the prevention and treatment of health problems in a 
var~e~ of. farm arum.a~s. Cattle products include: mastitis control, vaccines, anitparasitics, 
an~crob1als and fer~ty management. I interviewed a research and development manager, a 
proJect manager preparing. to submit a dossier on a cattle product to European regulatory authorities, 
an~ .a. mem?e: of the quality ~ssurance team. I also spent half a day touring the company's research 
facilities, th1s mcluded an on-site farm and clinical laboratories. 

H 1- fharmaceutical company. This company develops, manufactures and markets more than seventy 
me?i~in~l products for beef and dairy cattle. These include: vaccines, parasite-control products and 
antib10tics to treat respiratory diseases, mastitis and udder infections, clostridia diseases and 
lameness. I was able to interview a research and development manager about the design, 
development and manufacture of veterinary products. Furthermore, I was able to tour the 
laboratories and observe a member of staff assembling diagnostic kits. 

1 A Pharmaceutical company. This company markets veterinary medicines, animal health products and 
leather care products. I interviewed a member of the quality assurance team about the manufacture 
of veterinary medicines, the use of medicines on farms, and policy and legislation. 

J A pharmaceutical company. This company is a supplier of feed ingredients and finished products. I 
interviewed the business affairs manager about the use of pharmaceutical products in beef and dairy 
cattle, animal welfare and issues relating to policy and legislation. 

K A pharmaceutical company. This organization aims to provide all sectors of the animal health 
industry with animal disease surveillance, diagnostic services and scientific research. I interviewed a 
laboratory supervisor about testing programmes, public-private collaborative work, animal welfare, 
public health and current and future research programmes. In addition I was able to tour the 
company's laboratories, observing experiments, the homogenisation of samples and computer 
programming of technical data. 

LA boc!J representing the pharmaceutical industry. This group acts as a consultative body to industry, the 
government, the media and the general public. I interviewed a member of the communications team 
about the role of animal medicines, scientific innovation, animal welfare and legislation. 

M A boc!J encouraging the responsible use of medicines in farm animals. This organization represents 
companies involved at every stage of the food chain. In particular, members advocate a co-ordinated 
and integrated approach to best practices in the use of medicines in farm animals; and promote the 
highest standards of food safety, animal health, and animal welfare in British farming. Specifically, 
the organization formulates guidelines for the use of medicinal products in dairy and beef cattle. 
These guidelines provide advice on drug application, the responsibilities of the. farmer ~nd the 
veterinary surgeon, and strategies for reduced usage of drugs. I interviewed the. chi~f executive .and 
an animal health advisor about the pharmaceutical industry in the U.K, legtslation, and arumal 

welfare. 

N. A boc!J representing the animal medicines industry. This is an independent regulatory b?dy whose task it 
is to ensure that the marketing and distribution of animal medicines in the U.K 1S u.nd~rta~en by 
qualified professionals. I interviewed the secretary of ~e orga?iz~tion about .the ~str1butio.n. of 
veterinary medicines in the U.K and Europe; and the des1gn, validation and certification of training 

courses. 
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O. A b0cl! repre!enting t~e agricultural industry. This body was created to promote the benefits of 
com~erc~al agrIculture m the ~.K and to support collaboration throughout the food chain. The 
organ1z~tlon represents ?K a.n1ffial feed companie~, fertiliser producers and distributors of crop 
protectlon products. I mterviewed the membership officer about animal feed materials feed 
assurance schemes, labelling and trade issues. ' 

P. A farm homeopathic products compa'!}. This business specializes in homeopathic treatments for 
animals. I . interviewed ~e founder of the company and a homoeopath about the role of 
homeopa~hlc treatments m far~g, the ~nformation and skills provided to farmers so that they are 
able to diagnose and treat thelt own ammals; catde treatments and preventatives' and the role of 
legislation. ' 

Q. A.n animal welfare ~rganization. This research, information and campaigning organization campaigns 
for kinder fa~m1ng (i.e., the non-exploitation of animals) and improved human health, nutrition and 
welfare. Spe~lfi~ally, the organization funds research into alternatives to the live/ deadstock industry, 
produces sClentlfic reports on farm arumal welfare, and represents human consumers on matters 
relating to food labelling, marketing and ingredients. I interviewed a chemical scientist and research 
officer about farming animals for food, animal welfare campaigns and farming reforms. In addition, 
I conducted a survey with other members of the group on the availability of meat and dairy free 
products on supermarket shelves. 

R An animal we!fare organization. This organization is involved in practical welfare, law enforcement, 
campaigning and education. The organization has a network of animal hospitals, specialist wildlife 
centres, animal centres and veterinary clinics. In addition, the organization employs animal 
collection officers and veterinary experts. I interviewed a member of staff in the dairy cow unit 
(science division) and an animal collection officer about the role of the science department, 
campaigning, research and the dissemination of technical information, and farm assurance and food 
labelling schemes. 

S. An animal we!fare organization. Although based in the U.K, this organization now operates at an 
international level. The group would like to end farming practices, technologies and trades which 
impose suffering on farm animals. In this way, the organization is involved in political lobbying, 
investigations that expose cruelty to farm animals, and high profile campaigns designed to achieve 
better standards and happier lives for farm animals everywhere. I interviewed a member of the 
campaigns team and a research officer about farm animal welfare issues, research, campaigning, 

education, and legislative frameworks. 

T. An animal rights group. This non-profit organization was founded to oppose the cruelty of the 
battery cage system for laying hens. More recendy the group have expanded their remit to 
investigate the conditions in which all farmed poultry, and other farm animals are kept. I 
interviewed a member of the organization about the history and role of the group; catde welfare 
issues; systems of animal husbandry; veterinary medicines and campaigning. 

U. An animal rights group. This non-profit organization is dedicated to campaignin~ against farming 
animals. Specifically, the group promotes a vegan lifestyle and funds a farm anlffial sanc~ary. I 
interviewed a member of the organization about the origins and role of the group, membershIp and 
campaigning. In addition, I spent one day at a farm sanctuary with a group of volunteers. 

V. An animal rights group. This non-profit organization campai~s a~st all forms of a.nimal abuse 
and promotes a cruelty-free lifestyle. In particular, ~embers ~vestlgate. and expose a~tmal cr.uelt)', 
and use undercover investigations to access the media and brmg these .Issues to public atten.tlo~. I 
interviewed two members of the campaigns team about farm anlffial welfare, campatgmng, 
monitoring and protesting, education and resources, and the group's future ambitions. 

W. An animal feed compa'!}. This organization manufactures ruminant fe~ds .. I interviewed. a member 
of the catde nutrition team, a business development manager, a feed sCIentlst and feed mill manager 
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about cattle nutrition; cereal an~ by-pr,oduct purchase; animal feed production and manufacture; 
feed assurance schemes; an~ relatio~s With farmers, merchants, processors and retailers, Moreover, I 
spent one day at a feed mill watching seeds from Argentina arrive at the docks and tracing their 
journey through the mill. 

X An agn'cultural po~the~e ~etti~g twine business. ~s ~ompany markets silage stretch film. I spent one 
day at the co~pany ,s distr1bution centre watchmg silage stretch f.tIm being moved, organized, loaded 
an~ ,s?ld; an~ mterv1ewed a war~ho~se man~ger about polythene packaging products, manufacturing 
facilities, environmental and legislative reqU1rements, and current and future farming needs. 

y. A c~ttle breeding c0m.pa,!)!. This organization supply technology and services to agriculture and is 
co~pr1sed of three mter-related divisions: breeding, consulting, and distribution. The breeding 
busmess proves more than three hundred bulls a year in several countries. I interviewed a member 
of the cattle fertility team to learn more about the company's bull stud project, the development of 
an objective semen testing programme, and the future of reproductive and genetic technologies. 

Z A genetic data centre. This company calculates and disseminates cattle statistics with an emphasis on 
genetic evaluations. The organization estimates the predicted transmitting abilities (PTAs) of milk, 
fat and protein yield for the U.K dairy herd and produces production indices known as £PIN and 
£PLI. The company is also responsible for maintaining conversion formulae so that foreign cow 
and bull PTAs can be converted to UK PTA equivalents. Twice a year the company send herd 
genetic reports to milk recording organizations and farmers. Moreover, the company also supplies 
lists of the top bulls and cows according to breed; and produces summary statistic books containing 
genetic trends in the U.K cattle population. I interviewed a statistician at this organization about the 
role of genetic indices, data collection and calculation, dissemination, and current and future farming 
needs. In addition, I was able to spend an afternoon with this participant, following, in practice, how 
he used the information provided by milk recording organizations and breed societies to produce 
genetic evaluations for cattle. 

8. A universi!JI department for veten'nary medicine. I visited this department to speak with lecturers and 
research associates working on projects relating to the development of analytical techniques for 
modelling a cow's rumen, and the relationship between cattle nutrition and the regulation of milk 
production. Moreover, I was concerned with how these projects connect to issues surrounding 
welfare, edibility and palatability. I continue to have ongoing discussions with members of staff at 
this department. 

9. A universi!JI department for veten'nary medicine. I visited this department to speak with lecturers and 
research associates in the animal welfare unit. We discussed concepts of animal welfare, methods of 
study and legislation. I was provided with a tour of the sch~ol a~d ab~e to ~bserve clinical trials 
being conducted on a horse and foal. I continue to have ongomg diSCUSSiOns With members of staff 

at this unit. 

10. A breeding compa,!)!. This artificial insemination business aims to produce bu~s wi~ transmitting 
abilities that have reliable first crop proofs and fertile and health1er cows. I mtervlewed a cattle 
manager about breeding goals, trait evaluation and a sire match ma~g programme. Moreover, I was 
taken on a tour of the site where I was able to observe the processmg of cattle semen and embryos 

in the laboratory. 

11. A rural business advisory consultanry. This company offers management and business advi~e, to 
farmers applying for government grants, participa~ng in ~nvironmental sche~es and subrrutting 
subsidy claims. I interviewed an advisor in the financ1al serv1ces team on the busmess challenges and 

financial pressures facing dairy farmers in the U.K. 

12. A construction company. This business designs, manufactures and ere~t~ a ra,nge of steel framed 
buildings for farming, commercial and industrial use. Agricultural buildings mclude: cold stores, 
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grain stores, cattle sheds and dairy parlours. I interviewed a marketing manager about planning and 
designing buildings for farmers and animals, technical advice and specifications, and retail sales. 
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Appendix IV 

Perceptual Practices 

Observation Sites 

Agricultural shows Seven shows attended over a two year pen'od ;00"" ')00 1 th f th 
' - --- "t, ree 0 ese were 

With Margaret and other cows from Folly Farm. 

Animal sanctuary run by animal rights group D (1 day), Saturday 24 May 2003. 

Barn 1 day spent with three animal rights protesters and five chickens, Saturday 13 September 2003, 

Cattle markets Eight visits (0.5 days each) to two markets over a six month period, .\pril
November 2003: Wednesday 28 May, Thursday 19 June, \\'ednesda\' 2-1- September, Thursda\' 25 
September, Tuesday 7 October, Thursday 9 October, Wednesda'y 29 October, Thursda,: 19 
November. . 

Feed mill 1 day spent watching seeds from Argentina arrive at the docks and tracing their journey 
through the mill, feed company W, Monday 10 March 2003. 

Folly Farm Between June 2002 and February 2003 I spent between one and four days each week at 
the farm, each visit lasting half a day or a whole day. Between March 2003 and November 2003 I 
spent one or two days each week at the farm, each visit lasting half a day. Since November 2003 I 
have continued to return to the farm (see part 3.31), visiting once or twice a month, each visit lasting 
up to three hours. 

Industrial warehouses and offices of government department 5: administers the cattle tracing 
system. In the mail room sorting out post (0.5 days) and at the call centre (one hour), Glonday 30 
June 2003. Touring a warehouse containing cattle records (1.5 hours), Tuesday 1 July 2003, 

Inspections Visits to two farms with a dairy hygiene inspector from government office 6 (0.5 days), 
Wednesday 18 June 2003. Visit with an inspector from government office 3 to an animal feed 
wholesaler (1 day), Friday 4 July 2003. 

Laboratories At pharmaceutical company G I was able to watch members of staff carrying out 
clinical trials on small animals and analyzing culture and tissues samples in the lab (0.5 days), 
Wednesday 19 February 2003. At breeding company 10 I was able to observe the processing of 
cattle semen and embryos (0.5 days), Wednesday 7 May 2003. At pharmaceutical company H I was 
able to watch a member of staff assembling Brucella diagnostic kits (0.5 days), Friday 27 June 2003. 
At pharmaceutical company K I was able to observe serological testing, the homogenization of 
samples and programming of the automated 1mmunostainer (0.5 days), Glonday -I- ~\ugust 2003. 

Licensing regulatory training programme Attended a two day training programme in London 
organized by government office 2 designed to provide veterinarians from non-ElT member states 
with an overview of D.K and E. U regulatory processes for veterinary medicines, \\'ednesday -I- -

Thursday 5 June 2003. 

Manufacturing sites At equipment company A I watched Kevin tooling a machine to make milk 
sampler cups (0.5 days) and jetstreams being tested and sampler cups being packaged by Sarah and 
her team (0.5 days), Tuesdav 18 March 2003. At milking machine company C I monltored 
components for robotic milking equipment being assembled (1 day), rv~onday 1~ ~!ay 200.), .\t 
equipment company B I was able to follow a mould for a feed trough bemg manutactured (1 &lY), 
\\'ednesday 1-1- rvlay 2003. 
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Offic~s At breeding company Z I observed a statistician compiling genetic e\~aluations for cows and 
bulls in the U.K (0.5 days), Wednesday 30 April ~CJIi3. I spent 0.5 days in the basement at 
gov~r~men~ offic~ 2 flicking through dossiers submitted by pharmaceutical companies with two 
adnumstratlve aSSistants; and 0.5 days following how an online scheme to monitor adyerse drug 
reactions is administered, Friday 8 August 2003. "-\t government office 1 I made st.x trips (0.5 day~ 
each) over a seven month period, March - September 2003, to trace a public consultation exercise 
on animal disease: Friday 14 March, Tuesday 1 "-\pril, Thursday ~~ ;\Iay, \\'ednesday 16 July, 
Thursday 28 August and Monday 23 September. 

Public demonstration against live animal exports at a port in the south of England (0.5 days), 
Saturday 5 April 2003. 

Slaughterhouse Three visits made to one abattoir (0.5 days each): Friday 11 April ~U()3, Friday 18 
July, and Wednesday 30 July 2003. 

Street collection 0.5 days spent with volunteers from animal rights organization \' collecting public 
donations to support a campaign to ban primate experiments, },fonday 11 August ~()()3. 

Supermarket A survey of meat and dairy free products available on store shekes, carried out with 
animal welfare group Q (1 hour), Tuesday 15 April 2003. 

Veterinary departments A visit to a veterinary school in the south of England to discuss the 
nutrient requirements of cattle and issues relating to palatability and edibility (1 day), Monday 7 July 
2003. A visit to a veterinary school in the north of England to observe clinical trials being conducted 
on horses (1 day), Tuesday 9 September 2003. Please note: my collaborative work with animal 
scientists is ongoing. 

Warehouse Watching silage stretch film being moved, organized, loaded and sold, equipment 
company X (1 day), Monday 29 September 2003. 

Yard At equipment company F I observed containers of mattresses and pillows being stored for 
distribution throughout the U.K (0.5 days), Friday 25 April 2003. 

Objects traced through these sites: 
Animal medicines record book 
Cattle crushes 
Cattle tracing system (passport and movement card). . 
Computer print outs of performance data and productlon traits for U.K cattle herds 

Concentrate (feed, additives) 
Cow mattress and pillow 
Feed trough 
Government department consultation document 
Herd genetic report 
Homeopathic treatments 
Hygiene assessment report 
Jetstream 
Milk sampler cup . ' ., . 
Parlour design (ventilation systems, wallcoatlngs, robotlc milking eqUlpment) 

Pharmaceutical licence applications "', . , 
Planning and dissemination of animal welfare and animal nghts campalgns (public demonstrauons, 

supermarket survey) 
Silage stretch f11m 
Yaccine 
\\'eighing systems 
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Appendix V 

Visual practices 

Sites of production 

Video recordings 

Be~een 2002 and 2004 I took a Canon ZR200 digital camcorder to Folly Farm, not as part of a 
deliberate attempt to 'capture' events such as milking, feeding, sleeping; rather, I used the camera in 
unpla~ned and. unintended ways. Approximately twenty five hours of material has been gathered of 
cattle 1n fields, 1n the shed, being loaded onto a lorry and receiving routine \'eterinary treatment. 

Photography 

Disposable cameras (proimage nonflash camera) and a digital camera (Kodak C3304~IP) were 
employed at the following sites: 
Agricultural shows (11 films taken between May 2002 and December 2()O-+) 
Cattle markets (6 films taken between April and November 2003) 
Feed mill (2 films taken on Monday 10 March 2003) 
Folly Farm (approximately 70 films taken from May 2002 - present day) 
Moulding a feed trough (3 films taken on Wednesday 1-+ May 2003) 
Public demonstration against live animal exports (1 film taken on Saturday 5 April 2003). 

Compositional modalities 

The collection of these materials stem from my relationship with individual animals at Folly Farm. 
In this way, cattle contribute to an understanding of images through their compositional role 
(content, colour, texture and spatial organization) and according to the way in which they disturb 
and unsettle what is being gathered (nudging, phlegm, or modifying their behaviour in some way). It 
is these all too often instantaneous and unrehearsed practices of the animals themselves, then, which 
points towards the breaking down of hierarchical researcher/researched, human/animal 
relationships. 
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Appendix VI 

Audio practices 

Between 2002 and 2004 I took a tape recorder (Sony Pressman TC\I-400DV handheld \T01Ce 
recorder and Sony WM-GX221 portable cassette player) to the following sites: 

Agricultural shows 

Cattle markets 

Folly Farm 

(May 2002 - December 2004: in the shed at public yiewing times and at the 
beginning and end of the day; preparing a cow for a class). 

(April- November 2003: cattle pens and auction time) 

(2002-2004: cattle eating, milking time, waiting outside the parlour, in the 
shed, leaving the farm). 

My recording of cattle sounds at these sites was not pre-planned, some recordings lasting a few 
minutes others more than two hours. In total, 9 hours of audio material was gathered. 
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Appendix VII 

Textual Practices 

Listed below are the titles of a range of materials from the farming press, the internet, policy 
documents and academic journals that I have read over the course of my doctoral research. 
Please note: these publications are confined to agricultural and animal sciences and are intended to 
indicate where some of my understandings of animal welfare, biotechnology, feed science and 
pharmaceutical production derive from. 

Academic Publications: 

Agriculture and Human Values 
Animal Behaviour 
Animal Biotechnology 
Animal Feed Science and Technology 
Animal Science Journal 
Applied Animal Behaviour Science 
Food Biotechnology 
Health, Risk and Society 
Livestock Production Science 
Nature Biotechnology 
Reproduction in Domestic Animals 
Journal of Agricultural and Environmental Ethics 
Journal of Agricultural Science 
Journal of Animal Science 
Journal of Dairy Science 
Journal of Veterinary Medicine Series A 
Journal of Veterinary Medicine Series B 
Trends in Biotechnology 
The International Food and Agribusiness Management Review 

Veterinary Journal 
Veterinary Record 

Non-academic Publications: 

Dairy Farmer 
Farmers Weekly 

Online Publications: 

Bioethics Today 
Department for the Environment, 

http://www.defra.gov.uk/ 

Food and Rural Affairs 
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Appendix VIII 

Talking Practices 

Interview Participant List 

Please note: this table is compiled in chronological order. 

PARTICIPANT COl\IPANY JOB TITLE DATE(S) 

Simon Pharmaceu tical Research and 19 February 2003 
company G D evelopment Team 

David Pharmaceutical Project Manager 19 February 2003 
company G 

Bill Pharmaceutical Quality Assurance Team 19 February 2003 
company G 

Stephen Pharmaceutical Business Affairs Team 25 February 2003 
company J 

Nicholas Equipment company F Consultant 3 larch 2003 

Dean Feed company W Business and 6 larch 2003 
D evelopment Team 

Anna Feed company W Cattle utrition Team 6 March 2003 

George Feed company W Feed Mill lanager 10 March 2003 

Timothy Feed Company \'(/ Feed Scientist 10 March 2003 

Robin E quipment company A Business and 17 i\larch 2003 

Development Team 

Aled E quipmen t company A Research and 17 ;\larch 200 

Development Team 

Robert Equipment compan ' i \. Re earch and 1 ~ :\larch 2003 

De"elopment Team 
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Kevin Equipment company A Engineering Team 18 March 2003 

Sarah Equipment company A Product Assembly 18 March 2003 
Team 

Jon Government office 1 
14 March, 1 April, 

Project Manager 22 ~fay,16 July, 
28 August, 

22 S<:I~tember 2003 

Christopher Breeding company Y Catde Fertility Expert 7 April 2003 

Andrew Animal welfare Chemical Scientist 15 April 2003 
organization Q 

Carl Animal welfare Research Officer 15 April 2003 
organization Q 

Philip Animal welfare Dairy Cow Unit 23 April 2003 
organization R (Science Team) 

Laura Animal welfare Animal Collection Team 23 April 2003 
organization R 

Gerald Breeding and genetic Technical Team 30 April 2003 
evaluation company Z 

Caroline Animal rights Founding member 1 May 2003 
organization T 

Ian Breeding company 10 Catde Manager 7 May 2003 

Joe Equipment company C Product Manager 12 May 2003 

Brian Equipment company B General Manager 13 ~Iay 2003 

Tanya Animal rights Founding member 20 ~Iay 2003 
organization U 

Henry Equipment company D Research and 29 ~Iay 2003 
Development Team 
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Research and 
Charles Equipment company D Development Team 29 :\fa\" 2003 

Norman Equipment company X Warehouse Manager 3 June 2003 

Lucy Pharmaceutical Communications Team 10 June 2003 
representation company 

L 

Joseph Government office 6 Dairy Hygiene Team 11 June 2003 

:Miranda Animal welfare Campaigns Team 16 June 2003 
organization S 

Hayley Animal welfare Research and 16 June 2003 
organization S Information Team 

Thomas Government office 3 Medicines and Feed 24 June 2003 
Inspector 

Elliot Pharmaceutical Research Team 27 June 2003 
company H 

Annie Government office 5 Corporate Projects 30 June 2003 
Team 

Jennifer Government office 5 Data Registration Team 30 June 2003 

Catherine Government office 5 Passport Operations 30 June 2003 
Team 

Marion Government office 5 Call Centre 1 July 2003 

:Michael Government office 5 Deregistration Team 1 July 2003 

Cathy Government office 5 Corporate Services 1 July 2003 

Team 

Jessica Government office 5 Business Development 1 July 2003 

Team 
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Jack Pharmaceutical Homeopathic 2 July 21103 
company P Practitioner 

Andrea Pharmaceu tical General ~1anager 2 July 2003 
company P 

Department of 
Sandra Veterinary Medicine, Feed Scientist "7 July 2n03 

University 8 

Pharmaceutical 
Paul representation company Animal Health Advisor 9 July 2003 

~I 

Pharmaceu tical 
Anthony representation company Chief Executive 9 July 2003 

~I 

Donald Government office 2 Licensing Team 10 July 2003 

Emily Government office 2 \T eterinary .:\ssessment 1-+ .I uly 2003 
Team 

Jim Government office 2 Immunological 1-+ July 2003 
Assessment Team 

Nigel Government office 2 Environmental Safety 15 July 2003 
Team 

j'vIalcolm Government office 2 Marketing 15 July 2003 
Authorisation Team 

Russell Pharmaceutical Quality :-\ssurance Team 22 July 2003 
company I 

Nick Rural Services company Marketing Manager 25 July 2003 
11 

Richard Government office 2 Feed Additives Team 28 July 2003 

Keith Government office :2 Feed Additives Team 28 July 2U()3 

Neil Pharmaceutical Laboratory Supervisor -+ .-\ugust 2003 
company K 
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Shaun Government office 2 Licensing and Policy :; .\ugust 20n3 
.\dvisor 

Ken Governmen t 0 ffice 2 Policy Business Team :; .\ugust 2003 

Selina Government office 2 Scientific Officer 8 .\ugust 2(l11.3 

Belinda Animal rights Campaigns Team 11 .\ugust 2003 
organization V 

Josephine Government office 2 Pharmaceutical Quality 13 .\ugust 2003 
Team 

Martin Government office 2 Environmental Safety 13 .\ugust 2003 
Team 

Pharmaceutical 
Ron representation company Secretary 18 August 2003 

N 

Pharmaceutical and feed 
Drew additives representation Membership Officer 21 .i\ugust 2003 

company 0 

Stanley Equipment company 12 Marketing Manager 26 .\ugust 2003 

Giles Equipmen t Company E Company Director 29 .\ugust 2003 

Lorna Government office 7 Health and Safety 2 September 2003 
Inspector 

Department of 
Nathan Veterinary Medicine, Research Assistant 9 September 2003 

University 9 

Dominic Not Applicable Animal Rights Protester 13 September 2003 

Isobel Not .\pplicable Animal Rights Protester 13 September 2003 

Tobias Not .\pplicable .\nimal Rights Protester 13 September 2003 
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Harry Government office -t Adminis tra tor 1 S September 2003 

Phoebe Animal rights group \T Campaigns Team 16 September 2()I)3 
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Sample fieldwork letter: animal welfare 

Professor MALCOLM O. ANDERSON 
B.Se., Ph.D., D.Se., C.Eng., f.LC.E 
Bend ofSchooJ 

Dear SiriMadam, 

UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL 
SCHOOL OF GEOGRAPHICAL SCIEI'iCES 
University Road 
Bristol • 
BS8 ISS 
Tel: + 44 (0)1179288809 
Fax: + 44 (0)1179287878 
Email: js08201i)bristol.ac.uk 

Thursday 2 January 2003 

I am undertaking doctoral research at the School of Geographical Sciences, University of Bristol. My 
research aims to explore and understand everyday dairy farming practices. As part of my work. I am 
interested in animal welfare. 

In your capacity of raising awareness of farm animal issues, I would very much welcome your input 
into my project. If you could suggest the person or department whom you think \\'Ould be best placed 
to assist me, I would like to come and hold a preliminary interview at a convenient time, with the aim 
of identifying how your campaigns overlap with my research. In accordance with the Data Protection 
Act, you and your organisation will remain anonymous and unidentifiable at all stages of the research, 
including the final PhD thesis and resulting publications. 

To arrange a time for our meeting or for futther infoffilation about the interview or my research more 
generally. 1 can be contacted by email js0820@.bristol.ac.uk, or telephone (0117)9610910 or at the 
above address. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Yours faithfully 

Jessica Sellick. 
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Sample project outline: animal welfare 

Professor MALCOLM G. ANDERSON 
B.Sc., Ph.D., D.Sc., C.Eng.. F.tCE 
Head of School 

Everyday Dairy Farming Practices 

UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL 
SCHOOL OF GEOGRAPHICAL SCIE~CES 
University Road 
Bristol 
SSS ISS 
Tel: + 44 (0)117 9288809 
Fax: + 44 (0)117 928 7878 
Email: js0820@brl!toJ.ac.uk 

This disseltation is interested in developing geographies of cows. While veterinary medicine has long 
shown interest in the prevention and cure of diseases and ailments with an emphasis placed on animal 
wellbeing it is only in recent years that social scientists have become interested in the social networks 
that result f1'Orn these developments. This project seeks to contribute to these debates. 

Geographers are interested in farming as a system, comprising of networks of producers and 
consumers.rvly thesis seeks to understand how these networks operate by following factors that 
influence approaches to animal welfare and their role in determining the conditions under which dairy 
cows are raised on farms. 

Pulling on current theoretical debates within social science I am investigating the following themes: 
1. Different lillderstandings of the term 'animal \velfare'. 
2. How these understandings feed into debates concerning the ways in which fann animals are 

raised. 
3. How a welfare campaign is organised, implemented and assessed. 

This project seeks to use this information to trace how different fonns of knowledge regarding animal 
welfare are used in different sectors, from policy making to mundane practices on farms. 

This project is funded by The Economic and Social Research Council (ERSC). The ESRC is an 
independently funded organisation that aims to promote and support applied research and postgraduate 
training in the social sciences. 
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Sample interview guides 

Animal Welfare 

Themes: 

• Yourdailvrole. 
i 

• Defining animal welfare. 

• Information sources of animal welfare. 

• Farming methods. 

• Calnpaigns and awareness. 

• Political process. 

• Future of animal welfare issues. 
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Interview Guide: Animal welfare 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Your day to day role within the organisation. 

Understandings of the term 'animal welfare'. 

Its linkages to terms such as 'protection', 'well-being', 'needs', 'health', and 
how these notion of welfare may vary according to the animal. 

Where knowledge regarding welfare comes from. 
Personally acquired information, role of scientific reports, and use of 
undercover teams. 

The impact of different methods of farming on animal welfare. 
The conditions under which animals are raised on farms i.e. intensive or 
factory led or organic and the consequences of these conditions such as the 
use of pharmaceuticals. 

How you raise awareness of farm animal welfare. 
Protests and lobbying. Is this awareness focussed on animals living on farms 
and/or off the farm i.e. during transport and at markets? 

Campaigns - from the initial idea to implementation. 
Decision making process, are campaigns connected to processes (genetic 
engineering), animal (cow, pig, chicken), human-animal interactions, spaces 
and places (policy, farm, markets, transport). 

Their role in political processes in the U.K and E.U and their relationships 
with other animal welfare organisations and the farming industry. 

Current situation and future of animal welfare issues. 
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What I am really trying to get at: 
Understandings surrounding the term 'animal welfare' and where this knowledge 
comes from (information sources). 
How this knowledge may be determined by and/or disseminated according to the 
species of animal and type of farming (industrial, organic). 
The language that is used to describe cows and the different conditions under which 
they live out their lives. 
What factors influence the welfare campaigns that are pursued? 
How these understandings of welfare unfold into the life world of a cow, including 

livelihood spaces. 
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Doctoral research project 
Animal Geographies of Cattle: bodies spaces ethics 

Interview Transcript 

Interviewer: Jessica 

Interviewee: Miranda 
Campaigns Team, Animal Welfare Organization S 

Date: Monday 16 June 2003 

Place Campaigns office, Animal Welfare Organization S 
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Tape 1 Side 1 

0001 Jessica 

0003 Miranda 

I've be.en reading some of your literature, and looking at the current 
campa1gns on the :vebsite, a.nd I was just wondering if we might begin, 
perhaps, by you telling me a little about your role within the organization. 

Well ... I find out what's going on from the research and information 
officer, she looks through the farming press and finds information that is 
u~eful to us ... My degree's in environmental biology, a bit of agriculture, 
b10lo~ and environmental science ... basically I always intended to go into 
an enV1ronmental job and when this post in campaigning came up, because 
I was interested in animal welfare, I decided to apply ... I've also been 
travelling round Europe lately to look at good practice on hen laying 
farms .... our next event's the [name of agricultural event] and we'll be 
manning a stall the whole time about the wro [\'\'orld Trade 
Organization]. I mean we haven't really done that before, accessed the 
farming community, so it's a new direction for us. Certainly when I came 
into the team I thought it was very important to penetrate that sector on a 
campaigning level because I thought it might be successful and, 
surprisingly, it's been really successfuL I mean we've been quite successful 
in getting access to shows because we're animal welfare, I mean you 
certainly wouldn't get any animal rights there. It tends to be quite big, 
respected organizations who consider animal welfare to be their priority 
and that aren't too radical or dramatic ... so it's a new direction. 

0038 [making refreshments] 

0061 Jessica 

0071 Miranda 

0082 Jessica 

0084 Miranda 

In terms of animal welfare being a priority, and I'm not sure if this is 
unpretentious, but I'm interested in [name of organization S] and your 
own understandings of this term, and how you then convey this 
understanding at events, like the show? 

Urn ... [pause] I mean it is a difficult term to define. I mean, for us, 
I suppose, we're talking about it in terms of quality of life ... but it depends 
who you talk to as well. A farmer, they'll explain it in terms of mortality, 
productivity, whereas the public tend to see it more as a happy pig in the 
field ... that's seen as a natural thing. 

So do you think that welfare, and public perceptions, vary according to 
the ways in which an animal has been reared? 

Yes, I mean certainly from a farmer's point of view a dairy cow is 
worth a heck of a lot more money than a broiler chicken and so in a way 
its welfare is factored a lot more in terms of the individual animal's welfare 
to the farmer. There's not generally a lot of money to be made from an 
individual broiler therefore farmers aren't likely to care for them the same. 
I mean with the public we're fmding that now actually with our liye 
exports campaign. We've noticed that people aren't that concerned about 
sheep going out through [name of port] and we just cannot. get ~e 
numbers out like we used to in the nineties. If calyes were still gomg 
through there now then we would be able to get people out there. I was 
talking to a lady who was there in the nineties and she ~aid to. me. "oh you 
could hear them crying and they would look at you Wlth thel! blg brown 
eyes" and so people do seem to put human personalities. onto th~t 
species ... but at least that got people out there and that got the lssue out m 
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0126 Jessica 

0128 Miranda 

0152 Jessica 

0154 Miranda 

0187 Jessica 

0193 Miranda 

the media.. I mean now we have to train our campaigns to be quite 
controversial. I mean we had an advert out which was banned bv London 
Underground but hadn't, thank god, been banned by the advertising 
standards ag~ncy. That was controversial, it was using scantily clad women 
and compa~g tha~ to broiler chickens with intensively, and ... similar 
characterisncs, playmg up on the two similarities, um ... we'ye had to be 
controversial because people don't care about chickens and if '"OU had a 
baby calf or a rabbit or something fluffy ... so yes, I think we'~e had to 
push people a litde bit more. 

So do you think, perhaps, that you have to push people more because 
of the connections that they might have with farm animals? So, for 
example, they might see cows in the fields whilst driving, but are less likely 
to see chickens. 

I mean people just do not know how chickens are kept. I think that 
they prefer to think they're happy and that kind of thing. I mean my gut 
feeling on this is that people have certainly got removed from where food 
comes from, where meat comes from .. .it's all from the supermarket in 
clingf1lm and there's no connection there with what that farm animals been 
going through and I think that permeates through to the concept of animal 
welfare. I mean we have hard issues to handle with farm animals ... before 
I've worked on anti-fur campaigns, anti-vivisection campaigns and 
although they've been hard, farms animals are extraordinarily difficult 
because they are sheer numbers. And the biggest problem, in terms of 
animal welfare, is animals being killed for food, and internationally too in 
terms of the numbers. 

May I just ask, why do you think the plight of farm animals is not 
recognized by the public in the same way, um perhaps, as issues 
surrounding fur and experimentation? 

I'm not sure really, but I think in a way people want to detach 
themselves from it because, in a way, if there's cruelty then they're 
responsible for it, eating it, whereas if it's vivisection then they can stand 
back a bit and say okay your laboratory is torturing an animal and that kind 
of thing, with meat they want to stand back and eat it without taking 
responsibility for it. I don't think that they have enough connections to 
farm animals. In our society you don't tend to go and spend time on a 
farm ... I mean surveys we've done with children reveal that they don't 
even know where their yoghurt comes from and they don't make the 
connection. Some people try to hide or disguise these connections. I mean 
what about the people who only eat white meat, what about the chickens? 
Yes, I mean I think making people make the connection is what 

campaigning should be about. 

Um .. .in terms of your work in campaigning, I was just wondering 
where your knowledge of animal welfare comes from and how ... you 
identify issues, for example, with chickens? 

Well in terms of actually getting the information in, we trawl thro~gh . 
things, agricultural literature, but actually deciding w~at ~e major issues 
are and what we're going to work on is more of a policy issue that comes 
down from the top. And I don't really have that input. I mean. at ~he 
moment we're not campaigning for silk worms or bees ~r any~g like 
that, we're basically focusing on farm animals, although mcreasmgly on 
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0223 Jessica 

0225 Miranda 

0235 Jessica 

0236 Miranda 

0238 Jessica 

0242 Miranda 

0249 Jessica 

0254 Miranda 

fish as well ... and whether they can feel pain ... I mean I went to a 
conference recently and I' . d I . , m a vegetanan, an was the only vegetanan 
there, and so they came up and said "is salmon okay?" And I was like 
"well no": .. [pause] I mean basically we're not big eno~gh to actually fund 
~esearch like tha: ourselves but I mean we will, occasionally, attract people 
10 to help us With small things, but we don't fund proper PhDs or that 
type of research. ~e only direct way in which we go out and collect 
research was that tnp around Europe. I mean we do actuall,· do farm visits 
but that's not a direct part of our work. . 

So.do y.ou, then, liaise with other welfare organizations, NGOs, 
UniVers1ty departments, vets, to consolidate literature reviews, farm visits 
and so on? 

I mean we certainly have good links with other organizations and 
whenever they d~ anything they give us a copy and we give them a copy of 
our stuff. Sometimes we do have collaborations with other groups. \X'e 
also have an investigations unit here and at the moment we have a PhD 
student working with us who's tracking animal transport and visiting farms 
for us. 

Is this person, and the other people in the investigations unit, a 
volunteer? 

No, contracted. 

So once you've been given a policy issue or campaign to work on, and 
have the literatures and documents from research and information, what's 
the next stage ... how does that inform what you do? 

[pause]I mean obviously we use it to advocate our overall message 
about free-range farming and organic farming, and we subscribe to the Soil 
Association standards ... 

But do you think, for some farm animals, being kept indoors where it's 
warm and dry, where they can be looked after and monitored, might be 
preferable to being part of an organic or free-range system? 

I mean it's a problem, it's difficult ... and I guess for us, in an ideal 
world, all animals would have access to the outside. But I mean you could 
make an argument about sheep in the fells where there's one shepherd for 
over a thousand sheep spread out across the fells ... you know the sheep 
could be suffering and dying and the farmer wouldn't know anything 
about it. But I think we would still advocate that, in principle, and with 
better husbandry, it's better to keep sheep outdoors. I suppose there's just 
naturalness to it. And there are other arguments that we would consider 
could make for a better welfare system. So some breeds might not cope 
well with the heat so it might be better to house those indoors where the 
temperature can be regulated and they can be better taken care of.. But ~ 
an ideal world we would advocate not using that breed at all. I thmk this 
leads to subsidies and, you know, the way in which certain ways of farming 
are encouraged, it's production at all costs regardle~s of the ~nimal~ .. .1 
mean going back to my campaign on cheap food, chickens are 1ntens.1vely 
reared now and whereas people used to have it maybe once or twice a 
week now it's meat on the plate everyday. I mean we go to agricultur~l 
shows and try to say to people "look, the price in terms of cheap food 1S 
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0298 Jessica 

0299 Miranda 

0320 Jessica 

0323 Miranda 

0334 Jessica 

0345 Miranda 

low a~al welfare and it's detrimental in terms of your health", it's worth 
lobb~mg super:narkets and paying extra for organic, although we're trying 
to brmg. the pnces down. Ideally, we would like the organic way to rule and 
all the tune .. .I mean it is ridiculous as well, the actual mark-up that the 
supermarkets put on it as well. And when you think that an organic egg 
only costs 1.5p more to produce, we're paying much more than that for it 
at the supermarket. 

Um ... may I ask ... what do you think the relationship, and differences, 
are between the ways in which dairy cattle tend to be reared in the U.K 
and the organic, free-range, approach to farming that you are calling for? 

I mean I think the main issue is to do with cull size which is leading to 
all kinds of problems. I mean for your average cow today the actual 
metabolic strain they're under ... and only lasting three lactations when it 
should be double that. And I mean this intensive production doesn't even 
make sense economically because if you look after the cow then it will last 
longer. I mean, if we had lower yields and kept the cow longer then you'd 
probably make more money that way. But then people are so obsessed 
with breeding from the things that produce the most, you know, and I 
mean when they're born they select early on as well which ones they think 
will produce the most milk ... but cows don't last very long now. 

Accompanying your overall concern with farming system, and the 
concern with breeding that you just mentioned, I was just wondering, then, 
if you're interested in other issues relating to the welfare of beef and dairy 
cattle, things like reproductive technologies, cow-calf separation ... and 
indeed whether these issues inform any of your past or current campaigns? 

Yes, I mean we are interested in these issues but because we tend to 
advocate the organic system we don't tend to deal with these ... and of 
course they keep cow and calf together and the calf also has to be fed, 
preferably, from natural cows' milk from its mother ... But again there is an 
issue here in terms of if you're going to separate when you do. Is it easier 
to do on day one before they've bonded at all? Or, is it necessary to 
separate them at all? I mean dairy farming can continue without separating 

them. 

There's a difference here, perhaps, between what you and [name of 
organization] might like to happen and what, in practice, might be 
advantageous to farmers? 

I mean if we just start with transport and the huge size of farms 
today ... that can have a huge impact on welfare ... I mea~ we do ~alk t~ 
farmers about this at the agricultural shows but we are trymg to build this 
up ... A lot of the time they listen to what we're saying but there'.s also a lot 
of misunderstandings. Certainly in terms of the wro campaign we get 
their support and that's positive but they can ~ave st~reotypes and onc.e, 
you know, we explain that we want an econorrucally V1abl~ way f0r:"ar~ in 

terms of animal welfare and that we want farmers to be glVen a fall pnce, 
which is all about explaining our position, which is why it's so important 
that we go to these shows. I mean certainly in terms .of [name of an 
agricultural show in the U.K], we broke a lot of barners up and the 
farming industry were certainly really surpnsed to see us t~ere and they 
were listening to us and we were listening to them, and certatnly we learnt 
a lot from them as well. It's in our agenda for the future to have more of a 
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0392 Jessica 

0394 Miranda 

0415 Jessica 

0416 Miranda 

dial?gue with farmers .. .I mean I do get the impression, and do think, that 
until they f~und o~t about our wro campaign that they thought all we 
were about 1S banrung farming and that we don't see a future for fanning 
an~ that's. not what we're about at all ... I mean as an organization we're not 
an.tl-fanrung at all, but we are pro organic fanning. But it is difficult to get 
this message across in rural areas. In Wales certainly in terms of liye 
exports it's their main income and they rely on the trade a lot and certainly 
the~ can be very ~ggressive. I mean the common thing that I get from 
talking to farmers 1S that they all tell me that they care about their animals 
and that they have to care about animals to be able to farm otherwise it's 
bad for business, but the impression I get is that the animals are a 
commodity and because they want to make money, as a way or means to 
make a profit ... And I do fmd, with dairy farmers in particular, that they 
get upset and say "but look I really, really care about my cows", and I 
mean when you then ask him to estimate what number of his cows are 
lame or something he drastically underestimates when he might know the 
true number. 

So how do you think the organization is perceived by the general public? 

I mean basically we do get a lot ... I mean people think we should be 
doing a campaign on practically everything. But I do think being an animal 
welfare organization we can get in places where rights groups can't. And 
also I think we don't scare the public as much because we're not anti-meat. 
You know, we are a very pragmatic organization, and we congratulate 
people however far they come in eating more humane meat and whatever. 
We don't judge people, we just give them the facts and let them make the 
choice. In that way we don't scare people that much, but again its 
hard ... people say that we're almost selling out. People say to me "look, 
how can you want them to have a good life so that they can get killed?" 
And we're saying "look they have to have a humane existence because 
they're sentient beings", you know, everything has to be done 
compassionately, humanely. My feeling is that the public support our 
campaigns because they think it's horrendous what's happening to the 
animals. I mean the information that we give to them, they just think that 
it's awfuL For example, I was at [name of a lifestyle show organized in the 
U.K] and a lot of people came up to me and said "oh I eat organic chicken 
because it's not intensively reared and I cannot believe that this is still 
going on" and what have you. So that's quite interesting. 

Urn ... when you're presented with so many issues and ... welfare 
concerns, from the public and through the research and information team, 
how do you decide upon a campaign? 

I think I would say that farming systems are a priority ... crates, battery 
cages, again how farm animals are reared that's ~u.r priority ... And we tend 
to think of animal welfare in terms of the conditlons that they are reared 
in ... that's certainly, I think, overriding what we do. In terms of where the 
campaigns come from, it tends to be policy. and strat~gy, it tend~ .to come 
down from there and that consists of the chief executlve, our politlcal-Iegal 
director whose had years and years of fantastic experience ... but it's a 
combination really. It's like looking at the picture in terms of what's 
happening in this country, and increasingly internationally ~s .well, and 
asking ourselves what things can be achieved,. what can be eliminated .for 
animals and animal welfare. [pause] And obv1Ously we ask our techru.cal 
accounts manager how easy a battle would be to win in terms of funding 
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and gathering evidence. I mean, if we look at pigs, the scientific evidence is 
cl~ar cut that sow stalls are bad for them and there are good alternatives in 
eXistence so clearly we can refute arguments from the other side ... and of 
course we can show how these alternatives will really work. 

So .. .is scientific evidence important to you, at the forefront of your 
campaigns? . 

Yes and I think that's why we're so well respected in terms of what we 
do as well. When we go lobbying in Europe and at the House of 
Commons with anything we can show them the scientific evidence behind 
it, from a research point of view ... but coming back to your question about 
what campaigns we pick, our remit and our mission statement is to end 
factory farming internationally and long distance transport ... so it kind of 
grows from there really. I mean we are European and international now. 

Do you think that being part of the European Union has affected 
animal welfare? 

[pause] ... I mean Europe can be difficult in terms of what the bigger 
and stronger members want to do, but I mean we can actually stand up to 
the United States there, especially in terms of trying to get the WTO to 
take-up animal welfare. And, because we want them to reject intensive and 
inhumane systems, Europe's quite good at helping us to do that .. .in most 
of the accession countries there are mainly small, family run farms which 
we think is quite good. Unfortunately they are being encouraged to 
become more competitive and intensify, but we're doing a lot of work in 
those countries now ... and in other countries in anticipation of them 
joining Europe ... [pause] we're actually doing a demo [provides a date and 
embassy details]". to the eastern European countries who are due to join 
and we'll be showing our video outside for about an hour or so. Here all 
the different departments link in; the political department, a big 
international coalition of groups ... just to try to help push this message 
forward about factory farming and transport. I mean now we have an 
international development department ... because interest is growing ... 1 
mean we're starting in Europe now and looking to see what's really wrong 
with it, but some member states are at the same stage we were many years 
ago so we want to get these countries now and stop them before they 
become like us ... I mean some countries think that factory farming is the 
solution to all their problems. It helps that we have links to other 
organizations and within these countries we're finding this is perhaps the 
f1tst time that they've taken animal welfare concerns on board ... I mean, I 
hope they are beginning to realise now that factory farming doesn't feed 
the poor ... and it doesn't make sense in terms of the environment as well. 

So with this general concern about factory farming and transport 
in mind, how do you then focus on particular issues, causes, animals, 

countries ... in terms of campaigning? 

I mean at the moment pigs and sheep are our main focus because of 
the incredibly intensive conditions that they're kept in .. ,,1. gue.ss you could 
say that they are our priority" .and they've been o~r pnonty smce ~he very 
beginning really ... I mean when we set up It w~s reall~ ptgs and 
chickens ... And its because of the sheer number of arumals bemg affected 
as well. I mean I think chickens have always been important. .. so numbers 
are one of the factors that we take into account .. '! mean you can't do 
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everyt~g so .we focus on a few major campaigns, and haye several mini 
camp~gns gomg on at the s~e time should the opportunity come up. I 
mean If a report gets released mto the public domain and we can use that 
to make a statement then obviously we'll use that ... but really \ve need to 
focus .on the key areas that need more attention. So, at the ~oment, we 
have li:re exports, wro, broiler chicken industry, urn ... these are our three 
~ampalgns that we really, really focus on but obviously there are so many 
Issues all the time and really we are a relatively small organisation. . 

How many people work in [name of organization]? 

About thirty in the offices here, and then its kind of complicated in 
terms of the way everything's arranged because in some places we have 
people who are funded by us and in other places we have people who are 
there to represent us. But we are really small when compared to 
organizations like the RSPCA ... I mean in campaigns it's myself, the 
campaign director and then the campaign coordinator ... historically its 
always been about two but now we're three ... and I guess with three 
priority campaigns, and other campaigns as well, I have to jump from one 
thing to another. 1 mean last week 1 was in London as the Farm Animal 
Welfare Council released a report. So, 1 mean the campaigns that we 
decide to run, and when they run, are kind of decided by Europe and 
what's going on in terms of legislation as well. 1 mean if there's a directive 
coming out on broilers then we'll be cashing in ... so we do coordinate a lot 
of our work around politics ... and when political departments expect 
things to be happening, and we organize events round that. 

With pigs and chickens, and other farm animals, are you concerned, 
then, with the ... conditions in which these animals are being reared, their 
lives, or ... how the welfare issues affecting these animals relate to your 
overall campaign focus on factory farming and transport? 

1 mean obviously we are concerned about the way in which they are 
slaughtered, transported, we're concerned with every stage of it. But most 
campaigns happen to be on the actual rearing methods because that's to do 
with an animal's life and it's a huge issue that we know we could 
tackle ... whereas with slaughter, although there are problems, at least it is 
short term - at the end - rather than long term suffering. [pause] ... and I 
think the other principle is that we want animals to have a humane, 
compassionate life; we just believe faith and respect, you know, we don't 
believe in cruel or unnecessary suffering and that is at the heart of 

everything that we do. 

[pause] ... So in drawing attention to the conditions in which chickens, 
and other farm animals, are being reared ... and in terms of the welfare of 
those animals, what do you think, perhaps, the alternatives might be? 

Organic, definitely ... although we're certainly aware t~at it can cause .. 
problems too in terms of drugs and those sorts of thing~. I ~ean orgamc ~s 
quite strict in terms of what you can and cannot use ill arumals and thls 
can cause welfare problems, but generally we tend to think that ... altho.ugh 
in individual cases, it depends on the stock ... we do tend to get these kinds 
of problems, but overall we think that or~anic :epresents the b~st attempt 
and we do that on the basis of conslderation for the arumal when 
compared to something like the battery cage .. .I me~n even if. t~ey 
established that the cage was brilliant ... what about the arumals kept lnslde 
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them, are they ~oing to have a happy life? I mean in a free range system, 
although you nught .get huge problems with feather pecking, cannibalism 
and stuff, the potential for them to have a good life is there. 

So. once you've decided to co-ordinate and run a campaign on say 
chickens, what's the next step? . 

I mean, bottom line, what is the most receptive way of getting our 
message out there to the general public? And that's at the back of our 
minds whenever we're coordinating a campaign. I mean we have to work 
out who the targets will be, how you're going to do it, what's your message, 
wh~t's the aim of the whole campaign, what you are trying to 
achieve ... what are we actually going to be saying in the message, and can 
we back that up with scientific research, are we correct in what we're 
saying? So yes we're basically concerned with getting it out and into the 
media. It's also about getting active by helping people to make informed 
choices about how they shop, and whatever actions they take that they 
take responsibility for that ... and obviously that if they go and buy meat 
and it's not free-range or organic then they are buying something that is 
contributing to animal suffering. But we also have to think about what is 
the best way to get that message forward ... but it depends what we're 
doing, each campaign is completely different. I mean we have to think 
about what would be the repercussions of saying this, or saying that, and 
it's about using your experience from past campaigns to achieve this. I 
think, with us, we have a combination of political lobbying and research 
behind us, and so we have very strong support. .. and we're very active so 
we would get people out there in events, empowering them, telling them 
what we want them to do. You know, we believe in letter writing 
campaigns, getting people out on stands, street collecting and that sort of 
thing .. .it's about getting out with the public and getting that message out 
there .. .it just depends what the campaign is. 

In getting your message out ... can you think of any particular 
campaigns that you think have gone very well, been successful. .. and other 
campaigns, perhaps, where you've encountered problems? 

I mean certainly the live export campaign has been successful because 
since BSE the trade has virtually stopped .... But I mean at the moment the 
government are reviewing the over thirty months rule and if they revise 
it ... I mean exporting animals is all tied into that legislation really. But I do 
think if it were to start up again on a large scale there would be a huge 
uproar from the public because ... well .. .it would be a red light for us ... 
(pause] ... I mean I fmd from talking to people that with exports it's a 
product of time, an era ... a time when people wanted to go down to Dover, 
Brighton and ... they felt really passionately ... and the fact ~at somebody 
died as well ... and I mean that got us coverage on the national news as 
well .. .it caught the public imagination and the media really hyp~d that up. 
But I mean it did get really silly as well with people smashing wmdscree?s, 
things that we would never advocate. I ~ean live. ex~orts had been gomg 
on since the fifties but it really took off m the nmeties. But. .. apart from 
the exports, I really think our most success~l campaign was ~e battery 
cages. Obviously we're not happy that the enr1ched cages are gomg to ~ake 
over, and this is part of the problem really, because no ma~ter how excited 
you want to get when you think you've achie:ed somethmg you need, to 
remember that things can get overturned, agam the battery cage and li,'e 
exports could be brought back again. But I am positive in terms of exports 
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because if you lo.ok at the numbers they are lower than at any other time 
and I certa~ly think. that things are becoming more difficult for them, or at 
least w.e will make life more difficult for them. I'm positive on the eAl'0rt 
campaIgn, but whether or not it's a success is a difficult one. I mean it 
depends how yo~ m~asure it - in terms of getting the most people fired up? 
That would be With. live exports. But in terms of results and bringing about 
cha~ge o~ a practical level then it would be the battery cage for me. 
Ha~ing saId that, I. also think the wro one's doing very well. You know, 
we re really pushing on that at the moment and that's a crucial 
cam~aign ... I mean in terms of conscience we are managing to reach the 
p~bli~, and get farmers on board, and reaching farmers as well is a new 
?trection for us. [pause] I can't think of any other campaign where we've 
invol:-ed fa:~ers before. I think in terms of campaigning you have to 
remain pOSItive, but in terms of measuring success, it's very difficult. I 
mean here we're constandy evaluating and trying to learn from our 
mistakes, so we take things on board that have happened as well as our 
successes, you can never ever stop learning something about campaigning. 
I mean we're always trying to change people's behaviour and mind set. 
[pause] um ... goodness ... this is a difficult one. I mean I think all our 
campaigns are successful in the sense that we're moving in the right 
direction, it's just different in terms of timescale. I mean, with the battery 
cages, and if enriched cages were just to replace them all over Europe, then 
we would see that as a major thing and we would campaign but we're still 
hopeful. .. because it's not economically viable ... so we will carry on 
campaigning against enriched cages. I mean in some European countries 
they are phasing out cages altogether. 

Is there a difference here, perhaps, between what [name of organization] 
would like to do in terms of a campaign having a successful outcome, and 
what's achievable in practice ... with the campaign on chickens, for example, 
although the battery cages are being phased out, which might be regarded 
as a positive, successful outcome ... this needs to be situated alongside 
enriched cages and, therefore, your campaign is ongoing. 

Yes ... I mean, to give you another example, another successful thing 
that we've done is to get the European Union to recognize farm animals as 
sentient beings. Now that can be used to stop so many things. I mean 
governments are always very reluctant to ... what would you call 
it .. .legislate ... to ... push forward animals being used for trade and that they 
are sentient beings and not goods to be paid. So I guess that's what 
disappoints me in terms of exports, because animals aren't recognized as 
sentient beings. I mean they are in name but not in practice and 
that's ... the way forward in terms of recognizing in law. It's so frustrating 
because we achieved so much with that and sometimes you feel let down, 
politically, with that. More could be done politically I think. I. th~k we 
have given them a choice and we do think about how that will ~pact 
upon the public, farmers ... so we do try to think about the repercussIons. 
So with exports we sat down and said lets mark the trade across the 
continent and see how farmers could get a fair price, so rather than have 
live exports, have local industry in each country .. .I .also. ~k it's 
frustrating campaigning against the whole system ~nd cert~ thin~ In ~at 
system. So, say ... we don't think they should tail dock piglets, If we. re 
going out and campaigning or something like that we'll say "but the pIgs 
welfare is going to get worse because they'll bite each others heads off' or 
something like that. So when you are trying to attack the whole system but 
attacking bits of it ... I'm not sure if things are going to get any better. I 
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mean even when we're doing more, and we're successful ... I mean all some 
farm~r~ have to do is ask their vet if they have some kind of problem and 
then it s . not nece.ssary f?r them to dock a tail, and to do so would only 
happen m exceptional Circumstances ... Plus, I think the biggest problem 
that ~e've got right now is that there's hardly any legislation and what 
there is really weak and there's loopholes. So, I mean, you can't only work 
~n. the surface because these animals are not protected by the law. its just 
ridiculous. 

With legislation, the law ... what do you think are the ways forward in 
tackling this? 

Urn ... [pause] we do fmd farmers coming up to us and saying why are 
you picking on us? And to a certain extent it is because it can be easier to 
get things changed over here and increasingly across Europe and then 
perhaps futer through to the rest of the world ... but I mean in terms of 
achieving things ... we're getting a lot further with Europe now. Obviously 
there's no point us doing things that we think we're not going to achieve, 
there's no point running campaigns that we know aren't going to 
succeed ... and I mean there is always a political spin on everything that we 
do. I mean really we have to work towards political change and work 
together with government departments. We do have the respect from a lot 
of politicians but there's just so much to do and for such a little 
organization it's amazing just how much work comes out of here. At the 
moment I certainly feel stronger about getting young people involved, and 
we certainly need more support, especially because the next generation 
coming along might not know us. I mean our supporters tend to be 
quite ... mature ... women and most of them are fantastic, and I'm not 
saying that they aren't, but in terms of campaigning we are concerned 
about the future which is why I think we need to get younger people 
involved. I'm working on a university project at the moment to try to get 
young people more interested in animal welfare, and its about getting 
universities to change, changing those institutions .. .it's a worry, it really 
concerns me that young people don't seem to be getting involved in 
animal welfare. 

Can I ask why you think that is? 

There are so many causes, um ... I don't know ... that's a difficult one. 
People are quite lethargic I think, bombarded with issues and pleas from 
organizations ... I mean we do a lot of work trying to get the ~essa?e 
across in schools, because we do think animal welfare should be an issue in 

education. I think it can be appropriate to some lessons, to, you know, 
look at production and efficiency in farming ... divide the nutrients ~p in 
terms of how much is used for respiration, how much meat will be 
produced. But the actual welfare side of it doesn't tend to be 
mentioned .. .I mean in America they have a really strong lobby of students 
and they are really active on welfare over there, and to o~ganizati~ns ov~r 
there its really important for them to get young campaigners .W1th their 
energy to go and get the message out there, peace~l ,d~monstrati.ons ... and 
I don't really see that in events that I do over here, It s Just the .ffi1d~e aged 
supporters that come along. So we've decided to ~tart .t~rget1ng ~fferent 
audiences now like food festivals, music events, uruvers1t1es and things,. to 
try to get more younger people inyolved. But I als.o think it's about getting 
your message out to the right audience in the. nght way. I me~n we do 
discuss quite carefully which messages we're gomg to take to which event. 
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For example, we would take \'\TO to The Royal \\'elsh Show but we 
would do the broiler chicken campaign at the BBC Ideal Home Exhibition 
as there will be many men, women, families there who buy chicken and 
that kind of thing. With the Welsh show [she laughs], I ~ean when we 
went they knew our name in connection to live exports, and there we had 
a wro stand but I had farmers absolutely screaming at me and I hadn't 
ev~n opened my mouth. So yes you have to be really careful and I stick by 
~lS, and I'll tell anyone this, I think if me and my colleague had had our 
live export campaign stand there then we would have been punched or 
something because they were so ferocious. That's the tricky one and 
obviously it would be suicide to take the live exports campaigp there but 
possibly by putting the wro there it might get these people to open their 
minds, and think that we're not as unreasonable as they'd imagined and 
that we don't fit their stereotype ... 1 mean some of them do think that we 
have a vegetarian agenda and I've been to a meeting where farmers have 
accused us of being a bunch of vegetarians, telling us that they wont take 
us seriously until we tell them otherwise. I mean, they can be so dismissive, 
and we're taking a olive branch to them ... and I mean it takes guts to go to 
The Royal Welsh Show and they don't try to understand us which, I must 
admit, I think is their flaw ... 1 mean a lot of what we're doing, if they are 
good farmers, then they should believe in what we're doing ... we're not 
trying to eliminate farming, we're just trying to make it as humane as 
possible ... I mean we meet these farmers who tell us that they are looking 
after their chickens in the best way possible and that if he didn't follow 
feed restrictions then basically they would all die; we're saying that there's 
something wrong with the whole system, with the bird being used. I mean, 
as an organization, in the future, we want to take the government to court 
over this because basically the way that European legislation has been 
interpreted, well we don't think its totally correct. There's a statement that 
says an animal should not be used for farming purposes if its detrimental 
to its welfare, and, as far as we're concerned, the broiler chicken is not a 
viable animal and should not be used. So while that's not an example of a 
welfare campaign, and I mean the chances of us winning a judicial review 
are slim, it does kind of highlight the problem and it might go some way to 
improving things. It's stupid that we have to do that, European legislation 
should be implemented anyway. 

0737 [a member of staff enters the room with an I.T query] 
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So in terms of some methods of farming being detrimental to farm 
animals, and calling for ~eater legislation and the imple~~ntation of 
legislation, how are you getting these messages out to the public. 

I mean our most immediate form is through the supermarket. .. we 
lobby supermarkets all the time, and push for people to lobby 
supermarkets about how animals are r.eared f~r food, for. m~at,. and I mean 
that's where people have connections With meat lsn t It - at the 
supermarket? You know, supermarkets are so powerful now, but I also 
believe in consumer power as well. If consumers demanded only fr~e
range, organic meat then I think they'd listen wouldn't they? I think 
supermarkets do react to supply and demand. But I mean we also ~r to 
encourage competition between the supermarkets. I. mean our campaigns 
director has just fmished her round of meetings W1th ~~ supermarkets, 
talking to them about best practice, and we've been compiling a survey and 
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the res~lts from th~t will be given to them. But we always encourage 
people in our campaigns to write to supermarkets. 

Would it be possible for you to give me some examples ... an idea ... of 
some of the best practices that you think supermarkets should aim for? 

(pause] I mean that can be quite difficult because in some cases there 
~re already some clearly defined standards about what is free-range, what is 
indoor reared; .but that's one of the problems that we're having at the 
moment - gettlng supermarkets to confirm the meat being sold is free
rang.e ... I mean it's about how you define boundaries because if you've got 
a datty cow outside during the day and inside at night is that free-range or 
not? S? it is quite difficult to draw the line in terms of how you 
determine ... 1 mean at the end of the day it's a business and supermarkets 
want people to come in and buy, but we need to empower those 
consumers and let them know the difference that they can make in what 
they purchase. I would say write to your MP and write to your supermarket. 
I mean I think the problem at the moment is that supermarkets see free
range and organic as very middle class... they don't even try to compete 
with other supermarkets on price and so they market it as something that 
people are prepared to pay extra for. It's confusing anyway because they 
tend to use words like 'farm fresh' and 'farm produce' and then on the 
back it says 'from caged hens'. I mean I don't know if you saw Countryflle 
[a weekly rural affairs television programme] recently but they did an 
expose on how staff working at supermarkets don't actually know how the 
food is produced, and they had consumers going up to them and asking 
"do you know if this is free-range or not?" ... in some cases the staff were 
giving incorrect answers. We've also contacted the customer services 
departments of the leading supermarkets and some of the information that 
we've been given has been inaccurate which is really bad. I think 
everybody wants good farm animal welfare but when it actually comes to 
making a choice about what they're going to buy they'll look at the stuff on 
the shelf and they'll look at the price. I think consumers want to be 
reassured that the welfare of the animals is fine and they hope that 
legislation will sort everything out and then they can go and make their 
choices on price or quality or whatever. I think that's why we're in it for 
the long haul with our campaigns ... and I mean we do get people getting 
bored of us raising the same issues. It's like with live exports, everybody 
seems to feel that we've been there and done that now .. .I hear that all the 
time ... and then we have to go back to it. But I also find, like with banning 
battery cages and preventing enriched cages, that people are frustrated that 
we haven't been able to totally change things, or that changes take so long. 

So in terms of it taking a long time, particularly with legislative 
frameworks, are you trying to address this wider issue? 

We have a legal director who's our first point of contact with . . 
MPs ... and he lobbies in Europe, in the U.K, and he has meetlngs With key 
people all over the world. I think he's just come back fro~ a world trade 
meeting; and he meets with farming union leaders. ~s well, info~ally ~nd 
formally. We're constantly trying to keep that politlcal connectlon gOing. 
Urn [pause] I think I'd better be careful here ... um ... we always have to be 
careful of the image of the organization that we present to them, and 
generally we have to think before we approach the~ ~bout whether the 
ends justify the means ... we are a respectable orgaruzatlon an~ we would 
never want to take risks to jeopardise our links. For example, 10 terms of 
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our.camp~gns, we don't want to get a bunch of page 3 girls surrounding a 
bro~er c.hicke~ because that would really damage our image ... and \,,·e 
av01d anlmal nghts ... .1 mean .... as an organization we don't condone the 
way that. they ~ecessarily ~o things but ... I think we're progressing slowly 
a~d I thin~ we re ~ll pushing the boundaries a litde bit more and moving 
W1th the tide, obv10usly you can't do the same activities that YOU were 
doing 20 .years ago. I mean a lot of people campaigning for a~al rights 
hav~ no ~~ ~o~ us, and that's flne, but I just don't think it's productive to 
get m to cntic1Zmg other groups. And, you know, we have to think about 
ou~ supporters too and our supporters support us because we're a 
m~mstream organization who want to make changes to the welfare of 
anlmals on farms. Now, if we ... go against what we've traditionally 
done ... political lobbying, you know, that kind of thing, and go into dire~t 
action, then I think we would lose a lot of support and our image would be 
tarnished. I mean our remit doesn't allow us to be too controversial and 
that's why we're here ... I mean I think we have to be seen ... 1 mean 1 think 
it's a fine line. And I think this goes back to what 1 was saying earlier about 
how we get in to places that animal rights wouldn't. 1 mean at the 
Smithfield show the National Sheep Association were moaning about us 
being there, but 1 had coffee with one of the guys there and we got 
chatting and 1 explained why we were there and our campaign and 
everything and he actually put a good word in for us and got us a stand at 
the Royal Welsh Show. 1 mean we wouldn't have got that without that 
organization putting a good word in for us, they even took some of our 
literature on their stand. We have to think about how we operate, and it's 
better to speak to these people and just kind of get them on board. We are 
open to different perspectives and we just tell them what we're about, we 
don't lecture them, we just give them the information. 1 think we should 
be proud of that because that's the way we work and 1 think we're 
effective because we're not alienating people ... 1 mean we embrace 
everything, meat eaters, vegans, vegetarians ... and in terms of policy this 
really helps us because we haven't got an animal rights agenda. Okay we're 
campaigning for changes in farming but we're not actually campaigning 
against farming. In our mission statement we're very clear about not trying 
to be something we're not. I mean we're not a vegetarian or vegan 
organization, we're just not. 

Oh ... I'm aware of the time, and that you need to leave shordy, so can 1 
ask where you think we are currendy in terms of farm animal welfare and 
also, and particularly, what you think might happen in the future? 

In the very, very long term I think we will be successful in that farming 
practices are already really starting to change, that can only go on. 1 mean 
there are so may sorts of things that we look at in the past, slavery and all 
kinds, that seemed totally acceptable at the time but now we can't ever 
imagine ourselves in that situation ... with factory f~g this \~ also 
happen and we'll see how ridiculous it was. I'm pos1tive to thmk that 
people can change. I mean you could think about what actually goes on 
and you could sit here and actually get very depressed. 1 g~t calls from 
supporters all the time crying on the phone - "what's happerung, w~at can 
I do?" - but I truly believe that one person can do so much and I think you 
need to remain positive about encouraging people so that th~y.can chan.ge, 
that they can eat organic meat, that they can make good declslOns. I thmk 
you need to cling to that in campaigning beca~se ... .I ~ean I see people 
watch our videos and they've never seen anything like 1t befor~ and they 
get really upset and when they say to you "right, I'm never eatlng factory 
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1062 Jessica 

1064 Miranda 

1077 Jessica 

1078 Miranda 

1079 Jessica 

farmed chicken again" its worth it. I mean our videos on li\?e 
~x~~rts ... e~en farmers ~et upset. I mean we're just trying to show how it 
1S, it s not like we're trymg to contrive ... and we actively discourage what 
goes .on and that's the shocking thing. \\'e're not even pushing people in a 
certam way, we're just showing them. I also think the fact that because 
animal welfare is being taken so much more seriously in academic terms 
eventually that will filter out in terms of legislation, it's all definitely 
moving in the right direction. There are a lot of worried consumers out 
there. 

There's been some discussion in academia, that's beginning to find its 
way into the wider media ... that suggests one solution to welfare problems 
is to breed, to engineer, farm animals in such a way that they have no 
awareness of the environments in which they are living, and no feelings, no 
awareness of pain, suffering. Can I ask whether you think this is a 
possible ... potential way forward in the future? 

I can't see us ever going down that line because .. .I mean to a certain 
extent we've already gone down the line just in terms of domestication, 
and if you go in a broiler shed they wont run away ... but I do think the 
idea that in the future we will have something like mindless lumps of pork, 
where it's not actually a pig ... 1 don't think we could go down that route 
because there would be absolute uproar. What would that say about the 
state of humanity? Although, in another way, perhaps it is better to think 
that if we are going to keep farming animals it might be better if they were 
mindless? 

Can I just end by asking you if there's anything that we haven't covered 
in the interview that you thought it important to raise and for us to discuss? 

I don't think so ... 1 mean, I'm more than happy to send you more 
detailed information about our campaigns ... 1 can get that copied and post 
it ... I've got welfare buzzing round my brain now. 

Oh, I'm, sorry about that ... and thank you ever so much ~or finding , 
time to meet with me, I appreciate how busy you are nght now and I ve 
found it incredibly helpful. 
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Appendix IX 
Ethical Practices 

Postgraduate Ethics MOnitoring Fonn 

University of Bristol 

SCHOOL OF GEOGRAPHICAL SCIEI\CES 

Research Ethics Monitoring Fonn 

B: Graduate Students 

Research involving humans by all academic and related Staff and Students in the 
School of Geographical Sciences is subject to the standards set out in the Code of 
Practice on Research Ethics (at http:.!!gmb.ggy.bris.ac.uklstaft"ggatUethics_code.pdf). 

It is a requirement that prior to the commencement of aU funded and non-funded 
research that this form be completed and submitted to the School's Research Ethics 
Committee (REC). The REC will be responsible for issuing certification that the 
research meets acceptable ethical standards and will, if necessary, require changes to 
the research methodology or reporting strategy. 

A copy of the research proposal which details methods and reporting strategies must 
be attached. 

Applications to cxtemal bodies for research funding must obtain prior clearance from 
the REC. 

Name: J£ SSl( A SLL L I (k 

Titleofrcsearchproject: ANIMAL Ct£O(l(2..I~PHIi. S (1\1 OAIszY 

Ttic LlfE C'(CLE flll\(e S OF (OWs 

Questionnaire: 
...... _ ..... _ .. - ... _ ...... _._ .. _--_ .... -

1. 

2. 

Ja 

Does your research involve living human 
sub'eets? 
Does your research involve only the 
analysis of large. secondary and 

YES 

anon ·mise~_~~!~~:..:.et.:.::s..:..,? c:------:--
W ill you give your informants a \nitten 

3b 
SlInm1Clf . of 'our research a=n::.::d:..::i.:.::ts-=u~se:..::s_?-:--_i-\o/_ 
W ill your give yom inforn~ants a verbal 

_-I-_::.su~l~nm~a:.1ry:.....:o:::..:f...J.)~'o..::u.:.....r :,:,re:..:.se.:.;a::.rc.:.:;.h.:.....a:.....n:.....d_i_ts_u_s_es_?___ ~_........ 
4. Docs your research involve covert 

surveillance (for example, participant 
observation)? 

5a 

NO Action 
-------

IF NO, GO TO 
DECLARATION AT END ... _. 
11; YES, GO TO 

,/ DECLARA TION A T E~D 

If NO, please provide further 
I details and go to 3b ._._-

If NO. please provide further 
details. 
If YES, please provide further 

v" details 
1--_____ . 

-- If NO, please provide further Will your infoIDmnts automatica/~y be ./ 
anon 'sed in 'our resea.~rc~h!!.? _____ ~V~_+-__ ~d~eta~1~ls~a~n~d~~'o~t~o..:.5.::.b.:...... ___ _ 

5b IF NO If NO, why not? 
I Will you explicitly give all your informants 

I L ~.'_ .. the right to remain anonlmous? --------_. -------------- - j 
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~ I Will monitoring devices be used openly and If:\O, why not? ! 
__ . onli: with the 2ermission of informants? V 

1 7. Will your informants be provided with a 
--_. __ . ........--- -------.---

If :\0. why not? 
, 
, 

! summary of your research findings? V i 

8. Will your research be available to 
-_ ... _-----*----

i If NO, please provide further 
informants and the general public without details. 
restrictions placed by sponsoring v 
authorities? 

9. Have you considered the implications of 
/ 

Please provide full details 
your research intervention on your 
informants? 

-~---
I 10. Are there any other ethical issues arising I ./ If YES, please provide further 

<--..-.._t from ;tour research? I details. --_.-

[ Further-de-ta-.. i-ls'--- ---..... ------------------------, 

(i'V(?St-IO() q 
~~ r€>St,>o.r<.h wdl j-'\lOlvQ i(\V"~h3a.:d"l9 0.. TUn,jt' of jllocQS 

tnha.bd{~d b:j Cows dv(\(\~ tr~Q.I( ('VQ:), T V'loll be vOdert-o.klo 

1')t·~rVIQV'S \Nit:r, pc>opq;, 1/\ SotnQ.. Of- th"sc Qlo.c~S A Il in~~r 3 . r-" v l \! \.I ... (..l 

will bQ ((){Jfici(>nhcd o.nd QlL ;()tc;'l'v,Q\N"~s C\n<',f)~m'::'('tI"" ~~_ 

(Q~~. TI'H'Se- iSsues a.r~ 0t ro.rhcu,IO,r iMportQIlCQ ~'"(ookin~ 
Q..t- CClV\i':> ;1') 0... {o...bQ'(l..rof'j, Io~to.~,:· .. l' ci thQ. Co m (fle·"u I1 4 .;:,~, t· ~ -.J .".~, IV, 

flQt-UH? ot- tr-e.. jnfocffio..hol\. cent-c,itied t'hQrl?i,\, I o.J\J lu 5(lh'~U.L"d 
"rH.i. erot·~(t- thQ. id"l"lt-iC({'S ,(_. the,:»> 1,)Vc'lved 1(\ Su.ch ,(JS-:" ,h. 

Qu "'~li 01\ (0. 

~~'(k.i(l8 with Q()t,no..Js rc.,iSl'Su.dd/t)o()o..l ~t-n,('a.l .~':>u~S 

Ihl~ (l'sec,).t(.P'- U)\\\ t·YI~r"'fO'e. b~. v(,dl>(lql-<~" ,,, <..4cccl r da.ncQ "",t-I-. 
~hl> Q...thiccd Bv.(Q<"llfles to..\d Out- b':j t-\'1Q t OoVi~ru(1 0/ f';"Y'4/ 

1:\ ,'uln, ().()q Hu~bQ,nd('~' «·~<.no('l of (1''1I(o.i V{'t~f"lC '.J 1\t\;?c{ll,r." J 

\)J);vrf-:.,t,:j 01' f?:,ri;,toi] et.l')d t-\'I.Q 'I WC,(KI fly w.tk CHli(),,\clls." • 

'3videU(\('s pf(1du(C'd b~ '1J\Q rcu{l'l Anl·-nai W~lfCl.r,1 (",.;,1(./ 

Continuation sheet ¥ESt' NO (delete as applicable) 

Declaration . . 
I have read the School's Code of Practice on Research ~thlCS and belIeve that my 
research complies fully with its precepts, I willl10t deViate from the methodo.logy or 
reporting strategy without further permission from the School's Research EthICS 

Committee. 

Student 
S' d ........... . .. Igne .. , ..... , .................. ,., ............... , .. . 

Date , ..... , ..... . 

Director of Graduate Studies 
Signed .... , ... , ........ , ..... , ............ , ..................... ,., Date ............ . 

Submissions without a copy of the research proposal will not be considered. 
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University of Bristol 

SCHOOL OF GEOGRAPHICAL SCIENCES 

Code of practice on research ethics 

Revised version June 2001 

The interact.ion between a researcher and the people investigated falls broadly into 
two categorIes. The respondent can be either a subject or an informant. In those areas 
of researc~ where the individual, as individual, (the 'subject'), is the object of study, 
the potentIal problem of invasive techniques, invasion of privacy, and so on, is clear 
and a/ways subject to the scrutiny of the School's Ethics Committee. 

On the face 0 f it, the case of 'mere' informants seems to present little problem, 
especially as it tends to involve voluntary interaction and informants can choose to 
withhold co-operation. In fact, however. there are more subtle ways of exerting 
coercion, often unintentionally. It is essential that all researchers in the School who 
have occasion to use informants should be aware of the ethical problems this can 
pose. In order to alert researchers to these dangers, the following list of precepts 
(based on the Code of Ethics of the American Anthropological Association) is 
presented: 

• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

A researcher's paramount responsibility is to those studied. \\-'here there is 
conflict of interest, they must come first. Researchers must do everything 
within their power to protect their informants' physical, social and 
psychological welfare and to honour their dignity and privacy. 

Informants or subjects must consent to the research 'A<lthout coercion; 

The aims and possible implications of the research should be communicated as 
fully as possible to informants. 

Informants should have the right to remain anonymous. 

Questions asked should not be insulting or embarrassing. 

The use of monitoring devices such as tape recorders and can.leras should be 
open, and fully tmderstood by the people concerned. Th~y sho~ld be fre~ to 
reject them if they wish. Results should be consonant With the informant s 
right to welfare, dignity and privacy. 

There should be no exploitation of informants for personal gain. Fair returns 
should be given them for all services. 

There is an obligation to reflect on the foreseeable repercussions of research 

and publication on those studied. 

The privacy and wishes of informants should at all times be respected. 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

Confidential matters that could place the informant in an embarrassing. false 
or compromising position vis-a-vis authorities must be handled . , 
cIrcumspectly. 

No reports should be provided to sponsors that are not also ayailable to the 
general public and, where possible. to the group studied itself, other than 
where this is subject to the scrutiny of the School's Ethics Committee and 
where full conditions of anonymity and respect for research informants are 
met. 

The intellectual property of others, including informants and other academics, 
should at all times be respected and acknowledged. 

High standards of scientific integrity with respect to the collection. analysis 
and representation of data are at all times to be maintained. 

The onus is on the researcher to comply with these guidelines. Where there is doubt in 
the mind of the researcher, the proposed research project should be referred to the 
School's Ethics Committee. All research carried out by graduate students is subject to 
the ethical scrutiny of the Advisory Panel and if necessary the Panel should refer the 
research to the Ethics Committee. 

The Ethics Committee will monitor the risks and benefits to the infonnant or subject. 
The committee is responsible for looking at critical factors such as the extent to which 
research could be socially or psychologically invasive or damaging. It's role is to 
ensure that all research in which humans are involved either as infonnants or subjects 
(carried out in the School by undergraduates, post-graduates, staff or affiliated staff in 
the name of the School) respects these guidelines. 

The Ethics Committee consists of the Head of School, Head of Graduate Studies and 
the Head of Human Geography Research. 
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Confidentiality Agreement with th D . e epartment for EnVIronment, Food and Rural Affairs 

CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT 

THIS AGREEMENT is made on the 

BETWEEN 

__ day of _______ 2003. 

1. THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR ENVIRONMENT, FOOD AND 

RURAL AFFAIRS (DEFRA) 

2. 

WHEREAS 

A. The student is undertaking a research project funded by the ERSe on 

dairy farming in the UK and requires information on the authorisation 

process for veterinary medicines. 

B. The student is about to undergo training with the Veterinary Medicines 

Directorate of the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs 

("the VMD") relating to the evaluation of data by the VMD -

(a) for the purposes of considering applications for approvals of 

veterinary medicines under the Marketing Authorisations for 

Veterinary Medicinal Products Regulations 1994 and 

(b) for all other functions of the VMD; 

C. The student will be given access to relevant information (as defined in 

clause 1) during the training; 

IN CONSIDERATION of DEFRA's disclosure of relevant information (as 

defined in clause 1) to the student in connection with the training given by the 

VMD to the student IT IS HEREBY AGREED -

1. In this Agreement the term "relevant information" means all information 

or data in any form which has been obtained by or furnished to the VMD, 

in pursuance of the Medicines Act 1968, in pursuance of the Marketing 
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2. 

Authorisations for Veterinary Medicinal Products Regulations 1994, or for 

any other reason relating to a marketing authorisation or other matter 
regulated by the VMO. 

The obligations contained in this Agreement shall not apply to 
information which -

i. at the time of disclosure is within the public domain; or 

ii. after disclosure comes into the public domain other than by reason 

of breach of this Agreement; or 

iii. can be shown by the student to have been made available to it 

lawfully other than by DEFRA. its officers, employees or agents, 

provided that the source of such information is not then subject to 

any agreement or other duties relating to confidentiality. 

3. The student agrees -

i. to treat all relevant information as confidential; 

ii. not to use relevant information for any purpose other than for his or 

her own training by the VMO; 

iii. not to disclose, permit disclosure of or otherwise make available 

any relevant information to any person; 

iv. not to part with possession of any document (including a document 

held in electronic form) or material containing relevant information; 

and 

vii. to keep all relevant information (in whatever form or medium) in a 

safe and secure place and return all materials containing relevant 

information together with all copies immediately at the request of 

DEFRA. 
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